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PREFACE
THIS book was prepared at the suggestion of the Inter-

collegiate Socialist Society of whose Executive Com-
mittee I am a member. I have to thank Miss Jessie

Wallace Hughan, author of
' ' American Socialism of the

Present Day," and Mr. Leroy Scott, members of this

Committee, who read over the documents.

In the selection of documents the editor has aimed

to choose as far as possible those of the greatest political

and economic importance. No material has been omitted

or included merely because it seemed creditable or dis-

creditable to Socialists in general or to the Socialists of

any particular country. I have not tried to explain

away any of their acts or failures to act, nor on the

other hand have I endeavored to pass any final judgment.
I have merely undertaken to offer in a condensed and

connected form all the materials necessary to reach an

opinion on any of the leading phases of this great ques-

tion : the attitude of the Socialists of all countries towards

war and peace, and especially towards the present war
and the peace that is to follow.

I have carefully restrained all editorial comment be-

cause the leading purpose has been strict accuracy and

non-partisanship. Even in cases in which the quota-

tions are not as clear as might be desired, I have not

felt justified in unduly lengthening my editorial notes,

since it is difficult to make lengthy editorial statements

without leaning to one side or the other. The purpose
of the editing has been not to comment upon the state-

ments of the Socialists, but merely to set forth the con-
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>na under wl. were made, and to iiul

tome of the reason* why they must be considered as

impor
A part of the materials utilized has nj under

my editorship, in The New Review.

WM. ENGLISH WALLINQ.
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PART I

THE GENERAL POSITION OF THE
SOCIALISTS ON WAR

INCLUDING THEIR ATTITUDE ON RELATED
SUBJECTS: NATIONALISM; MILITARISM;

IMPERIALISM





CHAPTER I

QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE PRESENT WAR

"
SOCIALISM never looked better than now" was the

title of a much-quoted editorial in the Springfield Re-

publican, shortly after the beginning of the present

war. We may paraphrase this slightly and say: "So-

cialism never interested more people than now." The

reasons are obvious. Socialism is the one great inter-

national and popular movement opposed to war. And
Socialism is the only philosophy that even promises to

do away with the social evils that are now recognized
as being the chief causes of wars, namely, commercial

competition, the erection of economic barriers between

nations, and the cultivation of racial differences for

commercial purposes.

Immediately after the war broke out the attitude of

the Socialists everywhere began to attract more atten-

tion than the attitude of any other class or group. Soon

after war was declared it was found that some, though
not all, of the Socialist parties had cast their lot with

their national governments. Yet, in spite of this ap-

parently contradictory action, public interest in the

Socialist position grew greater rather than less. Why
did this happen? The war disclosed the fact that a

very large part of the public expected the Socialists

to take some effective action in this great world crisis.

The general public, that is, felt greater confidence in

the Socialists' powers than the Socialists themselves had
ever felt. When they failed to live up to public expec-

3
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QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE WAR 5

People want to know just how the Socialists of all

the leading countries received the present war, why they

supported or opposed their governments, their influence

for peace, and the kind of peace for which they are

working, the possibility that they may secure a voice

in the reorganization of governments after the war.

For in all the countries engaged the Socialists are the

most authentic as the most fearless and articulate ex-

pression of the people.

People want to know whether the Socialists, who in

every country of Europe are the chief spokesmen of

the common people, were unanimous (in those nations

where they favored the war). It is known that there

was a division of opinion in Great Britain. How did

this come about? What is the relative power of the

two groups those that favored and those that opposed
the war? And what is the difference in their attitude

towards peace? It is very little known, on account of

the false statements that a very powerful minority in

Germany, representing hundreds of thousands of So-

cialist Party members, and perhaps a million Socialist

voters, opposed the action by which the party indorsed

the war. Public interest is keen to know the extent of

this anti-militarist disaffection, its character, and its

prospects of winning over still more of the Socialists,

who are one-third of the German nation.

People want to know whether the Italian Socialists

really were the chief factor in preventing Italy from

entering into the war on the side of Germany and

Austria as was widely stated by the non-Socialist

press.

What was the power of the Italian Socialists to en-

force their will on the government? Are they still in

favor of neutrality? Or is it true that a large part
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QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE WAR 7

Nobody has questioned the fact that the Socialist "In-

ternational" is likely to be reorganized. But the ques-

tion arises, if it is reorganized, will it really be inter-

national? That is, will it really consist of anything
more than a loose association of entirely independent
and more or less hostile nationalistic Socialist parties,

ready on some future occasion, as at present, to support
their governments in making war? Or will interna-

tionalism now be made an absolute condition for admis-

sion, as was the case of the first international organiza-

tion inaugurated by Karl Marx just fifty years ago?

Or, since the working classes already have two parties

in many countries, is it possible that we shall now see

two ' '

international
' '

Socialist movements, one consisting

of a federation of entirely autonomous nationalistic

organizations, many of them participating in govern-

ments by furnishing ministers to
' '

coalition
' '

ministries,

and with whom disarmament, for example, is merely an

"ultimate ideal," and another, a radically international

organization, that will have nothing to do with the exist-

ing governments, at least until disarmament has begun
and commercial antagonisms and racial hostilities, all

of which rest upon a purely economic foundation, are in

the process of being done away with? Or may there

be a division along some other lines?

These important questions it is the purpose of this

volume to answer, in so far as they can be answered,

by original Socialist documents relating, as far as prac-

ticable, to the present war and the approaching peace.
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THi: POSITION OP LEADING SOCIALISTS
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POSITION OF LEADING SOCIALISTS 9

remarkable predictions of Marx, made at the time of the

Franco-Prussian War. These, our first two documents,
not only show some of the leading features of the So-

cialist position to-day, but apply them to the present
conflict. Moreover, they indicate the essential sound-

ness of some of these positions; and they suggest, when
read in connection with the documents following, the

line of change and development in Socialist thought.

THE PREDICTIONS OF KARL MARX

The following paragraphs, contained in a manifesto

issued by the Social Democratic Party of Germany, en-

titled "To the German Workers," were written three

days after the battle of Sedan, September 5, 1870 :

So long as the mercenaries of Napoleon threatened Ger-

many it was our duty as Germans to defend the independence
of the Fatherland. Such a defensive war does not exclude

offensive measures. It includes, as does every war, the neces-

sity of forcing the enemy to accept peace.
But now, in the hour of victory, it becomes our duty not to

be swept away with the drunkenness of the victory, but to

remain cool and thoughtful and to ask ourselves what shall be

done.

The new Republic must and will seek peace with Germany.
It must and will recall the declaration of Napoleon.
Was it the French people who declared war against us?

No, it was Napoleon. Let us not be deceived by the circum-

stance that the victorious invasion of the German army turned

the hearts of France toward war.

Now that the empire was overthrown and the republic

established, Marx not only demanded peace, but he

opposed all annexation of French territory, and pre-

dicted that the conquest of Alsace and Lorraine would

inevitably lead to a Franco-Russian alliance and to

another war. He continues:
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days after the preceding one, continued his protest

against the annexation of Alsace and Lorraine in the

following words:

Do the Teutonic patriots seriously believe that the inde-

pendence, liberty, and peace of Germany may be secured by
driving France into the arms of Russia?

If the luck of arms, the arrogance of success, and the in-

trigue of the dynasties lead to the robbing of French terri-

tory, then there are only two ways open for Germany.
It either must pursue the dangerous course of being a tool

for Russian aggrandizement, a policy which coincides with

the tradition of the Hohenzollern, or it must, after a short

pause, prepare itself for a new "defensive" war. Not one of

those new-fangled "localized" wars, but a race war, a war
with the united Slav and Latin races. This is the peace

prospect held out by the brainless patriots of the German
middle class.

History will not measure her retribution by the circumfer-

ence of the square miles conquered from France, but by the

intensity of the crime of having re-established in the second

half of the nineteenth century the policy of conquest. (Our
italics.)

Of especial moment in this second document are

Marx's satirical prophecies that the German Govern-

ment would attempt to picture the war he predicted as

being "defensive" and that it would also make a pre-

tense of trying to "localize" it in a way, of course, to

secure a German preponderance. He also shows that he

feared the Russian-German alliance, which is again so

much dreaded by German Socialists as a probable result

of the present war. (See Chapter XIX.)

FREDERICK ENGELS ON THE COMING WAR

An article written by Engels in 1892 emphasizes a

no less important feature of the Socialist position, the

idea that a general European war, undesired by the
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uses the expressions about the "national existence" be-

ing at stake and "military necessity," which figure in

such an important way in the official defense of the

German Government. Bernstein attributes to Marx

the belief that "the national existence" of Germany
was at stake in 1870, and that her conduct up to the

predatory peace (which he denounced, as we have seen)

was justified by "military necessity":

But just as the time for a demonstration against the war

on the ground of principle could not last indefinitely, this

applies also, according to Marx, to the period of recognition

and support of the war. This he shows in the letter in

which he treats of the abstention of Bebel and Liebknecht [i.e.,

their refusal to vote in the Reichstag on the war loan of 1870

see below]. Decisively he agrees to the plan of an answer

of the International to the German Party Executive, which

Engels had laid before him on his own request, in which it is

said (see the letter of Engels, August 15, 1870) : "I think the

German Social Democracy can :

"1. Take part in the national movement in so far as and as

long as it limits itself to the defense of Germany (which under

certain conditions does not exclude the offensive, until peace
is declared) ;

"2. Emphasize the difference between German national in-

terests, and dynastic Prussian interests;

"3. Work against any annexation of Alsace-Lorraine;
"4. As soon as a republican, non-chauvinist government is

at the helm in Paris, to work for an honorable peace with it;

"5. Continue to keep in the foreground the unity of the

interests of German and French workingmen, who did not

justify the war, and did not make war upon one another;
"6. Indicate the menace of Russia in the background, as

in the International address."

In the manifesto issued after Sedan [above quoted] Marx
and Engels scrupulously pointed out the period for which

the support of the war by Social Democrats was proper.
This period for them was marked by the change of the war
from one of defense to one of conquest. In making this dis-

tinction they allowed a wide place to the war of defense.
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Bebel thought the rejection of the credits a mistake, as it

would mean taking sides with Napoleon. On the other hand,
he could not get himself to support Bismarck's policy. Bebel

advocated abstention from voting on the credits, and suc-

ceeded in convincing Liebknecht of the propriety of that

course of action. In justifying that step Bebel wrote:

"The present war is a dynastic war, undertaken in the in-

terests of the dynasty of Bonaparte, as the war of 1866 was
one in the interests of the Hohenzollerns. We cannot vote

for the credits demanded from the Reichstag for the conduct

of the war, as that would mean a vote of confidence in the

Prussian Government which has prepared the present war

by its actions in 1866. Nor can we refuse the required

moneys, for that might be interpreted as supporting the mis-

chievous and criminal policy of Bonaparte."

Whilst Bebel and Liebknecht abstained from voting, the

Lassallean Socialist members of the Reichstag voted for the

war credits.

Liebknecht's and Bebel's course of action aroused great

opposition in the Executive of the Labor Party, who consid-

ered it a tactical mistake. The members of the Executive were

dominated by the idea that the war should be prosecuted
until the downfall of Napoleon should give the French democ-

racy more breathing space, and that the .struggle would end

in the unification of Germany and thus solve the national

question, which had hitherto disturbed and prevented the

growth of a great Social Democratic Party.

The debates and recriminations which ensued were most

acrimonious. On August 13, 1870, Bebel wrote in a letter:

"If the executive proceeds against Liebknecht [who was then

editing the party organ, Volksstaat~\ we shall renounce all

co-operation in the Volksstaat. Judging from your letter, you
all seem to have fallen victim to a kind of nationalist par-

oxysm; you appear to desire at any price a scandal and a

disruption in the party." And Liebknecht wrote to Bracke,
a prominent member of the Executive, on September 1st, that

he felt inclined to emigrate to America "out of disgust with

these patriotic junketings."

In 1870 then, as in 1914, the majority of the Socialist

representatives in the parliament were in favor of sup-
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porting the war. And it was only i

(187")) that the two fac! e united to form the

present German Socialist Party.

KAUTSKY ON IMl'l Ml AI.1SM AND WAR

Since the death of Liebkneeht. several years ago,

Kautsky has been the leading thinker of the (lermau

y. The present (Jcrman Socialist theory on war is

best expressed in an article written by Kautsky in

diatrly before the [.resent conllict, to which he added

the first few paragraphs after the war had started.

While h- :its the orthodox Marxian view, he does

not prett nd to I- Marxian doctrine intact on war

or on any other matter. Indeed, he has done more than

any other living writer to < that standpoint, and

this is why, no doubt, he is known as the world's I

inir Marxian. Kautsky here develops the Marxian view

ternational relations to its modern form.

To-day commercial "imperialism'' is held I

cialists to be the d :rs ami of mili-

been living in a period in

which capitalism necessarily

nationally, in the form of competitive imperialism.

But in the period that is approaching, competitive im-

perialism, like competitive industry, is doomed to be

replaced by combination. Imperialism, which is

militarist and nationalist, may then hccoim and

national through a combination of empires, thi'

ultra imperialism. < 'apilalism \\ill 1 Mian

before, but so also a ill be the international

Socialism. The class struggle will b-

:e\V app.

iple, in the follow inir selectio; tl.M Kailt-

aky a -r) :
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The effort to subdue and hold agrarian regions has given
rise to serious conflicts between the great capitalist powers.
These conflicts brought about the tremendous competition in

armaments which has finally resulted in the long-prophesied
world-war. Is this phase of imperialism necessary to the

continued existence of capitalism? Will it disappear only
with capitalism itself?

There is no economic necessity for the continuation of the

great competition in the production of armaments after the

close of the present war. At best such -a continuation would

serve the interests of only a few capitalist groups.
On the contrary capitalist industry is threatened by the

conflicts between the various governments. Every far-sighted

capitalist must call out to his associates: Capitalists of all

lands, unite!

In the first place we have to consider the growing opposi-
tion of the more developed agricultural regions, which threat-

ens not only one or the other of the capitalist governments,
but all of them together. This refers both to the awakening
of eastern Asia and India and to the pan-Islamite movement
of Asia Minor and northern Africa.

In the same category is the increasing opposition of the

proletariat of industrial nations to additional taxes.

To all this was added after the close of the Balkan War
the fact that the cost of armaments and colonial expansion
reached such a point that the accumulation of capital was

threatened, and so the very basis of imperialism was placed
in danger.

Industrial accumulation in the interior did still go on,
thanks to technical development of industry. But capital was
no longer pushing itself into foreign fields. This is proved

by the fact that European governments had difficulty in float-

ing their loans. The rate of interest was constantly rising.

Here are figures showing prices paid during ten years:
Three per cent. Three per cent.

Imperial Loan French Bonds
1905 89 99

1910 85 97

1912 80 92
1914 77 83

This will grow worse rather than better after the war if

the increase in armaments continues to make its demands on
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vestment, economic nationalism means the interest in

normal foreign trade, etc. But nationalism is also to

express the belief that the economic interests of a na-

tion as a whole, including all classes, may be in conflict

with those of another nation. This is the view of Otto

Bauer, who, after Kautsky, may be taken as the leading

Marxian authority on this subject.

The all-important problem of imperialism was to

have been discussed at the proposed International So-

cialist Congress, planned to be held in Vienna, on

August 21, 1914. Otto Bauer, undoubtedly the most

eminent of Austrian Socialists after Victor Adler, was
to have reported to the International Congress on this

subject, and was delegated to bring in a resolution,

which would have been the most important of all So-

cialist declarations on the causes of war. We do not

have his resolution or his report, but we are able to

give, in his own words, the central thought of his

great work, Imperialismus und die Nationalitaetenfrage.

THE PRESENT NATIONALISTIC SYSTEM OF PRODUCTION AS

THE CAUSE OF WAR
* 'We do not say that there are no conflicts of interests

between the nations, but we say, on the contrary, that

as long as exploitation and oppression continue there

will be conflicts of interests between nations." But ex-

ploitation and oppression, according to the Socialist

view, as presented by Bauer, wr
ill continue until the

establishment of a Socialist society, in which there will

be no economically or politically independent nations.

International trade instead of being discouraged will

be encouraged, so that all would rapidly become parts

of one economic whole, so dependent on one another that

no hostilities would be practical, while complete po-

litical independence would also become unthinkable.
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That is, as long as the p listic form of

society lasts, with its division of the world into econ

units called nations, tin- economic interests of all the

people of the various countries, including those oi

wap I,
\vill continue to conllict with one an-

i . As far. then, as the working people confine their

calculations to the immediate future and to social and
labor reforms to be carried out under the pr.

tionalistic system, they may be economically i:

in war provided, of course, their nation is victorious,

and the cost of the war is not too hi^h. This is true,

hov,< ly as long as capitalism and nationalism

last, and it is always to the ultiuuiit In1 the

working people, as opposed to their m
to stand for internationalism as against nationalism.
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consideration that could hold such Socialists back from

war would be the possibility of defeat or the too r
cost of victory, a consideration which is evident 1\

iirht with non-Socialists. It is hardly neces-

to point out the bearing of this view on the action of

B Socialists \\li.. have favored the present war. A
radical himself. Bauer holds that only radical Socialists

who pine. ,!H.VC the smaller (to

use i i Mian of Had upon to

>se war.

'on of the majority of Socialists as
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go so deeply into the question, and may be best given

by a few quotations from Morris Hillquit, the leading

spokesman of the American Socialists. These quota-

tions are from articles written shortly after the out-

break of the present conflict. They do not take info

account any of the new positions taken by various So-

cialist groups as a result of the war, and may, therefore,

be taken as a summary of the Socialist attitude before

the great world drama we are witnessing. Bauer, like

Kautsky, is a leader and creator of Socialist thought,

but his mature views had not yet been fully accepted
and no official action had been taken by an International

Congress. Hillquit, on the contrary, is an exponent of

Socialist policy in that form which it had already as-

sumed before the war and still holds at the present mo-

ment. If we wish to know what the Socialist thought on

war was becoming immediately before the present strug-

gle, we must look to Kautsky and Bauer. If we wish to

know what it actually was, we must look to Hillquit. It

is true, as Kautsky points out in passages we have quoted
below (see Chapter XIX), and as the views of Bauer and

Kautsky we have just quoted clearly demonstrate, that

the actual Socialist policy entirely overlooked some of

the most fundamental and practical phases of the sub-,

ject. But we are concerned in the present volume with

the Socialist position in connection with the present

war, and if we are to understand how the Socialists have

applied their policy, or adapted it to the present strug-

gle, it is necessary, as a point of departure, first of all

to state the exact condition of the Socialist policy as to

war (and related questions) immediately before the war

even if this policy should prove, at some points,

and by the later confessions of the Socialists them-

selves, to have been inadequate, contradictory, and

erroneous.
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nies beyond the direct geographical boundaries of a nation,

but also the endeavor to unite all such colonies with the

mother-country into a dominant international power an

empire, and to steadily extend the territory of such empire.

Usually it includes a programme of monopolizing the natural

resources and trade of the colonies and securing their aid for

the defense of the empire without giving them a voice in its

government.
The Socialist diagnosis of the causes of modern wars may

thus be summed up in one sentence : The basic cause is capi-

talism; the contributory causes are imperialism, militarism,

social unrest, international grudges, and pseudo-patriotism.
This is the accepted Socialist view as it has gradually

evolved from 1866, when the subject was first discussed in the

Congress of the old International in Geneva, until 1907, when
the International Congress at Stuttgart formulated the most

complete and authoritative Socialist expression on war and

militarism. . . .

And so the nations of Europe prepared for war. They
were ready for it. For years they have been watching and

threatening one another. For years Europe has been an

armed camp. The clash might have come somewhat
earlier. It might have been delayed somewhat. But in the

long run it was inevitable. It is idle to place the blame for

the monstrous crime on any particular nation or government,
to seek the aggressor. Capitalism has made this war, and all

the nations are the victims. . . .

The Socialists believe that modern wars are mainly caused

by the industrial competition between nations. In this rinr

wars must continue so long as the capitalist system prevails,

and will only be ended with the establishment of the Socialist

co-operative commonwealth and the federation of non-compet-

ing nations.

This undoubtedly expresses the view of the average
Socialist before the present war. There has been a

great deal of open disagreement, however, about these

questions among Socialists in recent years. And the

movement has been nearly equally divided on some of

the most important issues. Hillquit, for example, as

we have just seen, says that the interests of capital
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mak> " and the interests of labor in,.

ntradictcd liy Kautsky. llir 1
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fluential in the international inoveineiit than Hilbjiiit.

This i-adieal division amon.i: Socialists may he most

dearly Men in the discussions of the International

and National Congresses. A very BtTODg ten

modify tlie position held hy the average Socialist be:

the war, as formulated hy Hilhjuit, will 1>

This tendency has naturally become more rapid s

the present war began, as th- r will

from documents of Parts IV and V. Whether this

stupendous event is fundamentally modifying the

Socialist position, first on (juestions eonnecte(l with war,

and then generally, or whether it is leaving liotli Socialist

"principles'' and Socialist "ta<-tics" essentially as they

as Kautsky claims, is a question we must

6 to the reader to decide after we have supplied him

with ample evidence on both sides of the



CHAPTER III

WAR AND ITS CAUSES

THE anti-war resolution of the International Socialist

Congress held at Stuttgart in 1907, is perhaps the most

important document in Socialist history, in view of the

present war. It was the result of a compromise and
was consciously designed to cover up some of the So-

cialist differences connected with war, as its framers

stated before the Congress. It is a very carefully

constructed compromise, however, and a correct reflec-

tion of the consensus of Socialist opinion, so that it de-

serves the closest attention. It describes that relatively

restricted area of common ground on which nearly all

Socialists stand. However, the development of Social-

ist opinion, as the discussion at the Congress shows, had

already advanced, in many cases, considerably beyond
this point. For two widely different opinions had de-

veloped by 1907, both of them maintained by very large

factions. And the division was mainly along national

lines; the majority of the French on one side and all

the Germans on the other. Both the leading causes and
the remedies for war were very thoroughly discussed.

The causes named in the resolution finally adopted
were: imperialism, militarism, nationalist agitation, the

desire of governments to turn the attention of the

masses away from difficult domestic problems, and the

fear of the rising international power of the working

While the economic cause of war was mentioned first,

25
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RESOLUTION OF FRENCH MAJORITY

Two formulations had strong support at Stuttgart,

each being upheld by approximately half of the Con-

gress. The majority of the French delegates (including

Jaures) proposed the following:

Militarism is to be viewed exclusively as the arming of the

state in order to keep the working classes in political and
economic subjection to the capitalist class. The working class

of all countries must remember that a government cannot

threaten the independence of a foreign nation without com-

mitting a crime against this nation, against its working class,

and against the international working class. The threatened

nation, and its working class, accordingly have the duty of

defending their independence against attack, and they have

a right to the support of the working classes of the whole
world. The policy of defense, as well as the anti-militarism

of the Socialist Party, demands the disarmament of the bour-

geoisie, and the arming of the working classes, through the

introduction of general military service of the people (mili-

tia). In view of the Russian revolution, of the extreme danger
to the Czarism, and the neighboring empires which would like

to follow it, in view of the ceaseless capitalistic and colonial

enterprises and plundering, the International Bureau and In-

ternational Parliamentary Conference are called upon to

form the necessary institutions in order to be able to take

suitable action in case of the menace of an international con-

flict to prevent war. The prevention of war is to be brought
about by national and international Socialist action of the

working class by all means, from parliamentary intervention

to public agitation and the general strike and insurrection.

(Our italics.)

Here, then, is an immediate remedy; it is not neces-

sary to wait for Socialism. And the cause of war is

not so much the search for new markets and fields of

investment, as the capitalist desire to use the army
against the working class at home.
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have a double significance. They bring out the posi-

tion of a large number of Socialists of all countries, but

especially they throw light upon the state of mind of

the Socialist Reichstag members who voted for the war

loans after the outbreak of the present war, for this

and other documents leave little doubt that Bebel would

have stood with this majority.

BEBEL IN SUPPORT OF FRENCH MINORITY RESOLUTION

According to my view, we have so often discussed the mili-

tary and war question, that it would be enough to reaffirm the

resolutions we have formerly passed. But after the French

comrades, chiefly through the so-called anti-military agitation

of Herve, desired to bring the question before the Congress,
we could not refuse to discuss it again. What Herve says in

his book, Their Country, on militarism and patriotism, is not

new. Domela Nieuwenhuis said that all to us at previous

Congresses, and the Congresses have always refused to follow

him by large majorities. Herve says : "The Fatherland is the

Fatherland of the ruling classes. It does not concern the

proletariat."
A similar thought is expressed in the Communist Manifesto

where it says, "the proletariat has no Fatherland." But in

the first place, the disciples of Marx and Engels have declared

that they no longer share the views of the Manifesto, and in

the second place, they have taken, throughout the decades, a

very clear and by no means negative position towards Euro-

pean and German national questions. What we fight against
is not the Fatherland itself, which belongs to the proletariat

far more than to the ruling classes, but the conditions which

are present in the Fatherland in the interest of the ruling
classes. Parliaments also are a ruling class insurance for the

maintenance of their class rule, and yet we go into parlia-

ments, not only to fight class rule, but also to better condi-

tions. We do not limit ourselves to negation, we also carry
on positive work everywhere. The civilized life and the de-

velopment of the civilization of a people can only be developed

upon the basis of full freedom and independence, by means
of the mother-tongue. Therefore the effort everywhere

among peoples who are under foreign rule is to gain freedom
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closely followed, and the War I 'arty, which to be sure is

small with us and lias no adherents in governmental circles,

welcomes a phenomenon which weakens a principal enemy.
In the ruling classes of Germany nobody wants war, partly
out of regard for the existence of the Socialist Movement.
Prince Buelow himself conceded to me that the governments
know what great dangers for government and society lay in a

European war, and therefore would avoid it if possible.

[Bebel here refers to the probability that revolution would
follow war.]
On these grounds we cannot vote for uthe Jaures-Vaillant

resolution, which makes regrettable concessions to Herveism in

its last paragraph. Besides, it is not necessary to speak of

such things. As to the matter itself, the fight against mili-

tarism and war, we are agreed. Nobody has been more con-

sistent in this struggle than we Germans. On the contrary,
Jaures has often been held up to us as a patron of patriotism."
Jaures here interrupted with the remark : "Just as you are

held up in France." Whereupon Bebel answered: "I have
also been held up in your country as a great patriot, who
would be for every war, even if it were not a war of defense.

With us a different language is used. During the Morocco af-

fair we used every effort to avoid war. If, even as Social

Democrats, we cannot get along entirely without military
armament as long as the relations of the various countries to

one another have not undergone a fundamental change, this

is only for defense, and upon the democratic principles which

prevent a misuse of military force. In Germany we struggle

against the existing militarism on land and water in every

possible form, and with all our strength, but we cannot be

pushed beyond into methods of struggle which might endan-

ger the party activities, and even the very existence of the

party." (Our italics.)

Most significant are Rebel's statements, (1) that

it would not be difficult for the Socialists of the world

to say which government was the aggressor and which

was on the defensive in case of war, (2) that there

was absolutely no war party in Germany, and (3) that

the German Party could not take up a more radical
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fight militarism and war, which hurls the body of the pro-
letariat against one another in Chauvinism, hatred, and anger.
It will be asked if we can say no more than Bebel, that we
know of no sure means to stop the stirring up of the people

against one another, and their mutual murder. It will be

asked if the greatly increased force of the German working
class, of the International proletariat, could do no more. In

no questions are we any longer content with parliamentary
action alone. The proletariat wishes to step upon the stage
as a player of its own fortune. The prevention of war must

also be given by the proletariat all the powerful force that it

has in its great masses. Bebel has declared for a general
strike in case the right of suffrage is taken away, and the

Party Congress at Jena reached such a revolutionary decision

in that case that Bebel already saw himself wading up to his

knees in blood.

Kautsky, in Die Neue Zeit, has declared for direct action

in case the German troops should interfere in favor of the

Czar. Bebel repeated this sentence before the Reichstag. If

you can say that, you can also say it in the case of all national

conflicts. Certainly the military intervention of Germany in

favor of the Czar, against the Russian Social Democracy,
will be the most extreme, the sharpest imaginable form of class

struggle. But if a government does not go into the field

directly against Social Democracy, but, frightened by the

growth of Socialism, seeks to make a diversion abroad, if a

war arises in this way between France and Germany, would

it be allowable in that case that the French and German work-

ing class should murder one another for the benefit of the

capitalists, and at their demand, without making the most ex-

treme use of its strength? If we did not try to do this, we
should be dishonored.

Bebel has pictured for us the dangers of an anti-military

agitation in Germany. We certainly do not wish to risk

the destruction of the strongest branch of International So-

cialism. But I think you exaggerate. You went through the

days at the time of the anti-Socialist law, when the hand of

a man pressed upon you, which was ten times stronger than

that of any other Prussian minister. The hand of the law can

make itself felt upon a few, but it is not easy to break the

power of three millions.

Liebknecht is called before the military court, not because
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moment." I said in Amsterdam that we would not risk our

heads for the bourgeois republic.

In the debate it seemed for a while as if the chief differences

between us arise from the fact that Germany refused to take

up the struggle against militarism, and to carry its national

responsibilities. Comrades, that never occurred to any of us.

Not a single German comrade even thought of such a thing.

At the previous International Congresses in the discussion

of militarism we always found ourselves with the great ma-

jority, and have not changed our standpoint. On the con-

trary, our French comrades have changed their standpoint

by coming nearer to Herve, and in this way calling forth a

split. We know better than you Frenchmen how the conclu-

sion of the Nancy resolution [that of the French majority]
would be regarded in our country. For the sake of nothing
at all, for something that we do not know would even be

carried out in a crisis, we are not willing to prepare trouble

for ourselves and to seriously cripple our movement. Yes-

terday morning Adler well pictured the dialectical develop-
ment of militarism. Unless all signs fail, I say, going further

than he did, militarism has reached a point in its development
where we can see that the first time it is put in practice, mili-

tarism will break its own neck. Our resolutions would not

harm a hair on the head of militarism, if the evolution which

it has taken in the last forty years did not necessarily under-

mine its own existence. We are not here perpetually to re-

peat, as we do in our agitation, the horrors of war and the

disgusting character of militarism. I point at Germany, the

first of military powers and the chief promoter of this whole

development. . . .

Four million families will be in the greatest need that is

worse than a general strike. Think of this situation, of the

feelings of these masses. We get a great part of our food

from abroad. From the day of the declaration of war this

importation will cease. [Bebel, we note, must have foreseen

that England would be in the war.] We shall have no prod-
ucts of industry to sell any longer, because a great part of

production has become impossible through the impossibility
of exportation. This means further unemployment and suf-

fering. Necessities increase in price. Perhaps actual famine

breaks out. In the mass battles of the present, a German

general has declared we shall not know where to take the
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Herve has said that as a small nation, Belgium is not much
interested. Such an expression is very strange in the mouth
of an anti-militarist, since the little nations would be

the very ones to become victims of a war, and Belgium, more-

over, would likely be the battlefield of the war. We are

for Herve's goal, but not for his means. . . .

My heart leans toward the Vaillant resolution. It is true

that Leopold will not declare war, so that it would be very

easy for us to declare for insurrection in case of war. We
know the difficulties in which the other 'countries are, but we
believe nevertheless that a solution is possible. If an agree-
ment were not reached, if the French declare that they will

proclaim a general strike, and the Germans that they will not

do it, then that is an impossible situation for an International

Congress. The Germans should think of this. As a frien'd of

the Germans, who has been a comrade for twenty years, who
has learnt much from them, who owes so much to them,
I ask if now they do not wish to learn something from
the practices of other countries. The majority of the Con-

gress finds it would be an evil thing if the French plunge
into an anti-military agitation, while the Germans oppose it

as much as they possibly can. We want no resolution which
clothes nothingness in resounding words. But we want all

countries to take up the struggle against militarism. We
must labor to win the brains of the soldiers. If we regard the

transactions in The Hague with distrust and contempt, we
must avoid giving the same picture of weakness here.

The resolution finally adopted was framed for the

purpose of covering up these differences. The part re-

ferring to the proposed international general strike

against war we discuss in the following chapter, es-

pecially devoted to this subject. The reasoning upon
which it rests is given in the following paragraphs

dealing with the causes of war, which follow the lines

of the German as against the French resolution.
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RESOLUTION OF RUSSIAN AND POLISH DELEGATES

An additional formulation proposed by the Russian

and Polish delegates, Eosa Luxemburg, Lenin, and

Martoff, was in part as follows :

In case a war should, nevertheless, break out, the Socialists

shall take measures to bring about its early termination and
strive with all their power to use the economic and political

crises created by the war to arouse the masses politically and
hasten the overthrow of capitalist class rule.

This threat and prediction of a revolution to follow

the war was finally incorporated in the Stuttgart resolu-

tion (see Chapter IV), and was adopted unanimously

by the Congress of Basel in 1912. (See Chapter VII.)

Naturally the time has not yet come for its discussion

in connection with the present war though evidently

it has already been abandoned by the ultra-nationalist

Socialists.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS AT COPENHAGEN (1910)

The Stuttgart resolution insists that the working

classes are the sole opponents of war who can be relied

upon. The following Congress at Copenhagen, in 1910,

distinctly moderates this position, claiming only that

the working classes have greater interests against war

than any other class
; though it still asserts that the or-

ganized workers alone have enough power to guarantee

peace. The resolution contains an indirect recogni-

tion that there are other important forces besides the

Socialists opposed to war in that it limits itself to the

statement that wars will not
"
completely

"
cease before

the end of capitalism, thereby suggesting that they may
greatly diminish in frequency and intensity. Its most

important sentences are the following:
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Tliis resolution shows very strongly the existing

tendency of the Socialists to modify some of their most

fundamental tenets with regard to the causes of war.
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elusive interest of the capitalist class.
' ' And this is still

the position of the International Movement to-day, hav-

ing been reaffirmed at Stuttgart in 1907. It is note-

worthy, however, that most of the Socialists of nations

possessing colonies voted at that Congress to modify
this policy, including a majority of the British and a

large part of the French and Germans.

The Germans were nearly equally divided Kautsky
and Ledebour speaking against colonies, and Bernstein

and David in favor of them, the labor union leaders

being with the latter faction. Naturally all those now

most strongly in favor of the present war were then in

favor of compromise with governmental colonialism and

vice versa.

It is useless to reproduce the arguments of those who

favored colonialism, as all disclaimed any intention to

compromise with imperialism. Nevertheless, the con-

nection, even if indirect, is undeniable, and it can be

no mere coincidence that these are the same persons

who are now 'adopting so many other governmental

arguments in support of the present war.
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revolution and that between those who favor and those

who oppose it as a means of preventing war.

So, when the general strike was first brought up at the

Congresses of Brussels and Zurich, in 1891 and 1893, it

was rejected by an overwhelming majority, whereas at

the Congress of Stuttgart, in 1907, it had the support

of practically half of the Congress, and would have had

some prospect of being carried at the proposed Interna-

tional Congress at Vienna in 1914, but for the fact

that it was feared that the Germans and Austrians

would refuse to accept it, and so its adoption would

have created a dangerous split in the International

Movement between those very groups where the split

was to be most avoided (the Germans and Austrians

being against, and the French and British in favor of,

the measure). It was for this reason that Jaures pub-

licly declared, a few days before his death, that he did

not intend to force the issue at Vienna as we show in

the last document quoted in this chapter (the discussion

of the proposed international strike at the special Con-

gress of the French Party in the middle of July, 1914).

The question had also been brought up before the

British labor unions and they discussed action along

these general strike lines at the time of the Morocco

affair, 1911, as shown in another quotation in this

chapter. On the other hand, the Germans, while de-

nouncing the militarist party at the time of the Morocco

crisis, proposed no radical remedy.

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST CONGRESS OF BRUSSELS

(1891)

The discussion in 1891 and 1893 shows that in twenty

years the international has passed through nothing less

than a revolution in its attitude towards the possible

use of the general strike. It will be seen that the So-
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Finally, the following resolution, presented by \Yil-

helm Liebknecht and ISdouard Vaillant, and voted by
fifteen nations against one (Holland), which abstained

from voting, declared:

The militarism which burdens Europe at this moment is

the fatal consequence of the permanent state of latent or open
war imposed on society by the regime of the exploitation of

man by man and the class struggle which results from it;

only the creation of a Socialist society putting an end to the

exploitation of man will put an end to militarism and insure

permanent peace; as a consequence the duty and interest of

those who wish to put an end to war is to enter into the

International Socialist Party, which is the only true party of

peace.

Accordingly the Congress appealed to all the workers

''to protest by ceaseless agitation against all the archa-

isms of war, and alliances which favor it, and to hasten

the triumph of Socialism by the development of the in-

ternational organization of the proletariat."

THE CONGRESS OP ZURICH (1893)

The question of the attitude to be taken towards war
was again brought up by Domela Nieuwenhuis at the

Congress of Zurich (1893). To the idea of "the general
strike

' '

brought before the preceding Congress he added
the proposition of "the military strike." Georges

Plechanoff, the sole delegate of Russia at the Congress,
had been appointed to report officially for the Congress
on the subject. He rejected the Dutch proposition on

the ground it would deliver the most Socialistic country

(which would strike) in a defenseless condition into the

hands of the most backward country (which would not

strike). And the Cossack would reign over Europe.
To the bitter criticisms of Nieuwenhuis, who had re-

proached the German Party "for making concessions
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to militarism
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jected, and the German motion was accepted. It was

to the same effect as the resolution voted at Brussels two

years before.

So for fourteen years, from 1893 to 1907, the Inter-

national Congresses appeared to be satisfied that the

general strike was not an available preventive of war,

but that the best Socialists could do was to adopt the

other remedy, of continuing to refuse to vote a single

soldier or a single penny for military purposes, until

they were in control of parliaments and could bring
about universal disarmament.

But in the meanwhile the British Labor Party, which

habitually supports governments that increase arma-

ments, was admitted to the International Congress.

Neither this body nor its Socialist wing, the Independ-
ent Labor Party, has ever contemplated any funda-

mental change in this policy. Yet both the Independent
Labor Party and the Labor Party are, and always have

been, strongly opposed to war. It is therefore not sur-

prising to see these organizations seeking an alternative

remedy, and settling upon the general strike.

At the same time the general strike sentiment, already
dominant among the French delegates at the Interna-

tional Congress of 1893 (as just noted), continued to

develop. The revolutionary labor-union Socialists, the

strongest anti-militarists and advocates of the general

strike, had been expelled from the International at the

Congress of London in 1896, but within a few years they
had founded the Syndicalist Movement in France.

While in conflict with the French Socialist Party at

many points, the Syndicalists first persuaded the unions

to adopt Socialism as their goal and then persuaded the

party, at the French Congress of 1907 (at Nancy), to

recognize in the French Federation of Labor Unions a

body as Socialistic as the party itself, though fighting
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French trade unions, after the Fashoda incident, for the pur-

pose of maintaining peace and for re-establishing friendly re-

lations between England and France; the policy of the Social

Democratic parties in the French and German parliaments

during the Morocco crisis, and the peaceful declarations which

the Socialists in both countries sent each other; the common
action of the Austrian and Italian Socialists, gathered at

Trieste, with a view to avoiding a conflict between the two

powers; the great efforts made by the Socialists of Sweden to

prevent an attack on Norway; and lastly, the heroic sacrifices

made by the Socialist workers and peasants of Russia and
Poland in the struggle against the war-demon let loose by the

Czar, in their efforts to put an end to its ravages, and at the

same time to utilize the crisis for the liberation of the country
and its workers. All these efforts bear testimony to the grow-

ing power of the proletariat and to its absolute determination

to do all it can in order to maintain peace. The action of

the working classes in this direction will be even more suc-

cessful when public opinion is influenced to a greater degree
than at present, and when the Labor parties in different lands

are directed and instructed by the International.

If war ever threatens to break out, the working classes and

their representatives in parliament in the countries affected

should, with the assistance of the International Bureau, strive

to take every step possible in order to avoid the occurrence

of war. They must use every effort which, in their view,

according to the political situation and the opposing class

interests, will best contribute to the maintenance of peace.

If, however, despite all efforts, war breaks out, then it be-

comes their primary duty to bring about its conclusion as

quickly as possible, and thereafter to make the most of the

opportunities offered by the economic and political crises

which are sure to follow the war, in stirring up public opinion
and hastening forward the abolition of capitalist class rule.

By the time of the next Congress at Copenhagen in

1910, the general strike sentiment was still more in

evidence, being now strongly supported by the British.

J. K. MacDonald, speaking for the British Labor Party,

rebuked the German Socialists for their unwillingness

to indorse the international general strike. Ledebour,
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Kcir Hardic and Vaillant to the International Bureau

for study of the subject, and that at the next Interna-

tional Congress a report be presented on the investiga-

tions made. Both Keir Hardie and Vaillant agreed to

this and the Vandervelde amendment was accepted by
the Congress.

LETTER OF THE BRITISH SECTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

SOCIALIST BUREAU

The arguments in favor of the proposed general strike

were well summed up in a letter addressed in August,

1912, to the labor unions of Great Britain by Keir

Hardie and Arthur Henderson, the two delegates repre-

senting these organizations, together with the Labor

and Socialist Parties in the International Socialist

Bureau :

Everyone will recognize the gravity and importance of the

matter. War with all its horrors is always inimical to the

interests of the working class, and is always in these days
undertaken for the benefit of the financial and propertied
classes. The recent South African War is a typical illustra-

tion of this truth, which is further exemplified by the present
war between Italy and Turkey over Tripoli. The workers of

the world have no interest in fighting each other, but have

every interest in coming together for their mutual advantage.
The International Conferences, which are now so frequently
held by the trade-unionists of different countries, such as the

Miners, the Metal Workers, the Textile Workers, the Printers,
and many others, are tending to create a feeling of solidarity
and to break down racial prejudices mainly founded upon mis-

understanding, which only the ruling classes have an interest

in perpetuating. Those who support an anti-war strike do not

do so as an alternative to political action, but as supple-
mental to that action, and only to be used as a last resort

where political action is not yet sufficiently developed to

prevent it.

Take by way of illustration the case of Germany and this

country. The German Reichstag has 397 members all told, of
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for the capitalistic interests in Morocco, and against imperial-

ism, which is the cause of the military dangers hovering over

the German nation."

On July 7th, the French Socialist, Jean Jaures, wrote to

Vorwaerts, suggesting calmness and demanding energetic ac-

tion on the part of the European proletariat. A few days
later his paper, L'Humanite, published a resolution of the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the French Socialist Party to the effect

that the French section of the International was ready to

carry out the resolution of the last International Congress.

[That of Stuttgart see above.] The German Vorwaerts

upon the receipt of this resolution responded, with the ap-

proval of the Executive Committee of the German Social

Democratic Party, saying that the German Party accepted
the initiative of the French comrades with the warmest sym-
pathy and satisfaction, and adding : "Morocco is worth the

bones of neither the French nor German workmen."
On August 17th an international peace demonstration, at-

tended by several thousand workingmen, took place in Lon-

don, arranged in co-operation between the Executive Commit-
tee of the Labor Party, the Federation of Trade Unions, and
Trade Union Congresses. The meeting was addressed by
Keir Hardie, J. R. MacDonald, and H. M. Hyndman. French

guests participated as speakers. Keir Hardie demanded that

the English workers must hold themselves prepared so that

if the order for war and the murder of brothers went out,

not a soldier or a cannon should be transported by steamer

or railway. A resolution was passed calling attention to the

danger to world peace, of the exploitation of home and

foreign markets, and promising solemnly to prevent the break-

ing out of war.

J. R. MacDonald, chairman of the Labor Party, made the

following remarks in the English Parliament:

"The House knows the forces, the organization, and the

movement in Europe with which we English Socialists are

connected; that so long as there is a general federation of

labor or a labor party they will all work for peace. The
International Miners' Congress has just passed a resolution,

that if peace should be interrupted at the present moment,
we will nevertheless stand by it. We appreciate the deer

seriousness of the situation. We also know that it is very
useful for the ruling classes to learn the story of an organize-
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revolutionary anti-war measure of an international

strike on July 15th-17th, only two weeks before the

outbreak of tJie present war.

The question of the proposed international general
strike in case of war came before the French Congress
as a resolution from the Seine Federation. It was sup-

ported by Vaillant himself, by Jean Jaures, and by
Sembat. Against it were arrayed - Compere-Morel and

Jules Guesde, who fought it energetically. The resolu-

tion in amended form was passed by a vote of 1690 to

1174. Among those not voting it was Guesde.

The resolution, as finally passed, read as follows :

The French Party considers the spontaneous general strike

of the workers of all countries, combined with anti-war propa-

ganda among the masses, as the most workable of all means
in the hands of the workers to prevent war and to force

international arbitration of the dispute.

Jaures spoke in support of this resolution as follows :

It seems impossible to me that working people, who are

most threatened by this storm, who are the ones to be hurled

against one another, should not become conscious of their

own strength. We Socialists show the crimes of govern-
ments in the press and in meetings. We make attacks on

parliaments, but when the moment comes when the people
are in danger, they must declare their position themselves.

Notwithstanding all theoretical differences of opinion, there

can be no differences whatever at the decisive moment. And if

the systematic general strike is used in all countries for the

purpose of fighting economic dangers, shall we not use it to

fight against the danger of war? It is impossible that we
should fail to do this. We have seen the spontaneous upris-

ing of the Spanish workers, and that of the Russians in

spite of all old theories. But it is not a question of deciding

whether the general strike will break out in case of war, but

whether this movement shall break forth in confusion and

anarchy, first here and then there, and too late, after war
is already begun, or whether it shall be accomplished through
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to offer an amendment to the Copenhagen resolution, but to

make an addition to it as follows : "Among the means of

avoiding and preventing war and of forcing governments
to arbitrate, the Party Congress considers as particularly
effective the simultaneous general strike of the organized

workingmen, as well as popular agitation and other action

in an efficient form."

Simultaneous action is necessary when the danger appears.
It goes without saying that our revolutionary anxiety for

peace is closely connected with our anxiety for the independ-
ence of all peoples. And there is no more noble principle
than that which proclaims it as a duty of the proletariat of

all countries to protect the independence of all nations.

If we have left out the special mention of certain indus-

tries [as in the original Vaillant-Keir Hardie resolution at

Copenhagen see above], we have done it to emphasize the

fact that the whole working class must be set in movement.
In doing this we do not deny that the action of certain sec-

tions is of special importance.
When we try to force an appeal to arbitration we do this

to gain the help of all thinking men. And in order not to

give our enemies an excuse for attack, we have emphasized
the fact that the strike must be simultaneous [i.e., interna-

tional]. (Stormy applause.)

Jaures was ably supported in the Congress by Vail-

lant and Sembat. Vaillant said:

We cannot decide this matter in committees such as these,

but must spread the idea among the masses so as to enable

them to arrest action on both sides of the boundaries. The

general strike has been tried and has withstood the test. In

Russia, where, it is true, conditions are unique; in Sweden,
and in Belgium. Prussia discussed it. But even the partial

crippling of certain industries would have resulted in prevent-

ing mobilization. As, for instance, the French railroad

strike which paralyzed two systems, and the transport work-

ers' strike in England, evidence of the success of which

Ramsay MacDonald had from high sources. We in France

have always been in sympathy with the Confederation of

Labor on this proposition. We have always approved of the

general strike as a weapon. Why do we hesitate to indorse
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suppose that the proposition carried in Vienna. Not all

sections of the International have equally developed organiza-

tions. The most developed country, therefore, would suffer

most. The present condition of the proletariat of the world

does not permit of such methods. And what does our de-

cision mean? The ruling: classes would simply draft the

workingmen of the industries in question into the army.

Why do we not bring our force to bear on preventing and

avoiding war instead? When war is once declared, resistance

is made difficult. . . .

The amplifications of Vaillant and Jaures have completely

changed the Keir Hardie-Vaillant formulation. They have

limited it to a preventive action, and this falls into the cate-

gory of "all means," which the Stuttgart resolution recom-

mends. What is the purpose, then, of a formulation which

injures our propaganda and which one will not dare to de-

fend before the voters? And did not the representatives of

the arsenal workers of Bourges declare at the Labor Union

Congress that they would not undertake the responsibility of

an insurrection? But the general strike and insurrection are

inseparable [Vaillant calls out: Belgium referring to the

general strike of 1913]. One cannot make that comparison,
even if we suppose that all nations go into the general strike.

For shall we all carry it out with the same intensity? We
must declare that we will use all means to prevent a war of

aggression and also that we will use all means for the defense

of our country. In this way we will strengthen our propa-

ganda, and at the same time, our power for maintaining peace.

Compere-Morel proposed a resolution which repeated

the Stuttgart and Copenhagen declarations. He con-

eluded :

The amendment of Keir Hardie and Vaillant can only
serve as a pretext for exceptional laws against the working

people. Yes, in the unlikely case that the proposal is ac-

cepted and carried out, it could only assure the defeat of the

best organized proletariat and that which was truest to the

decisions of the International.

Guesde (now Minister) reached the same conclusions:
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CHAPTER V

PROPOSED METHODS OF PREVENTING WAR:

THE REFUSAL OF MONEY FOR MILITARY
SUPPLIES

THE historic role of parliaments, from the demo-

cratic standpoint, as well as from the standpoint of

Socialists, is to control governments through con-

trol of the governmental purse strings. Socialists have

everywhere and always opposed war and preparation
for war, unless on the most limited scale, and for the

most obviously defensive purposes. And until 1913

there had never been any disagreement among Social-

ists that it is the duty of their representatives in par-

liaments to refuse to non-Socialist governments, which

are all more or less aggressive as to foreign policy, all

money for military purposes.

Unlike the case with the proposed general strike, as

to the use of which there has been a great change of

Socialist opinion (as we have shown), there has been

very little change as to this remedy. If the German
Socialist Party voted money for military purposes in

1913, it did so with the claim that it was not voting

money for military purposes, but that the money had

already been voted, and that it was deciding merely as

to the form of taxation by which this money should be

raised. Before the present war, with this possible ex-

ception, there was no considerable Socialist support

anywhere for the proposition that Socialist legislators

might vote money for military objects.
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partisan method to allow the situation to be developed

on both sides by the German Socialists themselves, since

the German minority, as our documents show, made an

able and thorough criticism of the majority.

Let us first state briefly the position of the Interna-

tional. In the anti-war resolution of Jhe International

Socialist Congress at Stuttgart, in 1907, already re-

ferred to, there occurs the following passage definitely

prohibiting Socialists, in parliaments, from voting mili-

tary supplies under any circumstances a resolution all

the more binding because it was passed unanimously.

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST CONGRESS AT STUTTGART

(1907)

The Congress regards it as a duty to impress on the

working classes, and especially on their representatives in all

parliaments, the absolute necessity of opposing all naval and

military armaments and of refusing funds for their upkeep.

They must remember the nature of modern society : that these

armaments only help to continue the opposition of nations to

each other. The proletariat must make it their business also

to educate the children of the working classes in the spirit of

international brotherhood and Socialism, and to strengthen
their class consciousness.

The anti-war resolution at the next International So-

cialist Congress (the last held, that of Copenhagen, in

1910) was equally explicit. This was also passed unani-

mously :

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST CONGRESS OP COPENHAGEN

(1910)

The Congress, reiterating the oft-repeated duty of Socialist

representatives in the parliaments to combat militarism with

all means at their command and to refuse the means for

armaments, requires from its representatives:
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of militarism. In the interest of the world's peace, of popu-
lar liberty, and of popular welfare, it fought to the bitter end
militarism in general and the new military bill in particular,
and won a number of brilliant moral victories. For by cour-

ageous criticism and by exposure of all the foul characteris-

tics of the present military system it has aroused the masses
and has dealt a telling blow to the authority of the militaristic

idols. But the struggle of the Social Democratic Party in-

side as well as outside of the parliament was unable to pre-
vent the passage of the military bill, for the Socialist Party
stood entirely alone, hence in the minority. There have been
times when even bourgeois parties, such as the Clerical and

Liberal, made strong resistance to new military demands and

persisted so stubbornly in their refusal that the result was,
as in 1893, a dissolution of the Reichstag. But of these times

we may say: It was long, long ago. All bourgeois parties,
from the Right to the Left, have now surrendered them-

selves, body and soul, to imperialistic world-politics, and
hence are saturated to the bones with the militarist

spirit. . . .

But if the fight of the Social Democratic Party against the

strengthening of the army was a battle in which from the

very beginning it was impossible to hope for victory, it was
otherwise wffh the struggle over the bill providing the neces-

sary funds. The ruling class, nobility and bourgeoisie, have

hitherto, by means of indirect taxation, saddled upon the

propertyless masses the cost of its expensive naval and mili-

tary policy. Indirect taxation was Bismarck's ideal ["be-
cause the individual does not suspect that he is paying

taxes"], and by indirect taxes and assessments all the expenses
of the military, naval, and colonial policies have been met in

the glorious era of Wilhelm II. Thereby all the food articles

and the absolute necessities of the great mass have been

gradually raised in price to the extreme limits of the endur-

able. The burden of the German people through indirect

taxation amounts to-day to twenty-five marks (six dollars)

per person. That is to say, a working-class family of four

persons (father, mother, two children) having an income of

1000 marks pays out 100 marks, or 10 per cent, of its in-

come, in indirect taxes!

The Social Democratic Party has always opposed vigor-

ously all attempts at new indirect taxation and has several
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for its new military bill thus following along the lines

of a number of other governments, including that of

Great Britain. The policy, then, was in no sense Social-

istic.

With these selections from Wendel's article as an

introduction, the reader is in a position to understand

the whole question as presented to the Party Congress
of 1913 by the Executive Committee, the Reichstag

Group, and the leading speakers on both sides. (We
quote from the report of the Socialist Party Congress
of 1913.)

2. "THE MOST MONSTROUS MILITARY BILL"

(The Governmental Bill as Reported by the Reichstag Group
to the Socialist Party Congress)

In round numbers the following increase of military equip-
ment was called for by the new armament bill :

4,000 officers.

15,000 petty officers.

117,000 privates.

27,000 horses.

The German army in times of peace was to be increased

by this bill from 544,221 privates and regulars to 661,176.
This exorbitant demand was accompanied by a declaration

which stood qualitatively and quantitatively in an inverse

ratio to the gigantic proportions of the armament bill. In

scarcely 20 lines not pages the arguments were presented :

the Balkan War, the long, extended boundary lines of Ger-

many, and the necessity of universal armament. The argu-
ments which the Prime Minister and the Minister of War
added verbally were, as far as the subject-matter was con-

cerned, on a level with the laboriously collected platitudes of

the written explanation.
The appropriation bill that was to provide the funds neces-

sary to cover the outlay caused by the new increases, was no
better. The government realized, it is true, that this terrible

sum could not again be raised through indirect taxes from
the great mass of the people, certainly not in the great anni-
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4. THE SOCIALIST MAJORITY FORCES THE REICHSTAG TO VOTE

ON MILITARY EXPENDITURES AND MILITARY TAXES
SEPARATELY

(From Same Report)

The Budget Commission decided upon two readings of both

the military expenditure and the military taxation bills. The
Conservatives and the Center demanded that the first reading
of the armament or military expenditure bill and that of the

military taxation bill be taken together. According to this

plan, the matter was to be discussed as a whole. They hoped
in this way to prevent a possible union of the radical elements

with the Social Democracy.
At the beginning the order of procedure was left unde-

cided. But when the first reading of the military expenditure
bill was ended, a discussion on the order of business arose,
which involved the conflicting interests of the different groups
on the question of military taxation. The Conservatives and
the Center demanded the immediate disposition of both bills,

the National Liberals and the Progressives, while with them
in spirit, insisted upon the complete disposition of the mili-

tary expenditure bill first, so as to permit independent voting
on each of the two questions. They hoped thus to be free to

form a majority with some other party or group of parties
when voting on the military taxation law [which was to de-

cide how the money for the military expenditures was to be pro-

vided]. The Social Democratic group held the deciding vote.

The great majority of the Socialist group decided to force

a second reading of the military expenditure bill as soon as

the first reading was ended, instead of first taking up the

armament taxation bill, which would have resulted in coupling
the two together.

5 THE MAJORITY OF THE SOCIALISTIC GROUP DECIDES TO VOTE

IN FAVOR OF TAXES FOR MILITARY PURPOSES

(From Same Report)

After the armament and the military taxation bills had gone

through two readings, the Socialist group faced its most diffi-

cult problem. How was it to vote at the final, decisive, third

reading? The members were fully conscious of the impor-
tance of the question in the present political crisis. After

serious consideration of the whole matter in two caucus ses-
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The existing: situation in the Reichstag, furthermore, forces

us to vote in favor of these laws. Granted that the temporary

military tax would pass even without our vote. That this

would be the case with the property lax law is doubtful.

In fact, it is very probable that the Conservatives, the Polish

members, and a number of the Center would vote against the

property tax, which would mean its defeat. That would leave

two possibilities. The Reichstag might be dissolved, or the

whole question of taxation might be laid over until the fall

session. Personally every one of u>s would welcome the oppor-

tunity for agitation presented by the election of a new Reichs-

tag. But we should go into the campaign under unfavorable
conditions. The people would accuse us of halving defeated
a national direct property tax bill, although ice had always
demanded direct taxes. It is likely that we would return to

parliament a decreased representation, an eventuality we could

not risk in view of the coming revision of the tariff. The

weakening of the Socialist representation under these circum-

stances would be detrimental to the interests of the German

working class, while in some measure it would offer righteous
satisfaction to the high tariff supporters. . . .

The use to which the income derived from these taxes is to

be put is a consideration entirely foreign to the matter at

hand. When we go to a vote on the armament taxation bill

the fate of the armament bill itself will have been decided.

We could not hinder the passage of the armament appropria-
tion bill by refusing to vote for the proposed military tax.

When, therefore, the armament bill will have passed its

third reading, in spite of our attacks and against our votes, it is

our duty to keep the burden of this new military expenditure
from falling upon the shoulders of the working class. This

we can do only by voting in favor of the proposed military
and property tax laws. In doing this the German Social

Democracy does not act contrary to the spirit of international

solidarity, but fulfills the provisions of the mutual manifesto

of the Socialists in the French Chamber of Deputies and in

the German Reichstag, issued March 1, 1913, according to

which the financial burden caused by military expenditures
which are authorized in spite of the opposition of the So-

cialist group, shall be borne by the wealthy class of the

nation.

These views were opposed by a second group of Socialist
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refrained from voting. In the session of the parliamentary
caucus on the following day the minority demanded a recon-

sideration of the question, and, if necessary, another vote.

The majority voted this down after a lively debate, and thus

ratified its vote of the preceding day.
The caucus was unanimously of the opinion that the

minority must be ruled by the decision of the majority, that

is, the Socialist group must vote unanimously at the final

reading, and that all members must be present.

By a unanimous vote it was decided to precede the vote

of our party by a declaration of the motives which led to

the vote. The latter was drawn up by a committee, to which

members representing all viewpoints were elected.

6. OFFICIAL DECLARATION OF THE SOCIALIST REICHSTAG GROUP

When the military bill was put to a final vote [in the

Reichstag], Comrade Haase presented the following [public]

declaration for the Social Democratic group :

"A majority of this house has voted a new, a terrible, and

a totally unnecessary army increase. We have proved to you
that this is not the way to protect our country from the

danger of war, to insure peace among civilized nations. We
have emphatically warned you, and we repeat our warning
in this hour: this continual military rivalry between nations

fosters mutual distrust, disrupts international relations, and,

despite all our assurances of peaceful intentions, will evoke

the spirit of world-wide war against the will and against the

interests of the workers of all nations.

"At the same time militarism as an instrument of class rule

is a constant menace to internal freedom. You have defeated

the motions through which we sought to abolish grave abuses

in the present system. You have refused to consider our

recommendation to replace the standing army by popular
armament. The military bill has become a law. Now we are

faced by the question: 'Who shall pay the cost?' We have

always insisted that military expenses should not be piled

upon the shoulders of the poor; we stand on the platform of

the International Social Democracy. We are in accord with

our comrades in the French Chamber of Deputies. Together
with them we declared to the world on the 1st of March of

the current year in a mutual manifesto: 'If in spite of our
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two factions. The loading speakers for the majority
were Suedekum, Richard Fischer, one of the five Social-

ist Reichstag members from Berlin, and Philip Scheide-

mann, Vice-President of the Reichstag for a time in

1912, who spoke officially for the Executive Committee

of the Party. Fischer's chief point was as follows:

(a) Richard Fischer, of Berlin, for the Majority

A number of comrades have argued that we should have

forced a dissolution of the Reichstag. They believe we would
have gone from victory to victory in a campaign based on
anti-militaristic propaganda. I am of a different opinion.
The election does not involve a struggle between Socialists

on one side and the capitalist parties on the other. We must
consider the second ballots, in which two parties may join
hands to defeat the third candidate. Do you believe for one

moment that we could win the votes of the constituents of any
opposing parties at the second ballot, after we have gone on

record as having voted down direct taxes'? (Hear! Hear!)
In the last election we secured only 74 seats, about two-thirds

of our final representation, in the first election. The last

third we won in the by-elections. [Katzenstein: "We wouldn't

have won 40 seats in this election."] I agree with you. We
went into the last campaign protesting against an outrageous
financial bill, agitating against indirect taxes, against the

robbery of the masses. Then came this situation in the Reichs-

tag. We held the balance of power. The form of the new
taxes lay in our hands. The Center was eager to regain its

old position. This was equally true of the Conservatives.

Upon a dissolution of the Reichstag, caused by our refusal

to support direct taxes, we should not have received one Na-
tional Liberal, one Progressive vote at the second balloting.

(Our italics.)

(b) Scheidemann, Speaking for the Executive Committee

and the Majority

We were at the height of a gigantic popular movement that

made our hearts beat high with joy and pride, when the new

military bill was brought before the Reichstag. The imperial-
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arouse another popular protest during, or after, the second

reading of the military bill? In this meeting all those who
took part in the discussion were of the same opinion from
the most radical to those we call the most conservative all

agreed: Don't do it. You cannot organize such a movement

artificially. (Hear ! Hear ! )

The people have been in a turmoil of protest for many
months; the "cost of living" meetings, the Balkan War meet-

ings, the military bill protests, etc. "And," so our speakers

closed, "since it is absolutely certain that the military bill will

pass, since it is our duty to see to it that the cost of this new
bill will not fall on the backs of the laboring class, it is im-

possible to bring back the movement to its original force. In

fact, the people have been mainly interested in the tax ques-

tion, we are sorry to admit. And many of them heaved a

sigh of relief because they did not need to fear new tax

burdens with a strong Socialist group in the Reichstag."
The National Committee was unanimously of the opinion

that a new general movement against the armament bill was

impossible. Should the situation change, the Executive was
free to act as it saw fit. You see that we did everything that

could be done, that nothing more was possible.

I have referred to the foolishness of declaring that the tax

situation is no concession to the Socialist movement. The

proof of the interest among the people in the tax question lies

in the dying out of the movement when the so-called property
tax seemed assured. They felt that the worst was over. This

feeling on the part of the masses was reflected in the action

of the Executive. There the comrades know and live with

the people. A certain weariness had taken hold of the whole

population. (Our italics.)

The radical anti-military view was presented in a

resolution proposed and supported by Geyer of Saxony,

and secured almost one-third of the votes of the Con-

gress. We give this resolution and selections from the

speeches of Geyer, Stadthagen, and Ledebour, the latter

another Socialist Reichstag member from Berlin.
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But we must not increase the power of the ruling class as we
are doing when we give to it the means for a greater military

outlay. We desire to save the party from the reproach that

our struggle against militarism is not in earnest. The question
is being raised on all sides, Why all this agitation against
war if you then appropriate the means to carry it on? No
high-sounding words, not even your vote against the military
bill as such, will alter the fact that you have strengthened it

by voting the means to carry it into effect. Some, indeed,
have gone so far as to say that our whole agitation against
militarism will vanish into thin air, if we grant the means
for its support. You argue that a proposal of direct taxes

by the government is a great victory for the party. Do not

overestimate the strength of the party. Our vaunted great-
ness was not sufficient to prevent the presentation of this out-

rageous military bill to this Reichstag with its 110 Socialist

members.

Wurm uttered a glaring contradiction when he attempted
to separate theory from tactics. He said: "We do not grant
the funds for militarism!" Further on he says: "When the

military bill is once passed the purpose of the tax is no longer
under consideration." That is an obvious contradiction. By
giving to the government the means for increased armament,
we encourage it to come again to the Reichstag with new
demands. (Hear! Hear!) It will not be difficult in the

future to secure military appropriations. We may assume
that the government, if it is true that it holds the strength of

our party in such great respect, will in the future ask for

direct taxes, will in the future try to suit its military requisi-
tions to the views of the Social Democracy. Whenever we
give new support to the growth of militarism, even in the

form of direct taxes, we are encouraging new burdens for the

workers, we are inviting new armament bills. Of this I am
convinced. (Hear! Hear!) The government would be fool-

ish not to take advantage of the situation created by the adop-
tion of Wurm's resolution. In the future, armament bills

and the military appropriation bills will not be presented as

one whole. Why should our opponents be so foolish, when
they know that the Social Democratic representation, though
it will vote down the armament bill, will consider the appro-
priation bill as an independent question, as a mere problem
of taxation?
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shows an extraordinary lack of faith in our principles and
demands to wish to avoid a campaign for such reasons.

(f) From the Speech of Ledebour

I insist that the occasion of a tax, as in this case, the arma-

ment bill must, without exception, determine our vote. For
this reason, in order to simplify the whole matter, I have

proposed to the parliamentary group that we insist, in the

future, upon a more organic union of armament appropria-
tion and taxation bills, so that the final vote may include both.

If this were done, our attitude in the future would be clear.

For this reason I voted in favor of motion 114 [the Geyer
amendment] because it forces us, in the future, to insist upon
merging of the two bills. We will then always have a clear

field in our struggle against militarism. If we were strong

enough to defeat the military bill together with its taxation

bill, and could so force a dissolution of the Reichstag, we
should have an entirely different outlook. We could take up
the struggle against militarism in its whole significance, could

carry it on with uncompromising vigor, without running the

risk of such misunderstandings as were suggested by
Richard Fischer and David, without fearing that somewhere

among the people someone would misunderstand the issue at

stake. We should have won countless new sympathizers and

supporters. The loss of a few seats in the Reichstag is but a

secondary consideration. Our aim must always be to win new

supporters. If that is not the case, we must change our pres-

ent method of agitation. (Our italics.)
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especially by Vorwaerts, the party's daily organ, though

a very considerable minority was opposed to much of

their work. We shall begin with the Socialist exploita-

tion of the celebrated Zabern affair. (Our quotations

are from the report issued by the Socialist Reichstag

Group to the party in July, 1914.)

THE ZABERN AFFAIR

(SESSIONS OF THE REICHSTAG OP NOVEMBER 28, AND DECEMBER
3 AND 4, 1913, AND OP JANUARY 23 AND 24, 1914)

The Zabern affair of 1913 had a double importance.

It showed the mutual hostility of the military authorities

and the people of Lorraine
; and, both the civil authori-

ties and the Reichstag having taken up the side of the

people of Lorraine without being able to secure any

justice for them, it showed the predominance of the

military over the civil authorities throughout the nation.

The following report of the Socialist members of

the Reichstag (from their annual report to the party)

explains the whole affair, its importance and its sequels.

The effects of the well-known events that took place in the

small garrison of Zabern in November, 1913, have reached

out far beyond the scene of their occurrence. There were dis-

closures of unwarranted interference on the part of military

persons with civil life. Furthermore, the tremendous power
wielded by militarism over the civil authorities was so drasti-

cally shown up that these conditions, their defense by the

one side and their condemnation by the other, practically

usurped the parliamentary activity of the whole session. To

recapitulate: Lieutenant von Forstner had the effrontery
to tell his recruits in his instructions that they should knock
down any "Wackes" who should dare to attack them. [This
does not, of course, refer to a physical attack.] He promised
to pay out for every feat of this kind a premium of 10 marks.
A non-commissioned officer declared his willingness to add
three marks to this sum. This Word "Wackes/' though its
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should be drawn from the whole difficulty in our treatment of

Alsace-Lorraine. Furthermore, he was instructed to call at-

tention to the supremacy of rule by military force. He did

this ably, knowing as he does the land in question and its

conditions. He criticised the apologetic speech of the War
Minister in answer to the first inquiry, and denounced this

military regime of the sword as a flagrant violation of the

law. He showed clearly the effect that this dictatorship of the

sword must produce by quoting the words of the former

Chancellor, Prince Hohenlohe : "They desire to drive the popu-
lation of Alsace-Lorraine to desperation, they try to provoke
uprisings, in order to drown them in blood." "We used lo

speak in our country/' said Peirotes, "of a second or military

government. To-day we cannot speak of a second or mili-

lary government, to-day the military authorities are the gov-
ernment."

Among the answers that followed from the government, the

speech of the Chancellor was full of humble resignation to an
unalterable fate. This fate means even for the highest offi-

cer of the business of the state, the still more exalted power
of militarism. In this sense, too, he closed his speech with

the ambiguous remark: "The authority of public force and
the authority of the law must be equally protected. The

representative of military force [the Minister of War], whose

backbone had been visibly strengthened in Donaueschingen

[i.e., by the Kaiser], was less diplomatic, i.e., more inconsid-

erate in his attitude. According to his argument, the de-

mands for legal protection had been voiced only by noisy
disturbers and incendiary press organs." Further: "We have

here an avowed attempt to exert an illegal influence upon the

authorities in question by press agitation, by mobs, by sys-
tematic vilification of military persons, yes, by hindering the

latter in the observance of their regular duties." The War
Minister went so far as to condone the unjust arrests with the

remark: that these were better than the possibility that "an
officer might, in his terrible excitement, run his sword through
the body of a man who has called out an invective to him."

The Chancellor declared in a second speech that he was "in

full accord with the War Minister." Accordingly he, too,

neglected to protect the civil authorities against the interfer-

ence of the soldiers.

Our party and the radicals presented motions, both of which
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Conservative deputy of the sentence by wire. The telegram of

the Crown Prince, "Bravo, give it to them!" had also become

known. Above all, Colonel von Renter defended his actions

in the trial by referring to the Cabinet Order of October 17,

1820, that gave to him and to all others the right to assume

civil authority under similar circumstances. Finally the junkers
of the Prussian Landtag gave their blessing to this open in-

fringement of the law, and directed the vilest attacks against
the Reichstag.

These facts decided us to bring in the following interpella-

tion :

"What does the Chancellor propose to do to protect the

constitution and rights against illegal encroachments of mili-

tary powers, such as have occurred in the trials before mili-

tary courts in connection with the Zabern disturbances, with

the approval of both houses of the Prussian Landtag?"
The Radicals (Freisinnige) presented a similar interpella-

tion, which was discussed together with ours in the session

on January 27, 1914. Comrade Dr. Frank, who spoke for

our interpellation, showed that we were not interested in the

fate, in the punishment, or rewarding of a few officers. [Dr.
Frank volunteered at the beginning of the present war and
was killed.] For us the question is a political one, he con-

tinued, i.e., whether we are to go forward toward law and

constitutionality or to return to the rule of police and mili-

tary force. In the first place, the actions of the Chancellor

were reprehensible. In the trials he allowed the supreme
judge to ignore all pleas for appeal and revision. This was
his bow to the Right. As a concession to the wavering figures
in the Center, he stated that he would have the disputed regu-
lations concerning the use of weapons by the soldiers investi-

gated. The verdicts of the Strassburg trials in the eyes of

the largest part of the people signify nothing in connection

with the guilt or innocence of the officers or of the civil

government. They simply prove the impossibility of military

justice. We demand, therefore, the abolition of military courts

of justice, for otherwise similar convictions will occur again
and again. Our speaker pictured the judicial development
of the regulations concerning the use of weapons by military

persons. The application of these regulations that we have

just witnessed is in contradiction to the constitution. But
no minister of war, no emperor can set aside the provisions
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powers of military and civil authorities. Nor did the govern-
ment think it necessary, on the following day, when mo-

tions to this effect were discussed, to suggest a practical

solution.

Before the house were our motion "to request the Chancellor

to present a bill abolishing military courts and placing the

military members of the army and navy and all other persons
who are included in Article I of the Military Penal Code for

the German Empire under the jurisdiction of the civil courts;

furthermore, one motion each from the Center, the Radicals,

and the Alsace-Lorraine group, demanding that the rights of

the army in civil affairs be fixed by law; and finally, the

motion from the National Liberals demanding an investiga-

tion to determine the regulations of 1899 concerning the use

of arms by military persons.

Comrade Haase in supporting our motion referred to the

statements that had been made by our speakers in reference

to the whole Zabern affair as sufficient to present our side.

We have on hand so much more material in support of our

motion that we desire a commission, before which our motion

and the motions of the other parties may be discussed.

Haase finally protested against the insulting absenteeism of

the government representatives, and at the same time re-

minded the other parties that in this case only a determined

struggle would bring the matter to a satisfactory outcome.

The motion of the Center and that of the National Liberals

were immediately passed, the remaining motions were turned

over to a special commission of 21 members, the so-called

Zabern Commission. The absence of the government from
these proceedings led the Reichstag to stop all further dis-

cussion of the subject for that day, thus sending home the

representatives of the government, who were waiting in the

ante-room.

The Zabern Commission was treated with the same disre-

gard by the government. The latter took no part in the

discussions, but simply gave judicial information. The War
Ministry was not represented at all. The hearings were,

therefore, suspended after a few sessions. (Our italics.)

But long before the discussion of the Zabern affair

had completely died down, other military abuses came
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1911. Vonvaerts on July llth cited, from the Mili-

tarische Woclienblatt, statistics showing that in Ger-

many suicides in the army were twice as numerous as

among the civil population, while in France they were

only one-third more numerous.

Hofrichter, speaking on military justice, severely condemned
the state now existing in the army as regards the large

number of desertions, which has become especially marked in

the 16th division. The actual number of these desertions

must be regarded as considerably higher than that indicated

purely on the basis of statistics, since only those cases were

recorded in which the fugitives had either been apprehended
or had surrendered themselves of their own accord. A par-

ticularly large number was reported from the garrison of

Trier. Desertion of a purely wanton nature seems to have

been of comparatively rare occurrence: almost in every case

the act had been committed in desperation. Hofrichter traced

the trouble primarily to maltreatment, and adduced consider-

able evidence in support of his assertion. Cases were re-

peatedly reported from the Trier garrison, even from among
courts. Particularly in need of further reform are the condi-

tions of a most sensational and not of a merely painful and

disagreeable nature. But very little information as to the

judicial proceedings comes to light, a direct result of de-

liberate extensive news-gagging. Mere decrees against the

symptoms of the evil are, of course, most insufficient; these

sores are inherent in the system. In order to facilitate the

fight for reform, immediate steps should be taken to insure

the soldiers a means of self-defense and free access to justice,
as in Bavaria up to 1872.

A representative of the Ministry of War here replied

that the cases of mistreatment of soldiers had already

materially decreased in number.

Kiihnert was able to demonstrate this answer as insuffi-

cient on the basis of a long series of new facts. To alter the

military penal code can only prove of temporary relief. We
should strive, therefore, towards the attainment of complete
self-defense for the men and the abolition of all military
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An even greater sensation was created in Germany by
Wendel's celebrated speech in which he referred to the

Zabern affair, and closed with the cry of "Vive la

France." This was as late as May 14 and 15.

The State Secretary of the Foreign Office, von Jagow, had

presented a brief review of the present foreign situation and
of the present policy maintained by Germany in connection

with this situation.

Wendel was able to criticise this statement on the basis that

it contained nothing more than what every newspaper reader

was already familiar with. By brief reference to the Zabern

affair he was able to demonstrate that the foreign reputation
of Germany had been secured in greater measure through
civil freedom than through bayonets, cannon, and battleships.
In contrast to the State Secretary, Wendel gave a plain and
unvarnished report on foreign policy. In the matter of the

Balkans he affirmed that Germany had acted merely as Aus-
tria's train-bearer throughout, had contributed blindly to her

interests, had made herself just as culpable, and finally had
been for months in danger of becoming involved in a world
war. For Albania there were two Powers eagerly expectant

Austria and Italy. In having acted as godfather for such

an Albania we must reckon our foreign policy as having erred

most seriously; for those backward tribes, naturally, only a

feudal lord from a Prussian barrack-yard could serve as a
suitable head. In no way whatsoever may this private venture

of the Prince of Wied, even if it fail, be made a matter of

national concern for Germany. The dispatching of a military
mission to Turkey has prejudiced our relationship with Rus-
sia and with England as well. What Turkey needs is internal

reform. We welcome the improvement in the relations be-

tween Germany and England, especially between the laboring
classes of both countries, whose mutual understanding is the

best guarantee for peace. In spite of all that the war-

agitation of retired generals may do to the contrary they are

to be given the chief credit for having brought this improve-
ment about. The vile enmity toward France is also of great
service to that wild seeking for war. But the French people
have a resolute wish for peace and understanding with Ger-

many and have demonstrated both at the recent election to
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tenced, while the officers were acquitted. The success which

militarism won through this judgment against Social Demo-
cratic speakers and editors made the War Minister arrogant.
Because of the following words occurring in a speech de-

livered by Comrade Luxemburg at Freiburg in regard to the

mistreatment of the soldiery, the Minister of War filed im-

mediately a demand for punishment :

"As to what is transpiring at Metz, one thing, at any rate,

is clear it is, beyond doubt, one of those dramas which take

place day in and day out in the German barracks, from which
the groans of the victims only occasionally reach our ears."

The Social Democracy was quite ready to thrash out this

matter with the Minister and with the fullest publicity; 1,013
witnesses at once reported themselves as ready to testify

before the court on the basis of their own bitter experiences,

gained during their own military service, and daily this num-
ber grew [32,000 written cases were collected]. On the mo-
tion of the prosecuting attorney the proceeding was ad-

journed, but is to be reconsidered soon after the close of the

present court recess, the outlook, in the meantime, being quite

hopeful. The party has never before had such an opportu-

nity of bringing into the very brightest publicity such facts

as it has now gathered in regard to this worst abuse of our

military system. It seems, however, that the administration

does not relish the prospect of further proceedings partaking
of the character; at least, so much might be inferred from the

fact that the action against Meyer, the Vorwaerts editor, has

already been dismissed [July, 1914].





PART II

THE PERIOD IMMEDIATELY BE-
FORE THE WAR EVENTS CON-
NECTED WITH THE PRESENT

CONFLICT
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CHAPTER VII

THE BALKAN WARS AND THEIR SEQUELS

THE SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST CONGRESS

AT BASEL (1912)

AFTER the Stuttgart Congress of 1907, the special Con-

gress of Basel, held in 1912, during the First Balkan

War (November 24th and 25th), is perhaps the most im-

portant international meeting of Socialists. For the

various parties of the Continent were all menaced at

that time by a grave and immediate danger and were

compelled to confine their resolution to realities. As at

Stuttgart, the resolution was passed unanimously, and

it unquestionably represents the point reached, as well

as the limit reached, by the overwhelming majority of

Socialists at the outbreak of the present war, as to the

general issues it involves.

The resolution begins by the reiteration of the two

most important passages of the resolutions of the Stutt-

gart and Copenhagen Congresses. It will be noted that

it emphasizes, as a preventive of war, the threat of

revolution.

At its Congresses in Stuttgart (1907) and Copenhagen
(1910), the International Bureau laid down the following

principles for the war against war :

"In the case of war being imminent, the working classes

and their parliamentary representatives in the countries con-

cerned shall be bound to do all they can, assisted by the In-

ternational Bureau, to prevent the war breaking out, using
for this purpose the means which appear to them the most

efficacious but which must naturally vary according to the
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of tbe elaaa war and of the general political condi-
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The Balkan Socialists

Tbe Socialist Parties in the Balkan peninsula have a diffi-
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Arable eronomir. national, and p<>l
. liirh
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tablishment of a democratic federation of the Balkan states.

Tbe Congress urges them to persever* admirable
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endeavors, believing that the Socialists of the Balkans will

leave no stone unturned after the war to prevent these states

being robbed of what they have gained at such heavy cost by
the dynasties, the militarists, and capitalists of the Balkans,
ever thirsting for expansion. The Congress above all calls

on the Balkan Socialists to oppose everything likely to lead

to a renewal of the old animosities between Servians, Bul-

garians, Roumanians, and Greeks, as well as to all violence

against those Balkan peoples whom they are at the present
moment fighting the Turks and Albanians. The Socialists

in the Balkans should also strongly oppose any depriving of

rights of these peoples and proclaim the fraternity of all

Balkan peoples, including Turks, Albanians, and Roumanians
as against any national jingoism that may have been let

loose.

Austria and Italy

The Socialists of Austria-Hungary, Croatia, Slavonia,

Bosnia, and Herzegovina must continue with all their strength
their successful efforts to prevent any attack of the Austrian

monarchy upon Servia. They must continue to resist in the

future as they have done in the past any attempt to take by

force from Servia the fruits of war or to transform that

country into an Austrian province, and thereby to embroil

the peoples of Austria-Hungary and other nations of Europe
in conflict in the interests of the ruling dynasty. The Social

Democratic Parties of Austria-Hungary will also have to

struggle in the future to secure democratic autonomy for all

the southern Slav nations within the frontiers of Austria-

Hungary and at present governed by the Hapsburg dynasty.
The Socialists of both Austria-Hungary and of Italy will have

to give special attention to the Albanian question. The Con-

gress admits the right of the Albanians to autonomy, but

recognizes the danger that, under the guise of autonomy, Al-

bania might become the victim of Austro-Hungarian and
Italian ambitions. This would not only constitute a danger
for Albania herself, but might in the near future threaten

the peace between Austria-Hungary and Italy. Albania can

only become really independent as an autonomous unit in a

democratic federation of the Balkan states. Therefore, the

Congress calls upon the Austro-Hungarian and Italian So-

cialists to combat any action of their respective governments
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criminal folly. The workers of Germany and France do not

recognize that any secret treaties make it necessary for them

to interfere in the Balkan conflict.

Remedies

If, however, as a consequence of the military defeat of Tur-

key, the downfall of the Osman dominion in Asia Minor

became inevitable, it would be the duty of British, French,
and German Socialists to oppose with all their might a policy
of conquest in Asia Minor, since the result would lead straight

to a European war. The Congress is of opinion that the

greatest danger to European peace is the artificially-fostered

animosity between Great Britain and Germany. It therefore

welcomes the workers of both countries on their efforts to

improve the situation. It believes that the best means of

removing friction would be an understanding between Ger-

many and Great Britain concerning the arrest in the increase

of their respective navies and the abolition of the right of

capture of private property at sea. The Congress invites the

Socialists of Great Britain and Germany to continue their

agitation for such an understanding.
To overcome all outstanding differences between Germany

on the one side and France and Great Britain on the other,

would be to remove the greatest danger to international peace.
It would weaken the powerful position of Czardom, now
profiting by these differences, it would render impossible an

attack on Servia by Austria-Hungary, and it would finally

secure the peace of the world. To this end, above all, the

efforts of the international movement must be directed.

The Congress notes with satisfaction that Socialists of all

nations are agreed as to these main lines of foreign policy. It

calls upon the workers of all countries to pit against the

might of capitalism and imperialism the solidarity of the

international labor movement. It warns the ruling classes in

all countries to put an end to the economic misery produced

by the capitalistic system and not to increase it by warlike

action. It insists on its demand for peace. Governments
must not forget that, in the present frame of mind of the

workers, war will not be without disaster for themselves.

They must remember that the Franco-German War resulted

in the revolutionary movement of the Commune; that the

Russo-Japanese War put into motion the revolutionary move-
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little over 300,000 votes. They had candidates in only

six constituencies and claimed that they might have had

50,000 votes if they had nominated more candidates.

On October 12th, Laptchevitch, who had been elected

from Belgrade, made the following prophetic speech in

the parliament:

We are opposed to war between the people of the Balkans

not only because that war will be bloody and horrible, not

only because it will ruin the Balkans, but because of the

indirect effects it will have, the prospect of which appears

terrible, even if the Powers have not already reached an

agreement about dividing up the Balkans.

Even if that has not been definitely decided upon, war
will not fail to bring about some intervention of the great

capitalist states interested, and that intervention may mean
a general conflagration in Europe, colossal bloodshed, and
the disappearance of economic and political gains due to the

efforts of previous generations working for centuries to

realize them.

The Servian Prime Minister Paschitsch, in a speech

before the Skupschtina (May, 1913), made an attack

upon Bulgaria that aroused a storm of comment. Ser-

vian Socialists, thereupon, published the following con-

structive proposal of a Balkan Confederation :

The Social Democratic Party again demands, as it has often

done in the past, immediate cessation of hostilities and the

recall of all troops, that they may return to useful work and
to civilization.

The Social Democratic Party of Servia emphatically de-

nounces the quarrels, conflicts, and enmities which can only
result in increased bitterness among the nations of the Bal-

kans, and must finally lead to a catastrophe. We desire full

national freedom and national autonomy, and hereby protest

against any attempt to rob the Balkan nations of their right
to self-government, to force them under a national control.

The Social Democratic Party is of the opinion that the

Balkan peninsula is made up of a mixture of nationalities
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those from the Austrian, Hungarian, Czech, Croatian,

and Bulgarian Socialist Parties.

The Congress received Sakasoff, the delegate from the Bul-

garian Social Democratic Party and editor of its central

organ, with enthusiastic applause. He said:

"Our soldiers and yours lived together for many years like

brothers, but the intrigues of diplomats, the imperialism, and

despotism of our dynasties have pitted them against each

other in a fratricidal war."

Continuing his speech, he gave a sketch of the political

situation of the Balkan peoples. At no time had conditions

been so favorable for the constitution of a republic in the

Balkan states as at the present moment. Bulgaria had lost

100,000 men in her wars and incurred a public debt of a

thousand million francs. Everywhere poverty and ruin

reigned, and an intense discontent on the part of the people
with the regime established after the war had shown itself

by the election of 37 Socialist deputies to the Bulgarian
Parliament at the last elections.

The Congress adopted resolutions demanding the introduc-

tion of self-government in the provinces conquered by Servia;

equality of all residents of these provinces, irrespective of

race, religion, and nationality; and the abolition of the feudal

system still powerful in these provinces; the land should

belong to its workers.

It also published an appeal to the Servian proletariat, simi-

lar to that issued among all the other Balkan peoples, urging
them to establish a very close bond between all the Balkan

peoples in order to bring about a federated republic of all the

Balkan nations.

An imposing demonstration took place after the Congress
in favor of a union between Bulgaria and Servia.

On August 1, 1914, after the outbreak of the war with

Austria, the Socialists in the Servian parliament (the

Skupschtina) had the courage to refuse their support
to the government.

Representative Laptchevitch (Socialist) maintained that

the government had not done everything possible to avoid
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students with revolvers and sticks. He took shelter in the

house of Professor Kalew, all the windows of which the

students smashed. The deputy was only able to get home
under a strong escort of police.

After a half year's experience with war against

Turkey and later against the Balkan Allies a large part

of the working people and peasants of the country came

to share Sakasoff 's view and, in the election of the sum-

mer of 1913, increased the Socialist vote from 25,000

to 107,000.

The general elections, held on December 7, 1913, resulted

in a great victory for the Socialist Party, or, we should say,

parties, as there are two, the more Opportunist section and
the Radical section, reported London Justice.

The former had 21 members returned, the latter 16, a total

of 37 out of a parliament of 211 members.

In the last parliament there was only one Socialist, Com-
rade Sakasoff, belonging to the Opportunist section.

The programme of the Peasants' League, according to

Vorwaerts, demanded that the famine and fearful suffering of

the country be met by the most rigid economies, including the

dismissal of all ambassadors and higher army officers. The
Socialists demanded in addition a democratic republic and a

federation of the Balkan states, and improvement of the con-

dition of the Macedonian Bulgarians by peaceful means.

Vorwaerts reported :

The opposition parties have put a programme of 15 points
before the government. In case their demands are not granted

they threaten to bring into the new parliament a law abolish-

ing the monarchy and establishing a republic. Since such a

law might easily secure a majority in the present parliament,
the day of its opening [which depends upon the consent of

the King] is extremely uncertain.

The government, however, called a new election for

March 8, 1914, and by the use of police violence finally,

succeeded in defeating the Socialist and Peasant Parties.

Sakasoff gives us a good account of the result of this

election in Vorwaerts :
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the other faction formerly had ;YJ,777, at present 38,382; the

entire loss amounts to about 21,000 votes, about a fourth of

our former votes. That the party, under these conditions,

made a showing of 85,000 votes does credit to our party and

voters.

The Socialists thus managed to retain 80 per cent,

of their enormous vote of 1913 in spite of their repub-

licanism and extreme hostility to war.

The rise of Socialism in Bulgaria, then, gives the

most solid support to those Socialists who believe that

an anti-war stand may, in case of defeat, greatly hasten

the growth of their movement.

LETTER OF SOCIALIST MEMBERS OF THE RUSSIAN DUMA
TO SOCIALIST MEMBERS OF THE AUSTRIAN

REICHSRATH

At the time of the Balkan Wars, the Russian and
Austrian Socialists also worked to maintain the peace
of Europe.
On May 8, 1913, the Social Democratic Deputies in

the 4th Duma sent a letter to the Austrian and Hun-

garian Social Democrats, in which the whole situation

is briefly reviewed. It proceeds:

We, the few Social Democratic deputies in the fourth Im-

perial Duma, in contrast to the pro-Slavic patriotic demon-

strations, as a sign of brotherly solidarity and Social Demo-
cratic greeting, stretch out our hands, over the heads of the

reactionary and bureaucratic clique and Liberal and chauvi-

nistic opposition, to you, the representatives of the laboring
masses of Austria and Hungary.

Under the cover of the desire of Servia to get out on the

Adriatic, and of the autonomy of Albania, there is in progress
a passionate struggle between Russia and Austria-Hungary
for the hegemony on the Balkans. In the struggle between
Roumania and Bulgaria we again find that Austria-Hun-

garian and Russian diplomats have made it their profession
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to excite an appetite among the small countries in ortl.

they may use their disunion to advance their own imperialistic

And every one of these secondary questions, in which the

responsible and irresponsible diplomats want us to see natural

banning of a new chapter of

i,: ....:-. - ,., ia Rmpan history,

ery desire to lead one nation against another is, ac-

, Basel I >Ust Congress, "an

attempt against humanity and reason," ii between

and Austria-Hungary would be an actual act of in-

; if tcnuld result in a savage attack of one nation upon
Thf people of Russia do not know of one single

uld offer a shadow of reason for such a crime.

The peasant masses of Russia have noilim- to look for on

the Balkans. They are at present in need of important

agrarian and tax reforms in Russia prop* poor and

starving Russian peasants are not promoters of imperialism.

They are the victims of it. The same lx>l<l> '!.. in r- -.::M.I to

the misses of the small bou also suffcrr fn.m the

union of militariv .not

support this adventurou : a class especially

suffering on account of tin- .

-..jus-

tice, police oppression, and nationalistic pn-jnd
Just as yon are w.>

not to meddle, in the interest of the feudal an<l i-apita!

H. with the nfTnir* of the Balkan nations, so we declare:

The St. Peterohtirp diplomacy has no business in the Balkans,

just as the Balkan nations have nothing to hope for from Si.

Petersburg diplomatic bureaus.

The people* of the Near Kast. through their own initiative.

their territories * & not rmtk PederatioD! In-

dependent of Russia n mgary. 'I

view binds us to one another as well as to

parties in the Balkan*. We ns
1

^. that the Russian proletariat, hnvinp alroady !

itjvlf of the rflTrrts of the r

significjince and mission, and will be able at tl,.

moment to force the Powers to pay h

peace, as in all our activities, we f- that we
art united to you by the index! of ideals

purpose. This unobscured Socialist solidarity strengthens our
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beliefs, notwithstanding the spread of chauvinistic passions.

We sweep aside with contempt the Germano- and Austro-

phobe agitation of Russian Liberalism, which is trying to

cover the savage attack of Russia against the Germans and

everything that is German with the color of progressivism.
We are proud to declare ourselves devoted adepts of German
Socialism.

The underlying points of difference between the Aus-

trian and Russian governments were the same in July,

1914, as they were in May, 1913. Then, as now, Balkan

questions were the chief issues. This letter, then, gives

in brief the attitude of the Russian Socialists towards

the issues that were the immediate cause of the present

war.
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REVOLUTIONARY GENKRAL STKIKKS. 1!1!

: THE GENERAL STRIKE OF Jl 1

OUR chief Kvissinn documents an ac-

count of the n -volution;!! -y. ihough spontaneous. w\

rtrik i only in tiir

dayH wli- -my was lieiiiK mobili/.il. \V'

how an asp< iat is not gene rally kn

naiu it was direct r<l in part against the Rus-

sinn militarist p;i

The inception of was iidt |..ilii
;. . 1. A

union strik- for hiirhcr wji^cs liad I>M n do '1 <( 1

'K-II ;i riol 1 ami l>lood was il

by the Comacks and p*

TIIF. STIllKK i

At Ihr tw>LMiinin? f tlir movement, tli'

.liNMl-linl nt thr I'utiloflT works, in whirl]

jorr-i ir killed. rti(rr-<l upon n

nt tho mil of the
1

that thr deeUoo of the r-.

to tnd the strike on the rvrninir f .Tul>

, was krpt from Ihc pencrnl mnw as a result of tho

eonflaeati' -!nrralir papers s (

hrinir. Vntil this time, tho ^trrrtv

hwt with peacefully , who.

when Prwident Poinear^ pawl
republic! Amnesty! Down wit ! live lib-
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erty!" Then, inflamed to the greatest fury by the attacks

of the police and Cossacks, the strikers erected barricades on

July 21st in various public places. For the first time since

its founding, the Russian capital saw huge barricades spring

up, behind which the workmen, armed with stones, sought
shelter from the assaulting Cossacks.

The fiercest conflicts occurred on the nights and days of

July 22d and 23d. Several thousand workmen took part in

these fights. From most of the barricades consisting for

the most part of telephone and telegraph poles, overturned

carts and stone piles red flags were seen fluttering. Women
and children helped with the building of the barricades.

Broken up by the police, the masses of men reassembled at

different points in order to take up the fight anew. The police

and military volleyed fiercely upon the crowds until, after a

time, it became impossible to count the dead and wounded.

During the week, according to the report of the factory

inspection committee (which falls somewhat short of the true

number), over 200,000 workmen took part in the strike in St.

Petersburg alone. Even such concerns as the Neva yarn
mills, the Neva cotton mills, and the Thornton factory, which
had never stopped work since 1904, discontinued operations
as soon as the street fights began in the capital in connection

with the general strike a sign of how deeply inflamed even

the less eager sections of the proletariat in St. Petersburg
became as a result of recent occurrences. Even a portion of

the street railway men and of the shop employees of several

railroads ceased work. Only the presence of numerous troops
and gendarmes prevented the most important roads from

taking part in the strike. The extent and strength of the

movement may be shown further by the fact that the marine

barracks were watched by armed soldiers to prevent the sail-

ors housed in them from going over to the strikers.

A leading feature of all the demonstrations after July 20th,

according to this and all other reports, was that the workers

tore down all decorations in celebration of the Franco-Rus-

sian alliance French capitalism being generally known as

the underlying cause of the failure of the last revolution and
of all the misery and horrors of the last ten years.

A dispatch to The Daily Citizen of July 24th shows

that Russia was then on the very verge of revolution :
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The city to-day luu the appearance of an armed camp,

and i*. in fart hroea of a civil war. Barricades I

beet: Samson PI-OM ' are

held, despite assaulU from police and military, by strong

* of armed men. The tramway traffic has been bn>

to a complete standstill. Tramway men declare that ih.-y are

afm ith the cars. There is no doubt, how-

that they are sympathetic to the stn

tie moment there seems every probability that St.

mburg may be cut off from the outside world, so far as

railway traffic is concerned, for to-day tip

iddenly and in great force, tore up the rails just outside

Women as well as men took part in these opera-

The object of those who are directing tl Is both

.t off supplies and to prevent tin- transport of troops

the capital. <>n tl ther hand, the tactics .f the trov.-n,

are to draw t police nn.l military across the < -ity

and divide it rs in one may
he able to enmmunicate with those in

hy isolating each, to crush the uprising in dis-

Tliat the government are thoroughly alarmed was proved by
, , ... .

|

-,,' of t':,r etbind nunmoned t.> day
to consider what measures ought to be taken in the omer-

t. however, seem to h;

rs to the police are given by the Mi

of the Interior and countermanded several times a day, with

the mult of general bewil.hr

The situation is the more serious because during last

the police tried by a series of sudden descents to effect the

arnwt of nuppoMxl utrike leaders. 1 with resolute

and nrmed resistance, and bad t" retire he.r

All factories are now guarded by strong deta<

stock exchange is very depressed owing t-

ht*ry fall of Ru*>- -itiri in Berlin. Tl D, in

lint whiel

>triki in 1?H>5. and thr whole question is, Will the railway
'here is a strike of post and telegraph em-

ployees in preparation.
News from Moscow and other towns is scarce, since the
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telephone line was many times interrupted to-day, and then

largely used by the government. It is feared that Moscow
will witness the repetition of the scenes of 1905, and troops
are being hastily rushed to that capital.

On July 26th, the day after the Austrian ultimatum

to Servia, St. Petersburg was put under martial law and
the strike was finally terminated. But even then it was

only the most extreme measures of repression that suc-

ceeded in putting the strikers down. The city working
classes of Russia, organized under Socialist leadership,

were certainly in no loyal or militaristic mood at the

outbreak of the present war.

ITALY: THE GENERAL STRIKE AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT

(JUNE, 1914)

There was another domestic political situation which

had an equally important bearing on the war. We give

documents showing the threat of general strike and in-

surrection on the part of the Italian Socialists in case

Italy went to war as a part of the Triple-Alliance, that

is, against France. This threat is widely held in Italy

and elsewhere to have had a great deal of influence with

the government. But it would have amounted to little

or nothing, but for the successful general strike of the

previous month (June, 1914) ,
which resulted as a protest

against governmental repression. This strike is recorded

to have involved two million workingmen, and though
it failed to satisfy the revolutionary aims of many of

its participants, it undoubtedly served the purpose of

the Socialist Party and the Federation of Labor, and it

showed that they were able to call a general strike. We
also give an account of the governmental reprisals, but

they were not sufficient to take the heart out of the work-

ing people, as they have always accompanied Italian gen-

eral-strike movements. In spite of reprisals the last move-
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ment wan the most menu- ssed

The Runnian and Italian strikes suggest the possibility

of revolutionary -\ these and other count n-

neclion with the war, either in the case of the bad

at of any of crs or long continuance of tin-

war or as a result of the economic and political crises

likely to follow it. It will be recalled that tin- Interna-

:>sto at tli. tinu of the Balkan War
first doeumr; nection), in s> r methods of

preventing the war, emphasizes IH i

rtrikc nor the refusal to vote military supplies, but the

danger to the ruling classes of revolutions resulting from
:!.. INK

THE STRIKE DESCRIBED BY MUSSOLINI

general strike which .
: in Italy in .June.

lew than two months before the outbreak in the \\ar.

was one iost complete the world has ever seen.

It has been estimated that there were nearly two mil-

km, While not all of the railroad worl

tni- part did. so that the system was
crippled in many parts of the country. After the strike

wan hundreds of railway <
; un-

iahed by lotting their rank in i ,. go
that .say Tnion met and decided, at the pn

declare n trik This was late in .July.

Beside*, nearly 6,000 |, (
. trir.l liy

the courts. It will be recalled that in many of the

wnaller towns of fna th.

I
ovrrtht i that the repuhli' 'ion was

immeniiely utrenjrthmod t! | v

'ollowin^ account -turh-

anwi m from th. the

Soeialiiit daily, A We take it from the
Socialist daily, Lc PevpU:
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"The first Sunday in June, in Italy, is the celebration of

the granting of the constitution. A military review and
other dynastic celebrations take place. The militant Italians

Socialists, Syndicalists, Anarchists have chosen this day
to hold meetings of protest against the military discipline

companies. The government promulgated a decree prohibit-

ing these meetings. This was, as can be seen, a gross viola-

tion of freedom of speech and assemblage.
"The seriousness of the movement arises also from the

plundering of gunsmiths' shops, from the barricades that

have been erected in several cities, from the arming of an

entire population that believed the government had been

overthrown. Churches were burnt, railroad stations, town
halls and headquarters of monarchists were sacked, requisi-

tions were sent out for food, which was divided among the

poor. In short, evidences pointed towards the eve of the

social revolution.

"For a week the two provinces of Torti and Ravenna that

make up Romagna were separated from the rest of Italy.

Railroad bridges were torn up, the red flag of the republic
was hoisted in cities and villages, the military and political

authorities shut themselves up in their palaces and barracks.

An enormous mob of armed peasants traversed cities and

country proclaiming the new regime.
"For two days no paper appeared in Italy, with the excep-

tion of the official Populo Romano. . . .

"The proletarians who had obeyed the order of the Socialist

Party in the matter of the general strike were calculated at

two million. . . .

"The figures of the dead and wounded give an idea of the

movement :

"At Turin, 3 dead.

"At Milan, 1 dead.

"At Parma, 2 dead.

"At Florence, 3 dead.

"At Naples, 4 dead.

"At Ancona, 3 dead.

"At Fabriano, 1 dead.

"At Bari, 3 dead."

Mussolini gives as the real cause of the uprising the

Tripoli War.

"Tripoli War has cost us two thousand millions. For
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a nation like Italy, whose

aura a um represent* a dr.-ully I. As a result we i

unemployment, discontent, and general uneasiness."

'.< I'cuplc on June 23d, before there was

any ar, Mussolini still

he appro, i

"The truth is, that aa a result of the war
[

i .Italy

has entered a -1 revolt;- hour

of great responsibilities for the Socialists draws near."

SUBSEQUENT MILITARY DISTURBANCES

As soon as the r <>f the present war ap-

peared, about tl July, tin- agitation was

1. The Avanfi rallr.l ii|>ui tin 1

workers to declare a general strike an.l to inau^ur.r

resolution, it" An.l il was supp
in this position both l.y tl 1oration of Labor and

When the reserve
'

. i ho sit nat ion

bff; as a despatrl

ho nigl-.- July, tho reservists of

>tnn, and Rimini i) inutii

Tb report hnd uprcnd nmonp the reservists of 1-Wli that

In thr

they wrn awakened and ordcro<l t mako themselves rf

hont nn\

Wtr* lo Alhanin I

fn*rd. however. In prt rrnly f>r (In

that they wnntwl to say farewell -

,,:

'

, il.u- .
i' v

with thr ,ih the war. l,om: livo

the the oHi.

rstliiiati btpin to throw bread and other rem-
at th*-m. tlwt the omcen were forced to rrtront. Tlu>

rSMI'lista even trird to wire the wen|- itrd

by thr fart that the door of the armory was lock<
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obeyed orders only when they learned that they were not to

go to war. As the train left the station the cry was heard,

"Down with the war ! Hurrah for the revolution !"

THE THREAT OF REVOLUTION IN CASE OF A DECLARATION

OF WAR AGAINST FRANCE

A few days later appeared the revolutionary article

of the Avanti already referred to :

And Italy?
If a European conflagration should occur, what will be her

attitude? With Austria against France?

We do not know what are the secret "pacts" of this Triple

Alliance, which was so suddenly renewed by the monarchs

against the will of the people; but we know that we boldly
declare that the Italian proletariat will break the pacts of

the alliance if it is forced to spill a single drop of blood for

a cause which is not its own.

Even in the case of a European conflagration Italy, if it

does not wish to precipitate its ruin, has but one attitude to

take: absolute neutrality.

Because of the general strike of June and the revolu-

tionary state of mind of the working classes afterward

many competent observers believe that it was this atti-

tude of the Socialists and labor unionists, more than

anything else, that prevented Italy from entering the

war as a member of the Triple Alliance.





PART III

AT THE OUTBREAK OF THE WAR
THE PERIOD IN WHICH THE SOCIALIST PAR-
TIES DEFINED THEIR POSITION TOWARD

THE CONFLICT
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CHAPTER IX

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST BUREAU

ON July 29th, the International Socialist Bureau,

representing all the world 's Socialist Parties, was in ses-

sion at Brussels. It gave its attention wholly to the

danger of war. We reproduce the resolution passed, as

well as the speeches made by Haase for the Germans and

Jaures for the French, at the public meeting held in

Brussels on the following day. It is scarcely necessary

to say that both use the very strongest terms in opposi-

tion to war. The speech of Jaures gains an added im-

portance by the fact that he was assassinated on the

following day, while Haase, speaking in the Reichstag,

less than a week later, made the official declaration of

the German Party indorsing the war, and giving the

Socialist support to the war loan.

The resolution unanimously passed by the Bureau

was as follows:

In assembly of July 29th the International Socialist Bureau

has heard declarations from representatives of all nations

threatened by a world war, describing the political situation in

their respective countries.

By a unanimous vote, the Bureau considers it an obliga-

tion for the workers of all nations concerned not only to con-

tinue but even to strengthen their demonstrations against war
in favor of peace and of a settlement of the Austro-Servian

conflict by arbitration.

The German and French workers will bring to bear on their

governments the most vigorous pressure in order that Ger-

many may secure in Austria a moderating action, and in order

that France may obtain from Russia an undertaking that she
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wtll not engage in he workers of

(Ircat Itritniii and Italy shall sustain these efforts with all

power at (heir command.
: that -the International S.

Bureau congratulates the Russian workers on their n-\

tiooary attitude, and invites them t<>

fort* BK- !<lom as being one of the most enV
against the threatened world war."

tonal Bureau held no further

Thi* ix important : had been intrusts 1 by the In-

rcHses, whenever a war was th

i its power to prevent it (see

III). The discussion at the Congresses also

showed t Socialists were fully aware of the dif-

action at such a moment. 1ml in

f this reali/ation deliberately staked their hopes
Uureau. The Socialist panics of

greji s. however, made no sp< < -ial ( (Tort to make
QM of the Bureau, a they ,li<l not intrust th<

sent ^scls with any special powers, and
not i i-t them t. remain in session.

itrtUBCls on July :;ith the International I',

partiripat.,1 i,, a moil-- ust ration aguinst the war.

The speech of Haasc that, even a

the Hussion mol> D Socialists were
anin.Ht the war. and the speech of Jaures shows i

,t war before

raaion of Belgium.

Bute, representing Cermany. naid :

\gyjia^"' t ' f""t"m was then, in
reality, an actual

ar Ix.tli !

.iwn up i

f irorxl faith wore admissible on the JM.
ir would be assured.

what n no dreadful, i'. that this criminal madness
all Europe with blood.
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Austria apparently desires to count upon Germany. But
the German Socialists declare that secret treaties do not pledge
the proletariat. The German proletariat contends that Ger-

many ought not to intervene even if Russia should intervene.

Let our enemies take care. It is possible that the different

peoples, tired out by such manifold misery and oppression,
will finally wake up and establish a Socialistic society. (Our
italics.)

Jaures, representing France, spoke as follows:

And Germany? If she knew all along the tenor of the

Austrian note, she can in no way be excused for having per-
mitted such a step. And if official Germany did not know,
in what lies all her much-vaunted governmental wisdom?
What ! A contract binds you and drags you to war, and you
do not know what the contract is? I want to know what

people ever afforded such an example of anarchy.
As for us French Socialists, our duty is simple; we have

but to impose upon our government a policy of peace. Our

government practices peace. For myself, who have never

hesitated to take upon my shoulders the hatred of our jingoes

through my obstinate desire which will never fail for

Franco-German conciliation, I have a right to say that at

the present moment the French Government desires peace and
is working for the maintenance of peace.
The French Government has taken the initiative in concilia-

tion. And she gives Russia counsels of prudence and pa-
tience.

As for ourselves, it is our duty to insist that the government
speak forcibly enough to Russia to make her keep hands off.

But if Russia, unfortunately, should not take notice, our duty
is to say: "We know but one treaty, the treaty, that which
binds us to the human race!"

Such is our duty, and on voicing it we found that we
shared the opinion of our comrades in Germany, who are

asking their government to make Austria moderate her acts.

But for the absolute masters, the ground is undermined.
If in the mechanical seduction and intoxication of first strug-

gles they succeed in luring the masses, just as typhoid will

finish the work of the shells and as death and misery will aid

in striking down men, so the masses, sobered down and come
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'Imr senses, will turn towir (Jerinans,

liussiaiis, Italians, and will ask what reasons

ean give fur all these corpses. And tlu-n revolution, freed

from its chains, will say t y and seek pnnl-.n

from God and man!"
The proletariat baa already imbibed th< of its

rtrrnpth, and once it baa acquired a little pride, millions and
millions of proletarian!*, tlimuL'Ii icir delegates,
will come to Paris to affirm tbeir desire for JUM race.

nee stood up, waved their hats and

handkerchiefs, and applm; > UKUT than

five minutes. "It was a most stirring demonstration

and one never to be forgotten," \u nad in tlu press

report



CHAPTER X

GERMANY

THE German Socialist Party has over 1,100,000 mem-
bers and secured 4,239,000 votes, one-third of the total

number cast, at the last Reichstag election in 1912. Its

vote increased nearly one million during the five years
from 1907 to 1912, and it now has 113 of the 397 votes

of the Reichstag, constituting the most numerous party
in that body, and more numerous also than either the

combined Liberal or the combined Conservative groups.
The party has the support of three-fourths of Germany's
labor unionists. It owns 86 daily papers and controls

many thousands of subsidiary organizations of various

kinds. The actual or potential influence of such a party

upon public opinion, if not directly upon the govern-

ment, is evident.

While the declarations of the Austrian Socialists were

first in point of time, those of the German Party are

first in point of importance. Its position was clearly de-

fined by its anti-war proclamations of July 25th and

31st, by the editorials of Vorwaerts and Die Neue Zeit,

the official party organs, and by the resolutions of the

Berlin mass meetings of July 29th, and the revolution-

ary resolutions of the Wurtemburg Socialist Convention,

then in session. In all of these documents it will be

noted that there is the strongest possible opposition to

the war and that every conceivable argument is used

against it.

Even the most opportunistic Socialist newspapers,
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now very warlike, offered no exceptions. We close this

chapter with the official declaration of tin party in the

:i August 4th, in favor of supporting the

war. This is. of course, one of the most important docu-

ment* in th<> whol,

Many of x and speeches in

Parr , Ml this official s"

he German Socialist position. Only one note needs

to be made at this point, namely, that the party

all responsibility declaration of war, nn<l sup-

ported the war only mi the Around that it was already

-lit. It is probable, therefore, that tin Socialists

are nt to l>e blamed, directly or indirertly. for ihe

i of war. Those Socialists who attack

11 in support i 1 1 LT the war on Air

4th. claim M may so s

strengthen the K>
'

as to enable it to prolonp the

war, and so greatly b ;<-tion of life and

ion may post)

or make more difficult that democratic revolution

afar ilitary ; : rol of (in-many.
h mijfht

of the war. The S(M-ialiHts who tin Ct-rman

i the other hand do so chiefly on tin- ground
thnt it.H Htif)port of the CJerrnan Government helped to

prevc ory.

Socialists outside of Germany, and only a hose

ana, regard English l>>

mny at desirable from the Socialist stnndp'
while nlnuwt .gire to see (i by
Roia. fTerence of opini'-n. then, is solely

on the qumtion as to wh- >re of d(

be

wished for from the International Socialist point of
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view. The main question is: Is it or is it not to the

advantage of International Socialism that the j&erman

Government should be able to strengthen itself by re-

sults obtained from the war?

The official proclamations of the Party Executive be-

fore the war were as radically anti-governmental as the

editorials of the party press. Many of the latter threat-

ened revolution or defeat. We shall begin with the of-

ficial proclamations.

PROCLAMATION OF GERMAN SOCIALIST PARTY (JULY 25TH)

The fields in the Balkans are not yet dry from the blood of

those who have been massacred by thousands; the ruins of

the devastated towns are still smoking; unemployed, hungry
men, widowed women, and orphaned children are still wan-

dering about the country. Yet once more the war fury, un-

chained by Austrian imperialism, is setting out to bring death

and destruction over the whole of Europe.

Though we also condemn the behavior of the Greater

Servia Nationalists, the frivolous war-provocation of the Aus-

tro-Hungarian Government calls for the sharpest protest.

For the demands of that government are more brutal than

have ever been put to an independent state in the world's

history, and can only be intended deliberately to provoke war.

In the name of humanity and civilization the class-con-

scious proletariat of Germany raises a flaming protest against

this criminal behavior of the war provokers. It imperiously
demands of the German Government that it use its influence

with the Austrian Government for the preservation of peace,

and, if the shameful war cannot be prevented, to abstain from

any armed interference. Not one drop of a German soldier's

blood shall be sacrificed to the lust of power of the Austrian

rulers and to the imperialistic profit-interests.

Comrades, we appeal to you to express at mass meetings
without delay the German proletariat's firm determination to

maintain peace. A solemn hour has come, more serious than

any during the last few decades. Danger is approaching!
The world-war is threatening ! The ruling classes who in time

of peace gag you, despise you and exploit you, would misuse

you as food for cannon. Everywhere there must sound in the
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Mr* of tbotc in power: "We uill have no war! Down with

war! I^ii; live th "jnal brotherhood of the peoples!"

<*)

THE LAST MESSAGE OF THE PARTY EXECUTIVE (JULY 31ST>

manifesto, issued immediately after the

mobilization order, differed in no essential way from t In-

fine as its leading passages, which follow, demons! r

Comrade*, martial law lias been declared! hour

may bring with it (ho outbreak of the \\mld -war. And with

U will be forced upon the people.

whole Continent.

Up to this tat moment the international proletariat has

done it* < German border everything is be-

lone to keep peace, to make war impossible. Our earnest

our repeated I rt this entastn>i i have

The conditions under which we are li

IMI stnmircr than < d the will <>!' .ur

w<>rking-cla brothers. So we must look at that which lies

before us firmly, unllincl,:-. !>-.

The : itrhory : ropean nations is n lu.r

rible verification of the warnings we have given in vain to

iling classes for more than a gene
,

Berlin. July 31, 1914.

MA88 MEETINGS IN BERLIN (JULY 28TH )

On the 29th of July gratk
mass meetings were .:!!. 1 m I

1

,, ilin. the text 1

"War agn A resolution was whi< -h

d as follows .an \vm-kers. just as tin-

'Idem of BO deal-

ing ir respect to previ at the

sacrifirintf of these peoples to

Austria and Russia, Down with tl war! Long
the international brotherhood of man!"

mo**, July 20th.
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At these twenty-eight meetings one alone of which

had 70,000 persons in attendance the Marseillaise was,
as usual, sung and also on the streets.

Similar meetings were held in nearly all the other

large cities. In many places they were dispersed by
the police, and nationalistic or

"
patriotic" counter-

demonstrations were also held though the Socialist

meetings are reported to have been the larger in most

cases.

The Socialists of Wurtemburg, especially Stuttgart,

seemed to take a position even more revolutionary than

those of Berlin. Here the clear threat of a general strike

was heard.

RESOLUTION OF THE SOCIALIST PARTY CONGRESS OF

WURTEMBURG (JULY 25TH, 26TH)

(Vorwaerts, July 27th)

On the 25th and 26th of July the National Congress of

Wurtemburg Social Democrats convened at Esslingen. The

following resolution, proposed by the well-known Clara Zet-

kin, a member of the national executive of the German Party,
was passed:
"The representatives of the Wurtemburg Social Democracy

promise the masses to assemble and train them, on the ground
of the revolutionary class struggle, so that they may be pre-

pared with self-sacrifice to put forth their full economic
and political power for the maintenance of peace. They
send greetings to the brave proletariat of Russia, which has

again entered the lists in a strike of the masses for economic
and political rights. They greet it also as a strong shield

for peace in these dire times. The fact that the Russian

proletariat has been able to cripple Russian Czarisra indi-

cates the great power that may be wielded by a daring and
unselfish working-class organization in the battle for freedom
and peace."

THE POSITION OF "VORWAERTS"

We next give selections showing the position of Vor-

waerts, the official party organ, from July 25th to Au-
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Kiwt 3d The important passages we havi- placed in

italic* All thcw quotations aiv from

ing Urge parts of the first page.

(Voncacrts, July 'J". 1914)

They want war, the conscienceless elements which influence

and art They want war the

crim of the n*ational pres*

want war tb< "Q to Servia makes it clear

; .iblic to all the worM.

his ullimatum both in its manner and in its dr-

ift to fthameleae that a .ovrrnnicnt which, him

by this note, nhould draw I. reckon

that it v i out by the masses of

the people between dinner and desn t

It wan an act of criminal frivolity on the part of the Ger-

man prcw to urge on its dear allied comrades to the last

for war. But (here is being

M| as dangerous a game as in Vienv in ;

ly know how it begins, hut

comes to a pi

> to piec<

Germany, tinny* n -ire reckoned among the

institutions. (Our italics.)

The next day the threat of revolution containnl in

the last lines was repeated.

(Vorwaerh, July 'J

vht mm) .1^ fallen because <:

ullimntuin wan i*,*' ::. -iliility ami without

Aiih the German <i

by the German officials them>

The German Govemmn/
burrau that it has been -i ns t. the romliii-.

Anntrinn ulti thai thr^

iful humiliatton. thr rrr , ia as an inde-

>-n of

(Our italics.) If now t! G . :;mcnt
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had no knowledge of the final formulation of the ultimatum,
this "pretext for war," as the Rheinische-Westfaelische Zeitung
calls it, then it must at least have been informed of the inten-

tions of the Austrian Government in general outline. That

thereupon the German Government did not from the first

take steps against the Austrian intention, which meant noth-

ing less than the beginning of a predetermined declaration of

war, this is a fearfully serious accusation which must be

brought against it. (Our italics.) A "scandal" is what the

Rheinische-Westfaelische Zeitung calls it a newspaper whose

patriotism leaves nothing to be desired.

WE DESIRE NOTHING BUT A FREE ROAD FOR POLITICAL, ECO-

NOMIC, AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. EVERY WAR IS THE
DEADLY ENEMY OF THIS DEVELOPMENT. THEREFORE THE WORK-
ING CLASS IS THE SWORN ENEMY OF WARLIKE POLITICS.

(Vorwaerts uses large letters for the above expression.)

Austria has not yet reached a final decision. Its regiments
are not yet on the march. Let the Austrian authorities and
their open and secret helpers remember that every failure of

their gambler's policy may unchain an unexpected popular
movement which may put a final end to every kind of des-

perado and gambler's imperialistic policy.

As significant as the revolutionary note in these

last lines is the accusation that Germany was behind

Austria which Vorwaerts had already accused of

every political crime; also the statement that every
war is the deadly enemy of political, economic, and

cultural development.

The threat of revolution was repeated for a third

time, and at greater length, on the following day.

(Vorwaerts, July 27th)

The chance of a victory can nowhere be taken for granted
what is certain in all countries is only unspeakable blood-

shed, economic ruin, and an inner Jena [that is, overthrow

of the government].
Influential Italian voices have already declared that Italy

does not dream of allowing itself to be entangled in a war,
as a third Power of the Triple Alliance, through the Austrian
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admturo in Senria. And MV. in fo-.ll

.lungen loyalty, supposed to jump breach al

for the sake of Austria's insane desperado politics, and at

the risk of a world warf

Russia and France are in the same situation. The Little

Fnthrr and his advisers certainly know out of ex-

perience what dangers may be conjured up at home by actions

abroad. And France, too, knows very well, that its always

temperamental, and in the meanwhile always better and b<

organized and disciplined proletariat would take advantage

of every weakness of the bourgeois state in the most posr

way, for accomplishing its own goal. So all the war coun-

tries are endangered by any frightful, bloody war and eco-

nomic crisis, and on top of that a general smash-up.

The Austrian Party, threatened by martial law, has in the

last few hours placed all the responsibility on the ruling

powers, The Russian working people have already si.

such ready energy in recent weeks, that the Czar's go
baa already got a long foretaste of future events. That the

.mat will <1< preventing of

chair .ii-ts nobody will doubt. An-1 it is a matter of

that the German S -> will stand to-

last man in these diflimlt struggles.

Thr first page of Voru t be following day again

ated the menace of revolution. But it now

undertook to absolve Russia from i ition tbat it

WES the Pou i -sponsible for tin- danger of

war. No. not Ruraria but Austria was the ebief creator

of the \\!

(Vorwaerto, July 28th)

Fortunately England has tak< < f<r th<

tenant* of peace, I of the t'

and flrnti Ilirt. The four n<

France, Germany, .

t ration court. That is a reasonable proposal from all sides.

Every jtuttfiabl? complaint > n upon
aati"-'

upon this with the co-operation of Germany and Italy. So
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that if Austria does not want war at any price, but only its

rights and guarantees for the future, it cannot possibly re-

fuse mediation.

Our Russian comrades have given the Czar to understand

their views in a sufficiently drastic manner. And they would

prepare a sufficiently warm treatment if he is mad enough to

try to plunge the country into a still worse warlike adventure

than that of eastern Asia. But if, trusting solely to revolu-

tionary action, we go so far as to stir up the power of pan-
Slavism and Czarism, which is nevertheless very great, by
encouraging Austria to rush forward into the wildest provoca-

tion, not the Czarism is the greatest danger at this moment,
but the ill-advised Austria, which has brought to life the

mad illusion that it only needs to give the signal and all

Europe will march and offer up the blood of its youth as sin

offerings for the murder of the heir to its throne.

No, never! The peoples of Europe hesitate to allow them-

selves to be led to the slaughter-house like a helpless flock

of sheep.

They demand from their governments the most energetic

intervention against this political madness.

They demand unambiguous representations in Vienna, in

Berlin, and in St. Petersburg.

(Vorwaerts, July 29th)

On the next day Vorwaerts again placed the blame on

Austria for having taken the initiative towards war, and

again put the responsibility on the German Government

if it rejected the British mediation plans. By an as-

sumed confidence in the Kaiser the Socialist organ put

the whole burden on his shoulders, which is to go as far

as the laws of lese majeste allowed. To violate these laws

at this time would certainly have meant the confiscation

of the whole article. We give several paragraphs:

And suppose the Czarism sees in this wanton destruction

of its Servian protege an attack upon its own prestige;

suppose it sees its whole Balkan policy destroyed, and so

advances its army corps, which have long since been mobilized,

against Austria?
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A* ft matter of course th >nal Social Demon

ft* whole, and the Kiuaian Social Democracy in particular,

would consider Ruatian >n unjustifiable, would op-

POM it with .<.
't could effect!

:>iian warlike measures is another question. Should

the KiuMian troops advance, however, the German troops, too,

would at once be sent to the front. This was declared

some time ago by the German Govern m.-nt. Then Fr:.

too, would aet terrible worl.l -\\ar. with its horrors worse

than the imaginings of a most snt;r < l.niin. will be upon us.

tary outcome of devilish desires on the part
of Kuropean governments 1 Heaven forbid! They all want

pttcic, and we protestations. It is the diabolical

logic of unmerciful facts, of events that are beyond tlu-ir

control

Every conscientious politician, every feeling human '

every honest friend of rivili/ation faces the question. \.

hall we do to pn -linmrt'ul blot upon our civiliza-

tion, bow can we avoid thix ter .met

England and Russia have proposed temporary cessation

of the Austrian 1 bftl <!< -lined because it

dcairn to speak first with the language of force. Germany
is Mid to have declined to support this first import ant step
toward settling the question of a world-war. We can h<i

tetirvf this attitude on the part of the German Government,
for at vf have shown above, it places upon it the most awful
responsibility before its own people, before the foreign na-

're the forum of the world's history. (Out

"fjf voices in n-here the desire to mn
fMMOt if as ardent as anyvl* n, the world, are drcl

/ fio one can hold Russia responsible, that Aus-
! be regarded as the in-

tarirs vho *tn ,lc holocaust, Hint

aln** are the trouble makers. (Vorwaerts here uses heavy

ngland, too, the impression is quite gr. ml that

Raiser bears the bltn .- lmt in his power,
* all*/ and adviser of Austria, to shake war or peace out of

>* toga. .' tnd is right. 1

|*M*o, William I! holds the outcome in his hands. (Our
-*.)

W have always been, and always will be, ooponents o
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monarchal rule. We have frequently attacked most bitterly
the temperamental occupant of the throne. But we here

openly admit, and it is not the first time, that the attitude

of William II in the years past has been that of a friend of

peace. If human power and good will could control the

destinies of many millions in the light of humanity and
common sense, our fears in the present crisis would be small.

But even the most resolute of men are not impervious to out-

side influence. And we regret to say that the indications prove
beyond doubt that the camarilla of war lords is working with

absolutely unscrupulous means to circumvent all plans of the

government, to carry out their fearful designs, to precipitate
an international war, to start a world-wide fire, to devastate

Europe. (Our italics.)

[A controversy arose later as to the meaning of this para-

graph. Vorwaerts made it clear that it was not meant as an

approval of the Kaiser or his policy.]

The next day mobilization was ordered, and it is es-

pecially important to search the Vorwaerts editorial to

see if it was finally swept along in the nationalistic cur-

rent. On the contrary, we find it more strongly than

ever insisting on the responsibility of Austria and of

Germany.

(Vorwaerts, July 31st)

Let us consider only the situation as it stands to-day, the

need of the hour. Let us examine for a moment Austria's

assurance that the conflict will be localized.

This localization is a hobby with the Austrian and the

German governments. They assure us that there is no danger
of a world war. It is simply a question that must be settled

between Austria and Servia, which concerns nobody but the

parties involved. But should Russia insist upon assisting

Servia, it would mean German interference in short, the

world war.

Russia, like all nations concerned, dreads the world

war. But the German and Austrian governments must

realize that the Czar's Russia, from his point of view, cannot

permit the unconditional sacrifice of its protege Servia.

Russia's internal political troubles as well as the influence
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of the paci/ir Frnch Government, will cause Russia

tic* Ike greatest possible self-control, to make the m<

concessions. But it seems jirn-fi-i//// out of the question that

it fhould turn Serria over for better or worse into the hands

of the Austrians.

Austria has given the most sacred assurances that this shall

be no war for new ten issia, however, demands like-

wise the positive guarantee that the political freedom of

Servia be not dist That, as a matter of fn<

real question at issue.

Will Austria demand from Servia concessions that will

utrike its name from the list of independent nations? Or will

it he satisfied to insure itself against new Servian conspiracies
and asrawiimtionsf

possible that Austria can be so utterly withotr

nrf. that it remains deaf to all warnings? Is it possible
that Germany is determined to go through thick and thin

with such an ally?

On tho ' of the day when war was declared

the official daily organ of the German Party OIK < mnro
reaffirmed its position: Not mnvly was the war an

affair of -nan (Jovcnmu-nt ratlin- than the <

man peoj.lr. |,ut tin- K'''vornnH-ntH of Austria ami <

many were to blame above all the rest. Russian mobHi-
'> too* shown to be an tti.s pretext / / MOT,

and German victory was declared to be imj>r<il>,il>1r\n
aa strong language as the c< would allow (if

the paper was to reach th<
,, u l

(Vorwaert*, August 1st: Europe's Fateful limn )

H*t Russia's n n does not mv (i.-rmnn,,

mrrroui, because Russia because of the organisation of it*

army, an
,

>

, ^^ a
far longer timr for mobilization than does <

tbtre i- ,,ns whi

jtehrilued
mank tho ^rrat mlnmity, and

sperially

wtmb of William II himself, that it will" have to make enor-
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mous sacrifices in blood and property if this fate is truly
unavoidable.

And we cannot even now regard it as unavoidable, because

no country, no group of Powers can calculate with certainty

upon victory, laurels, and political successes. . . . (Our
italics.)

Nor did Vorwaerts change its policy after the out-

break of the war. And it has not 'changed it up to the

present day, except in so far as certain matters are not

permitted to be discussed by the military censors. Even
these forbidden topics, as our later quotations show, are

indirectly discussed; or else Vorwaerts demonstratively

asserts that it is forced to be silent as to this, that, or

the other question often a sufficient indication of its

opinion.

( Vorwaerts, August 3d)

On Monday, August 3d, the very day when the Social

Democratic group in the Reichstag decided to vote in

favor of the war budget, the Vorwaerts printed an ar-

ticle condemning German "patriotism" and the "pa-
triots" who suddenly became warriors for "freedom

against Czarism."

The article, which is entitled "War Against Czar-

ism," exposes the fallacy of German patriotic jingoists

who have for years been trying to plunge the country
into a war by crying that it is being menaced by the

enemy.
It also ridicules the position of the government which

for years has sided with Russian barbarism and the

Czar and persecuted Socialists for "insulting" Nicholas,

but which suddenly changed its front and adopted the

stand of Marx, Engels, and Bebel, who always spoke of

the necessity of smashing the Czar 's rule :

The article continues:
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Since the above-named leaders of 1 Democrn

pressed their '.at it was necessary to wage a d*

rratir war ngainht Russian despotism, conditions have changed
,,, Usrabij

Russia to-day is no longer a stronghold of reaction, hut it

is a land of r. * 'f the monarchy and

Ciarism is now the aim issian people in general and

the Russian workers in particular.

article then goes on to state that shortly before war

was declared Russia was in the midst df a revolutionary blaze

that was sweeping the country. Czarism has not been weak-

ened by the declaration of war, but, on the contrary, it has

been considerably strengthened. The war has u

despotic government a chance to distract the hatred of vast

number* of Russian people against the monarehy and Czarism,
and gain the confidence of the people by its imitation :_

the Germans. By its agitation, the German Socialist Democ-

racy bad shown the Russian people that their enemy is not

across the border, but ri-.-l.t in their own h<

Nothing was more unpleasant to th<- Russian reactionaries,

the "real Russian" jingoes, than to hear of the -rci: p
demonstrations of

'

'll. how ",'lnd t . l-rril to r.iiiir n

the revoltitiiM . Kussia and say, "Why.
the German Socialists call upon the people to war against
the Russian pr

would have felt as

thmiirh a great burden had been removed from him. He
would have i- \ d! Now,
the < i^t* rail 111 t,

my worst enemy, the revohr

backbone. The in' , ,,f the working class

b now smash* can get a chance to call out a yell of

patriotic nationalism. Ob, I am save.

Vorwcrtt here d< ejects one of th< ,-hirf argu-
ments by wl. Reichstag Socialist majority on
the next da>

The Socialist wori
I read tlie .-.liiuriuls of

Fonpotrf*, was thun.lerstruck in the early days of

August to learn that the Germans Socialists had voted
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in favor of the war credits in the Reichstag an action,

on the face of it at least, in contradiction to the posi-

tion of the party press before the war and to the famous

precedent established by Bebel and Liebknecht, known

to every Socialist, when they abstained from such a vote

in 1870.

The official party explanation of this action, read by

Haase, Chairman of the Reichstag Delegation at the ses-

sion of August 4th, was as follows:

THE SOCIALIST PARTY DECLARATION ON VOTING FOR THE

WAR LOAN (AUGUST 4TH)

A most serious hour is upon us, an hour in which a matter

of life and death confronts us. The results of the imperial-

istic policy which furnishes cause for the entire world to take

up arms and permits the horrors of war to engulf us, the re-

sults of this policy, I say, have broken forth like a storm

flood.

The responsibility for this calamity falls upon supporters
of this policy. We, ourselves, are not responsible. (Ap-

plause.)

The Social Democratic Party has always combated this

policy to the utmost, and even to this hour we have agitated
for the maintenance of peace by great demonstrations in all

countries, and, above all, by our co-operation with our French

brothers. Our exertions have been in vain. And now we are

only too surely confronted by the fact that war is upon us and
that we are menaced by the terror of foreign invasion. The

problem before us now is not the relative advisability of war
or peace, but a consideration of just what steps must be

taken for the protection of our country. At this moment let

us think of the millions of our compatriot comrades who,

through no fault of their own, will be involved in this calam-

ity; it is they who will suffer most acutely from the devasta-

tion that war inevitably brings in its train.

Our best wishes accompany those of our brothers who
have been summoned to arms, no matter what their party.

(Applause from all parties.) We think also of the mothers

who must be separated from their sons, and of the wives and
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children who are being robbed of their bread-winners and

who in consequence dwell in constant torment and fear as

> fate of xi ones, threatened themselves, mean-

hr terrible sword of bur

Tens of thousands will be v. 1 return as in-

-...

Lei as regard it as our duty to assist these unfortunates,

to mitigate their sufferings, and to i

scribable need. But as far as concerns our people

*ndeneo, mucl everything, would be endangered

by a triumph of Kiuwian despotism, already weltering in the

blood of her own noblest sons.

It devolves upon us, therefore, to avert this danp
shelter the civilization and

Therefore, we must to-d what we have always said.

In ii* hour of dan y may <

: upon the !i:i-i- to tin- i:

tkmal labor movement, which at all times has reoogi

right of every pei
dsfrnsti, and at the same time we condemn all war

We hope that as soon as our opponents are ready for

negotiations, an end will be made to the war and a state of

peeci indu.-d which will make possible friendly i.L-

1-
'We'l- lion to our

duty in connection with in(. uhieh we
are just as firmly bound as to German} We hope that

this fatal strife will prove a lesson to the million. who will

after us, a lesson which will till them with la-tin-.,' n 1

for all warfare. May they be e the

ideal of Social Democracy and international peace. And
bearing these thon Lnetioc t

voting of those moneys demanded! (Applause from all

TH VOT FOR THE WAR LOAN MINORITY STATEMENT

Thoup Reichstag Socialist* who were present at the

ecewon, in obedience to the decision of the party can-

voted unanimously in favor of the war loan, but the
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custom of the party allows the minority to be absent if

they do not leave the Reichstag in a demonstrative man-

ner. (See Chapter XIX.) Some took advantage of this

custom. Others voted with the party but only after the

most strenuous opposition in the caucus. The strength of

this opposition was variously estimated. It can be more

accurately measured by those who voted against the sec-

ond war loan on December 2d, when 15 of about 100

members in Berlin refused to vote with the party, to

say nothing of other members who so voted after utter-

ing their protest in the caucus.

Karl Liebknecht sent to the Bremen Burgerzeitung,

the local Socialist organ, a communication in which he

explained :

I understand that several members of the Social Demo-
cratic Party have written all sorts of things in the press with

regard to the deliberations of the Social Democratic Party in

the Reichstag on August 3d and 4th.

According to these reports, there were no serious differ-

ences of opinion in our party in regard to the political situa-

tion and our own position, and the decision to assent to the

war credit is alleged to have been arrived at unanimously.
In order to prevent the origination of an inadmissible

legend, I feel it my duty to put on record that the issues in-

volved gave rise to diametrically opposite views within our

parliamentary party, and that these opposing views found

expression with a violence hitherto unknown in our delibera-

tions. It is therefore entirely untrue to say that the assent to

the war credits was given unanimously.
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AUSTRO-HUNGARY

TOT Austrian Socialist Party, like that of Uermany,

..rtfcst in the country, with 1,081,000 votes in

t. and 88 out of 5K, members of the Reiehsrath. Its

influence is considerable, because most of the other

partim arc n I'.uhnnian. Polish. .

while the Socialist* of tin- various nationalities are com-

paratively unite. 1. It includes the majority of the work-

ing people of and towns.

The (id-man I of the Austrian Social I

crntic Party isNU< MIUHR of

the war with Servia, from which the following is tal

;le, do n" t<. thp jn-:it injury \\hirli flip

Serrian ruler* have dnnp t U \vc. in

principle* whi- <.f t'.uc... poiiili-nir,

:
, DO also do we con<h-in!i t

a nhnrr in the PWponsihilily f.ir it. We th.it

i hp

Scnrian Oovernmpnt tlip prosprution
thill rrinw; wp \;

that Ihp

^rrian nilcm Hball put
with which thpy have 1 led this secesni

it we are eoi

mnl would not have been aM a to these

demand* v, which .

national law. \ye are
eoorined that all that I angary asks could have been

140
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obtained, and can still be obtained, by peaceful methods, and
that no necessities of state, no consideration for its prestige,

compels the great Power to depart from the paths of peaceful

agreement. Therefore we declare, in the name of the working
class, as the representatives of the German workers in Aus-

tria, that we cannot take the responsibility for this war, that

we lay the responsibility for it, and for all the frightfully
serious results that may follow, at the door of those who
thought out, supported, and encouraged the fatal step which
has brought us face to face with war. (Our italics.)

A considerable part of the above manifesto, however,
was censored; and there can be no doubt that this cen-

sored part contained an even more radical attack on the

war and the government than the part we have quoted.
But we have quoted enough to show that the Austrian

Socialists blame their own government for the war with

Servia.

We are able to reproduce only a few valuable Austrian

quotations because of the rigidity of the censorship.

However, we give enough to prove that the Socialist

parties of both Austria and Hungary regard the present
war as being defensive. Of the Great Powers, they
face the reactionary government of Russia alone, their

armies being nowhere in conflict with those of semi-

democratic England or France. Their position is, there-

fore, much simpler than that of the Germans, and their

support of their government, whether defensible or not,

is less frequently criticised by Socialists.

Even in its most bitter attack against the censorship
the official party organ, the Vienna Arbeiter Zeitung,
assumes an ultra-patriotic attitude:

If the press is to perform the task which in the present

organization of society belongs to it, if it is to spur on the

nation to risk its last man in the defense of its liberty and

independence, mere clouds of words and artificial pathos will

not suffice. Least of all, will it do to conceal in silence the
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awful seriousness of war, and to gloss over -ring

fortune*.

The Arbeiter Zeitung fur ! ared that all Aus-

trian Socialists were unanimous in condemning Czar

and kad no criticism to make of Germany's conduct in

this war.

This organ had a special article in its number of

August 23d, the day that was to have marked the <
;

ti.mal Socialist Congress, which dearly

hows the attitude of the Austrian Party. We give its

: statements:

In all countries we Socialists, Genna .-li>h.

Belgian, Austrian, Servian, have done our duty as im-

tionalists, as long as it was possible; we warned again-t the

war, and with every drop of our blood have sought to 1.

ind we tried to make use of every possible chance of

maintaining peace up to the very last minute.

ince fate has overtaken us and
letariat in all countries, which formerly did it- internal i

. now does its duty as sons of its peoj.

thine in order that the people shall not he conquered, in

order th.v . the horrors of a
defeat We all suffer wrong; we all do ri-ht to protect our-

selves against it. ... Hut even in this tragic moment we
do not forget that we are Internal! 1 Democrats.

Our heart bleeds because of the frightful necessity of this

conflict, but we give to our people and to the state what be-

longs to the people and the state.

This artich. it will b- justifies the Socialists

of all f'nntinrntal muntricH in ting their gOTem-
ment* durin irar, it does nut justify one

nati. ; does justify all.

The Hungarian govr: I no demoermtieally
elected parliamoi rowly rcsti-icted kind

that prevails in \
i

: .i IM ing more

than that of Austria, the Hungarian Socialists
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are correspondingly more revolutionary; but they are

also nearer to the still more dangerous Russian despot-

ism. Doubtless this is why their position in the war

seems to be so similar to that of the Austrians. We
quote from an article against censorship in their official

daily organ, Nepzava:

In other countries it is understood that in these extraordi-

narily serious times everything must be laid aside which tends

to keep men apart. Since the whole nation is engaged in a

life and death struggle, the state cannot afford to call the

attention of citizens to the fact that there are fighting classes

within the framework of the nation. Everything must be

avoided which might make difficult a victory of our arms.

All must fight together when the common enemy of civiliza-

tion endangers all.

And while we stir up the Hungarian workingmen from day
to day, and point out where the danger for them lies in the

Russian attack, we confront continuously, in the midst of the

strongest cannon fire, political trials inside of the country.
This week again Nepzava had more of these trials.

But the workers fighting on the field of battle not only have

prosecutions heaped up against them, but our officials demand

the prompt payment of fines. . . . The conduct of the

prosecuting officials and justices cannot change our point of

view. We shall still say that it is the duty of the working
class to defend the country. We shall still say that Czar-

ism is a danger for the civilization of western Europe. We
shall still declare that Russia is the land of slavery, and that

it will also continue to be our conviction that in such troubled

times what is needed is the co-operation and the solidarity

of all the citizens of the state, and not the severity of justice

nor new legal prosecutions. We shall also continue to smile

at those who even now will not believe that in times of threat-

ening danger the best weapon of protection is to be found in

a strong, popular army, and not in the royal Hungarian
Courts.
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Till-: lililTlSH KMIMKI-:

THE Socialists of Great Britain ha\ Mem-
ben of Parliament. I .abor Party, of which these

wren are also m
.

Members of Parlia-

I mill inn votes. This

vote has rkeo by about l.'.o.noo linoe min. Tli. inde-

I 'arty is the leading Socialist organ
as a partyis a part of the Labor Parly,

of the forty Labor Party members belong also to

.lion. The British Socialist Party has one

Member of Parliament, who is likewise a member of tin-

Labor Party. But as an organ
at present not a ; M Labor Party.

i ^h documents is complicated by
s always necessary to jjm- the position

hcae several orgai the Labor Party, its So-

ul Labor Party), and the

Uri: or less inde-

position of these \a<

organiftatiniiM may be stated in a word. All opposed the

declaration of war. but tl ! ity and

i'.irty. ii: th.- invasion of

Belgium, emu Socialists tin

e gradually, to the samr i.pinion. Tin- Ind.-prndi-nt

Lai" opposed t; , b, and finally

officially to take a middle ground permit tinf? its

hout itself .JMstifyinjf

finned to oppose participation in the

recruiting campaign.
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The general situation among these various groups

up to the invasion of Belgium and British participa-

tion in the war is well described by the Socialist Re-

view (London), which organ, as may be seen, favors the

radical anti-war stand of the Independent Labor Party.

How has the British Socialist and labor section of the In-

ternational conducted itself in the crisis? We gather that a

good deal of confusion exists in the minds of Socialists abroad

concerning the position taken up by the movement in this

country. This is hardly to be wondered at, considering how

sharp and deep has become the division of opinion in the

movement itself since the war broke out. The division is an

unequal one, however the Independent Labor Party (the
I. L. P.) standing almost alone in its unfaltering adhesion

to the principles of international Socialism and peace.

Up to the moment when the government declared war, the

Socialist and labor movement in this country, as in France,

Germany, and other lands, was united and solid in opposing
militarism and war, and in agitating against the government

entering into the present struggle. Also, as in France, Ger-

many, and the other belligerent countries, as soon as its own
government spoke the word of war, the whole movement with

the exception of the I. L. P. and a few individuals and
branches belonging to other groups of the movement, at once

turned round about, abandoned pacifist principles, declared

the war was unavoidable, approved the policy of the govern-
ment in taking part in it, and appealed to the workers to take

up arms in "defense of their country."
How sudden and complete was the change in the attitude

of the movement at the beat of the war drum at its own coun-

try's doors will be realized when we recall the circumstance
under which the movement had pledged itself against war
even at the last hour. As late as Friday, July 31st, the day
on which news reached this country that Russia had ordered
a general mobilization of her troops, and war between France
and Germany was regarded as a foregone conclusion, at a

meeting of the British committee of the International Bureau,
representative of all sections of the British movement, a
manifesto was adopted (drafted by Mr. Hyndman), declaring

resolutely for peace, urging the British Government to re-
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main neutral in the event of war, and warning the Hi

not against German militarism, but : .ussian aggres-

atoo and Rujuian despotism. On the following Saturday

Sunday (August 1st and 2d) huge "Stop the War" meetings,

under the auspices of the bureau and the Labor Party, were

held in London and other cities. At the London Traf..

Square meeting every shade of Socialist and labor

was represented. Among the speakers w< dio.

M. P.; Arthur HenuYiv Will Thome, M. P.; George

Lansbury, Ben Tillett, and Cunninghame-Graham. Mr. I

derson, who referred to the news published in the mor
when war had broken out between Russia and Fr.

Germany, said that "unless we are on our guard we may be

reduced to the same position as Germany, Russia, and Fru

We are here to protest against the war in the name of it

national brotherhood." Mr. Thorne declared that the whole

country was waiting for Mr. Asquith to make a declaration

of neutrality. "What do we," he exclaimed, "the workers,
know of this unholy Triple Alliance that bids one nati<>

assist another in wholesale slaughter f If under tin-

this alliance we are called upon to baek up Russia

France, the g"~ -Imuld be called upon to resign/' Til-

workers had the right to say i

would not be enil> CunniriulKuno-draham described

as a "damnable lie the statement th.-n war was 'inevitable.' It

>! so far M England is concerned. Great
Ilritain Mill has the en a Russia
and France to understand she would have nothing to do with

terrible war. Russia would have ceased her Muilin-:

Germany won! .ive had an opportunity to impel \v.

In none of the speeches wa i to <;<-nnnny as
the ajurmsur, or German military autocracy as t

i"
;

.
...

.

JOINT RESOLUTION ADOPTED AT TRAFALGAR SQUARE
U8T 2D)

The resolution adopted at the last-mentioned m<

was aa follows:

This demons* Anting the organized workers and
of London, views with serious alarm the prospects of
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a European war, into which every European Power will be

dragged owing to secret alliances and understandings, which

in their origin were never sanctioned by the nations nor are

even now communicated to them; we stand by the efforts of

the international working class movement to unite the workers

of the nation concerned in their efforts to prevent their gov-
ernments from entering upon war, as expressed in the resolu-

tion passed by the International Socialist Bureau; we protest

against any steps being taken by the government of this

country to support Russia, either directly or in consequence
of any understanding with France, as being not only offensive

to the political traditions of the country, but disastrous to

Europe, and declare that as we have no interest, direct or

indirect, in the threatened quarrels which might result from
the action of Austria in Servia, the government of Great

Britain should rigidly decline to engage in war, but should

confine itself to efforts to bring about peace as speedily as

possible.

MANIFESTO OP THE BRITISH SECTION OP THE INTERNA-

TIONAL SOCIALIST BUREAU (AUGUST SD)

On the next day, August 3d, the representatives of

the British Labor Party and the British Socialists to

the International Socialist Bureau, Arthur Henderson,

M.P., and Keir Hardie, M.P., issued a similar state-

ment, of which the following is the most significant

paragraph :

Whatever may be the rights and wrongs of the sudden

crushing attack made by the militarist Empire of Austria

upon Servia, it is certain that the workers of all countries

likely to be drawn into the conflict must strain every nerve

to prevent their governments from committing them to war.

Everywhere Socialists and the organized forces of labor are

taking this course. Everywhere vehement protests are made

against the greed and intrigues of militarists and armament

mongers. We call upon you to do the same here in Great
Britain upon an even more impressive scale. Hold vast

demonstrations against war in every industrial center. Com-

pel those of the governing class and their press who are eager
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mil you to co-operate with Russian despotism to keep

and rwpect the decision rwh< liiiin

lie people, who will have neither part nor lot in

infamy. The success of Russia at the present day would be

a cunw to the world. There is no time to lose. Already, l.y

secret agreements and understandings, of which the democ-

racies of the civilized world know only by rumor, steps are

being taken which may fling us nil i- y. Workers,

stand togethcM for peace. Combine and

the enemy and the self-seeking imperialists to-day,

and for all.

INDEPENDENT LABOR PARTY MANIFESTO

The resolution of tin- IinK-pcndcnt Labor Tarty ( is-

ued about the same time) took up a still more radical

position against the war :

Intttad of striving to unite Europe in a federation of states,

banded together for peace, diplomacy has deliberately aimed

at dividing Europe into two armed, antagonistic camps, the

>nte and the Triple Alliance.

the prese ward Grey issues his White Paper
rove Germany the aggressor, just as Germany issues a

rove Russia the aggressor, m id Russia to

'. the aggressor. \ word in tin- I

j>er be admitted, t! , diriment remains.

Let it be acknowledged '/ preced-

ing the war, Sir Edward Grey worked for peace. It was too

Over a number of years, together with oth> r
,///,/,.

he had himself dug the abyss, and wise statesmanship would
kar* forftrn t and avoided, the certain result.

It was not toe 8 or tin- Hd-ian question
that pulled this cot

ain i* not at war because of oppress. .ditir* or

irian nrutrnlr M bad Beld-m iiuir.ility not been

efully infringed by Germany we should still have been
drawn in. If France in defiance of treaty d invaded
BeU Uermany, who believes we should have be-

lie back of p.i

Mit and people, the British Foreign Office gave secret un-
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del-standings to France, denying their existence when chal-

lenged. That is why this country is now face to face with

the red ruin and impoverishment of war. Treaties and

agreements have dragged republican France at the heels of

despotic Russia, Britain at the heels of France. At the

proper time all this will be made plain, and the men responsi-

ble called to account.

We desire neither the aggrandizement of German mili-

tarism nor Russian militarism, but the danger is that this

war will promote one or the other. Britain has placed herself

behind Russia, the most reactionary, corrupt, and oppressive

power in Europe. If Russia is permitted to gratify her terri-

torial ambitions and extend her Cossack rule, civilization and

democracy will be gravely imperiled. Is it for this that

Britain has drawn the sword? . . .

The recruiting campaign on the part of the govern-

ment forced all the parties the Independent Labor

Party, the British Socialist Party to restate their posi-

tion during the month of September. The declaration

of the I. L. P. showed that it had not altered in any
essential way its opposition to the war, as may be seen

from the following paragraph of its manifesto against

the recruiting campaign :

To the Branches of the I. L. P. : At a specially summoned

meeting your National Council considered the matter, and, for

the following reasons, recommends branches to take no part
in the proposed [recruiting] campaign. If advice has to be

given to the workers, we hold it should come from our own

platforms, preserving the character and traditions of our

movement, and we refuse to take our stand by militarists and

enemies of labor with whose outlook and aim we are in

sharpest conflict, and who will assuredly seize this opportunity
to justify the policy leading up to war. Now that the country
has been drawn into a deadly and desperate war, which may
involve, in the end, our existence as a nation, it is not a matter

for speech-making, least of all from those who will not them-

selves be called upon to face the horrors of the trenches.
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A REPLY TO SIB EDWARD GREY

By J. R. MACDOMALD, in the Labor Leader, August 13th

At the aeonon of Parliament on August 4th, when

Edward Grey made his celebrated statement of the

Hriti.sh case, laying special emphasis on Bel^rim. .1.

R MacDonald made for the Labor Party a brief speech

loring war under any circumstances. This HI

mcnt was elaborated ten days later and we r<

-th. This "Reply to Sir Edward Grey" by

the man who was then Chairman of the Labor Party,

(published in the l.nhnr Lender of August 1 per-

haps the most important Socialist document emanating

from Great Britain since the outbreak of the war. \\ .

therefore, give it at some length. There can be

doubt that his view, fixing the entire responsibility

the war on a rrl -mall group of the governing

class, is the view both of the Independent Labor Pa

of v in a leading member, and of a considerable

number of Socialists and Laborites outside of that body.

most remarkable fei ly im-

portant statement is that MacDonald excuses Germany's
declaration of war against Russia an<l IYan . puts

open England the .-hi.-f responsibility for the war be-

tween England and Germany, and that he take

of the invasi< "Him which, if it does not actually

Ukc the German \
.

near to it. \\v q

the leading paragraphs:

The !T*ifr Paper begins with a conversation betwe<

ird Grey and the German Ambassad -<Hh of

: the Aufftrinn threat

flnihm with ultimnti;

tbe 4th of Awjnmt. sions appear to be

jostifled, the following in pn
!ward Grey strove to tbe last to prevent a Euro-

pean war.
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2. Germany did next to nothing for peace, but it is not

clear whether she actually encouraged Austria to pursue her

Servian policy. The mobilization of Russia drove Germany
to war.

3. Russia and France strove both by open pressure and by
wiles to get us to commit ourselves to support them in the

event of war.

4. Though Sir Edward Grey would not give them a pledge,

he made the German Ambassador understand that we might
not keep out of the conflict.

5. During the negotiations, Germany tried to meet our

wishes on certain points so as to secure our neutrality.

Sometimes her proposals were brusque, but no attempt was

made by us to negotiate diplomatically to improve them. They
were all summarily rejected by Sir Edward Grey. Finally,

so anxious was Germany to confine the limits of the war, the

German Ambassador asked Sir Edward Grey to propose his

own conditions of neutrality, and Sir Edward Grey declined

to discuss the matter. This fact was suppressed by Sir

Edward Grey and Mr. Asquith in their speeches in parlia-

ment.

6. When Sir Edward Grey failed to secure peace between

Germany and Russia, he worked deliberately to involve us in

the war, using Belgium as his chief excuse.

That is the gist of the White Paper.
That Sir Edward Grey should have striven for European

peace, and then when he failed, that he should have striven

with equal determination to embroil Great Britain, seems

contradictory. But it is not; and the explanation of why it

is not is the justification of those of us who for the last eight

years have regarded Sir Edward Grey as a menace to the

peace of Europe and his policy as a misfortune to our country.
What is the explanation? (Our italics.)

The justifications offered are nothing but the excuses which
ministers can always produce for mistakes. Let me take

the case of Belgium. It has been known for years that, in

the event of a war between Russia and France on the one
hand and Germany on the other, the only possible military
tactics for Germany to pursue were to attack France hot foot

through Belgium, and then return to meet the Russians. The

plans were in our War Office. They were discussed quite

openly during the Agadir trouble, and were the subject of
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article*, particularly one by Mr. Belloc. Mr.

rr.M<
' lli:t in a g

formal neutm M' 1 *aid in the House

umons in

**I am not able to subscribe to the doctrine of those who
have held in this bouse what .1 mounts to an assertion

that the simple fact of ice of a ^
00 Try together of the particular

position in which it may find itself at the time when

occasion for act in- on the guarantee arises/
1

Germany's guarantees to Belgium would have been ac-

cepted by Mr. Gladstone. If France ha.l

Germany through Belgium Sir Kdward Grey would not

objected*, but would have justified himself by Mr. Gladstone's

We knew Germany's military plans. We obtained them

through the usual channels of spies and secret service. We
knew that the road through Belgium was an essential ]>art

of them. That was our opportunity to find a "distint en-

motive apart from ation of the entente. :

known that a nation will nut fight except for a cause in which

idealism is mi Mail supplied !,MU

he South African War by telling lies about (lie Untiring
ritish women and children; our government supplier! the

ideal: ling us i; ,-o of

Belgium had to be vindicated by us. Before it addressed its

: Germany upon this

military exigencies of I* -s, it knew that France- could

ably whilst Germany could not do so. It was a
.imp in hypocrisy which the magnificent valor

of the Belgian* will enable the government to hide up f,

lime being. ((>urt.

The . id been so helplessly (..mini; ht for
Franco and Ruama that Sir Edward Grey had

pointblank every made by Germany to keep us
f the conflict. That is why, wh- ego-

Hationi to the House of Commons, he found it impost!.
tell the whole truth and to put impartially what he chose to

II na. He scoffed at the ;m on
th*

(dependence, when the nctual <1

ptmred it was found that iU independence was secured as
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well. And that is not the worst. The White Paper contains

several offers which were made to us by Germany, aimed at

securing our neutrality. None were quite satisfactory in

their form, and Sir Edward Grey left the impression that

these unsatisfactory proposals were all that Germany made.

Later on the Prime Minister did the same. Both withheld

the full truth from us. The German Ambassador saw Sir

Edward Grey, according to the White Paper, on the 1st of

August, and this is our Foreign Minister's note of the con-

versation :

"The Ambassador pressed me as to whether I could not

formulate conditions upon which we could remain neutral.

He even suggested that the integrity of France and her

colonies might be guaranteed." (MacDonald's italics.)

Sir Edward Grey declined to consider neutrality on any
conditions, and refrained from reporting this conversation to

the house. Why? It was the most important proposal that

Germany made. Had this been told to us by Sir Edward

Grey, his speech could not have worked up a war sentiment.

The hard, immovable fact was that Sir Edward Grey had so

pledged the country's honor without the country's knowledge
to fight for France and Russia that he was not in a position

to discuss neutrality.

Now the apparent contradiction that the man who had

worked for European peace was at the same time the leader

of the war party in the Cabinet can be explained. Sir Ed-

ward Grey strove to undo the result of his policy, and keep

Europe at peace, but, when he failed, he found himself com-

mitted to dragging his country into war.

Without this wide survey of policy it is impossible to esti-

mate either Sir Edward Grey's culpability or Germany's
share of blame.

Germany's share is a heavy one. Taking a narrow view,

she, with Russia, is mainly responsible for the war; taking
a longer view, we are equally responsible. (Our italics.)

The conflict between the Entente and the Alliance had to

come, and only two things determined the time of its coming.
The first was the relative capacity of the countries to bear

the burdens of an armed peace. That was reaching its limit

in most countries. The second was the question of how the

changes which time was bringing were affecting adversely the

military power of the respective opponents. The Alliance was
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to receive a great blow on the death of nan Em-

peror; Russia was building a system of strategic railways up
he German frontier, and this was to be finished in 1916,

by which time her army was to be greatly increased. The

Entente, therefore, waa forcing Germany to fight within two

years. We can understand tlu- military mind of Germany
faced with these threatening changes if we remember how
eared we were when we were told of German threats against
ourselves. The stubbornness of Germany shown on every

page of the White Paper was not merely military often

ness, but the stand of a country being put into d i Him 1 ties by
time tipping the balance of power against it. The breaking

point bad been reached. Foreign ministers and ambassadors
had to give place to the war 1

So I come back to the statement \\ hi<-h I think I have .

proven, that the European War is the result of the existence

of the Entente and the Alliance, and that we are in it in con-

sequence of Sir Edward Grey's foreign policy.

MBOLUTIOX OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE LA-

BOR PARTY (AUGUST n GTH)

On August 5th and 6th the Labor Party Members
of Parliament held two highly important im-rtingH to

their position toward the war. The result

the following carefully worded resolution:

That the - . twocn the nations of Europe in which
th -lived is owing to foreign ministers pursu-

:.atic policies for the purpose of maintaining a bal-

ance of power; th mnai policy of understand-
id Knssia only, was bound to incroas.

power of Russia both in Kurope and Asia, ami to endanger
:> with Germany.

uhi.-h ho

gave to the House of Commons, committed, without tin- knowl-

dft of our people, the hoi \>

:itry to suppor
in

'

"f any war in which she was sen

assurances
Home of Commons had any rl. . ,-in- the i

That the labor movement reiterates the fa<t that it has
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opposed the policy which has produced the war, and that its

duty is now to secure peace at the earliest possible moment
on such conditions as will provide the best opportunities for

the re-establishment of amicable feelings between the workers

of Europe.

THE CHANGE IN FRONT OF THE LABOR PARTY

But soon after the invasion of Belgium on August
4th, and the British declaration of war on August 5th,

a rapid change of front took place in the Labor Party
and in the Socialist Party, though not in the Inde-

pendent Labor Party.

We shall proceed with the story once more in the

words of the Socialist Review. It begins by a reference

to the Labor Party resolution just quoted:

(From the Socialist Review, of London)

This resolution [just quoted] was, and at the time of writ-

ing remains, the formal declaration of Labor Party policy
on the war. How completely the Labor M. P.'s and the

generality of the leaders of the movement with the exception
of those of the I. L. P. have since departed from the terms

and spirit of that statement is known to our readers. The
defection began early and soon became a stampede. On the

very night of the adoption of the resolution by the Executive

the majority of the Labor Members of Parliament opposed the

proposal of their chairman, Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, that he

should read its terms in his speech that evening to the house.

In consequence of their retraction from the position and

policy which until then the party had unanimously adopted,
Mr. MacDonald resigned from the chairmanship of the par-

liamentary group, and Mr. Arthur Henderson, who was then

in full accord with Mr. MacDonald, accepted the office tem-

porarily.
A few days later, on the invitation of the Prime Minister,

the Labor members agreed to co-operate with the Liberal and

Tory Parties in promoting a joint recruiting campaign, the

purpose of which was also, as Mr. Asquith afterwards ex-

plained, to justify the war policy of the government. In
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ratpooM to a similar request, the Nnt

Lab*

party at the disposal of the joint conniii:

.. Since then the whole of the Labor Members of

.iroent, with the exception of four of the six I. L. P.

member*, Mr. Ramsay JlacDonald, Mr. K.-ir Hardie, Mr. F.

W. Jowett, and Mr. T< dson, have, in a greater or

less degree, id' hemselves with the war policy ,,i

government and the so-called "non-political" recruiting cam-

But while the Labor Party, as a whole, tli<l i.

tin- resolution of August 6th, and did not adopt a sub-

aii entirely new ground was taken by a ma-

y Labor Members of Parliament who

had passed the resolution and also by the Federation

of Trades Unions representing over a million unionists,

largely unskilled, and the Parliamentary Committee of

the Trades Union Congress, which n presents nearly all

ilx.r unions of Great Britain. Taken togeth< r

these Htntem. y thorough expression to the

position of the overwhelming majority of the- members
llu- Labor Party.

..in all three <lo<-um< nls in their

l>etrinnin^ with a quotation from the

lifetto of tli I'ai liamentary Committee of the Trades

-n Congress:

A factor to be remembered in this crisis of our i

bbtory, and moat important of nil so far as trndo imi<

and labor in general nre concerned, is tin I.K t that upon the

remit of the struggle in u ;

y i- n<>v

rest UM prcsr >! unt'cf

:ion-

hip* ban in the past been recognized as, and m 'ion-

bly in the future prove to be, the best guarantee for

preservation of the peaee of the world.

The mere cot brutal

to which people have to submit under a government
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controlled by a military autocracy living, as it were, con-

tinuously under the threat and shadow of war should be
sufficient to arouse the enthusiasm of the nation in resisting

any attempt to impose similar conditions upon countries at

present free from military despotism.

It will be observed that this declaration of the Parlia-

mentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress

(dated September 3d) takes an international stand-

point. Its chief argument for supporting the recruit-

ing campaign is that a German victory would lead to

the spread of military despotism and to further wars.

The position of the Management Committee of the

Federation of Trades Unions on the other hand is more
nationalistic and is very similar to that of the govern-

ment itself as the following paragraphs will show:

In Germany and in Austria, and also in the neutral states

of Europe and America, persistent attempts are being made
to misrepresent the attitude of the British labor movement
towards the government, and towards the crisis through which

Europe is passing. Extracts from speeches and cuttings
from newspapers are collated, and conclusions drawn which

cannot be justified by facts, and which do not represent the

real opinion of the British working-class movement.

Under such circumstances, an organization like the General

Federation of Trade Unions, which represents, and is to a

great extent interested in the financial stability of 1,006,904
trade unionists, must remove all doubt concerning its own

position and intention.

It cannot better begin this task than by stating that it is,

and always has been, on the side of international as well as

industrial peace.
In the opinion of millions of trade unionists, the responsi-

bility for the war does not rest upon the policy or conduct of

Great Britain.

This opinion is supported from our own side by docu-

mentary evidence, and by the fact of our own unpreparedness,
and from the opposing side by the utterances of their soldiers,

their statesmen, and their teachers, and by their terrible and
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immediate capacity for striking effective and terrorizing

h! A,

It is obvious that the immediate participation of Britain in

war was nnt r expected; her day would

gladly have been postponed. Loyalty to hersd beet

caty obligations made abstention from

the conflict impossible, and to-day her people, especial 1>

workpeople, are determined to support not only the mnti

of h. mm, but the honor of nations and the inviolabil-

ity of trcn

Oner -it'll a war, the duty of the mov

stood out clearly. It became necessary, apart from all

sonal considerations of friendship, to offer the fiercest resist-

ance to the aggressor, and to make any sacrifice necessar

bring the war to a definite and honorable conclusion.

t ration of the Labor leaders, which bears the

date of October 1 Ith. is the most weighty of the three

documents. It contains tin signatures of an <

whelming majority of the best known leaders, in-

cluding a large number if not a majority of the i

radical, such as the Socialist Members of Parliament.

Barnes . .idy (of the Independent Labor Pa:

Will Thome of the British Socialist Party. I

Till Hartshorn, and other so-called "syndi-

calist" leaders also W. S. Sanders, Secretary of the

Fabian Society. The larger number of persons <

suited resulted in a somewhat more moderate and a

Considerably more explicit statement than those pi

ously quoted. The following are its leading paragrap

The British labor movement has always stood f

Hut thi hope has been destroyed, at
'

> time, by
the deliberate act of the ruler of the military Kmpire of

uany. The refusal of Germany to the proposal made by
ml that a conference of the European Powers should

ite between Austria ; nip
tinmtum to Russia,

ranc*, nil indicate that the Gorman mil

on war if the rest of could
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not be cowed into submission by other means. The wanton
violation of the neutrality of Belgium was proof that nothing,
not even national honor and good faith, was to stand between

Germany and the realization of its ambitions to become the

dominant military power of Europe, with the Kaiser the dic-

tator over all.

The Labor Party in the House of Commons, face to face

with this situation, recognized that Great Britain, having
exhausted the resources of peaceful diplomacy, was bound
in honor, as well as by treaty, to resist by arms the aggres-
sion of Germany. The party realized that if England had

not kept her pledges to Belgium, and had stood aside, the

victory of the German army would have been probable, t
and

the victory of Germany would mean the death of democracy
in Europe.

Working-class aspirations for greater political and economic

power would be checked, thwarted, and crushed, as they have

been in the German Empire. Democratic ideas cannot thrive

in a state where militarism is dominant; and the military
state with a subservient and powerless working class is the

avowed political ideal of the German ruling caste.

The Labor Party, therefore, as representing the most demo-
cratic elements in the British nation, has given its support in

Parliament to the measures necessary to enable this country
to carry on the struggle effectively. It has joined in the task

of raising an army large enough to meet the national need by
taking active part in the recruiting campaign organized by
the various parliamentary parties. Members of the party
have addressed numerous meetings throughout the country
for this purpose, and the central machinery of the party has

been placed at the service of the recruiting campaign. This

action has been heartily indorsed by the Parliamentary Com-
mittee of the Trade Union Congress, which represents the

overwhelming majority of the trade unionists of the country.
The policy of the British labor movement has been dictated

by a fervent desire to save Great Britain and Europe from the

evils that would follow the triumph of military despotism.
Until the Power which has pillaged and outraged Belgium
and the Belgians, and plunged nearly the whole of Europe
into the awful misery, suffering, and horror of war, is beaten,
there can be no peace. While the conflict lasts England must
be sustained both without and within; combatants and non-
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combatants must be supported t.> the oi labor

movement has done and is d in this paran
national duty. I .i.-.-n-i:. hods

of German militarism will tail. Wlu-n : s to

dbruss the terms of peace the labor movement will stand, as

it has always stood. among all

tej and misunderstandings in

future shall be settled not by machine guns but by arbitration.

This declaration might be called anti ( J( nnaii. It

OQt, huuever. that its eharaeteri/at ion

he German Government is a scrupulously exit

mciii of -laily in the (lerman So-

1 held by the <>\en\ helming majority
ii Tarty mei< i lie war, and still

tion at the present time. (See

Chapters VI and XIX. pp. 263-65.)

THE BRITISH SOCIALIST l'\RTY MANIFESTOES

It was only a few days after the be^innin^ of the

war \vhen the I'.ritish S..eialist Party issued a mani-

fet || and lalmr responsibility

but at the same time Lrivini: the

I <|iialitied supiM.it. \Ve (|U<>te its leading

awful catastrophe, which will turn the jireatn-
" into a \ to their

h at ea t \ the re>;. . and nn-

andinpi by the

governmentfi :< .ith<nit a

toe* whatsoever t<> tin- p
1

.lay hu\v

many (icrnuin

bot I thrir opinion- . ;tial law
wa proclaim*-

n, r

I'rusaian military caste
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From the very first, and all through, the International So-

cialist Party has declared for peace, whilst always maintaining
the right of nations to defend their national existence by force

of arms. It is the working class in all lands who are called

upon to bear the heaviest burden in this fratricidal conflict.

Wives will lose their husbands and mothers their sons in tens

of thousands before the power of Prussian militarism is

broken and the German people themselves are freed from a

crushing imperialism. (Our italics.) .

The manifesto of the British Socialist Party on re-

cruiting, issued on September 15th, shows that the posi-

tion of that organization had become even more favor-

able to the war than this earlier manifesto:

The government has invited all political parties to join in

a united campaign to secure recruits for service in the Euro-

pean War.
The British Socialist Party, whilst working consistently in

the interests of peace, has always maintained the right of

nations to defend their national existence by force of arms.

Recognizing that the national freedom and independence of

this country are threatened by Prussian militarism, the party

naturally desires to see the prosecution of the war to a speedy
and successful issue.

But it declares that the government must cease to rely upon
methods of cajolery and starvation to secure recruits. The
workers are called upon to enlist, but no adequate provision
is made for their wives or dependents. Neither are recruits

offered proper rates of pay, guarantees of employment, or

insurance against disablement if and when they return from
the war.

The British Socialist Party once more declares that the

workers of Europe have no quarrel with one another. The
terrible struggle we are now witnessing, into which this coun-

try has been drawn by the invasion of Belgium, is largely the

outcome of the rivalry between the capitalists of all countries

for the domination of the world market. This competition has

resulted in the building up of huge armaments, and has led to

treaties and alliances entered into without any consultation

with the peoples themselves between groups of Powers for

the protection of mutual commercial interests.
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THE AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY AND Till \v\li

The first stand of the Australian Party, which, in the

lections of September 5th, gained control of the gov-

ernment of that country, was made t<>\\ails the end of

August It is not only thoroughly nationalistic. l>

even militarist, since it claims credit for the adequate

preparations it had made for war. Indeed, the party

seems to have won the dictions largely on this issue and

!>art of its electoral manifesto was devoted

t* position on \\ai- and armaments. We quote the

passages from that document :

As regards the attitude of labor towards war. that is easily
stated. We deplore war! We believe war to be a crime

against civilization and against humanity. But to deplore
and to denounce war is not to abolish it. War is ..IK ,f the

greatest realities of life, and it mu^t he faced. Our interests

and our very existence are bound up with those of the eni|

irne of war. half measures are worse than none. I

1 with a majority we shall pursue with the utmost \

and determination every course necessary t..r the det'en-

the commonwealth and the empiir in any .tin-

gem- .luijtj ns \\. .1 p..liev a- the first duty of

government nt this juncture, the electors may give their sup
with the utmo And this

we fay further, th.v - ,,f (he people (in
ths approaching si re shall n. ivom the p

tnken up h.-half

hour of peril there are no parties so far as

thnt thr will co-

ntend Miind them ns one r ,. then. i< that

if Ike plwtoni give us n we shall expect Mr. Cook
"! hi I to Htnnd In-liind us. On the ether hand,

as a majority, we shall stand In-hind him in all

thin?* ncremary for the defense alth and

That i* the ^ I our atti it. It re-

m*in. for the Hectors to eho,*e In-tweeu the two parties.
Thk being so, we desire to direct the electors' attention to
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some facts of first importance, and directly bearing upon the

present position of the commonwealth and the war.

To-day the empire, from its heart to the most distant out-

post, is in arms! War is upon us! War which many de-

clared impossible; but which, had it found us unprepared,
would inevitably have destroyed us. But it had been fore-

seen and its outbreak finds us calm. It had been prepared for,

and we face its consequences with confidence and courage.

To whom is due the fact that Australia at this great crisis

is able not only to protect its sea-borne commerce and great

cities from the depredations of the enemy's ships of war,
and to defend the commonwealth generally, but to dispatch,

in record time, an expeditionary force of 20,000 men, properly
armed and equipped, to fight the battle of the empire oversea,

and by relieving the British navy upon which our very exist-

ence rests from the task of defending these shores, to enable

that navy the more effectively to protect the heart of the

empire ?

To whom is due the fact that to-day Australia has a "fleet

in being" the most powerful, the most effective in the Pacific,

excluding only Japan?
To the Labor Party alone these things are due.

That Australia is able to face and deal with this crisis in its

present spirit of calmness and confidence is due to the policy

of the Labor Party. Let us prove it.

In 1910, when the Labor Government assumed office, there

was neither navy, army, nor wireless system.

During its term of office, Labor built a navy, created that

organization without which ships of war are mere useless

scrap iron
;
made provision for the training of its officers and

men; established dockyards, naval bases, and depots. In

short, it created a "fleet in being." It established an effective

military force where before there was none. It made an army
fit to take the field and defend the country. It armed and

equipped this army with up-to-date weapons. In short, it

created the great and complex organizations necessary for a

thoroughly modern and efficient system of defense, and it de-

veloped that organization in every necessary detail. It estab-

lished training colleges for officers, instructional corps for

non-commissioned officers; small arms, ammunition, cordite,

and accoutrement factories. Above all, in the face of much

opposition, with inflexible resolution and purpose, Labor
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a of

univrnuil milr iiur upon tli. , ,,f tin- eom-
monwealth HO that to-d:i :* the spectacle of a

naval and lan<l forces of lay are

the work of the Labor Party, and that party al<

THE POSITION OP THE AUSTRALIAN SOCIALIST PARTY ON
CONSCRIPTION AND -mi: KLKCTION8

alists, largely because of the success of the

Labor Party, are not very strong in Australia. N.

thrlrss they have flourishing organi/ations in tin- two

lead . Sydney and Melbourne, as well as in eer-

ially P.rokcn

Hill. Tlu-ir criticism of the military policy of tin

'y. and tlu-ir opposition to the war both be-

fore and - mitlnvak arc. therefore, of sonic mo-
ment as in.: the prol.al.lc line of future

!" Lal.oritea. We quote from the Mcll.oiirnr

Socialist of July 24th:

QUI8TIOK8 TO BE PUT TO POLITICAL CANDIDATES

alia and New Zealnml I nitrics

compel votelew boys tt Will you
vote for the removal of tl . >okT

.".nun :,,i.l | l;i l,lr f,,r II.MI-

rgitrntiin tm.l.r ih,> .li-friiM- act. \\hilc 'J7,()nii

HUTS. \\ tlir art

rtl

111 tl tbl I" M:r '. thrrr I

. ami in (In-

*ju?

trail ,i;, m
a t- ,,nT

Do yon consider dn

a compulsory military system which has
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driven many boys from their homes and necessitated the

prosecution of conscientious objectors?
Australia pays more per head for defense purposes than

any other country except Great Britain and France, and the

expenditure is rapidly increasing. Do you not think there is

grave danger of crippling national development? If so, what
action do you suggest should be taken?

SPECIAL QUESTIONS FOR LABOR CANDIDATES
.

The Labor Party in *England, U. S. A., New Zealand, and
elsewhere is strongly against any form of compulsory mili-

tary training, and labor organizations are endeavoring to

abolish it wherever it is in force. Can you explain why the

Australian Labor Party is an exception?
The Australian defense scheme is largely modeled after the

Swiss. Seeing that the Swiss soldiery has been used against
strikers on thirteen occasions in recent years, how can you,
as a workingman's representative, support such a system?

Are you in favor of amending the defense act so as to

prevent the permanent militia and volunteer forces being
called out to shoot down strikers?

Are you in favor of the repeal of Clause 98, so as to pre-
vent the possibility of Australian workers being sentenced to

death for mutiny, by court-martial, consequent upon their

refusal to shoot their fellow Australian citizens?

THE CANADIAN SOCIALISTS AGAINST THE WAR

The Socialists of Canada are somewhat more numer-

ous than those of Australia, though not so strong as

the newly organized Social Democratic Party of New
Zealand (organized in opposition to the New Zealand

Labor Party). All three organizations were opposed

to the war, and after it was declared, to the participa-

tion of these Colonies. A paragraph from the mani-

festo of the Social Democratic Party of Canada follows :

The rude god of war gallops across the world in a saddle

of steel and sneers and laughs in savage glee. He wades in

blood. His own sweet music is the rattle of rifles and a

million sobs and groans from broken hearts. Brute force
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reign* supreme, and to the roar of Christian cannon thrusts

brotherhood off the stage. Morally, cni

banknipt and ragged before th<- world. mockingly mur-

a
I

: help, and grinds its sword for the throat

of labor.

Let the Socialists everywhere hold street meetings and hall

meeting. I'nfoM t<> the workers the true meaning of war.

Let those who make war go to war.

The other Socialist Party (The Socialist Party of

Canada) took a similar position.

Notwithstanding its opposition to the war, the Social

I 'arty of New Zealand succeeded, in com-

bination with the labor unions, in electing eight mem-
bers to the Parliament of that country in the elections

of December, 1914 which demonstrates that anti-

militarism is not altogether unpopular in N and.



CHAPTER XIII

FRANCE

THE French Socialists now have 102 out of 584 mem-
bers of the Chamber of Deputies and 1,400,000 votes,

the vote having increased by 300,000 in four years. It

either has a majority or is very near to having a ma-

jority in the larger part of the cities and large towns

of the country.

It will be noted that the declarations of the Party on

July 28th, like that of Jaures in Brussels on July 30th

(see Chapter IX), insist that the French Government

was doing everything to avoid war. It will be noted

also that Austria and Germany are regarded as the ag-

gressors. Nevertheless, until the invasion of their coun-

try, the Party, as will be seen, was opposed to the

participation of France in the war. The opening par-

agraphs of the party declaration are as follows:

Citizens: The fundamental anarchy of our social system,

the competitions of capitalist groups, colonial ambitions, the

intrigues and brutalities of imperialism the policy of rapine
of some, the policy of pride and prestige of others have

created a permanent tension in Europe for the last ten years,

a constant and growing risk of war.

The peril has been suddenly increased by the aggressive

proceedings of Austro-Hungarian diplomacy. Whatever may
be the grievances of Austria-Hungary, whatever may be the

excesses of nationalist pan-Serbism, as has been declared by
our Austrian comrades, Austria could have obtained all neces-

sary guarantees without recourse to the threatening and brutal

note which suddenly gives rise to the menace of the most re-

volting and frightful of wars.

Against this policy of violence and the brutal methods

173
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which may now let loose up
'

..-.it

precedent, the proletariat :!ieir

vent it.

make an appeal to the whole country
maintenance of peace. nt crisis

tkf . is most >

lo diminish the risks of ri.n/li, t. It i> asked to apply itself in

ftertirinj; a p 'ion and n ii;iii.. : all

the ea*ier hy the readiness to the n

portion of the An 1 t> intl

it* ally, Russia, in order that she shall not seek a p;

aggressive op<- < of d '!::._ the interests

of the Slavs. Their efforts thus correspond with th-

German Socin! : deinaiidiipj that <: -hall

ezeretse a moderntitiK influence on her ally. Austria.

posts of 'ho same work and the same -

italics.)
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"
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Undoubtedly the most weighty document issued by
French or Belgian Socialists was their joint manifesto

which was spread by aeroplanes in the territory held

by the Germans. It came into special prominence be-

cause it was signed by the members of Executive Com-
mittee of the International Socialist Bureau, who stated

this fact after their signatures. This aroused the bit-

ter criticism of the German and Austrian Socialist

Parties, who took occasion also to repudiate its argu-

ments, although without entering into any discussion.

The French and Belgians, therefore, republished the

document with a statement of its origin, as follows:

The document which follows was written since the first

fortnight of the war by agreement between the Belgian and
French Socialist sections [of the international movement] for

the purpose of showing to the other sections the reasons for

the position assumed by the Socialists of the two countries.

[The original document here follows.]

With regard to the French section we need not go back to

the period preceding the war when the general excitement

about the colonial policy and armaments was growing, when
we were opposing the Moroccan policy and the three-year

military service law, the result and consequence of the German

military law providing for increase of the standing army
[which was supported by the German Socialists see Chapter
Vl-

.

It is of the crisis that brought about the war that we want
to speak. This crisis burst like a plot upon Austria's ulti-

matum to Servia, and, what is more, when Austria had re-

jected Servians pacific and conciliatory answer, there was no
doubt that imperialistic Germany inspired Austria and wanted
war.

During those critical hours, and in order to obey the man-
dates of the international movement, we kept in touch with

the French Government, which we above all urged to second
with all possible energy the English mediation, the best chance
there was for peace, and to bring its influence to bear upon
the Russian Government in favor of this peace.
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And we ascertained that the French Government sincerely

wtutod peace and put forth, as we asked, its best efforts to

mat* tam if.

x>n of the very day of the breach of the

negotiations the delegation of the Socialist -p.:;]. of tin-

Chamber of Deputies called on the president of the Cal

If. \

M. Viviani did not conceal from us the fact that, notwith-

standing his efforts, the aggressiveness of imperialist Germany
every minute ; bable the maintenance of peace,
bat be asserted that the l-Ycneh G t till the very last

moment would do everything possible to make the most of

whatever possibilities of peace remained; that, n<*t withstand-

toe raids of German troops on French soil, the French

1* remained eight kilometers on this side of the

and '1 be done, on the French side, that

might hurt the continuation of n< _-<>! i-Uinns for peace which

was so much desired and was possible so long as the German
Ambassador, M. de Schoen, remained in I'.

We insisted and strongly demanded that a < demon-
strative manifestation illin-ness i<> retain France's

peace be made inn . that a specific demand ..t

intervention and mediation be addressed md with

al declaration of complete and ener<:< ii in.m

M. Vi\i.ini seemed to us decidedly in favor of it and

-iihinit the proposition to a meeting of
Cabinet that very evening. Hut we had been gone hard!

M M. de Schoen called on him at the office of the

reign Affairs and asked i< his pass).

socialists of the Lese Club, 1m.
nesses of the occurrences and oi bavi

ved our attitude nnd shared our 1

i.ive reason to believe, however, that the (Jorinan work-
ing rlaw^. ,| T,ows, has not exact kn..\vledge
.f ihr fart* nnd ice submit to thmt for consider*'

/; I an t>
rritofg,

.ng falsely stn- oi war,
in had dn.ppod bombs on N . the

nan Gor> more
foundation, that the French troops had invaded or prepared
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to invade Belgium, while at that very time France was renew-

ing to England the formal agreement, already made regard-

ing Belgium, to respect its neutrality.
Under this pretext, Germany itself ordered Belgium to

give free passage to its army, and upon Belgium's refusal it

declared war against it, besieged Liege and invaded its terri-

tory.

These facts, which we submit to the judgment of the inter-

national proletariat, suffice to establish from which side ag-

gression came, from which side war was sought. If in this

hour of crisis we have found ourselves united, in parliament
and in the whole country, with all the other parties of the

nation, it is because we were conscious of fighting for the

principles which we have so often affirmed in common.
It was not with the idea of aggression, it was not even be-

cause it had sentiments of ill will and hostility that our gov-
ernment resolved to go to war.

We have every certainty of defending the independence
and autonomy of our nation against German imperialism.
We do not fight against the German people, whose autonomy

and independence we equally respect.
It is with the certainty of supporting the principle oft

liberty, the right of the people to dispose of themselves, that

the French and Belgian Socialists suffer the hard necessity of
war.

They are certain that once the truth shall be established

their action will be approved and they will be joined by the

Socialists of Germany.
For the French Socialist Party: The delegates to the In-

ternational Socialist Bureau: Jules Guesde, Jean Longuet,
Marcel Sembat, Edouard Vaillant.

For the Belgian Labor Party: The delegates to the Inter-

national Socialist Bureau : Edouard Anseele, Louis Bertrand,
Camille Huysmans, Emile Vandervelde.

One distinction made in this statement must be care-

fully noted. Most Socialists attach little importance to

treaties, even to treaties of neutrality, which they fa-

vor. The French and Belgian Socialists do not accuse

Germany of violating its own solemn promise. They
accuse Germany of violating Belgian territory. For if
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iplc upon which Socialists ha\<-

unai >pcct for the sovereignty ami

nation, as is proven by documents

Irea
'

1

Scarcely less important is the official statement

French Party, issued on August 28th, when it sent

. rs into an anti-Socialist Ministry. \V.

elections from this exceptionally important docun

at some length:

Comrades: It is aft' r due deliberation and mature i'

that the Stx-ia
|

has authori/ed t\v<. .f its inen: ;

ds, Jules Guesde an<l Mai--' I Semhat. to enter tin-

new . -I that it 'uted tin-in its del.

for the i '-fense. All lh- tatives nf tin-

\lministrativ(

CommUWlon, a :r:.i:;i-tr:itivr Council of /.'/

have agreed to assume with tin-in the i;ra\<- i.--|-o-.vii, ;

that they have eonsp!it-<l i umln;
It" it wi-rr hut n iniuistrrial i meat, it' i'

que*tinn of alilin-j certain ilic old :

tome of those fre*l D which our pai-t\ i> -<> rich

Mill morr. if it were ordinary \\<m

.1 bourjfn' our

uonld liavi- hccn obtained.

tin- future of the i .

. that

are in the balance to-day. T . has m.t 1

The truth, forfslimlownl. announeed hy us has burst forth.

:. our
arniim find themselves, momentarily, fall

most industrial dis-

tricts "f our country is menaced.
The national unity which nt tho h-

more revealed itself and c display
'n power.

^T nation must rise for the defense of it a soil and
-.f those oiitbu- which always

peat themselves in simi1m
Tbe Chief of the government felt that in order to wi:
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the nation, to organize it, to support it in a struggle which
will be and which must be relentless, he had need of the help
of all, and most particularly, perhaps, of those who feared for

the emancipation of the proletariat and humanity, aneL

dreaded the formidable oppression of despotism. He knew[
that in all grave hours, in 1793 as in 1870, it was in these men, \

these Socialists, these revolutionists, that the nation placed its \

confidence.

Spontaneously, without waiting any other demonstration

of the popular will, he has appealed to our party. Our party
has replied, "Here!"

Above all, comrades, the. presence of our friends in the

government will furnish for all the guarantee that republican

democracy is ready to struggle to the end.

How many times has our great Jaures, foreseeing even a

preliminary French reversal under an attack of superior

numbers, insisted upon the necessity of this struggle? He-
would have wished for France to be prepared in every detail.

But no matter what this stubborn resistance costs, it is our

duty to organize it, and, further, upon it depends the common
success of our allies. Our friends will urge forward the

nation to this resistance.

To-day, as yesterday, after the first tests, as in the enthusi-

asm of mobilization, we know we are struggling not only for

the existence of the country, not only for the greatness of

France, but for liberty, for the republic, for civilization.

We are struggling that the world, freed from the stifling

oppression of imperialism and from the atrocities of war, may
finally enjoy peace in respecting the rights of all. (Our
italics.)

Particularly remarkable was the acceptance of one of

these Cabinet positions by Jules Guesde, one of the

world's leading Marxists and an ardent opponent of all

coalition with non-Socialist Ministries in times of peace.

Yet his statement at this time was even stronger than

that of the party. He said:

I go into the Cabinet as an envoy of my party, not to

govern, but to fight. If I were younger I would have shoul-

dered a gun. But as my age does not permit me to do this,
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I I v heless face the enemy and <1 cause of

I am confident of fin a:.d without . as

H subsequ. ranee, tin- party will never d,

from the line of conduct laid

.ince has been attacked, and she will have no more ardent

defenders thn .'s party.

The solidarity of workmen does not shut out the rL-ht to

i defend themselves against traitor workmen. Nor does i

nal solidarity exclude the right of one nation to d*

itself against a g> which is traitor to the peace of

>pe.

lence of Joseph Sterner, writing in

the official weekh ( i-nnan Party (Die N(

rancc of Guesde ami Seml.at into the Cab-

proval of practically all the Socialists

and labor unionists of France.

is penerally known that MI. MI! after the defeats

Belgium nn-1 northern i 'constituted i(>elf as a

government of na; . that the Socialist !

France d< \vo of its members t enter into this

gov<
- '

ide, It .^IK.U'

emphasized at this point that this delegation from the paity

was nev ed of as a politi-al e..;diti..n. hut from the

first was lin 'he object which the pivernment had

given ax the basis of its existence, the defense of the country.
^ here has any oppo

thU r within ti

Jouhaux, the Secretary of the Contederati<>n f L:d)or, even

went so far as to offer his services to the ; :.>r the

i tour of propaganda, for the strenu'thenin.: of the

resistance against the invading enemy.

We may add to this statement that not only <li<l all

Socialist for union leaders rally to the sup-

port of the war, but the same was true also of all the

famous I

'

, 1,,-h Socialists.

h as An;:' ai to \v

his services to the Minister of War.



CHAPTER XIV

BELGIUM

THE Belgian Socialists cast half a million votes

though under the unequal suffrage laws they secure only
40 of the 186 deputies of the Belgian parliament. Ten

years ago their vote was only a little over 300,000.

On August 3d the Council of the Socialist organiza-

tion, the Belgian Labor Party, decided to abandon the

anti-war demonstrations above referred to (see Chapter

IX) and resolved to issue a manifesto to Socialist work-

men, in which it was declared tHat by exercising the

legitimate right of self-defense they were fighting against

barbarism and for political liberty and democracy.
The Council also decided that the Socialist Party in

the Chamber should vote the necessary war credits.

The following is the manifesto:

To the People: The European War is declared.

In a few days, a few hours perhaps, millions of men who
ask only to live in peace will be dragged without their consent

into the most appalling of butcheries by treaties to which they
have not agreed, by a decision with which they had nothing
to do.

The Social Democracy bears no responsibility in this dis-

aster.

It shrank from nothing to warn the people, to prevent the

folly of armaments, to drive back the catastrophe which will

strike all European communities.

But to-day the harm is done, and by the fatality of events

one thought dominates us: that soon, perhaps, we shall have

to direct our efforts to stopping the invasion of our territory.

We do so with all the more ardent hearts in that in de-
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.ny the neutrality and even the existence of our country

against militarist barbarism we shall be conscious of ser

i and of political I Europe.
Hiradea who are called to the colors will show how

Socialist workers can themselves in of

danpr. Hut ircumstances in which they find

themselves, we ask th. ; be horrors

they will see perpetrated, that they belong to th. Wo>

national, and
Jf

must be fraternal and humane

as far as is compatihle with their legitimate individual defense

Our readers will notice from the documents in Tart

IV that this action of the Belgian Socialists has

ed very little adverse criticism anywhere. What

i has arisen has been confined to individuals. .

in (icrmany. Indeed, approval has been generally

pressed or implied, including that of the majority of

German Socialists, and \\ith only one importai

that of the Socialists of Russia

position taken by the Belgian Socialists was

further defined by their acceptance of a place in the

irtry a few days after the declaration of war. After

a few Weeks the new Minister. Kmile Vaiidervelde. \\ent

on a mission to Great Britain and Aim ri he

made several brief statements to the Socialists and the

general puidie. On account of the official and diplo-

matic eharac . statements vary con-

siderably, so we are forced to give several of them in

whole or in part As they discusn the war in

way they arc closely to the documents in I

IV. l.'it th-y are still more valuable in aiding in the

rMandii 1 portion >f the

Socialists. I these slat'

[fi'l attitn all together

probable that th his

position and that of the majority of Belgi;
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Vandervelde has an exceptionally high rank among the

world's Socialists, as he is Chairman of the International

Socialist Bureau.

We give brief citations from five statements, each

dealing with a new point and helping to define his at-

titude as a whole :

IS IT A WAR AGAINST MILITARISM?

(Interview in Justice, London)

I consider the war, on the Allies' side, is a great fight

against militarism. We did not wish for war; it was forced

upon us by the violation of our neutrality. That was why I

joined the Belgian Ministry, now a ministry for national de-

fense, and that is the reason why Sembat and Guesde have en-

tered the new French Cabinet. It will interest our English
comrades to know that the French Government is distributing

from aeroplanes the manifesto of the French and Belgian So-

cialists to the German people (see Chapter XIII) ;
and that

the Russian Embassy has conveyed a message from me to the

Socialist members of the Russian Duma (see Chapter XXV).
The spirit of the Belgian soldiers, who are Socialists, was

strikingly manifested in the defense of Liege. They greeted

the oncoming of the German attack by singing the "Interna-

tional." In the fighting line I have been warmly greeted by
our comrades. That which is particularly odious in the

violation of Belgian territory by the armies of the Kaiser is

not so much the violation itself as the policy of terrorism

and brutality which has been pursued throughout, and which

seems to have no other object than that of vengeance on the

Belgians because they have defended the territory and barred

the way against the invading hosts.

SOCIALISM IS AT STAKE

(The Nation, London)

In Belgium, as in France, the entire democracy, without

exception and without reserve, have rallied round the govern-
ment with the firm conviction that in the present struggle the

whole future of Liberalism and Socialism in Europe is at

stake. Until the very last moment we, along with our friends
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in Britain and German; 1 that was humanly po-

to secure the maintenance of peace. Our effoi

Austria's brutal ultimatum, and the violation of ueu-

d b "1 it. unloosed

war. Nothing wa> " defend om>>

lrgy. We >hall eontiii'.;.

do so, wbate\ U long as f*w

/SpAr for fr,,,lom. in fJiw struggl, appeal

to all those who can help us by succoring our wounded, by

ving the v. I of tin- atrocities caused by

German r ;

-y seeurini: llie final victory of t

peoples v IT their independence over those

who meant ave them. (Our it:i'

DEFEAT WOULP MANY

(Intcnriew by HAI: ry <!' the Inter'

Soci<

What will be the Socialist move-

ment in the various countries and on the International? I

that question of Kmile \V '! in

will de: . "upon the I'esull of the

wnr. If (teriiiany slmuld liieh I see no possibility
-

mill
1

Miany and the

pnSJDOfl even iimn- than now.

Belgium. H<>!

would he dominated by thi- puhlican i

18 of other e< and

each nation would be B even n . e!y

than at present
ho olhor hand, should t!

tkty 6* victorious largely tli

Froneet a great impulse would be >

morrmmtn, especially to Socialism. Th< > of

Belgium would be secure, and she would 1 . a \-

girt her at?' \Ve in Hcl^iuin have

bwn fighting for many years r th*-

of one vote one man. instead of the present o;

snd ihrw-vote system. The Ln 1

tared upon a
strike to attain this end, and a governmental cotmnit-

Tbe IntertoUfffinU Socialist. Octobcr-Novembcr.
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tee is taking the matter up. It is believed on all sides that

universal suffrage will be granted immediately after the war.

"The Socialist parties of Belgium and France have greater

prestige than ever before. The governments were compelled
to turn to the Socialists when their countries were in danger.
Sembat and Guesde were called to the Cabinet in France,
while a Socialist was made a minister of state in Belgium.

" We believe that the Socialist movement in Germany will

be greatly strengthened if Prussian militarism is overthrown

and that it is therefore to the interest even of the German
Social Democrats that Germany be defeated. Prussian Poland

would secure greater freedom than at present; Alsace-Lor-

raine would, in all probability, be freed from German domi-

nation
;
Servia would be far more independent than at present

and would probably have possession of Herzegovina, while

the Italian population of Trieste would perhaps be freed from
the complete control of Austria.

"I believe also that a victory for the Allies would mean

greater democracy for Russia. That is the opinion as well of

many Russians whom I have met.

"The only way to stop war is to abolish the rule of the

militarists and of the autocracies," said the chairman of the

International. "When the Social Democrats become the ma-

jority party, then we shall have peace." (Our italics.)

THE GERMAN SOCIALISTS DEFENDED

(Statement to the Socialist Press of America)

In all international conflicts of later years, the Interna-

tional Socialist movement has found itself united. It was
still so on the eve of the present conflict. War had already
been declared by Austria on Servia when the International

Socialist Bureau, convened with special urgence at Brussels,

took the stand that Germany should prevail upon Austria,

France upon Russia, to assure the entire world of the localiza-

tion of the conflict. And with our whole hearts we render this

testimony to our German comrades, that in their efforts for

the maintenance of peace they did their duty, their whole duty,

and more than their duty.
But this effort has been in vain. The war has become gen-

eralized. All direct communications have been rendered im-
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possible between the Socialist* of Germany and those of o

On both Bides millions of proletarians find themselves con-

fronting one another as enemies.

What gives I particularly tragic charactc:

the i > I* tli sides the Socialists appear equally <

vine. is a question of a war of defense. Similarly,

. h and Belgian Socialists, who are firmly fixed

he idea that it is a case of legitimate defense, the German

Social Democrats have voted tin- cmlits lor the war.

\V will naturally be careful not to address any reproaches

to th.-i:i in this matter. We take cognizance of the difficulties

of tl: n. If they had refused to vote for credits for

thf war they would have given over their country to Cossack

invasion. In voting them they l< l<> d to the Kaiser

arms against republican France, and against the democracies

<>p.

Between the two evils they chose the one they considered

the lesser. Again, I repeat, we do not blame them. But we,

who are - : . an- inilexihly resolved

to defend it to the m. I. Ami since in respect to Belgium -

Germany has not limited herself to opening a passage by arms,

and has prosecuted against us a war of con.|u.

mice, since the baa committed against us acts of rid

which nn not only contrary to humanity, hut constitute formal

infraction* of >nal law, a ruling of The Hague on

war, we dare to hope that on the .lay that our German com-

rade* are exactly i ard to the horrors that have

been commit il in Belgium, they will join us in denouncing
and scourging them.

l.oj.e tha'

cialist It sytn-

pathios t right of legitimate de-

fense against Prussian militarism.

SOCIALISM TO GAIN FROM :
; REVOLUTION PROBABLE

(Interview by the Secretary of the American Socialist Party)
- con be no truce in the European War. It must go

on until a batu of permanent, peace can be established. The
ffr* . 1!, ;IM ;!-

vantage to the Socialist movcn. 11 p. anted out that
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Russia had a revolution after the Chinese War; Italy had

revolutionary demonstrations after the war in Tripoli; Eng-
land doubled and trebled the Socialist representation in Par-

liament after the Boer War. When this war is over similar

things will happen. Even if Germany is defeated, it will be

to her advantage, as the people always rise against any gov-
ernment that leads them into disasters. (Our italics.)



CHAPTER XV

RUSSIA

IF we include the peasants paity or Labor <

aa being more or less Social istic. the I l>y the

Russian Socialists at the last election at which a s

nitrate prevailed. that of I'
1

at about 10,000,000. The Social Democratic and Social-

ist Revolutionary parties probably obtained from the

;'lc and lower-middle classes of the towns

several million votes. Kxact fi-.ru i< t obtainable.

i Duma (1!M)7) these Socialist and seini-

Socialist parties h ;i ,l in sj.ite of undemocratic

suffrage rest ricti < don,

almost half of the total mcml the Duma.

Recent elections show that the population of all the

Ihouirli the

iltr.l only a handful of Sociali
'

I !

and a number 1 1 to be eh

com the anti-war inai

(.f th- S i \ puts in a few \\ .

tisition of M

msihlo

'ho war with E r--.it is it : -. ;iin:il on

the part of Serbs to refuse d to

iw xmaller and wra ist

'

f of poo?

and, and the Jews, and behaves like

nd towtr.

Whatever may be the course iho Russian \v
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and peasants will continue their heroic fight to obtain for

Russia a place among civilized nations.

One of the most momentous of all Socialist actions

during the whole war was that of the fourteen Social

Democrats in the Duma, when it met on August 8th

for the purpose of voting money for the war. The So-

cialists abstained from voting, but their declaration

against the war gave this abstention the full force of

a negative vote.

Valentin Khaustoff, speaking in the name of the two

Socialist groups in the Duma, read the following state-

ment:

A terrible and unprecedented calamity has broken upon the

people of the entire world. Millions of workers have been

torn away from their labor, ruined, and swept away by a

bloody torrent. Millions of families have been delivered over

to famine.

War has already begun. While the governments of Europe
were preparing for it, the proletariat of the entire world,
with the German workers at the head, unanimously pro-
tested.

The hearts of the Russian workers are with the European
proletariat. This war is provoked by the policy of expansion
for which the ruling classes of all countries are responsible.

The proletariat will defend the civilization of the world

against this attack.

The conscious proletariat of the belligerent countries has

not been sufficiently powerful to prevent this war and the re-

sulting return of barbarism.

But we are convinced that the working class will find in

the international solidarity of the workers the means to force

the conclusions of peace at an early date. The terms of that

peace will be dictated by the peoples themselves and not by
the diplomats.
We are convinced that this war will finally open the eyes

of the great masses of Europe, and show them the real causes

of all the oppression and violence that they endure, and that

therefore this new explosion of barbarism will be the last.
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After reading this declaration the Social Democrats

ihr Duma. They were followed by the members

of the Labor Party. Neither of these parties shared

in the vote of military credits nor the vote of coniii<

in the nt.

Our ts in Part IV show that the Social

ocrats still ront'u. a-jitation against the war and

irnvernn.' idinp an effort to bring about a

revolution. That the Russian Government reali/es this

uirhly is shown by its semi-official statement at the

its arrest of five of the Socialist Duma members

on November 17.

The semi-official statement says:

At the be t the war most of the people

were conscious of the necessity of defending the dignity and

bi fatherland and were unanimous in assi-

the authorities in the accomplishment of the ta- -1 by
the opera- ! r different altitude was

observed by some members of the s,,.-ial !>,'<,,

. who continued an activity aiming at the downfall ,,f

Russia's military power by means of

the distrihuting of secret J> OBI and the eondu.

of propaganda by word of mouth.

The government on Oct. of a sch<

eonroke a secret conference of delegates of the Soeial Memo-
f organic; -< measures aiming at the ruin of

the Russian state and the speedy realization of revolutionary

On November 17th the |.>l end that a D

of the said conference was to be held in a house in Viborg
road, eight miles from
arrived on the scene and found t!

the following members of the Duma: Messrs. Petrovsky, P.

veff, liouranoff, Samoeloff iroff.

There being no doubt as to ..i.jeet of

the conference, the members of the mc<

A search, with the < nbers of t) wlio

were released. An examining n was intrusted with

the inquiry and immediately opened an investigate .. I laving
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examined the documents seized in the raid, the magistrate
drafted an indictment against all the members of the confer-

ence, under Article No. 102 of the Penal Code, and issued war-
rants for their arrest.

In the trial, which occurred several months later, the

government asserted that arrangements were made at

this meeting for circulating manifestoes throughout Rus-

sia of the following import:

After the declaration that "from the point of view of the

working class and of the laboring masses of all the nations

of Russia, the defeat of the monarchy of the Czar and of its

armies, would be of extremely little consequence," the abso-

lute necessity was urged of carrying on on all sides the propa-
ganda of the social revolution among the army and at the

theater of war, and that weapons should be directed not

against their brothers, the hired slaves of other countries, but

against the reactionary bourgeois governments, the undoubted

urgency for the organization of such a propaganda in all

languages by groups in the armies of all nations, and the

necessity for the propaganda, as one of their first watchwords,
of the republics of Germany, Poland, Russia, etc., on an

equal footing with the conversion of all the separate govern-
ments of Europe into a republican united states.

The Duma members were accordingly sentenced to

exile and imprisonment. The New Statesman points out

that there is no reason to doubt the substantial accuracy
of the above governmental accusations, as they accord

entirely with the avowed revolutionary principles and

purposes of the Social Democrats.

The Labor Group also took a stand against the war
at the Duma meeting of August 8th, but nevertheless

it supported the government on the pica of the danger
of invasion a plea emphasized also by the German So-

cialists in voting the war loans of August 4th and De-

cember 2d, and elaborated by Kautsky in his articles
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(tee Part IV). The leader, Kerensky, made the follow-

ing statement in the name of the Group.

rrible affliction has befallen the fatherland and great

suffering is spreading over the whole land. Thousands upon
thousands of young lives are forced into inhuman suffering.

Poverty and *> are going to destroy the \\ell-heing of

the laboring masses of the people. We believe firmly that the

great flower of Russian democracy together with all

s will throw back the aggressive enemy, and will d<

native land."

labor groups, according to Kerensky*s declarati.

ed the wni M of tin- land of our birth and od

n created by the blood of our race." "We he):

be said, "that through the agony of the hattleiield the hn.ther-

bood of the Russian people will be strengthened and a e..m-

mon desire created to free the land from its terrible internal

!-." He would take no responsibility for tins "suicidal

war' -governments of Europe had plunged
r peoples." "The Socialists of England. I'.el-iu:

and Germany," he said, "have tried to protest against nu
war. We Russian democrats were not oh last

to raise our voice freely ag;i hut d.

he brotherhood of the workers of all lands, we send

greetings to all who protested agninst the pi, :

ilirt of peoples. Remember that

Russian citizens have no enemies among the working el asses

rents! Protect your country to the end against

aggressio tatea whose governments are hostile to us,

remember that there would not have been this tei

bad the great ideals of democracy, freedom. e M uality, and

lorhood been directing the i. ,c who conlr-.l

the destinies of Russia and < it her lands 1 A
ties, even in this terrible m MOW no de

. grant no amnesty to those who have f<

ie country's happiness, show no desire

IMOOriliatinn with t isstan peoples of the en :

ixlitiun of the lab

elamei of the people, the government
the heaviest load of the war expenses, by tightening the yoke
of indirect taxes.
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"Peasants and workers, all who want the happiness and well-

being of Russia in these great trials, harden your spirit!

Gather all your strength, and, having defended your land,

free it; and to you, our brothers, who are shedding blood for

the fatherland, a profound bow and fraternal greetings."

The speech was received with great applause by all

of the Duma except the extreme reactionaries.
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POLAND

THE Polish Socialists are divided into several p;

c can be no question that those of Germany did

all in their power, as individuals or in small groups,

against Germany though they could take no organ

n. The Polish Socialists of Russia are divided into

three factions. Two of them are connected with the

Russian Socialists and aim at bringing about a 1\u-

revolution, with autonomy for Poland as an incident.

hird Russian party is closely connected with the

sh Socialists of Austria. The anti-Russian attitude

of the last-named goes to the length of active support
of Austria. Joseph 1'ilsudski, a leader of this pa

nnmls a vnhmtn-r corps composed of this and other

,', it!) tin- purpose, first, of aid-

ing Austria and. second, of wttiiiu' up a Polish na:

as the following proclamations show :

The 1 Warsaw, August 3d, and pi-.

to set up a Polish govei n

DECLARATIONS OF T1IK POLISH SOCIALIST PA!

(THE P.P.S.)

Warsaw, August 3. inn.
The hour has come.

Polnr . and will hetireforth shape iN

own deatinies, will throw its own armed for the scales

of i nf ti,o r..ii^h in
. ,'!nl lm\-

of it in the name of its rightful, its only possess
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people, who have built and enriched their fatherland with
their life blood. They have taken possession in the name of

the highest authorities of the national government.
We have loosed the nation's chains, we have given to its

people the possibility of normal development.

Beginning with this day the whole nation shall be united

under the direction of the national government. Only traitors

will withhold their allegiance, and with such we shall deal

without mercy.

(Signed) COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE POLISH ARMY,
JOSEPH PILSUDSKI.

The second proclamation, dated Cracow, August 10th,

is of a purely military character. It is as follows :

Polish soldiers have entered Polish land, belonging to Rus-

sia, the land of slavery and merciless brutality. Our marks-

men took Miechow and the surrounding villages, and marched

by way of Jendrzyow-Kielce toward Warsaw, with the consent

of the Austrian army.
With enthusiasm the people greeted the Polish eagle. The

farmers and workmen of the kingdom joined the marksmen
in hordes, joyous over the opportunity to fight against Russia.

Foodstuffs and other necessaries are being gladly supplied.
The commandment of the Polish army is creating civil authori-

ties and has called upon the most prominent residents of the

various communities to take over the control of local affairs

in all its phases. It is organizing a militia. The walls of the

cities and villages are covered with proclamations from the

national government and commander-in-chief.

Brothers, the soul of the nation has shaken off the old

doubt as to its own strength. With the brave march of our

soldiers into the Polish Kingdom the existence of Poland has

again begun.
The undying desire for independence has become a fact, a

reality. The soldiers marching to Warsaw have turned over a

new leaf in the history of Poland. Never before have condi-

tions been so favorable for the struggle against Russia.

We are the allies of Austria in the present situation, we

gain wherever the Austrian army takes possession of Polish

territory.
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Austria, in defending its own national interests, is also

helping the cause of Poland.

The future of the nation depends upon us, upon our readi-

ness to sacrifice, upon our organization, upon our detcrn

to win.

In view of our independence we must forget about social

and political struggles: there is but one question are we

capable of fulfilling our duties as a nation f No sacrifice of

life and property can daunt us. Let us support with the

whole strength of the nation our brothers who are fighting

and.

The Commission of the Confederated Independent I

to-day has assumed the powers of the national i:<>venmient in

Warsaw, and it will become the agency between the nat

rnment and Gnlieia, will report all developments, and will

conduct the necessary relief measures in the war against

, after this, there can be no question of tin-

ivity, or the efficiency of the Polish

Socialists of the P.P.S.
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ITALY

THE Italian Socialists secured, in the election of 1913,

1,160,000 votes, about 25 per cent, of the total number
cast. Sixty-three deputies were elected by the radical

Socialists, besides a considerable number by the reform

Socialists. The Socialists have either a majority or very

nearly a majority in most of the large cities and towns.

There are two Socialist parties in Italy. But the sec-

ond, the Socialist Reform Party, founded by members

expelled from the Socialist Party because of their sup-

port of the Tripoli war and of other military measures,

is considerably smaller, though it has sixteen members

of parliament. The larger and more radical party has

from first to last favored the strictest neutrality for

Italy with the exception of a few leading members.

During the first month of the war, however, when there

still seemed to be a danger that Italy would fight with

Germany and Austria, its agitation for neutrality was

directed in part against those governments.

Its first manifesto, in view of the success of the gen-

eral strike of June, assumed the character of an ulti-

matum (see Part II). Here are some of its most menac-

ing sentences:

FROM THE ULTIMATUM ADDRESSED TO THE PREMIER BY THE

ITALIAN SOCIALIST PARTY

It is not a question of ourselves, but of Italy.

We can assure you that if Italy mobilizes her army and

commands it to march 10 the direct or indirect support of the

197
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Germans against France y day then- will he no need

of any eftV to make the Italian people i

The ini: unous and terrible.

M. Salandro. <>ubt it?

It is not possible that you do.

During a whole week the most prominent supporters of

the present order have come to us and have said :

is forced to go with the Triple Alliance, that is the h.nn

the revoluti.-M. li would be a n -volution it it stopped

Italy from giving her support to Germany and Austria,

s position at this time is also shown by an

rview with the moderate leader Turati, on July 20th.

He said:

I believe that the group will be unanimous on the proposi-

,,f nnitrii. present as well as 1W the future, not

because of its fundamental opp< war, l>ut

n of the principle of nntn.tmlitji, baa, I

and menn ne aggressiveness of what is in appearance

only Austria-Hungary, but in reality of Austria and Germany,
and more of Germany than of Au

It is possible that ours will not be the voice in the wilder-

ness thin may be because the painful experience in

Tripoli will be of help. It may he that, if it was possible to

make the fools among us gulp down tl>e <lelnsion thai

con! rt our eriii -.it ion to Tripoli, it

ought to be leas easy to make even the most trust in- and

gullible in our midst bolt down the infamous proposal now be-

fore us. For it is inconceivable that a count ni like ours, that

has attained to independence as a nation, in the >

of this same Austria, could ever, without going down in his-

tory at an everlasting disgrace and what will count as more

efective persuasion in certain quarters without risking a

radical upset at home if is inconceivable, I say, that this

cour, in Austria's game of stringing up
another nationality. And there is no honest party, I repeat,

that, at least in this thing, can afford not to give us its aid.

(Our italic*.)

Alter each anti-Austrian declarations, it was difficult

for the party to miHtain its attitude of neutrality when
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the tide turned, and the middle classes, together with

a large part of the ruling class, clamored for war against

Austria. This difficulty is illustrated by the resigna-

tion of the editor of the official party daily, the Avanti,
who was one of the party's best known leaders.

The Executive Committee of the Socialist Party in its

meeting of October 20th discussed the international situation.

The director of the Avanti, Mussolini, proposed a resolution

in which it was declared that the formula of absolute neu-

trality which had formerly been the party's position, was too

rigid and dogmatic in view of the international situation which
was becoming more complicated and more subject to unex-

pected events. The party should therefore refrain from de-

ciding future tactics of the party in case of war, until the

events themselves gave the basis upon which to act. This reso-

lution of Mussolini was supported by no other member of the

Party Executive, which reaffirmed its former decisions, and
in a manifesto to the working people declared its opposition
to war and its determination to maintain its advocacy of

neutrality. After the rejection of his motion, Mussolini re-

signed from the editorship of the Avanti.*

A few weeks later a mass meeting was held in Milan

to discuss this question. Mussolini had a large num-
ber of adherents, but was still in a minority. He then

founded an independent newspaper advocating war

against Germany and Austria, and, shortly before the

end of the year, was expelled from the party.

The difficulties of the party were increased by the

anti-Austrian attitude of other Socialists, notably Bat-

tisti, formerly a leader of the Italian Socialists in Aus-

tria and member of the Austrian parliament, and

Raimondo, a member of the Italian parliament but re-

cently expelled from the Socialist Party on the doubt-

ful ground of his free-masonry.

But most of the Socialist anti-Austrian sentiment
* Vorwaerts, October 21st.
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came from the Socialist Reform Party, which UK hides

such well-known personalities as Bissolati, member of

parliament from Rome, one of Italy's leading orators,

and Podreeea, editor of L'Asino.

In the very first days of the war it recorded its oj

that the victory of the Triple Entente, Great Brit

France, and Russia, would not only aid universal

armament, but at the same time open the way to an

exchange of national opinions and help the proletariat

both socially and economically.

It declared also the victory of the Entente Powers

would assure Italy's predominance over Austm Hun-

gary in Balkan questions.

Gradually this party developed a propaganda for

actual participation in the war against Austria.

By the end of September the Socialist Part;

obliged to assume a more aggressive position in its neu-

trality, and to take a stand against the pressure of

-s as it had previously done against Germany and
Austria. This new neutrality was developed in tho fol-

lowing proclamation:

NEUTRALITY PROCLAMATION OP ITALIAN PARTY

Socialist Comrades, Italian Workers: More than

months have now gone by since the day on which accursed
war threw the nations of civilized Europe against one another.

lc the terrible massacre continues, the bourgeois gov<

menu, by the notes snd polemics of their agencies, by the

speeches of their Ministers, seek to throw < M ... M their n
live enemies the initial responsibility for the tn
conflict. All this is false and artificial. They are r<

in common, and in common they must answer for it b<

history. Leaving out of the question
frium, which has fan ^m of the in\,

(Jrrman armies, the settlon hil-

rninnr int* :iml fun-

damental
responsibility for the war is to be traced back to the
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present capitalistic system, based on the rivalry of the states.

Italy alone of all the greater countries has been able to

keep out of the gigantic conflict and to declare itself neutral.

In bringing about this decision of the government the resolute

attitude assumed by the Socialist Party and the proletariat

ever since the commencement of the crisis has not been without

effect. As a matter of fact, the Triple Alliance treaty is dead,

though it still has a sterile existence in the diplomatic protocol.

The deelaration of neutrality received the unanimous approval
of public opinion. But since a few weeks ago parties without

a large following and other currents are agitating to push
the government toward intervention in the European con-

flagration. We see arising a "state of mind" very similar to

that which preceded the enterprise in Libya. The urgent

necessity of a great ministry of national concentration is

pointed out. War against the ally of yesterday, and, there-

fore, also against Germany, is demanded.

The Socialist Party makes this appeal to you and trusts it

is not in vain. The Socialist deputies will not vote the mili-

tary credits for a war of aggression, resulting from a gro-

tesque and contradictory foreign policy made up of expe-
dients and devoid of ideals, for which the Italian governing
classes and the dynasty are responsible.

In the middle of February the Socialists and labor

unionists held a conference at Milan. Turati had pro-

posed a resolution for the conference, in which he af-

firmed that the Italian Socialists repudiated with equal

strength and at the same time, as aberrations from a

sane Socialist conception, both the ideas of Herveism,

which denied country and nationality, and the facile
"
interventionism

"
of the nationalists and friends of

war.

Opposed to that resolution was one advocated by
Malatesta (the anarchist), which was taken to mean the

proclamation of a general strike in case of war, though
that pacifist weapon was not specifically mentioned. It

read: "The Socialist group, convinced of the necessity

of converting into positive practical and resolute action
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opposition manifested by the Italian Socialist pro-
letariat against the military intervention of Italy in the

opean conflict, confides to the Party KXK utivi. in

accordance with th. lions of

proletariat, the task of carefully preparing a simultane-

ous om which no means whatever is to be ex-

cluded a priori." That resolution was adopted by 182

*. against 125 votes cast for the resolution drafted by
Turnti.

is an implied indorsement of the use of the gen-
eral strike in case of war; but its opponents, as may be

seen, are almost as numerous as its advocates <

among the organized working people.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE OTHER NEUTRAL NATIONS

AT first the invasion of Belgium and the voting of

the war loan by the German Socialists seemed to in-

cline the Socialists of the smaller neutral nations, es-

pecially the immediate neighbors of Germany, against

that country. But gradually the need of maintaining

their own neutrality and the heavy military burdens

forced upon them by the war led to the position that the

victory of one or the other of fighting groups was of less

importance than to prevent the spread of the war. The

danger arising from the rapid growth of nationalism,

the enemy of Socialism, within these countries was also

a contributing cause, as well as the difficulty of suc-

cessful Socialist agitation under the prevailing condi-

tions. In a word the Socialists of these little nations

seemed more and more overwhelmed by their own trou-

bles and less and less inclined to go deeply into the

causes of the war, which might lead them to take sides

with the Socialists of one or another of the warring na-

tions. This change will be noted by comparing the

documents here quoted with those referred to in Part

IV, where we discuss Socialist opinions about the war.

HOLLAND

In the election of 1913 the Dutch Socialists increased

their delegation in Parliament from 7 to 19. Their vote

had risen (in three years) more than 50 per cent. They
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were thereupon invited to form a coalition ministry, but

after prolonged discussion they refused.

During the session of August 1, 1914, in tin Dutch

Chamber of Deputies, Troelstra declared in the name of

the Social Democrats, that they would vote for mobiliza-

funds, since Holland must observe its neutrality,

guaranteed by all powers, against all those t (tiding to

-ard this right. On the other hand, they de*

it clrarly understood that the Social Democrats as such

would resist, strenuously, any aggressive participation in

the war.

On the 26th of August Troelstra made another !<-

laration for the party, the chief point of which was the

very natural wish that the peace terms should "re<M>jni/e

n< Impendence of the various peoples." I!"

party does not seem to feel that any peace can i

thin the last war, since it expresses the pessimistic

view, "that only by the formation of an International

of Labor of t r.le of Europe can all capital-

istic struggles for power and profit cease, and so all

wan be made impossible."

SWITZERLAND

Swiss Socialists '

ly 17 out of the 189

i bers of t
l

.irliaim-nt. Hut tln-ir vte has

'aned from 64,000 in linn to inr.nnn i,, lull, and

they form large and influent rititai in all the

larg- i Hern.

At Zurich Id a great denmnstra-

against war, at which Oreulich, the veteran leader,

and Sigg made tl hes.

Greulich spoke in part as follows:

More than forty years ago Servia freed itself from Turkry
and sine* then its people have developed amazingly, in
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of much bad government. Out of the oppressed Servians

there has sprung up a free peasant people. This is the

principal stumbling block to the designs of Austria, for the

peasants in Herzegovina and Bosnia are smarting under

the same feudal rule under which the Servians smarted in

the days of the Turkish regime.
And if these oppressed people are longing for that freedom

which in Servia they already possess, that feeling would be

in no way incomprehensible. To be sure, this situation en-

tails danger for Austria, but Austria has only herself to

blame. Let these peasants be given their freedom, which they
would have as subjects of Servia; this done, the problem will

be solved.

Sigg predicted that the German Socialists would in-

augurate a revolution in case their government declared

war:

The direct cause of the war is the assassination of the

Crown Prince and Princess of Austria. This, however, can

be regarded as but little else than a pretext. The true cause

of the war lies much deeper; its basis was laid when Austria

annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina. From that time dates

the troubled state of the dual monarchy, induced by the Serb

agitation against the government, and already vast sums

have been spent to defray the cost of mobilizations and of

other procedures which were found necessary for the control

of this disturbance. Let Austria bear the blame for this

development. She has done nothing to assimilate the Slavs

whom she has taken over to herself. She has done nothing to

arouse thoughts loyal to Austria among her Serb subjects,

nothing to awaken an attachment for the Austrian Empire in

their hearts. On the contrary, Austria has neglected every

opportunity for such action; indeed, she has taken frequent
occasion to make the Servians unhappy and to advance her

design of eventually absorbing that country.

The demands which Austria is now making of the Servians

are, without doubt, the most unheard-of in the history of

civilization, and yet they have practically submitted to them.

Only in one respect did they object, and even in this they
were willing to submit to the decree of an arbitration tribunal.

In spite of all this, however, Austria declared herself unsatis-
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fled. The Austrian G<> h its

rights, and the puuishn murderer. No, it demand*

Mr/
hen, the unheard-of event should occur, if it should

happen that the w. il massacre of

pean peoples, and if the German rulers confront their

people ITI//I
' <>: "Are you ready t" then we trill

answer them: "Yea, we are indeed ready. We /.we

will endure you no longer; we are ready to wage the

freedom." (Our italics.)

df the Swiss and Italian Socialists.

held in Lugano on September 27th, an entirely diftV

tone was adopted. Its declaration was as follows:

The present catastrophe is the result of the imp< -riali-t

' .! at I'owers, which in absolute monarchies are

identical with sts.

The Kuropean War i- imi a >t niggle for higher cultu

tin- freedom of the people. It is at once a struggle of tin*

capitalist classes for new markets in foreign lands, and a

lt to break down the revolution. ment

proletariat and the Social Democrat -y at home.

The German n;
'

no right to de-

fend the war with n-tVmic. < -in and the freedom of

national culture. I lie Prussian .lunkertmn.

with William i

:

. and the pouritul eapitali^

Germany always befriended this damnalilr iri-n <>t' the B

nan Crar, but the governments of Germany and

M! the national culture of then-

people, have east i > those who atrugpl
of the working class.

Nor have the French and Kn-.il ish bourgeois the right to up-
hold their own countries by denouncing G< !:>m,

by ]- abnut the freedom of tin- nations of Km.
he liberation ,,f iho people fr..m .

and military oppreseion. tlieir allian.-e with the Russia ..f the

Czar has increased this oppression and has hindered

progreH of a 1

real causes and the true character of this war have
been pnrpotch 'ing classes of the 1

nations in a frenxy of chauvinism, and parts of the working
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class have been swept into this chauvinistic whirlpool. They
believe that by taking up arms they can free the proletariat
of other countries from the bloody oppression of their rulers.

But no war can accomplish this. The oppressed cannot win
their freedom in a fight for their oppressors against the

oppressed classes of other countries.

More than ever it is to-day the duty of Socialists who live

in those countries that have been spared the dreadful ravages
of war to uphold the old principles of the International of

the proletariat. The undersigned representatives of the So-

cialist parties of Italy and Switzerland thus believe it to be
their task to fight to the last breath against the extension of

this war into other nations, and to denounce every attempt to

drive new nations into this chaos as a crime against the labor-

ing population, as a blot upon civilization.

In this sense the representatives of the Italian and Swiss
Social Democracy call upon the Socialist parties of the other

nations.

We are creating a foundation upon which the people
of those nations which, though not engaged in war, are yet

suffering from its effects, may unite against the continuance

of this horrible butchery. At the same time we call upon the

Socialist parties of the neutral countries to demand that

their governments shall immediately take up diplomatic nego-
tiations with the governments of the nations engaged in this

war, with a view toward a speedy close of this mass murder
of the European people.

The chief features of the resolution passed by the

Swiss Socialist Congress held on November 1st, were its

uncompromising internationalism and its demand for

immediate peace apparently at any price, since, al-

though Belgium is mentioned and indemnities were dis-

cussed at the Congress, the resolution avoids making any
distinction between the character of the various govern-

ments or the relative advantage to Socialism of their

defeat in the war. (See "Switzerland" in Parts IV and

V.)

The resolution concerning the International read as

follows :
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The war, both in it* immediate and in its ultimate character,

is a crime of unheard-of magnitude. Its unspeakable horror

appears especially in the outrageous violation of Belgium
and the waste of that com ruling classes through

: politics and lust for dominion and lon^ini: 1'or pi

are leading to menace an.! phrases
about the defense of national freedom and <-mli/ation :

hides in every country the capita! business,
which wanted the war i l>\ this means
of markets and new possibilities of exploitation. .

ruling classes in the present war not only wisl

strike their competitors as hard a blow as possible, l.ui

wished to create a mutual recrimination between tin- prole-
tariat of the various countries and to intensify national con-

Since the maintenance of a lasting peace without danger of
war is only possible in a collectivist form of society, peace
can only be preparl t< l>\ th<- uncompromising class st

gle of the proletariat on an international

refusal to take any responsibility for the politics of the ruling

dims, and the result- <>t' this p...

Therefore the Party Swiss Social Democ-

racy, as a member of the Internationa!. tion

of international relations by menus <>f the 001 ,11,,!

.> between tin- Italian and Swi.^s parties, and

ports all efforts which are directed to bringin
war to the earliest possible conclusion.

The Socialist* of Frcneh Swii/n-lnml declared that

regarded the resolution only as partially K,

factory.

DENMARK

In the elections of 1913, the Danish Socialists B<

UOd their vote to '{()

tlt , M, ,] t.. form ;i coalition

government, which after mature deliberation they

leading thought of the neutrality proclamation
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of the Danish Party, issued at the beginning of the war,
is the same, that permanent peace can be attained with

Socialism and only then.

A later proclamation, issued in common with the labor

unions, emphasizes a similar thought, that after the war
the people may identify the cause of peace with that of

Socialism.

SWEDEN

With 87 out of 230 members of Parliament won as

a result of the elections of September, 1914 the

Swedish Socialist Party is the strongest numerically in

that country. At a special Party Congress held on

December 2d, it was decided, for the first time in the

history of any Socialist Party, not only to form an al-

liance with the Liberals, but to be prepared to take part

in a possible coalition government with them after the

war. The situation, however, is very similar in Den-

mark and in Holland.

In Sweden the governing class and the nationalists

are strongly anti-Russian and pro-German. This is one

of the reasons why the Swedish Socialists, even as late

as September, took a strong anti-German stand.

The Swedish Social Democracy dissolved its Ninth

Annual Congress after two days, as a great number of

the delegates were obliged to respond to mobilization

orders. Before the Congress adjourned a long mani-

festo was unanimously adopted emphatically demand-

ing absolute Swedish neutrality. According to the

party organ of Stockholm, the Social Democrat, the

manifesto was in part as follows :

. The Social Democratic Labor Party of Sweden in this

fatal hour, when all Europe stands in flames, unites with its

brothers in arms all over the world in a passionate protest.

The catastrophe has burst upon us, it has developed out of
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the desire for profits oi mm. It was hastened

by the constantly growing
milit at oppressed

the people of all nations, it was precipitated by reckless

lagrant disregard of international l<m -.

In.th in the past and in tin- prrsrnt. It n ;i.-!i.-.l its pi.

extent because of tin- unscrupulous and brutal imp'
s of a few powerful n<

Heavy, fearfully heavy, will be the responsibility these

powerful men must bear, who did not stand aghast before this

unspeakable < in cold blood, turn loose the furies of

war upon people who deserve only to live in peace. (<>ur

italics.)

ROUMANIA

Roumania is, perhaps, more predominantly agrirul-

tural than any country of Europe. For this and other

reasons the Socialist movement has, as yet, developed no

conHi'leraNe strength except in the one large town, tin-

capital Bucharest. Nevertheless, it has obtained a

footing in ni In r towns and has a membership of about

3,000, largely concentrated in P.neharest, which L-

it a certain influence with the population of that

and it t<> conduct large demonstrations against

'i<>n in the war, some of whirl.

thre, some t\v. months

the outbreak of the war, published the following

appeal:

It i* Dt ion to the danger f<

Ian propaganda. The so-cnll.-.l

! undent organs arr on a shameless pr>
to assist the spies of the Crar by creating a pi

h tin- rxruso that they nr.

French democracy and n. Wo ha\v LMonnd t aflinn

aganda, which may not with-

il Iradinir IT. \\V

lasses and of the \vh-.lp

|>eople to this sinister and systematic campaign. An nil
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with the Czar means the conquering of democracy, the crush-

ing of popular freedom, and reaction. We must turn against
this tendency, against the rolling ruble [Russian bribery].
The Roumanian people must know this: The Russian danger
always has been, and still is, the greatest.

BULGARIA

In the sitting of the Sobranje (Parliament) on No-

vember 24th, according to a telegram of the Leipzig

Volkszeitung, the Social Democratic group of the

"narrow" Socialists (orthodox) brought forward a mo-

tion that the Sobranje should immediately call upon all

the parliaments of the Balkan countries for a common

understanding upon the basis of defense against all

foreign conquest, the formation of a Balkan Federa-

tion upon the ground of common political and economic

interests, and a national union of the Balkan people.

The same group further moved: "That the Sobranje
demand that the government should immediately come

to an understanding with the governments of the neutral

countries for a common intervention with the warring

Powers, in order to bring about the earliest possible end

to the bloodshed."

Only the eleven members of the "narrow" group
voted for the two motions. The "broad" group (oppor-

tunists), which, as a part of the loyal opposition, favors

a more nationalistic policy, did not vote for it. The

"broad" leader, Sakasoff, welcomed the governmental

policy and promised the support of his group.

PORTUGAL

The Socialists of Portugal have developed their

strength chiefly in the two leading cities, Lisbon and

Oporto. In the former they have a daily newspaper,
and from Oporto they sent a member to the parliament
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at the first elections a: evolution that established

tin- K puMir.

Portugal's position, as an ally of Great Britain, has a

mportanc< . While we do not have the procla

tion of the Portuguese Socialists, the Lisbon papers pub-

d on October 6th a common i

cal and Socialist members of the Cortes (K mamlin^ the

strictest neutrality of Portugal in the war.

THE UNITED STATES

The Socialists of the Unit tea cast 931,000 out

of fifteen million votes at the election of 1912, an increase

of nearly 400,000 in four years. They failed to re-ele.-t

u'rcss, ho\\t \( i\ and succeeded

in ) e nn-inlier at the succeeding <

of l!M. Proportional representation would en-

titlr them to t-

The first proclamation of the Am< riran Socialist

Party was issued early in August, and its plan of in

ation by the President of the United States was the

first Socialist peace proposal. (Sec Part V.)
< ssential paragraphs of the former proclamation

are the follow i

The Socialist Pn o United States, in conformity
with the drclarations of the > .-list movement,
hereby reiterates its opposition to this and all other u

icaycd upon any pretext what*.

juvaffr. and untatisfactory method of settling nal or i"

nary differences between nut .

of brotherhood and humanity to which the international So-

datitt movement ia dedicated.

The Socialist Party of the United States hereby expresses
ndrmnatinn of the ruling classes .1 points

out to the world that by th<

it they :. to adniii

affaire of nations in 8uch a i t ih. lives and happi-
neai of tbe people may be safeguarded
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The Socialist Party of the United States hereby pledges
its loyal support to the Socialist parties of Europe in any
measures they might think it necessary to undertake to ad-

vance the cause of peace and of good-will among men.
The Socialist Party of the United States hereby calls upon

the national administration to prove the genuineness of its

policy of peace by opening immediate negotiations for media-

tion and extending every effort to bring about the speedy
termination of this disastrous conflict.





PART IV

SOCIALIST ACTION AND OPINION
DURING THE WAR



We shall now review the very varied Socialist

opinion concerning the war leaving for tho folio-.

(and final) section, Part V, the discussion of the Social-

ist principles, plans, and efforts as to peace. In the doc-

uments quoted in Part 1 1 1 it became evident that tho dif-

ference between the two leading groups of Social

those fundamentally opposed to nationalism, and those

ready to compromise with it, is very radical. Whether

this difference is insup< -i-ablc and will lead to the split-

ting up of the Socialist organizations into two or

more parties, or to the reorganization of the

'national movement on some new basis, remains to

1- s, (ii. \Vlia t nOOU <vrtain is that the tremendous

and intense discussion now going on among the Socia

of all countri.s canimt fail to have a profound H
on th- future of this groat popular movement, is bound

to have a considerable effect on public opinion generally,

and may exert no small influence on the peace



CHAPTER XIX

GERMANY

BEGINNING again with Germany we find that the

majority of the Party Executive, as well as the new
leaders of the Party, Scheidemann, Richard Fischer, and

Suedekum, either take the same position as they did in

the Reichstag session of August 4th, or have become still

stronger adherents of the cause of the government.
Still more radically nationalistic are some of the news-

papers of the right wing, and especially its monthly,
the Socialistische Monatsliefte. On the other hand, a

powerful radical minority has shown itself. We find that

this minority is well represented among the Reichstag

members and within the Socialist caucus opposed the

voting of the war loan, while Liebknecht, Mehring, Rosa

Luxemburg, Clara Zetkin (the two leading women mem-
bers of the party) have expressedly declared that the

statements of Scheidemann and Suedekum do not repre-

sent the party as a whole.

At the voting of the Prussian war loan on October

22d, we find a division of the party into two equal

factions. The conduct of the group during the session

shows a very radical difference of opinion, which was

brought out by the conflicting statements of Hirsch and

Liebknecht after the session. And again, at the voting

of the third war loan and the annual budget by the

Reichstag on March 10th, we see that almost a third of

the Socialist members including Haase and Bernstein

abstained from the vote, while Liebknecht and Ruehle

voted in the negative.

We also give a number of articles from all sections

217
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of the Socialist Party press and some editorials

from the daily organ of the German Socialists of

the United States, the New York Volkszeitunrj, which

agrees with the German minority, while under the head

of other countries we reproduce several similar opinions

from Socialist leaders in close touch with the German

Socialists. Equally interesting and important are our

ations from the articles of Karl Kautsky (in Die

Neue Zeit) and from Vorwaerts, the party's official

daily organ, especially during the months of August and

September, when it had a larger measure of freedom.

Vorwaerts material indicates a radical differcm .

its editors with the party majority, and an almost com-

plete agreement with the revolutionary minority. The

Kautsky articles also show an entirely different opinion

from that expressed by Scheidemann, Fischer, and

Suedekum, though, perhaps, in accord with the official

party declaration of August 4th. Kautsky was opposed
hat action and repudiates the arguments used to

support it. But he docs say in an int< r\i< \v that this

n can be reconciled with Socialist principles, and

be attempts this reconciliation in two highly important

articles (which we quote at some length).

KARL KAUTSKY

As editor of Die Neue Zeit, the official weekly of the

German Party, Kautsky holds one of the most important

positions in the organization and is its lead in-

man. In the present war he defends the action of the

party majority. But he makes important amendments
as to the grounds of this action, and he wishes the

party to maintain its freedom fundamentally to alt. r

policy according to the dumping character of the

struggle. Kautsky, the leading
"
orthodox

" writer of the

party, and his opponent, Bernstein, the leading "re-
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visionist" writer, in some respects hold similar views

with regard to the war forming a middle group, the

policy of which is to continue to support the government
on the whole, while opposing it in important particulars.

The principal purpose of this group is to prepare the

party for complete opposition in case the governmental

policy becomes more reactionary ;
for example, if it goes

in for persecution of the Socialists at home or if it

works for a separate peace with Russia. For this

would mean that an alliance with that reactionary gov-

ernment would take the place of the present war against

it, a reversal of Germany's foreign policy which all So-

cialists agree would result in the most terrible reaction,

not only in Germany but throughout all Europe. For

it would mean practically a renewal of the "Holy Al-

liance" of the three Emperors of Russia, Prussia, and

Austria, which was responsible for the brutal despotism

which terrorized not only those countries but the whole

Continent for a quarter century after 1849.

Kautsky had important articles in Die Neue Zeit

nearly every week during the first months of the war.

We have quoted one of these in Part I. Space allows

selections from only four of the most significant at this

point, and from two others dealing with peace in Part V.

In his first article written after the war began,

Kautsky continues the thought of his last article before

the war, that war has its natural economic limits, which

have nearly been reached, and that they will be reached

all the more rapidly because of the present struggle.

There was a very careful though brief statement of

Kautsky in Die Neue Zeit of August 16th as to the prob-

able results of the war, of which the following are the

chief points :

The real objects of the war will be known only when the

relative strength of the various Powers is settled. Then the
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victors will suddenly have the courage for all sorts of demands.

ver, tome results of the war already appear as

probable, especially in reference to the nations not

ted States, for example, is sure to get

great benefits. Moreover, this will have the result that Ameri-

can mdustries will develop to such a degree that Europe / ,;/

be absolutely unable to continue her vast armaments and still

compete effectively with us.

Next, Japan, China, India, Persia, Turkey, etc.. will be in

Urge measure relieved from the oppression of

Powers. This will not only strengthen them, but will lead

to a second result of world-wide benefit. For the stronger
these outlying states become, the less practicable the continua-

tion of the present imperialistic politics of the Great Powers.

Kautsky is also absolutely confident that there will be a

great shifting of the balance of political power within each

nation, and that this shifting will be in tavor of the democ-

racy, though he does not hazard any calculation as to how far

it will go. In fact, he says at the beginning of his article

that his mouth is closed by the censor as to the most inn

tant phases of the situation.

But in spite of his despair of getting around the

censor, Kautsky does find an indirect way of saying that

the war must hrinir -ith T democracy or revolution.

In an article in the Sept. \',ue Zeit, Kautsky
first warns the German Social Democrats of tin i-ffert of

the war, in arousing Russian patriotism, and then

predict its later and more beneficent results. 1 1

s warning:

No doubt the expectation, which made the war popular
among many party comrades, that it would be a sovn
means of overturninjj the Cearism, may easily j

Uusma, too, the war may become a popular war and the
1

against the invading Germans may appear
tant to the Russian proletariat than the fight against the Czar.

But he goes on to say :

"The war can scarcely be waged for any long period with-

out concession* by the Czar hi,h

art perhaps not very earnestly intended, but which neverthe-
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less cannot be taken back after the war, unless it becomes a

glorious and brilliant victory [for Russia], which does not

seem probable at the present time.

"We must reckon with the possibility that a Russia will

issue from the war which, even if not a republic but only a

constitutional monarchy, will nevertheless show greater free-

dom than its neighbors. It only needs freedom to develop its

great natural resources, and the advantage to the inner mar-
ket of an empire of more than one hundred and sixty million

inhabitants assuming of course that increased armaments
do not hold it back."

Thus not only does Kautsky anticipate a great improvement
in Russia, but he believes that Russia will develop greater
freedom than Germany and Austria. And his hope for these

two latter countries is that "they could not long withdraw
themselves from the influence of Russian progress."

Kautsky's views of the later effects of the war on Russia
are still more optimistic. While Germany, being an indus-

trial country, may suffer losses not easy to repair, Russia as

an agricultural country may actually gain from the era of

high agricultural prices which will rule after the war. Rus-
sian defeats then will only stir the country to greater efforts:

"In this agrarian empire the danger to industry by the war

may be compensated for by the gains to agriculture. If it is

defeated at present, this is due to its lack of communications,
the ignorance of its people, the corruption of its administra-

tion, the lack of freedom of initiative and organization of the

masses. Far more than the Russo-Japanese War, the present
war must force the Russian colossus to modernize itself.

Whether this takes place through the overthrow of the Czar-

ism, or through voluntary liberal concessions, has nothing to

do with the economic effects. It is enough that a free era is

possible for Russia, which may overcome its deficiencies 'with

gigantic strides. With this the Russian danger would cease

for the democracy of Europe. But the Russian danger would
then for the first time become a really burning one for military

powers. Give one hundred and sixty million men freedom,

well-being, and knowledge, and their numbers will soon make
them dominant."

Thus Kautsky completely negatives the idea fostered
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by the German (J :t and its Socialist supporters
as a means ol' h:

intf -the Russian people. On the- contrary.

ing Russian revolution, or democratization, is to

bring democracy to Germany.

quoted, the most important Kaut-

sky has written, deals primarily with the position of

the German Socialists during the present war. II'

jeeta the propositions of the declaration made by the

party on it votinp of the War Loan on August 4th,

namely, that this vote was justified because tin- war was

defensive, and because it was directed against Russian

despotism. Kautsky approves solely the other justifica-

tion contained in that declaration, that the country was

langcr of actual invasion, and that from a Socialist

standpoint invasion should be prevented a

which would justify all the Socialists of Europe in suit-

porting their governments by nil vunns in their pou-n-.

<i even those of Russia. At the same time

he definitely abandons the principle of inh-rmi
1

alism held by the overwhelming majority of Sociu

and t as he reminds us, advocated by himself up to the

present war, namely, that Socialists should determine

r position in timr f vnr according to the interests

of the working proj>1c of all countries.

* defense of the German Party is as follows :

f outbreak of the war not only <li! both p:r
to the same God t teat cause, hut

the populations of both sides, in a similar way, consider

ihrnwlvwi attacked.

This experience canned me in Essen [1007] to oppose the

Rebel point of view one of the few cases in which we dif-

fered from one another.

Bebel said at that t

ive been asked, and Kautsky, too, has hnrprd <> this

same string, what is n v would be right

DittoueZeit. October *L
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sad if to-day, when large circles of the people interest them-

selves in politics more and more day by day, we still could

not judge in particular cases whether we were confronting a

war of offense or not."

Now experience shows that there are cases in which the

greatest political schooling is not sufficient to say forthwith

at the outbreak of a war, and without possibility of disagree-

ment, who is the aggressor.
This time the decision was especially difficult on account of

the suddenness with which events broke over our heads and

on account of the complications of the policy of alliances

which increase from day to day.

Through these complications even that guide which I of-

fered against Rebel's "aggressive war" criterion in Essen,
lost its value. I said at that time:

"The German Government may one day inform the German

proletarians that it is attacked, the French Government may
do the same for the French proletarians, and we would then

have a war in which the German and French proletarians

would follow their governments with equal enthusiasm and

mutually murder one another and cut one another's throats.

That must be avoided, and can be avoided if we do not adopt
the criterion of aggressive war but that of proletarian in-

terests."

The reader will feel the need of a slightly fuller

statement of the famous debate between Kautsky and

Bebel in 1907, in view of Rebel's reference to the pos-

sibility of war against Russia and Kautsky 's insistence

(1) that such a war would involve other nations also

and (2) that the proletarian view must be not only

proletarian but also international an opinion aban-

doned, as we have seen, in the article just quoted.

In 1900 August Bebel had said in the Reichstag :

"You will find that in case of war with Russia, the Social

Democratic element, which you designate as unpatriotic and

hostile to the Fatherland, will perform its duty fully. Indeed,

if we were attacked by Russia, whom we regard as an arch-

enemy to all Europe and to Germany especially, since it is

upon Russia that the German reaction rests, I myself, old as
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I am, would be only too willing to shoulder a gun a<r.

At the Eaaen Congress of the German Socialist Party, 1907,

this speech was brought into the discussion, and Bebel made

following explanation:

"Did the comrades not fail to note that I only spoke of the

defense of the Fathcrlamlf I expressly added at

if we ever should really be called upon to defend tin- Fa

land we will defend it because it is our fatherland, the ground
upon which we live, whose speech we speak, whose customs

are ours, because we wish to make this fatherland into a

country which for perfection and beauty should have

nowhere. We defend this country not for you, but apa

you. And so we must defend it also if it is attacked. I :.

MI with this, it has been said to me, and Comrade Ka it

iky, too, has harped upon this string. 'What is an aggressive
warf Well, it would be sad if to-day, when larger and

Urger circles of people are interested in politics from day
iay, we could still not judge in each particular case

whether it was an aggressive war or not. A deception in

a matter might have been possible in the seventies, but is no

longer possible to-day."

y, who was apparently supported by the majority
of the party, defined his views as follows:

ask whether the Social Democracy of every country has

-ity to talk class in every war of attack. If". iW example,
Japan bad attacked Russia, were the Russian Social

od to defend their nationality, to support the

<ertainly not! We are not to be puid.-d by the

rion as to whether it is a war of attack or a war of

defense, but v. < proletarian and d.

ase of a war, it is not a nat

. far M

between great Powers will become a world war. will affect all

ly two count He*. The<;
;t Some d:. i the German proletariat that it was

attacked. The French Government niiiihi in form the French
to the tame effect, and then we would have a war in which

md German p- How their
" thusiasm, and murder one another and

cut one another's throats. That must be avoid. will
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be avoided if we adopt, not the criterion of defensive war, but

of proletariat interests, which at the same time are inter-

national interests.

"Fortunately it is a misunderstanding to suppose that the

German Social Democracy, in the case of war, would judge
by national and not by international standards, that it would
feel itself first as a German and then as a proletarian

party. The German proletariat are united with the French

proletariat, and not with the German capitalists and aristo-

crats."

It is the international proletarian criterion of the

last paragraph that Kautsky now avowedly abandons.

He continues his article of October 2d as follows :

This criterion, too, was considered at the outbreak of the

present war on both sides, but, just as with the criterion of

aggressive war, it led Germans and French to an opposite

standpoint.
Our French comrades issued a manifesto together with the

Belgians, in which they declared they must stand behind their

government because on the German side the attack had been

willed and because they were defending freedom and justice

against German inonarchism. . . .

They therefore felt themselves obligated to fight as re-

publicans against the empire, but the German Social Demo-
crats for the most part felt the same obligation to fight, for

the war appeared to them as a war of a realm with universal

and equal suffrage, the right of organization, and freedom of

the press against the despotism of the Czarism. The Germans

fought simultaneously against the Czar and the republic. The

French simultaneously against German monarchism and for

Russian absolutism. Where does the proletarian and demo-

cratic interest lie?

But each time we find that the difference between German
and French Socialists does not lie in the criterion used or

in the fundamental point of view, but in varying conceptions
of the conditions, which in turn result from the difference

of geographical situation. So that this conflict can scarcely
be overcome as long as the war continues. There is no differ-

ence of principle.

Naturally, the prevailing view of the German Social Democ-
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racy is not to be confused uith that simple popular view,

Germany, which sees in all Russia noilim- Imt

Cossacks, Bashkirs, and Kalmucks, senile tools of the <

ism. The colossal transformation through which the Russian

people baa passed in the last generation is well understood

and appreciated in our party, since it made a powerful im-

pression in the R< We know that der

racy is on the march in Russia and that it created a strong
movement among the proletarian masses and also in

bourgeoisie before the war. We no longer take the

view that war against Russia is necessary in <>nler to break

the power of the Czar or to protect that of the democrae
western Europe. On the cor war 1>< tween Germany
and Russia to-day may though this result will not neces-

sarily follow create obstacles for the democracy of both

realms, whoever conquers. The view that the war apa
Russia is just as great a misfortune as any other war. how-

ever, does not Contradict tl. <m that alter the war
baa once broken out the victory of the Czar would be the

greatest misfortune of all the misfortunes it mi -lit 1.

However, if neither the criterion of aggressive wa
that of the proletarian interest produces in the present situa-

an equally clear and bind in- point of view for the <

* of all countries, t: . rtheless remains a third

'. <>ne i te who is the attacker and who is the

or which threatens Kurope more- a Hetory of <

ance or a victory of Russia over Genii

thin*: is clem d the proletariat of

people, has a press to prr\
ver the frontier, as it is this way

tbnf and devastation of war reach their most fi

ful form: thnt of a hostile invasi

"tate
,, must use all its

ondence and integrity of the national territo,

That is an essential part of <le and

democracy is a necessary basis for the struggle and the victory
of the proletari

'WS also the further duty of the So, ial

Democracy ^of every country to regard the w;.

* > as its goal only protection ;

view peeks the cause of war, not in the personal badness or the
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inferiority of the enemy, but in objective relations, it will

regard the assurance which peace is to bring not to be the

discouragement or maiming of the enemy, which would only
furnish a new cause of war for the future, but the abolition

of conditions which brought about the war. At the present

time, that is, imperialistic antagonisms and world arma-
ment. . . .

Whether the war is conducted defensively or offensively is

a purely military question which has nothing to do with the

question whether it is undertaken as a' defensive war or as an

aggressive war. And every defensive campaign must finally
turn into an offensive campaign if it is effectively conducted.
At the same time, although the military and political ag-

gressive are to be sharply separated, the military aggressive,
as soon as it is carried on with great success, is not without
a reaction on foreign politics, and easily colors the latter

with its own aggressive character. Thus the character of the

War of 1870 was changed. At the beginning it was on the

whole an aggressive war of Napoleon, but during its course

it took on more and more the character of a defensive war of

the French, not only in a military, but also in a political
sense. Through such a transformation during the war, the

attitude of the Social Democracy of the country may also

change.

The mere fact that two groups of people for ex-

ample, the French and German Socialists hold the same

theory, though they necessarily apply it in such a way
as to reach the opposite conclusions, is thus held by

Kautsky to show that they are fundamentally in accord.

The intelligent, well-informed leaders of the French and

German Socialists are urging their followers to kill one

another; still, we are reminded, they agree in theory.

Kautsky 's closing paragraphs, however, are of a more

practical nature
; they convey to the millions that listen

to his voice the idea that the time may come for them

to withdraw their support of the war.

On November 27th, appeared the most important
article Kautsky has written during the war. As it is
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long we give several quotations in order to give a gen-

eral idea of the whole. Its object is to explain and de-

fend, not <.nly the German Party, but also the funda-

mental differences of the Socialists of the various coun-

tries concerning the war, and it reaches the condi;

that ; national Socialist Movement cannot b<

pectcd to maintain its internationalism in times oi' i:

national conflict, being an organization exdu.v

adapted to peace,

.tsky writes:

hat he who was against the outbreak of war
ational grounds ou^lii not to h;t

: after its outbreak, that this would mean a rec<>

a violation of Intel-nationality, which

same high value on all peoples and condemns all hostility of
one against the oil;

at is true, then the International would indeed have

been killed by the war: far there is certainly scarcely a single

party member who could still boast of standing on t!

of the International, for if there is any event to whirl,

cannot re iTerent, which forces one to take sides and
ke sides in a partisan and definite way, it is war. I

in the neutral countries most of the comrades have derided

for one or other of the belligereir ility requires only
the refusal to take sides by practical action-, hut it never re-

quires that no side should be taken in opinions and in wishes.

There is no doubt there can be a partisanship in v ar \\ Inch

'oinpntihlo with internationality. !

I'lately th

f nil kinds of partisanship. The deceive thing is

the motive upon which one takes sides.

.

. "My country,
' or wron; liwith outside of the I

a), if hr ever had any right to stand within it.

<ase M different if one takes sides, not a<

f of one's country, but according to that of the
*1' f one asks oneself whos<

progress of our cause, t>

home con n the whole in.-.'./. Whatever tl

may be it will never violate the fundamental prii
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the International, which are based on the proposition that

the interests of the proletariat of one country are the same
as those of the proletariat of the other countries; that no

lasting progress can be won in one country if it makes other

countries go backward.

However, the principle of international solidarity by no
means says that the answer must everywhere be the same. On
the contrary, a unanimous opinion of the Social Democracy
in the case of war has been very seldom obtained.

He who does not reflect that war reverses so many things
sees in such behavior [the support of one's own government]
a violation of our former practice. Some complain of this as

of a miserable betrayal, others see in it the beginning of new
tactics and a new concession that was never made before.

The one view is as mistaken as the other.

If we formerly refused to grant to the existing system a

single man or a single penny [for armies], we did this in

order to replace the existing government by another, sub-

jected to the will of the people. In war this is not the ques-
tion. The question is whether or not the government of the

country is to be subjected to the will of a foreign govern-
ment. . . .

If we underestimate these difficulties and live in the expec-
tation that the International will be fully united in war as in

peace and continue to function without the least split, then

this is partly due to the failure to discriminate between the

attitude towards [entering into] war and the taking of sides

during a war. Because we were all united in the condemna-

tion of the war and because we all knew that at the bottom a

European war represented only imperialistic tendencies, it

was easy to suppose that the International had herewith

reached a complete unity as to all the problems of war. . . .

The small states at war, and not less those great states com-

posed of many nationalities, are struggling for nothing less

than their existence. The situation is different with the great

solidly-based national countries. Their independence is cer-

tainly not threatened, but apparently their integrity is not

threatened either. Democracy, the participation of the people
in politics, is too strongly developed in them; so that the tear-

ing out of a piece from one of them and its forcible annexation

to another foreign country would always be a perpetual

source of weakness and complication to that country. More-
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over, the demand for the alienation of a i-:.v <>f another

ii would stir up the wildest resistance, would considerably

the war, greatly increase its sacrifices and causes,

and all for a purpose which would bring harm rather than

beneti' onqueror.
Violation of the integrity and independence of a great na-

tional state is scarcely to be expected, but the <onc|<;

ry must reckon with the possibility that the present

material basis of its existence will be considerably narr,

ami ry forced to build upon a new and compl*

changed foundation.

Under certain conditions this miu'ht prove a beneficial t'-im-

and compel the country to new and higher forms of pr>
Hut the devastation of war ami the HIT. Cities ol

i will be so great that even the boldest Socialist

will re-ard it ns a hard task to make a new s.

such desperate ruin*. And so not only the

possessing classes, but also the proletarians everyw]
ntened and feel compelled to <

possible to avoid defeat.
Therefore a quiet and passionless consideration of the

prospects which a victory of one or the other side promises
il progress was never so rare as now.

Under these conditions what obtnides its. It not only on the

manes but on many of the Iradin-j comrades is the

primitive way of decidini: one's attitude to the war. namely.
\e which every where has been the first one and

everywhere decided the attitude of the masses in

wars, the fear of h / keeping
the enemy out of the country, whatever may be the cause, the

' >3ult of the war. . . .

rn<|ucslionnl)ly there is a great dan-n- fur the Intern

in taking sides according to nationalistic standp"
taking sides in v --.teiion a-ainst IL

with onr pi

decision aeeordini: to this nilerion, 1

;u'li theoretically as

> intrrrsts
,.f th< in.rM. I'.nt in the !;

thr I ^ almost >

individual

theorist* and leaders o: oannd alb

to be swept along by the current, it has hitherto Ixnl
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little historical effect. Certainly it has never decisively in-

fluenced the masses. For them the most tangible, the nearest,

and the most compelling consideration was the defense of their

lives and their livelihoods. It would be a bad case for the

internationalism of the modern proletariat if it were incom-

patible with this defense.

That is by no means the case. It rather sanctions it. But
that does not mean that this consideration may not at the same
time endanger the International standpoint. It brings pro-
letarians in hostile conflict with proletarians and temporarily
forces the social conflicts in one's own country into the back-

ground. In their activities it is difficult to distinguish between

international patriotism and nationalist chauvinist patriot-
ism. . . .

So the present war shows the limits of the power of the

International. We deceived ourselves if we expected that it

might assure a harmonious attitude of the whole Socialist

proletariat of the world during the world war. Such a posi-
tion was possible only in a few specially simple cases. The
world war split the Socialists into various camps, and es-

pecially into various national camps. The International is

unable to prevent that.

That is to say, it is no effective tool in war. It is essen-

tially an instrument of peace. (Our italics.)

The most important part of this article is the state-

ment that, although neither the independence nor even

the territorial
"
integrity" of the Great Powers is men-

aced, nevertheless, the working classes feel their existence

to be threatened, since the
' '

material basis
' '

upon which

a nation is founded may be ''considerably narrowed" as

the result of a defeat in war. For this is the position of

Bauer (see Chapter III), namely, that in the existing

form of society, under which the world is divided into

economically competing nations, not only do the economic

interests of -the possessing classes conflict, but also the

immediate economic interests of wage-earners.

But there is an enormous difference between the con-

clusions of these two authorities from this same premise.
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Bauer concludes that the division of the world into coin-

id hostile economic units, tin- cause of all na-

li.mii. niust be done away with. Kautsky concludes

only that this same fact persuades the working pcopl

us countries to support their governments w

are waging war against one anotf

The above articles of October 2d and November 27th.

and an intct \i.\\ with Troelstra, gave rise to a <

ut sky's position as to the stand taken

by t'-
'

;
<>n tho war. Especial emphasis

was placed by the pro-Government and the pro-War

majority of the party on his statement of OctoU r LM :

i spite of all the efforts of Social Democracy, war

occurs, every nation must defend itself as well as it can.

; this it follows that the Socialists of every nation

the same n_-i part in this <1< ! that none of

the others have a right to criticise them on this account.

In Die Neue Zeit, of February 15th, however, Kaut-

aky himself corrects this impression. He denies the

statement that he had completely and wholly justified

conduct of the international proletariat at the out-

break of the war and develops his position as foil

: a course of action by the eta -. that

is by oo means the same as j was H-ht.

Dg in the world must bo explained, error as well a*

truth. A course ot .-an also arise from motives which

re reconcilable with our principles and yet may be mistaken

i* an inn arises from a false evaluation of

the I ^ion that it will make. It

may arise from right n -nnnation.

an exhaustive puhli. mn whether

we acted rightly, it apj>eared to '

>1 not ai

that the material was not -
. and that ihcrc \\.

piMiiliility thnt nil points of view and ar honld he

allowed sufficient freedom of expression . in a word. tl,.

i not appear suitable for a polemical
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Kautsky proceeds to a statement which indicates once
more that he does not justify, or altogether justify, the
action taken by the party.

It is true that I saw since the 4th of August that a number
of members of the party were continuously evolving more and
more in the direction of imperialism, but I believed these
were only exceptions and took an optimistic view. I did
this in order to give the comrades confidence and to work
against pessimism. And it was equally important to urge
the comrades to tolerance, following the example of Lieb-
knecht in 1870.

It clearly appears from this that Kautsky will not

permit himself to be classified with those who were

actively supporting the war at the time of this writing,

in the middle of February whatever may have been

his position in November.

Shortly after this, Kautsky explained, for the first

time in public, that he had even opposed the voting of

the war loan on the fourth of August :

My view, from the very beginning of the war, was not the

same as that either of the majority or the minority. I be-

lieved that the difficulties of the situation were best avoided

or lessened by abstaining from the vote. Since neither the

majority nor the minority agreed to this method, I thought we

ought to consider making our decision dependent upon the

grant by the government of guarantees as to the aims accord-

ing to which the war was to be conducted.

EDWARD BERNSTEIN

Edward Bernstein is the world's best known Socialist

opponent of the orthodox Socialist view, as expressed by

Kautsky. Among the German Socialists his influence is

largely limited to the right or moderate wing of the

party from which he has now separated on questions

connected with the war. His influence in Germany, out-
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it? It would be bad if we have to conclude from this fact

that the Social Democracy is hu-kiim in any criterion what-

ever to guide its decisions in questions relating to war, if this

question, like that notorious resolution regarding another

matter, is decided "from case to case." In view of previous

events, we have found out only too well where this abandon-

ment of the effort to find positive criterions in questions of

importance to the Social Democracy, leads.

So the question must be answered whether there are Social

Democratic criteria as to war which will give Social Democ-

racy rules upon which to base its attitude or whether this

is to be left entirely to more or less arbitrary, emotional, and

opportunistic considerations. Many people will be inclined

to deny the possibility of any criterion when they recall the

sad fate of the apparently simple criterion of offensive and

defensive war. For a long time it had been believed that in

this had been found a guide which would show the Socialists

at the outbreak of any war the right road for them to follow.

How right those were who pointed to the difficulties that

the appeal to this criterion would meet in practice the present

war has taught us. None of the Powers admits having been

the aggressor. On both sides it was, and still is, asserted

that it is a defensive war. At the time when the decision had

to be made the Social Democracy was in fact not in a situa-

tion to decide with certainty into which of these two cate-

gories, as far as its country was concerned, the war fell.

However, if in the criterion of offensive or defensive war

one has at least a formal hold of affairs, even this completely

disappears when [we pass to another criterion] and the

question is raised as to the guilt or excuse in war. This ques-

tion is still more difficult to determine at the time when the

Social Democracy has to reach its decision, that is, at the be-

ginning of war. As to this question, there are still differences

of opinion as to past wars which took place a whole genera-

tion ago. This does not mean the question can be passed over

as insignificant, and that one can limit oneself to damning
all wars of present-day governments without distinction, as

outgrowths from the capitalist order of society, or that one

can in a similarly indiscriminating way act according to the

principle, "My country, right or wrong." A statesman, a gov-

ernment, a party, can no more regard itself as irresponsible,

and forthwith put off the responsibility for its acts and fail-
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of the sharpest of these protests was the appeal published by
the Party Executive on the 25th of July in a special edition

of Vorwaerts, calling the party comrades to mass meetings

against the danger of war. (See above, Chapter X.) The
German Government was imperiously called upon in this

document, in case Austria's conduct should bring about war,
under no circumstances to allow itself to be driven into par-

ticipation in it. The wish of the German Social Democracy
that peace should be preserved was, in this document, as in

many articles of the party press, expressed in the warmest
terms.

It happened otherwise. Under the influence of the events

leading up to the war and of the after effects of our vote on
the 4th of August, the opinions of that time have vanished
out of the minds of the majority of the leading members of

the German Social Democracy, together with the atmosphere
of that time. One can understand this, even if one judged
things otherwise at that time and to-day still judges things
otherwise than the majority of our comrades; but one can
also understand that people for whom no event has intervened

which might change their judgment of that time and the

majority of French Social Radicals and French Socialists

are in this situation still preserve, unchanged or even

strengthened, the same feelings the Social Democrats of

Germany also felt at that time.

At the present moment I know the Yellow Book of the

French Government on the war only from extracts tele-

graphically published. But one does not need it in order to

understand the conceptions and the conduct of the Socialists

of France. If they hold the view that the French Government
did not want the war, they can rely, among other things, upon
the testimony of Jean Jaures, who in Brussels on the 29th of

July, at the session of the International Socialist Bureau and
also at the great demonstration in the Royal Circus [on the

30th], gave his word that the French Government was work-

ing for peace. With emphasis he declared :

"The French Government is the best peace ally of that

admirable government of England, which took the initiative

towards mediation. And it is influencing Russia by its

counsels of wisdom and patience."
At that time, and also in the last conversation which he on

the 31st of July held with the representatives of the gov-
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the French as oppressed just as Schleswig-Holstein once was
for the Germans, and therefore it was very difficult to

separate the demagogic chauvinism of professional politicians

from the democratic thought of the restoration of a just con-

dition in a part of the country which was under a dictatorship.

The line,

"Vous rendez nous TAlsace et la Lorraine,"

was based therefore on the same idea of justice as our [poem]
of a former time :

"Schleswig-Holstein, meerumschlungen,
Deutscher Sitten hohe Wacht,
Wahre treu, was schwer ernmgen,
Bis ein schon'rer Morgen tagt."

PHILIP SCHEIDEMANN, SOCIALIST VICE-PRESIDENT OP THE

REICHSTAG IN 1912

It is the right or moderate wing of the party that is

most extreme in its support of the war and of the

government at the present time. Bernstein, as we have

pointed out, is an exception. But all the other well-

known revisionists are strongly for the war: Frank,

who volunteered and was killed; Suedekum, Richard

Fischer, Kolb, David, Heine, and all the leading labor

unionists, Legien, Hue, Robert Schmidt, etc. But with

the revisionists are also to be found a number of lead-

ers who were formerly of the middle group, then repre-

sented by Bebel and Kautsky. The best known of these

is Scheidemann, who was given the nomination for Vice-

President of the Reichstag that would have fallen to

Bebel, and therefore may be considered as a possible

successor to Bebel in party leadership.

On August 21st Scheidemann wrote a long letter to the New
York Volkszeitung, which was published on September 10th.

He says that nobody wanted the war in Germany, and

underlines the word "nobody."
He puts the chief blame for the present war upon Russia,
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that Germany in the early part of the war had everywhere
been victorious, that all contrary statements were lies, that
German victory was absolutely certain, and quotes Rebel's
statement to the government in the Reichstag in 1904:

"Gentlemen, you cannot carry on any victorious wars hence-
forth without our aid."

This is practically the position of most of the "re-

visionists." It will be seen closely to resemble the de-

fenses of the position of the German Government in the

present war written by non-Socialists, or anti-Socialists.

Scheidemann did not moderate his views with the

progress of the war, as may be seen from an article in

the Hamburg Eclio published in January. After re-

viewing the attitude toward the war of the various

European Parties, the former Vice-President of the

Reichstag concludes as follows :

Now we know why the French Socialists have said nothing
in the Chamber of Deputies; they did not want to destroy the

unity of the nation; they wanted to offer themselves for the

service of their government; they wish to struggle to the end

that Alsace and Lorraine should come back to France; they
wish to fight out this "frightful war" until Europe is

ruled not by a deceptive armed peace, but by the freed

peoples of Europe which means, according to the present

conditions, struggle until the enemy is annihilated.

We must not indulge in any illusions; under present con-

ditions the annihilation of German militarism means nothing
less than the annihilation of the German army. A fight with-

out mercy; that is to say, the annihilation of our brothers

in uniform. In order that this goal shall be reached, Vaillant

calls for the help of Japan, while Guesde, like the Englishman,

Hyndman, calls upon Italy to give up its neutrality.

A telegram of the 17th of January from Lyons tells us

that a conference of the Socialist members of the Chamber
of Deputies was held on January 15th. The conference was

attended by the French Ministers, Comrades Sembat and

Gues4e, as well as Comrade Vandervelde.

Vandervelde is reported to have declared that the French

and British Socialists were in favor of holding a conference
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of Germany, that in itself is a highly significant com-

mentary on his own attitude.

VON VOLLMAB

Von Vollmar is not only the best known political

leader of the Socialists of South Germany, but he is

also the political leader of the revisionists Bernstein

being their leading thinker. In a January number of

the Copenhagen newspaper, National Tidende, he thus

briefly describes his conception of the attitude of the

German Socialists as to the war :

The goal which is aimed at by the political and economic

representatives of the working classes and of the Socialist

Democracy is well known, also the great struggles they have
carried on for many years against their governments and war-

ring classes. But now, when Germany is threatened from with-

out, these inner struggles must go into the background and be

postponed until a more favorable time. At the present time

the whole German people is prompted by a single unconquer-
able will, namely, to protect the Fatherland, its independence,
and its cultural organization against the enemies that surround

it, and not to rest until the latter are conquered. There is not

one German who is not ready to make any kind of a sacrifice

that is asked of him to reach this goal. If people in other

countries have any doubt about this they will experience a

great disillusionment.

Von Vollmar, it will be recalled, was formerly an

army officer, and perhaps speaks in a somewhat more

militaristic manner than would some of his revisionist

associates or followers.

His statement, however, that Germany's independ-

ence and cultural organization are at stake is evidently

deliberate, and this belief is widely shared by the other

revisionists, as our other quotations show.
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Troelstra also asked Haase what the Social Democracy
would think of a possible annexation of all Belgium. His

answer was:
"The German Social Democracy is the enemy of all annexa-

tion, both on Democratic grounds, and in the interest of Ger-

many itself. In its declaration of August 4th, the Reichstag
group took this standpoint, and since that time the party
press has also frequently repeated it."

Another question asked by Troelstra of Haase was whether

Germany would favor a non-partisan investigation of the

cruelties in Belgium. Haase's answer was as follows:

"Each of the warring Powers accused the other party of

conducting the war in an inhuman way and of violating the

laws of war. I regard it as necessary, after the end of the

war, to have an expert investigation by a non-partisan

tribunal, for the discovery of the facts in the interests of

historic truth; so that those may be declared innocent who
are wrongly accused, and so that the guilty may be discov-

ered."

One important point in the Haase interview is the

plea that the Socialists, in granting the war loan of

August 4th, did not know in time of the invasion of

Belgium. This defense does not apply, however, to the

subsequent voting of the second war loan on December
2d. We must conclude either that Haase did not per-

sonally approve of this second action, or that he later

changed the opinion he expressed to Troelstra.

It is significant that neither Troelstra nor Haase says

anything about a possible indemnity to Belgium.

One of the policies insisted upon by the military au-

thorities in Germany is that of "civil peace." V OT-

ICaerts was allowed to continue its publication after

having been suspended on September 30th, only on a

change of management, and the assurance that the class

struggle would not be mentioned. The supposition was

that all class attacks were to cease, though Vorwaerts
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struggle, which is the very opposite of civil peace.

Moreover, Socialists have always -declared that this

civil struggle is international, that the interests of the

workers of all nations are opposed to the interests of

the capitalists of all nations, that the chief evil in wars

between nations is that they serve to divide workers

against themselves and force them to unite with their

real enemies, the capitalists. All Socialists agree that

the class struggle is held more or less in abeyance by
the sheer fact of war. The question is: How far shall

Socialists allow this "civil peace" to go? If it goes

far enough it may postpone the class struggle, that is

the struggle for Socialism, indefinitely. The question

then is: How far shall Socialism, during the war, abdi-

cate altogether in favor of nationalism, or the struggle

of the nations?

On this question Bernstein agrees with Mehring. We
take the following from his highly sensational attack

on the ultra-patriotic Socialist organ, the Chemnitz

Volksstimme :
*

The Chemnitz Volksstimme [a party paper] opened a dis-

cussion on what should be the attitude of the Social Demo-
cratic press during the present war. This is certainly a very

important question. No party has been put to a greater task

through the war than the Social Democracy.
We cannot permit the world, and especially our own people,

to have for a moment the idea and the belief that we entered

the war with such slight baggage of principles and general

viewpoints as that of our bourgeois parties. It is a very

superficial and in addition a very deceiving conception of "love

for the country" to think that during the time of war the

party principles have to be in the background. For us Social

Democrats just the opposite is the case.

The stronger we adhere to the principles which we repre-

sented before the war, the more decidedly we are guided by
them and arrange our behavior towards the events in accord-

* See the Leipzig Volkszeitung of November 3d.
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And where it is made impossible for him to do this [by the

censorship], he should at least designate his views by dill'i

expressions than those used by the other parties.
It is the duty of our press to combat those who consciously

or unconsciously are working in the direction of prolonging
the duration of this war by popularizing and propagating im-

possible demands as conditions of peace. (Our italics.)

THE WAR MAINLY AGAINST RUSSIA OR ENGLAND?

The above article of Bernstein marked his definite

separation from the labor unionists and the rest of the

revisionists. But this separation was more clearly em-

phasized in the discussion that arose in November
around another question, now become the chief war
issue that divides German opinion. The pro-war en-

thusiasm of the masses was aroused by the governmental
statement that it was primarily a war against the Rus-

sian Czarism, which was the aggressor, and trying to

extend its despotic sway over territory now in possession

of Germany. On August 4th, the Reichstag Socialists

asserted they were supporting the war because it was

against Russia. Later nearly all the German news-

papers, with the exception of most of the Socialist pub-

lications, took the ground that England was the chief

and the worst enemy. A strong difference of opinion

arose among Socialists, which culminated in Bernstein's

question whether, if it was, indeed, a war directed mainly

against England, the Socialists still owed it their sup-

port. We shall begin the discussion of this question

with the position of Vorwaerts.

Vorwaerts first quotes an interview with Witting, a

former governor of Posen, from which the following are

the most interesting sentences :

It is a war of life and death between England and Ger-

many, and if necessary a war to the last man. We ask no

forgiveness from England and will give none. . . . For

France, we feel only sympathy and regret. The hatred against
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Russia is growing lees, whereas hatred I

land are more and more strongly expressed l>\ hi^h and

\merica not to be deceived by any peace group.

We are prepared for three years, and at the mnrluMon it will be

a war only between Germany and En^: Kn-l.-i.

firmly decided to destroy our fatherland. We 1

the challenge and no German Government would be tolerated

for a moment which would consent to a peace dictated by

England.

Vorwaerts observes that this feeling is widely spread

among influential circles in Germany, and continues as

follows:

We would only like to remark that this programme differs

somewhat from the programme with whi'-li tin- war was opened
and the statement of II. IT Winini: that the hatred against
fttuna is growing less appears to us very worthy of n<>

also know that 1I n \\'itiinqr -and not he alone is using
all his strength to win the ruling circles for his programme.
(The italics are those of Vorwaerts.)

later, December 15th, Vorwaerts quoted the

following passage from an article in tin- lit rlincr

Tageblatt against a separate peace with Russia. The

Tageblatt had said:
" There is another consideration

which IH very clearly understood by those in whose

hands the policy of Germany lies. The German i><

waa called to war because Russia thn.ihnnl < in many.
Other goal* ...M<-<1 to this li,

irst goal cannot 1>< d or eliminated.'
1

Upon tli '; following comment:

We also share the view that a separate peace with !

would neeesKi moM f,v :tnn-

devr' ;Tec.ts would n<>( only oornr i:

-. hut also in tin- fit-Id of dmi

politicx [a possible hit' <

--.nily in.lirr,! to

avoid the censor], but we think ! ,lntt

rentimates the dam :oals

to the first goal of the war. It cannot ) dmird that th

crushing of England is to-day the first goal in very v
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-spread and most influential circles, and from this stand

it 'can be understood why the wish for a separate peace with
'Russia has arisen.

Up to our date of publication, Vorwaerts was continu-

ing as vigorously as ever to fight against this anti-

English tendency. On February 21st, it said:

At the beginning of the war the watchword, "War against
the Czarism," drowned out all conscientious investigations of
the causes and instigators of this

'

struggle of the nations.

With undeniable suddenness a change took place, and the

press of all parties put the guilt upon England. We shall be
able to discuss the causes of this change of front after the

war. [A reference to the censorship.]

Vorwaerts then proceeds to advocate, instead of a

treaty with Russia, a treaty with England:

Fortunately the possibility of later alliances depends not

*upon artificially fabricated antipathies, but upon the real

needs 'of the people. Because of the close economic relations

'of the two peoples in times of peace, an alliance between

'England and Germany is certainly to the interest of impor-
tant classes of the population in both countries.

Before the war this statement would have been a

mere commonplace. Issued in the face of the present
wave of Anglophobia, it has the highest significance.

The position of the right-wing papers was very dif-

ferent. Die Sozialistische Monatshefte published an

article by Hugo Pretzsche which contained a review of

the position of the entire Socialist Party press and drew

the conclusion from this review that the press consid-

ered England to be
' '

the most dangerous enemy.
' ' The

same paper also contained an article by Walter Oehme
on The English Danger. Concerning this article, the

^dgliclie Rundschauf a governmental paper, declared:

"No pan-German nor nationalistic imperialist would

speak otherwise on the meaning and the goal of this
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The I

r, pointed out that

<<>;i,tli*tiitche Mox "t an organ of the So-

, tliat Waller Oehme has onl;

longed to the par months, ami that the article

/~sche contains at least one serious and u:

lo error, namely, in stating the position of the

,n article in the i Vulks-

n'l. in which in ))oldly suggested that

haps the So* > for the second

loan on December 2d, in view of iln <7m>c/<r/ .

of the in//-. This article was immediately answered by

I,
David and Heine. David wrote

(in the Mainz Volkszeitung) :

In the early days of An-just. when Q\ to the war
loan was deeided -land had not yet pmc t<> war

against US, and we Mill hoped that it WODld 1" neu-

:de. I'i
'

v Kniiland forthwith j<

COnvl 'nies; it believed that its national indepen.:

and civilizati"' !ared war on i

many. Thnt is a new faetor which cau^-d a I-.IMIJ-!

- in and the rest of us .

So r .Id not throw the masses of t he

army ajrnin^t the Russians in time, in order to ho. able to

amaxh the Czarist colomas \vhih

fonsivo. Just as it is a malt

eraU to
rrprd a cowardly peace with Kussia as a

great pc>l. niueh a matter of

course tba
-

~\] war p.

with it* whit. [ W IM our

the noro-i-i
1

that in t

so that !

Test, it is the same war. and our conduct in it will i-

\ another Soeinlist member of the I

wrote as follows:
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Whether we wish it or not, we must fight in the west, and
can it be said that no dangers threaten us there? Kn-land
has pronounced a twenty years' war against Germany, and

English labor leaders have adopted this goal of a war of anni-

hilation. French and Belgian Socialists are adopting the

same view.

The Western Powers have brought the Hindoos and Negroes
to the European field of war. Does Bernstein regard an in-

vasion of these hordes into the thickly-populated, blooming
Rhine country as less damaging than the overflowing of the

forest country of East Prussia by the Russians I should have

thought that the loss in blood and property would be a hun-

dred times greater in west Germany than on the eastern

frontier. . . .

And what should our soldiers in France and Belgium say to

this, they who have to fight a war of unexampled heroism and
sacrifice? To-day, too, we are responsible for the welfare of

these courageous men. Shall we leave them in the ditch be-

cause the way they are being employed does not correspond
to the strategic idea of Bernstein? Shall we forcibly alienate

them from the party?
What is one to think of a policy which, according to the

changed conditions of war on one or the other side, is forced

to change its position as to the defense of the Fatherland?

We have not willed this war either against Russia or against
the western countries, but the war took place and threatened

the economic, cultural, and political existence of our country.
We were therefore compelled to do our best for the protection
of these values. The war is still in existence and we must

continue to act in the same way. We must fight it through,

not with the purpose of triumph or of the subjection of other

peoples, but for the sake of our existence and that of our

children. This is what the fight is about to-day, as it was on

the first day of the war.

The Grundstein, the organ of the Building Trades Union,
declared it as "nothing less than scandalous" that there is a

little group in Germany which holds against the party as a

whole and falls on the backs of brother workingmen who are

on the field of battle.

To the attacks of David, Heine, and the Grundstein,

Bernstein (writing on November 28th) replied:
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road. And in the meanwhile the Cossacks have made
selves at home in a large part of Galicia and in front of

Cracow, hold a large part of the passes of the Carpathians,
and once more threaten Czernowitz.

A development in this direction, my article continued, woultl

give the war a new character, and if the Social Democracy
does not care to lower itself to become the mere statistician of

history, it must decide what stand it will take as to such a

changed war.

How little the danger here indicated is or how great,

naturally depends upon how we judge symptoms. However,
he who sees the danger has a duty and a right to point it out
as strongly as possible, and to determine his political behavior

accordingly.

The Reichstag Socialists did not act on Bernstein's

suggestion which, after all, was probably rather a.

warning to the government, than a definite proposal to

withdraw Socialist support by abstaining from voting
for the second war loan. They voted the loan, with

the exception of Karl Liebknecht, who remained seated,

and of fourteen other Socialists who, we are informed

by Het Volk, quietly absented themselves. The second

declaration of the party, however, while reaffirming that

of August 4th, moved considerably in the radical or

anti-war direction, indicating the strong influence, if

not the control over the Reichstag Socialist Group of

Kautsky, Bernstein, and the center faction of the party.

THE POSITION OF
' '

VORWAERTS,
"

OFFICIAL DAILY ORGAN OF

THE SOCIALIST PARTY

Vorwaerts has maintained, since the outbreak of the

war, the same radical standpoint it occupied before (see

Part III). It has altered in no way its opposition to.

the government or to the war, except where it has been

forced to avoid certain topics by the military censor-

ship. A certain field, however, has been left free- by
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censor, and Vorwaerts has apparently

possible advantage of its opportunity . it

has touched directly or indirectly on tin- prohibited sub-

jects, and frequently during August and S<

practically defied the censor.

The question will be asked, how representative is

Vorwaerts of the Socialist Party? None of the Party

organs represent the Party accurately. The Reichstag

Group must pay more or less attention to the wishes of

ree million voters not members of the party
who voted for them on the first ballot and the million or

re non-Socialists who voted for them on th

ballot as well as giving heed to the million voters who

are party members. The Party Executive is < lerted by
an annual Congress of delegates from unequally ap-

i districts, the voters in the industrial centers

<_: less weight than those of the smaller districts.

With the Vorwaerts the latter situation is reversed,

majority of its readers are in Greater Berlin and

most of the Others are in industrial distri. iral

Germany. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that

raerts has said no word in defense of the

Reichstag Group in favor of the war loans.

and that it disagrees radically also with the Kx.cutive

:nittee (which occupies an intermediate ground
M the position of Vorwaerts and that of the

Reichstag majority). Which more nearly re]

rity of Socialist Tarty members cannot be said.

We may be certain, however, that \'',nr<n r

lie Socialists of C
of our documents shows). We can al

cert; hand, that the Social p in

hstag represents the majority of the four-ai

'Million Socialist voters (indud'niir both
\

members and non-party members).
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Vorwaerts gives us, from another large German city, a
more definite indication of the division within the Party.
A meeting of delegates of the Socialists of Stuttgart
elected in December adopted, by a vote of 90 to 2, a reso-

lution of sympathy with the position of Liebknecht
;
42

delegates, who had retired to hold a separate meeting,

passed a resolution indorsing the position of the ma-

jority of the Reichstag Socialists. The position of the

party papers in Leipzig and Bremen indicates the pre-

dominance of anti-war sentiments in these cities also.

On the other hand, the Socialists of several large cities,

such as Munich, Breslau, and Hanover, have always
taken a stand against the radicals.

Vorwaerts has touched upon nearly every phase of

the war in its relation to Socialism, with the exception

of the action of the Reichstag Socialists, which it has

left severely alone. Nearly every number contains some

item of importance. We are able to give brief selections

from less than twenty numbers, but we believe they con-

vey a fair idea of the Vorwaerts policy.

The New York Call notes two significant silences of

Vorwaerts silences that could be interpreted in only

one way:

(1) The Vorwaerts did not even have a line of comment

on the matter of the Socialists voting the war budgets. Had

the comrades of the Vorwaerts felt that it was a right step

on the part of the Socialist parliamentary group they would

have defended their action. Of course the censor would nt

have prohibited the publication of an article in favor of the

Socialist parliamentary group. . . .

(2) When Germany entered Belgium Vorwaerts was un-

able to say more than this:

"Now when the war god reigns supreme not only over Time,

but also over the press, we cannot say about the invasion of

Belgium what we would like to express about it. ..." But

the Social-Democracy undoubtedly understood.
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When it became a well-established fact that Italy had de-

l to break with t Alliance, every "pair
German cried out against Germany's
the Vorwaerts. Instead of

thusiastically in favor of its maintaining t ! neu-

trality. Regarding Italian neutrality, the Vorwacrta .-:

out .

"Unf v, we also hear workers condemning the posi-

of Italy workers who have for years l><

as enlightened, and to whom the menace of imperialism has

been 1 for years. We must confess the preaching

tfently was not very effective. ..."
Fort/ ably avoiding every p

deadlock with the military authorities, yet succeeded in

gOSti' pposed justification of the war. that it was
a defense against Russia, had fallen away, and that it had be-

come a war of aggression :

"When the war broke out, the word went round: 'War

against Czarism!' That was the ery that made the

it able even to those who were ngninst it. ... To mili-

tary experts it appeared an unavoidable nceessity th:

must be first overcome, in order to advance will

against Russia. And to this necessity even those who mourn
hid) dri- ili/ed peoples into

must resign then the

mjfay is to ov, :

On tho other hnnd.

the overthrow nnd destruction of 'Czarism.' . . .

tory allies of Russia is necessary because

the ii necessary only so i

overthrow of 'C7.arism.' ... We
therefor.

j
which will perpetuate

fatal enn i j n .

"Mcr> with tho unit

thus making Russia, ev

pe,

"If we should not succeed .' if tlu

wtrntririr necessity s !i the political

backgron- . n, f,

final result might lead to a return of the 'Holy All
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which 'Czarism' would once more hold the dominating influ-

ence, instead of to a union of the civilized nations. . .

Then this war would lose its justification. . . . [The Holy
Alliance, it will be recalled, consisted of Russia, Germany,
and Austria.]

"No, this war must not be directed to the conquest and

building up of a new world-power in place of the English
and Russian powers, but towards the liberation of the nations.

Liberation from Muscovitism, freedom 'and independence for

Poland and Finland, free development for the great Russian

people itself, the severance of the unnatural alliance of two

civilized nations with Czarist barbarism that was the goal
which raised the enthusiasm of the German people and made
them ready for sacrifices."

When the Socialist leaders, Guesde and Sembat, with

the unanimous approval of their party, became mem-

bers of the French Cabinet, Vorwaerts said that this

proved that the French proletariat regarded it as a

people's war and that Germany would only be able to

conquer against the whole proletariat of France.

The principal points of this editorial, which appeared

on the 28th of August, were as follows :

Guesde and Sembat not only did rightly to enter the

Cabinet, but are the finest types of Socialists. Guesde is

described as "the old fighting companion of Marx and Engels,

the founder and organizer of Marxian tendency in France, the

most uncompromising partisan of the idea of class strti

the sworn enemy of every kind of opportunism." As to

Sembat, Vorwaerts cites his speech of the 2d of August, in

which he defined the present war waged by France as one

which aimed neither at conquests nor at the destruction of

German culture. This led Vorwaerts to remark:

"The French nation is defending its existence, its unity,

and its independence.
"Our comrades did not refuse the grave responsibility of

this momentous hour. They felt that the independence and

security of the nation are the first conditions of its political

.and social emancipation, and they did not think it was pos-
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sible for them to refuse their aid to that count! nig-

gle for life.

"The war commenced with the motto, 'For lih :

tional independence/ 1: have tin* happiness to make

peace with France the liberty and independence of Poland

and Finland will not be forgotten."

Stadthagen, as manager of Vorwaerts. <1 the

following announcement on the 31st of August:

The Ministry -
i forms you that No. 3 of the War

Ministry's orders, dated January _'!. 1!>1 1. which forbids the

possession and spreading of revolutionary or Social D<

cratic writings as well as tin- introduction of such win
into the barracks or other departments of tin- is re-

pealed, SO far 88 Social Democratic writ inns which api

the 31st of August, 1914, are n.ncerned. The War
try at the same time makes the remark that the repeal

takes plaoe in the expectation that no articles will lie pub-
1 which iniirht injure the harmonious spirit of the army.

It' this expectation should not be fullilled every departmental
ml is given permission to put the prohibition

. .
.

tbove is the exact wording of the German go

favoi-inir the Socialist publications. It

ts to publish the following notice to

readers:

Voricarrts may be sent to those j n the field by their family
as a 1-ttcr. Letters to the ti.-ld up to wei-ht \Vor-
vaerta numbers uj> in

field can also subscribr

post Office. The field subscribers obtain the numbers daily

directly through the post in envelopes.

It was after this or.lei- that V-- was twi.-,

pendcd, and it was not until a month later when the
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radical Stadthagen was replaced by the conservative

Fischer, that Vorwaerts ceased to take full advantage of

this extraordinary opportunity for anti-governmental

propaganda in the army.
The following quotations from September editorials,

therefore, have a special importance:

The Chancellor has made bitter charges against England
in his statement to the Ritzau Bureau in Copenhagen, which
the Vorwaerts published yesterday. "Mr. Asquith wishes to

create the impression that England's war against Germany
is a war of freedom against force. ..." The Chancellor

proceeds to cast recriminations upon the ruling class of Eng-
land and upon the government, accusing them of oppressing
foreign peoples in the name of freedom, of robbing them of

their independence, of spreading servitude, and of destroying
national self-dependence.
But he adds to these recriminations a promise that will bind

Germany irrevocably in the eyes of the international public:

"England, in unity with Russia and Japan against Ger-

many, has betrayed the world's civilization and has turned

over the task of protecting the freedom of the European
peoples and nations to the German sword."

If this be the programme of the German Government, if it

will strive to carry it out honestly and earnestly, we may
receive it with frank appreciation. A misunderstanding of the

meaning [of this passage] after what precedes it, after the

reproaches against England, is hardly possible. The words

but emphasize the well-known sentence : "We shall not wage a

war of conquest." But they go further. They suggest, what

has always been the only aim of the Social Democracy, what

might give to this war something like a justification before

civilization: the assurance that this mighty conflict will bring

to those nations who are suffering in slavery under other,

mightier nations, liberation from the yoke of servitude to

foreigners. [Vorwaerts purposely phrases this expression so

as to include Alsace-Lorraine and German Poland.]

On September 21st the publication of Vorwaerts was

suspended for three days. The explanation given was
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D publication of a soldi- r'i It Her. Bui

pressions like those we ha 1 in italics in tin- last

quo: :iiscd bittrr n-iii. ; only among
non-Socialist militarists an<l nationalists, hut also among

extreme riiiht \\in: of the Socialists, re-; d by
unitz Volksstimme ami the trade unions, as

our later do< Stadtha^en. inanap

en accused the unions of having denounced

icntal officials during this period.

and of having brought about its second suspension, an

accusation iim stilted and declared groundless by the

party authorities, but showing the hostile relation lu-

tween the two I 'arty _rroups.

From September LMth to 2!Mh. ]'<>ru'<i< rts, in spite of

its first suspension, continued this work of radical agita-

tion in the country and in the army. as the two fol-

lowing editorials, the latter of which led to th-

uspension, amply demonstrate. We have placed im-

portant passages in italics:

We all agree that it is the dutt/ of a labor party of ami

country to protect the democratic rights and independent

nation, if need be, by force of arms against a fo>

Both these demands are self-underst<><l It is dear that

the Social Dernocr. nil <>tln

d the democnr D \vliich it H \vmk-

M lon^ years in a !:.
'

the nilinjr clnssei,

ffreatest sacrifices, will i.i.t |.,,k ipiiiMly n whrn
UM<
foe.

cemity in the rtrneirli* for freedom

therefore, be defended at all costs. }'< not only !.. tl,.

offer mnrh rnr.rf under '--ion than the rich.

n easily afTon! to tonrh thoir rhil.h. : the

mil can use 1

1 authorities. Na-
tional oppression also adulterates the class struggle, makes
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it more difficult to understand the social structure of society,
the social and industrial antagonisms within each nation, and
so prepares the ground for nationalistic demagogues.
To be sure, party comrades in different countries will look

at the question from very different angles. The German So-
cial Democrats saw the terrible events that broke in upon us
in an entirely different light from the French, the English,
the Russians, the Servians. They and their Austrian friends
saw an attack of the Russian autocracy upon the independence
and the comparatively democratic institutions and rights of
the German people. The Social Democrats of the rest of the

world saw above all the advance of the German troops into

neutral Belgium, into republican France.

All the expressions we have placed in italics are sig-

nificant. Labor parties are expected to repel invasion

and to protect democratic rights, a clear justification

of the action of the German Socialists against Russia

or of the French and Belgian Socialists against Ger-

many, but inapplicable, and clearly not meant to be

applied, as a defense of the German Socialist action

against the French. Above all, the statement that the

Socialists of "the rest of the world" were opposed to

the German invasion of France and Belgium emphasizes
this standpoint especially as it occurs in a thoroughly
international organ, in an article devoted to the cause

of internationalism.

Under these circumstances, no stronger words could

have been found with which to condemn German So-

cialist acquiescence in the invasion of Belgium, and the

hurling of the bulk of the German armies against

France instead of Russia.

The article of the following day, September 28th,

which led to the second suspension of the paper, began

by referring to Germany's efforts "to make the truth

known abroad," and to the fact that these efforts have

not succeeded:
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of these efforts shows how difficult it i

t confidence in the German r

-It is necessary to go i mes of peace to find the

;rne a great measure of

suspicion, and '> Germany has been heapin

abroad even in the neutral and we now see the

effects of this."

In part, says Vorwaerts, this was due to Germany's sudden

rise in the economic world and to fear and suspicion on tho

part of the great capita!

"But the jingoes abroad would hardly have had such

cess with thm propaganda if another factor had not I

hat land, which developed so mightily, was at the same

i which made its workmen a present of an anti-

law, and which also, after tho repeal of this law.

government of chicanery and allowed the

equality of all citizens to exist only on the paper of the

Prussian constitution. . . .

"Thus Germany appeared to the rest of the world, and even

to the working classes, in the light of a power whose rule

meant militarism and political oppression. It was this that

made it possible for that .list rust and bitterness to arise which

so greatly aided our beBieoM opponents in the ruling classes,

which makes it possible I'm- us to jain the sympathy of

al countries only with the irrcatest effort.

itl have

even from the laboring classes in these lands. These art

able above all because they fry to fasten upon the Ccrman

le at a whole the responsibility for the acts of a siti'/l

I he comrades abroad can be assured that the r,. rman

working clan disapproves to-day every pi mi v of

state, just as it has always dis it. and that if is

disposed to re- -datortj subjugation of foreign peoples

ngly as the circumstances permit.
comrades in foreign lands can be assured that, i

German workmen also are i their father

they will nevertheless i that their interests an
same as those of f in other conn;

themselves, have been compelled to go to war aga
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will; indeed, even against their often repeated pronouncements
in favor of peace." (Our italics.)

On the evening of the day on which this article was
published Vorwaerts was again suspended, this time

indefinitely. But within three days the management of

the paper was readjusted, the conservative Socialist,

Richard Fischer, replacing Stadthagen, the radical, as

manager.

Vorwaerts, in its issue of October 1st, contained a letter

from General von Kessel, printed at his request, stating

that Hugo Haase, Chairman of the Social Democratic

parliamentary group in the Reichstag, together with

Richard Fischer, manager of the paper, had entered into

a definite agreement with the general to the effect that

if the Vorwaerts was granted permission to continue pub-
lication no further mention should be made "to class

hatred or the class struggle" during the war.

General von Kessel stated that the editorial committee

of the Vorwaerts was prepared to agree to these terms

while martial law held sway, and the general accord-

ingly revoked the order of suspension, demanding that

his letter should appear on the front page of the next

issue of the journal.

The supreme control of Vorwaerts, however, was still

vested in party organizations controlled by the radical

wing, the Party Press Committee and the Socialists of

Greater Berlin as unsuccessful attacks by the Party

and by the Labor Union Executives have demonstrated.

The Central News Lausanne correspondent published

an article printed in a suppressed number of Vorwaerts

in November, in part as follows :

Man does not display all his strength and all his weak-

nesses save in exceptional situations. On the day of battle

certain giants fall, like rotten trees before the tempest. The
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people*, 1 is their hidden

>scnt crisis i* .It shows us that the

German people is stricken with a malady which, in the end,

may prove fatal; and this malady is jingoism. Thus one

names a diseased nationalism which sees neither v

courage in any nation but its own, and which has only insults

and suspicion for others.

Unhappily this disease appears to have seized on the <

man people at a time when the empire was in a particularly
ml it was in full blast even before this

war broke out.

When war was decided on there was an eruption of jingo-
ism of the most feverish sort. Violent articles appeared in

i'i the great cities inflammatory speeches were

made, warlike poems were declaimed, and war songs were

chanted. The conflagration was regarded as a f

aiprn was to be a simple promenade to Paris and t<

Peters!

Then one heard the atrocious details of the war in Belgium.
The inhabitants had fired on our soldiers. Tiic ! were

"amassing," savage beasts, unworthy of any consideration.

They must expiate their crimes by sword and fire. No one
troubled to explain the uprising of the Belgian people.

patriots could not understand that a people
lose iU calmness on seeing itself unexpectedly attacked, its

laid waste, its towns and villages occupied.

r jingoes have yelled, a hundred thousand times

i I.e duty :i is to defend Ills

last breath." Those poor wretches of Belgium
e have they done anything else! Have they not

'iilf If we acted thus, nur

On the part of our adversaries it is

n and murder.

hat we are not

h. or Russians, but that we are all men. that all the

lea are of the same blood, and that th. i to

'"it that I love and help
1) is Christian, humane conduct.

'

not

r to one nation only ; he belongs to humanity. <

italics,)
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In its issue of March 7th, Vorwaerts quotes an in1< T-

view with Lloyd George which expresses views that

Vorwaerts adopts as its own, with certain modifications.

Through this item we get, for the first time, a clear

expression of Vorwaerts' view of the part played by the

violation of the Belgian territory as a cause of the war.

The expressions attributed to Lloyd George by Pearson's

Magazine were as follows:

On Saturday, the first of August, after the war had

already been declared, I contend, a vote in Great Britain

would have given a majority of ninety-five per cent, against

participation. Influential, financial people of the city (the
financial district) with whom I had a talk on Saturday about
the financial situation, at the close of the conference, expressed
the hope that England would stand aside.

A vote on the following Tuesday [the 4th] would have
shown ninety-nine per cent, in favor of the war. And the

City interests, well aware that participation in a great Eu-

ropean war would mean heavy losses to them and might even

mean ruin, who on Saturday were unanimously opposed to

the war, showed themselves, on Tuesday, equally unanimous
in favor of it. .

To this Vorwaerts makes the following comment :

It is certain that he is right in the assertion that the

violation of Belgian neutrality created the war spirit in Eng-
land, but it is nonsense to think that the London financiers

take upon themselves the heavy risk of a campaign out of

mere sympathy for the weak and helpless. They were inter-

ested in Belgian neutrality only because it kept German

competitors and rivals away from the coast of the English
Channel.

Here is an admission that German violation of Bel-

gium caused English participation in the war through

the fear of possible German conquest of the Bel-
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gian coast, one of the most important statements from

German Socialist sources sine* the l>eginning of the

conflict

The following quotations from two leading Socialist

dailies of the left wing indicate that th-

oppositional than

Let one read between the lines of the following quota-

tion from the Leipzig Volkszeitunt/, taken from an

article in defense of the conduct of the Belgians during

the war. At great length the Leipzig Volkszeituny

shows that any atrocities which may have been com-

mitted by the Belgians had nothing to do with clerical-

ism or the Catholic Church, as had been alleged in Ger-

many. The behavior is accounted for by other mot

"That in such struggles as have occurred, especially in

. all passions and cruelties have been especially

is all the more understandable because the whole country.
from house to house, and from man to man, has been agit

and torn. The Belgian people believes from its stand p
that notically

'

< // which

upposedi : -u.L'L'linu' tor its cxi i Our

italics.)

roceeds to stale that th- "f the

an* which arc complained of by :

re not cases of individual resistance of the civil population.
1 "a kind

It says: "The actual eve- that in the countries already

conquered by Germany, the whole people believe they

nimble for their existence only because the irresponsible
s and bar-root

;any will ant The words, "here as

thrrc," constitute another bold atta>k on (Jerman milita-

which is almost universally in favor of the I

The VolktMeitung finally say the

as one between cultures, which are being puh!
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by so many leading Germans, have the same effect as this

bar-room talk
; they tend to force the war to become a people's

war.

The Socialist daily of Bremen, the Burgerzeitung,

published one of the most revolutionary articles that

has reached us from the German Socialist press since

the beginning of the war. It declared :

"Everything that we have said right up to the present will

be considered as mere chatter if we do not maintain our ideas

during and after the war.

"If the German Socialists are fighting side by side with the

Junkers, their enemies, it is only their blood that is mixing,
but not their hearts. All the phrases of German patriotism
are shattered against the granite of our Socialist convictions.

"They talk about the struggle against Czarism! But this

struggle is being carried on by the Russian revolutionaries,

and not by those who, like the German Government, have

always protected Czarism against the heroes of the Russian

revolution, and are ready to do it again.

"The German Socialists have no confidence in the promise
of the German ruling classes. Our teachers, such as Karl

Marx, have proved to us that it is not good intentions which

decide the fate of peoples, but real forces. If the German

Empire is victorious, the ruling class of Germany will become

stronger and the working class of Germany just that much
weaker."

The conclusion seems unavoidable that defeat is preferable
to victory, which had been the prevailing Socialist opinion in

Germany during many years. The Biirgerzeitung even indi-

cates, though vaguely, of course, its hope that the German
Socialists will play a revolutionary role before the war is over :

"The world war is German Socialism's baptism of fire."

THE CHEMNITZ

The organs of the other faction, however, the right

or revisionist wing, are, in some instances, as patriotic
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as the militarists could dcs

I tbfl Hamburg Echo.

Vorwaerts, December 22d, quotes from the Chemnitz

organ as follows :

Upon rumors of an American offer of mediation for peace,
r has right clearly ami suitably declared

Germany has no cause to seek mediation or peace; it was
attacked without cause and is defending its skin with a

strength against its enemies. When <> , tnics lies

on the ground and seeks for peace, then \vc shall see what we
will do. This policy is the only correct and reasonable one,
and is being practically carried out. The only political in-

strument at present is the German army. . . . The states-

man, in Germany, has nothing more to say than this: "We
will help to hold out until victory. Everything else is super-
fluous and harmless."

To this Vorwaerts makes the following remark, being forced

of course, to moderate its feeling to avoid the ecus.

the army is at present the sole political instrument will be a

surprise to all those who believe that the aim and attitude of
the government and of the parties, for example. I

Democratic Party, has also a certain importance. At any
rate, we must consider that the standpoint represented by

\'olkn8timme fairly ignei \\itli that ..! Di, Post
and Die Deutsche Tagesz<itnn, f (notoriously reactionary

newspapers], although these do not always express then selves

so strongly."

In another organ of the H-ht wing, the Frankfurter
Volksstimme of August 4th, we read:

roke of lightning has revealed the whole sit

Now the Germ mcnt was for< Mien-

tary proof of tho vieiousnes , shamelessness of
these Muscovites in iptr which it laid before the

hstag. No countryman of ours can i-non th.

this part of its argutm ;

The Frankfurter Volk.^stinimc of AMLTIM 7th tells

frankly how shamefully the government has
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the Party in the past, how it was made homeless, how
it was driven from German soil, how its members were

regarded as human beings of a lower class, how Social

Democrats have always been considered as entitled to

fewer rights, how they have never been held worthy
of holding state or communal offices, etc., etc. And then

it adds:

So matters stood in the past. But in spite of it all the

Social Democrats will do their duty. Without them the na-

tion would be lost.

The capitalist parties should keep this in mind: The

political bill will have to be paid, and will have to be paid

promptly. For the Social Democrats will be after the war
what they were before the greatest party unit, a party that

will not be fooled by empty words and cheap promises. It

will do its duty now, but for the future it will insist upon its

rights as well. (Our italics.)

In criticism of the last quotation, the Zurich cor-

respondent of the New York Volkszeitung says: "We
are ashamed of this, we comrades of the other countries,

for it degrades the party to an ordinary give and take

business proposition,
"

the idea being that at least one

of the motives of certain German Socialists judging

by the expressions of the Frankfurter Volksstimme and

other similar organs is that if they supported this

slaughter of other peoples it would increase their chance

of getting something from the government for the Ger-

man people. Dr. Suedekum spoke to similar effect in

Berlin :

Dr. Siidekum delivered a lecture in Berlin on "The War
and the German Laboring Man," which was attended by

prominent government officials. There was, as far as the

present crisis is concerned, nothing in his remarks to which

the most patriotic German could take exception, but while he

said that the unselfish attitude of the Social Democratic Party

was foreshadowed by Bebel and Vollmar, he more than hinted
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that the future wouM hrinir about necessary changes. A

war, he s:. Democracy wonhl in>i>t up..-

forms tending : people a larger share in th-

mist be such a "mobilix:

. dura! ion as well as

of the empire as will do away with ancient favoritism.

Socialists have su!ii< :< '.tly attt-lr.l i)-,>ir patrinli-in; im

them have their rights. (From tin- NVw York Kn-niny Post.)

Tin: NI:\V YORK

!io New York Volkszeitung, the daily organ of the

German-speaking Socialists of the United States, keeps
in the closest touch with the Cerman situation, has

always supported tin- Co-man Tarty, and has stood with

Bebel, Kautsky, and the Center group. I-Yeed from

all censorship it has been alle to express freely what

< lei-man Socialists feel. Selections from two edi-

torials, out of a large number opposing the action of

i an Party during the present war. will show

the reasons why the Volkszeitung, together with most of

the other German Socialist papers of America, takes

this position. Tin li

l!lth. when the n, us of the support of the government

by the German Socialists on August 4th first reaehed

most important paragraphs were the

lowing:

To-day, accord - in another column,

it appears to be a fn .1 oS.uht nnfortunat. ly.

that the Social Democratic section of the Reichstag has \

.1 lions for

Indeed, we must admit that iln> tmnl of the Haase speech
renders t !v all i In-

more incomprehensible, because i the sli-jlit*

may be tracel ..Mint - ..pinion which
1

!!. the time of

the last war protests.

For it is simply unbelievable that our comrades M;
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themselves to be driven into their incomprehensible position

through fear of the bugaboo of Russian despotism. Yet we
were fully aware how skillfully the present German Govern-
ment has always understood the proper manipulation of its

scarecrows in order to seduce the stupid people into a national

enthusiasm.

The "Septennats election" of 1887, the "Hottentot election"

of 1907, the Chinese campaign, and the "editing" of the Ems
dispatch represent some examples of' this which are not

easily forgotten. A war against France or England would
have been highly unpopular and therefore the adoption of

this roundabout course by way of Russia.

The position of the Social Democrats, however, could not

have been in any way determined by the fact that Russia

stood in the field against Germany, as there was no evidence

that the former was the attacking party, the inciter of war.

Perhaps von Bethmaun-Hollweg, the philosophic Imperial

Chancellor, who conferred with Social Democratic delegates

on the morning of that eventful Reichstag session, presented

satisfactory evidence of this nature to our comrades; if he

did this, it must obviously have been a bit of the most skillful

fabrication to have thus misled the strongest party in Ger-

many. This much at least is most clearly evident from the

text of England's current Blue Book: the curse of having
caused this slaughter of millions will always be upon the

Austrian Government.

This is the documentary phase of the case. Austria made
its insolent ultimatum to Servia after she had .assured herself

of the help of Germany; just as Russia and France would

never have begun the war without the help of England. Ger-

many had it in her hands to maintain peace on both sides if

she had really wished to.

Under these conditions, the German Social Democracy had

no grounds whatsoever, according to our opinion, for altering

its fundamental point of view.

Applause gained from "patriots" is indeed too dearly

bought.

The second editorial, which appeared about a month

later, reviews the defenses of the Socialists' support of

the war offered by Scheidemann and Bernstein :
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.lemann ;

;de at Iliis time. It seems

hard

tin- lips df its opponents are sealed. . . .

Bern um that the demands made of

B of the war, were a neces-

* ds of self-preservation.

This point o:

leads us far hark into the Middle Aires. It is a defense of the

ting "f treaties, n> Miami, too. excuses

1 di-n-.rard i

-

Ilcl-Jan nrutrality with

I Minister had "acknowledged this inf;

;!ity openly and In"

of those "who raised a great hue and cry" over

b upon Srrvia. May we ask why the workers in

and Germany protested so vehement'

mands sent from Vienna to Servia, and finally apninst the

declaration of wart If Bernstein's attitude were justiiiahle.

he, and with him those who share his views, should

tested aj: -o demonstrations. It was their du!

declare: ; i-sia stands behind Servia!
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.itimis M-I a*-ide. the point of view of
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ly his attitude towards militarism on t

i CM the other. Ifr who believes tlmf
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: at the defeat d the Allies is a consumma-
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-m, or the increase of t

Social !> with
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: show tli. ration nlnnc diet.!

ly the p ; .v of the [international] working
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Had the leaders of the German Social Democracy said to

us: "We are not sure of the rank and file of our movement.
We must keep our organization, our unions intact. We can-
not do this and at the same time persist in our opposition to

war." Had they said this, we might, perhaps, have under-
stood.

But such was evidently not the case. At any rate neither

Scheidemann nor Bernstein suggests anything of the sort. For
them and for their colleagues in the Reichstag there was but
one consideration, "Russia is threatening Germany." Their

attitude was determined, therefore, not by the needs of the

working class, but by purely national ideals. This was, to our

mind, a mistake. They should have remembered that not only

Russia, but also France and England stood on the other side,

that this alliance effectively counteracts any special danger
from Russia. They should have remembered that Marx once

maintained that the great influence of the Czarism over Europe
lay in its traditional supremacy within Germany, that the

overthrow of this supremacy means the end of the Russian

danger for Germany. They should have remembered, above

all, the inaugural address of the old International, which

affirmed that the liberation of the working class presupposes
a fraternal unity and co-operation of international labor, that

the workers cannot fulfill this mission, so long as they allow

national prejudices to drive them into wars of robbery, that

squander the blood and the possessions of the people.

When the War of 1870 and the development of the years

that followed removed the center of the international move-

ment from France to Germany, it likewise placed upon the

shoulders of the Germans, above all other nations, the duty
to preserve the integrity of the International. They should

under no circumstances, therefore, have voted in favor of a

war that was directed not only against Russia, but also against

the French and the Belgians. Even if they could not see

their way clear to voting against the measure, they should at

least have refrained from voting at all. They need but have

looked back over the history of Germany to find sufficient

defense for their attitude. The annexation of Alsace-Lor-

raine by Prussia-Germany drove France into the arms of

Russia. It was this that caused the fever of armaments that

turned Europe and especially Germany into a vast armory.

This was what created in Europe an atmosphere in which
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guns went off of their own an-. ml. 1 y towards

A '..,-. Lomin< n is?] MM! iti raralti n.ade tho piv-ent war

iiis alone would have justified tlic Socialist mem-
bers of the German Reichstag in opposing the war loan, or in

refusing to vote.

Our Social Democratic irmnp did not consider tho intorna-

il labor movement. Solrly national consid.

.1 their attitude when i de-

mands. It has nc.L'leeteil the interests of tho international

labor movement. The Intornational has snlTorrd a M

blow, we whether <r not it has hoon mortal.

but at best it will take long years of work ere the international

' raent of the working class will International

solidarity has, for the moment at least, dropped its colors

before nationalist s<

THE SOCIALISTS IN THE PRUSSIAN LANI

A report that the Prussian Socialists in the Landtag

had voted in favor of a war loan attracted widespread

attention because Liel>km-eht and other radical S"

ista are members of this body. The truth of this

tor appears in the folloum: report from the New
Review and in a letter of I/H l>kn ht.

ok place on the L'-Jd Q

;iied largely hy tin- tall in th

due to lessened r> mil ways and other

sources oi d although the Prussian Govern)

beiru . ran ux- the n

it pleases, the 'j-overnnient )

.nit the loan, men!;

peri pOM which e\ > r_
r ht

bl u-r<l rhiclly I'M- tlx-
]

nflToi those suflferim: lii

'specially I'm- the pnrpo-e of afTordiiiL' pnhlir
'ie its huildiiiL' ne-

.

reelamntion of waste land on a 1 financial

the increase of food and fod niish four hundred
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million marks for the relief of the districts laid waste by the

Russian army in East Prussia.

The Socialists had decided to give this loan their unanimous

support, and to define their attitude towards it by a declara-

tion.

The Socialist position was brought out more clearly by the

publication in Vorwaerts the next day of the following decla-

ration of Karl Liebknecht :

"I must urgently ask you to report the following points,

and to add them to your account of the sitting of the Prussian

Legislature on the 22d of October.

(a) "In the reading by Dr. Delbrueck of the greetings of

the Kaiser to the house, the whole house stood, with the ex-

ception of the Social Democrats. The Social Democrats,
who were in their places, remained seated. This is not men-

tioned in the report. [This action would be lese majeste in

any other place but the House, and the Vorwaerts reporter
could not have failed to notice it.]

(b) "In the closing words of Dr. Delbrueck about the war,

applause was heard in the Right, in the Center Party, and

among the Liberal Parties. But not among the Socialists.

[This omission of Vorwaerts is noteworthy, as it is the cus-

tom of all German papers and especially the Socialist papers,

to report the parties from which applause comes.]

(c) "In the closing speech of the President, Vorwaerts

does not mention the fact that half of our faction had already

left the room, and that the others surely did not take part in

the applause.
"As to the cheers for the supreme war lord, it is said in the

report: 'The house took part in the cheers.' Here, too, it is

not mentioned that half of the Socialist members had left the

room before these cheers, and that those who remained behind,

if they were true to the plan of action that had been decided

upon, only arose, but did not take part in the cheering."

Another Prussian Socialist Deputy (Hirsch), how-

ever, claimed, in Die Sozialistische Monatshefte, that

this vote of the Prussian war loan "proved that the

hope of Germany's enemies for internal discord had not

been fulfilled," and that "in important national af-

fairs Germany is unanimous."
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At the session of February Oth. the Landta-

is took a far more radical anti-war stand.

( MI this occasion llir.s.-h ivnd, on behalf of his party, a

declaration, which was in part as follows:

"The Social Democrat ic I 'arty maintains its opposition,

based on principle. t<> the former 'government policy, \\hich

I in all material thin-s unrhan-.

in this critical time from introdncim:

issions of a polemic nature into tin consideration ol

T>\ reading."

:ded that his party would later call attention

mini: the provisi" Miers and de-

pendents, the food supply for the nation, and restrietioi

the free expression of thought, lie could not permit the oc-

casion to pass, he continued, without i:ivin-_r expression to the

demand ol' his party (hat the. government, in consequence of

the situation I.;
;

.out hy the war, should concede <<>

measuiis de-iil hy the i:reat mass of the people. These in-

cluded the demand that the police cease their hattl
'

in L'eneral. and in particular against the

.ils and oi ..list or^ani/at ions,

-h said that his parly W*i opposed to political

ssion, hut that the basis of all i>litical reforms mils'

'ion to all minorities, ns in the case of the

- and I'ole<. v had hoped, he continued, that

nment would fulfill its duty hy {jrantini: uni:

sufTniL'c. with Allot 11<- mentioned th>

lie Social Democrats for an honorable peace, and

"V people in none of
the I

i hy
h the co: thAl the \

ninndinp peace will in all helli-eieut

i in intluential qn:n
that under the influence ot this desire for peace, especial!

the lasfies of all lands, an assured p<

ipewlily. to the advnntnpc of the German people and of all

humn

lliisch on behalf of
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the non-Socialist parties. He said that the present moment
was not a suitable one for advancing special \visln

plaints. The situation was one which demanded that tin-

entire Prussian people show itself united, as its soldiers on
the battlefield were united.

Karl Liebknecht here interjected: "You have no right to

speak in the name of the German people."
This remark brought forth cries of protest. Heydebrand

continued his reply with an exhortation to the delegates to

work together and make any sacrifices necessary for victory.

On March 2d, Karl Liebknecht made a speech in the

Prussian Landtag so strong that the censor prohibited

it in Germany. He said :

The minister refuses to give any promise of a general
character. So the situation is cleared up. An effort is being
made to fool the masses with beautiful sounding words about

unity and the glorious enthusiasm of the people. The hateful,

naked fact, however, is that everything remains as of old in

Prussia, that everything is to-day the same as it was before

the great victory. One reads glorifications of militarism, of

monarchy, and of the three-class electoral system in our news-

papers, not only in the Conservative ones, but also in those

of the Liberals. How long will it be until it is affirmed that

the victory of the German masses is solely a result of the three-

class electoral system?

By the cry, "Down with the Czarism" and "For the freedom

of Europe," an effort is made to awaken the enthusism of the

people. . . .

Never was the contrast so clear as to-day between the

privileged character of the state and government in Prussia

and the most necessary duties of the community. The equal

obligation as cannon food is not accompanied by equal rights

in society. In semi-absolutism, in secret diplomacy, in per-

sonal government (monarchism), we see one of the most im-

portant of the immediate causes for the outbreak of this

war though it is conditioned by international capitalism.

If the imperialistic efforts of capitalism have given rise

to the most serious dangers and even to war, yet we have

always said that this makes all the more necessary the control

of foreign politics by the people. A necessary condition for
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is rompl. at IK. inc. I do i

i in thos. - which ai illy more

deni- much still remains to be desired in this

respect ; but this is the only way to create a iruarantee airaiust

adventure. The sacrilice of

by this v due to the ah-

.asses in the countries at war. \Yha'

cnce there may be ; \ve arc a -j reed that in

of the countries at war have the masses wished it.

ats at this point.) T!

why there appears at this very moment, when Kun>|>

M olil eivili/ation and the bloom of its manhood in

blood and murder and fire, the demand for the demociati/a-

tion of forei-n politics based upon inner democrat i/.atioii.

I be lost ruction of the illusions of the masses with

readiness of the nilinir classes and of the gov-
'it of I'rus-ia to grant a reform of the suffrage. This

ot only those who are trying to serve

their country as civilians but also those who are out in the

bet, who, when they read the report of the Hud
mittee of Saturday evcniiiir. will have grimly do-ed their

fists in their i

;

;ist those who
them about the suffrage and to

the truth namely, that this war wa

the point of view of the in'

mattse* of the people, (hat the masses of the people will remain

will,. With th.

!c the same thinir is happenim: a< has happened to the

wretch in il. , for a short time

in the (! tlcman and played the

0. Many a man in (Jermany. after tho events of r

days, will awake from the dream that he is n free and equal

n; sobered, he will then draw his conclu

behavior even diirinsr the present

In view . tude of the bourgeois parties and of the

principle: Away with

hypocrisy of civil peace, on with the international class

of the working class and ap.

The Vorwaert8r in spite of the censor, described the
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sensational scene that followed and gave Liebknecht its

support :

March 2d will remain for all time a remarkable day in

the history of the Prussian state.

Only one member, Dr. Leibknecht, treated the franchise

question as thoroughly as it deserved. When he began to

speak the Free Conservatives and most of the National Lib-

erals and the Center left the chamber in a demonstrative

manner.

But even if the government on the ground that it has

nothing to do with the case refused to hear these words of

the Socialist leader, the people themselves will hear him. We
demand the democratization of the state in body and limb,

in lawgiving, and administration. Democratic control by the

people would have prevented the war. This gives us the rii_r lit

at this very moment to demand the democratization of the

foreign policy. We demand a foreign policy which can only
be built up and developed upon the democratization of the

home policy.

In casting the ten Socialist votes against the budget,

Hirsch declared in the name of the Landtag Group :

In spite of our repeated demands the government has not

made the slightest concession either in respect to the repeal

of exceptional laws or in respect to the granting of a free

and equal suffrage or in respect to the abolition of the limita-

tions of the right of association. From this it naturally

follows that we must now vote against the Prussian budget.

The Group was unanimous, therefore, only in the de-

cision to press its demand for political democracy during

the war in spite of the position of the other parties

and of the government that all political struggles weaken

the military power of the nation.

In the Reichstag session of March 18th, Scheidemann,

speaking for the Socialists of the empire, took the same

position. On the question of supporting the government

and the war, public discussion showed that the Landtag

Group was divided as in October five to five (see
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above). But tin- anti (.'..vcniment Group in th.

tag had doublet during this period, as we shall pn>

to show.

THE SOCIALISTS AND THE SECOND WAR LOAN (DECEMBER

2, 1914)

On December 2d the Socialists in the Reichstag again
1 the war loan asked by the government. Once

e approximately tin- same number of men.

en) quietly nlistained from the vote, with the. eon-

Socialist Caucus. And again Haase i

a Party declaration reasserting the position taken at the

time of the first war loan on the 4th of August. But
1 < laration also contained some additional matter

as well as a new emphasis. It was as follows :

As an addition to the statement of the Imperial Chancellor

. I declare in the name of the group that the

. which have lalrr become known, are not suflieient to

, viction. and t> make us desert the stand)

i the Imperial Chancellor took on the 1th of Au.uust with

Luxemburg and Belgium. I', idea, I bave been

task by tin- Lrnnp of irivini: the following deelara-

ijrjfled api \var. the deeper causes of which

are conflicts of economic interest, up to tin- last moment. Tin-

"intry n
I by In'stile troops.

-day al an people

re, the Bo

\vitb Lrrntitude all the brave sons of the peo-
all those

who have died with unspeakable pains and sufferings in

service of thr conn*:

On tin- Itb of August, in ntrreement with the Internal i-

We atinonticrd the \ |.r,,ple has the

to national in. I and tbnt it i> our unchan-jrabh-
i that a prosperous d "nly

possible if every nation refuses to violate the integrity and
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independence of other nations and in this way to plant the
seeds of new wars.

Therefore, we stand by what we said on the 4th of

August.
We demand that an end be made to the war as soon as the

goal of safety has been reached and the enemy is disposed to

make peace, and that this peace be one that makes possible

friendship with neighboring nations.

The Social Democracy condemns .those small but active

circles in all countries, which are trying by all the means in

their power and under cover of a special love of the father-

land to stir up the hatreds of peoples against one another,
and in doing this forget all truth and decency.

The following is the exact statement of the German
Chancellor referred to. It was made by von Bethmann-

Hollweg, on the invasion of Belgium, in the Reichs-

tag on August 4th, and was followed, after an hour's

intermission, by the declaration of the Socialists in favor

of the war loan:

We are now on the defensive, and necessity knows no law!

Our troops have entered into Luxemburg, and perhaps have

already entered upon Belgian territory. That contra-

dicts the rules of international law. The French Govern-

ment, it is true, declared in Brussels that it would respect

the neutrality of Belgium as long as its opponents respected it.

But we knew that France was ready for an attack. France

could wait, but we could not, and a French attack on our

flanks on the lower Rhine might have had fateful results. So

we were forced to proceed against the Luxemburg and the

Belgian Governments.

The wrong that we thus did we shall try to make good, as

soon as our military goal is reached. He, who like ourst

is fighting for the highest objects, can only think of one thing,

that he must cut his way through.

We are now in a position to understand the Socialist

declaration of December 2d. First of all, it must be

recalled that the censorship made it absolutely impossi-

ble for the Socialists to defend in public their position
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on certain points. This is the reason why. instead of

stating their own position with regard to Belgium, tiny

referred to that of von Bethmunn-Hollweg.
The full significant -e of the declaration of I ) -comber

2d has not only been lost to many because of this

but its meaning has been completely reversal in im-

portant quarters. The war editor of the New York

ning Post, for example, in the issu> Mary 20,

interprets the Socialist statement as an endorse-

ment of the German Chancellor's defense of the viola-

tion of Belgium's neutrality, as being "a military n

The preceding and surrounding circumst;:

indicate that the meaning of the German Party was

directly the opposite. On August 4th. they had made
no statement whatever with respect to invasion of 1

gium. which they had learned of only an hour be:

declaration was read. It had been written the day
before, and it was held that the time was too short to

change it so as to deal adequately with this question.

known that a storm In-oke forth in the whole

world against the action of the German Government.

There was an equally general consensus of opinion

among the Socialists of the world against the action of

.

. Our documents show that it was on

months after this statement. During
iod. the German Government changed its

attitude toward Belgium and renounced its position of

August 4th as having been too /<//-,//,/,. It da
to have - d documents showing a practical al-

liance It. ;m and the Allies before the war.

so that no reparation was due to Belgium for dan

nd for p lion

of Belgium had l>- M openly
with the consent of the

government, aa our do< \ d< monsi
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The Reichstag Socialists by their statement said, in a

way not to be mistaken by the German Socialists or

the German people, that they refused to follow the gov-
ernment and to abandon the ground previously taken by
von Bethmann-Hollweg, namely, that Belgium had !

wronged, and that reparation was due. "The facts

which have later become known are not sufficient,
' '

they

said, to make them desert the standpoint the Chancellor

took on the 4th of August. No facts had been brought
before the German public to prove that the invasion of

Belgium was not
' '

a military necessity.
' ' The statement,

therefore, cannot be taken as having any reference what-

ever to the question, further than to imply that there

could be no other ground for the invasion of Belgium.

DECLARATION OP KARL LIEBKNECHT ON DECEMBER 2o

Karl Liebknecht was the only socialist to vote
" No "

on the occasion of the second war loan an act that

created a world-wide sensation.

Liebknecht handed the following written statement

of his reasons for so voting to the President -of

the Reichstag, who refused to read it to that body on a

technical pretext. The German press was not allowed

to print it, though a brief, but sufficient, notice appeared

in Vorwaerts.

This war, which none of the peoples interested wanted,

was not declared in the interests of the Germans or of any

other people. It is an imperialist war for capitalization and

domination of the world markets, for political domination of

important quarters of the globe, and for the benefit of bankers

and manufacturers. From the viewpoint of the race of arma-

ments, it is a preventive war provoked conjointly by tin- war

parties of Germany and Austria in the obscurity of sotni-

absolutism and secret diplomacy. It is also a Bonaparte-like

enterprise tending to demoralize and destroy the growing
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labor movement. That much is clear despite tli> -tage

:igement designed to mislead the peop <>t a
' WET. We Cannot believe the gl

for the defense of the 1'athcrland. It demands

money. What we must demand is an early peaeo. hnmili.

no one, peace without consequent ram

his end ought to be supported. Only the contin

us nflirmatiou of this wish in all the belli-.

an end the bloody massacre before all the inter.

people are exhausted. The only durable peace will be
]

based on the solidarity of the working masses and liberty.

Socialists of all countries must work for such a p.

during the war. I protest against the violation of Bel-

and irg, against the annexation schemes, ap.i

military dictatorship, against the complete forgetfulness of

social and political duties as shown by the government ruling

Vorwaerts has suggested by publishing several fa-

vorable news items without comment its sympathy
with the position of Lielikneeht. While it did not ap-

prove of his violation of party discipline in breaking
mil rule and voting against the rest of the del-

it pointed out. on its first page, that it was allow-

aceordinu' to the party practice, for those who dis-

. d with the action tak< n to be absent from the I

. did not le?e the room in a demonstrative

manner. Vorwacrl* either could not name the Socialist

IMTS who took advant his rule on 1'

2d (in view of the censorship) or, for prudential

sons, did not care to name them, hut we are assured l.y

1 well-informed organ of tin- Dutch
// '

Volk) t

hide that the

08 of some half million Germni

opposed to aiding th icnt to continue the war.

(The pro-g"
4

al minorities in these districts

would be more than balanced by the anti-governmental
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minorities in other districts.) And we are also proba-
bly justified, from the position of Vorwaerts, in be-

lieving that the majority of the half million Socialists

of Greater Berlin took the same position. The anti-

war position of the Leipzig Volkszeitung leads us to be-

lieve that the majority of the Socialists of that city and
its manufacturing suburbs hold a similar opinion. At
Stuttgart, a meeting of elected representatives, in De-

cember, passed a resolution indorsing Liebknecht by 90
votes against 42 delegates who left the hall and voted
in a separate meeting to indorse the position of the

Reichstag group. The Socialists of other places, such

as Hamburg, Dresden, and Frankfort, are much divided.

On the whole, there can be no question that there is a

very powerful anti-war sentiment among the Socialists

of the larger cities, though we have no ground to sup-

pose it is equally strong in the smaller places.

MESSAGES FROM KARL LIEBKNECHT AND ROSA LUXEMBURG *

This anti-war sentiment is very well expressed in

Liebknecht 's anti-war declaration just quoted, as well as

in his New Year's greeting to the British Socialists

which follows:

It is painful for me to write these lines at a time when our

radiant hope of previous days the Socialist International

lies smashed on the ground together with a thousand expecta-

tions; when even many Socialists in the belligerent countries

for Germany is not an exception have in this most rapa-

cious of all wars of robbery willingly put on the yoke of the

chariot of imperialism, just when the evils of capitalism were

becoming more apparent than ever.i>

The example which the Independent Labor Party and our

Russian and Servian comrades have given to the world will

have a stimulating effect wherever Socialists have been en-

* The Labor Leader, December 31, 1914.
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snared by the designs of the ruling classes, and I am sure the

mass of British workers will soon rally to our help.

Confusion reigns in the ranks oi alist army. Many
Socialists make our principles responsible for our

failure. The failure is due, not to our principles, but to the

representatives of our principles.

Ml such phrases as "national defense" and the "freedom

of the people," icith uhich imp' / it* owfru-

ments of murder, are lying pretense. The emancipaii.

each nation must be the result of its own efforts. Only blind-

ness can demand the continuation of the murder until oppo-

nents are crushed.

The welfare of all nations is inseparably interwoven. The

world war, which destroyed the International, will surely be

recognized as teaching a mighty lesson, from which the neces-

sity of the building up of a new I nt' i-nntii.mil

an International of another l-iml, <ni<l \citli a different /

from that which the capitalist powers shattered with such

ease in August, Only in the co-operation of the working
classes of the nations, in war and in peace, lies the salvation

of mankind.

Nowhere did the masses desire this war. Why should ;

murder one another then T In order to end it t It is said that

it would be a sign of weakness for any people to pi

peace. Then let all the peoples t <>_: ;!HT offer pence. That

i which does it first will not sho\\ _-tli,

and will have earned glory ami the gratitude of posterity.

Among the German working people t 'ready a

greater opposition agaii^t the war than has 'generally been

supposed. The m<>

iiitries, the more passionately and energetically will it

tor peace. (Our ita

Rosa Lux. ml Of the German women So-

cial ista, wrote on the same occasion :

Under the murderous blows of the imperialist groups
the working-class International, !y our p

onr hope, has shamefully broken down; ami. most shamefully
of all, the German section, which \\. p.-n to march
at the head of the world army of labor,

express this bitter truth, not to encourage futile despair and
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resignation, but, on the contrary, to learn from the mistakes
committed in the past and the facts of th<- cxi-litiir situation,

valuable lessons for the future. Already, after a few mouths
of war, the jingo intoxication which animated the working
classes of Germany is passing away; and, although they have
been deserted by their leaders in this great historic hour, their

sense is returning, and every day the number of workers who
blush with shame and anger at the thought of what is going
on to-day grows.

THE SOCIALIST PARTY EXECUTIVE AND THE LTEBKNECHT

CASE

The remarkable feature of a resolution on Lieb-

knecht's breach of party discipline, which was passed

by the Executive Committee on February 2d, was its

specific mention of the Socialist custom allowing Reichs-

tag members to be absent when a vote was taken to

which they could not consent thus justifying the

course of those deputies (fourteen in number, accord-

ing to Het Volk see above) who expressed their agree-

ment with Liebknecht's anti-war views in this manner.

The resolution of the Socialist Reichstag Group waa

in part as follows:

The party is determined it shall vote as a unit in the

Reichstag. If any deputy is unable conscientiously to partici-

pate in the voting, he may abstain, but he must not give his

abstention the character of a demonstration.

The remainder of the resolution was as follows:

The group condemns in the sharpest way the Liebknecht

breach of discipline. (This clause was passed by a vote of

82 to 15.)

It rejects his declaration of the reasons for his vote on

December 2d as incompatible with the interest of the German

Social Democracy. (Passed by a vote of 58 to 33.) It also

condemns the misleading information as to occurrences ir

the party which has been spread in foreign countries by Lieb-

knecht. (Passed by a vote of 51 to 39.)
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Since, according to ili

does I t'urt her . it leaves the

final decision to the next Party Congress. (Passed bg

to 7.)

The motion as a whole was then passed by a vote of

26.

Let us now briefly analyze what these votes moan.

Undoubtedly, the last vote, 65 to 2f>. represents the divi-

sion between the friends and opponents of I/n bknecht.

However, it seems that seven additional members of the

group were unwilling to condemn the 1/iehknecht .

laration of December 2d, recognizing his right to make

such a declaration, though disagreeing with it. M
. 13 additional members were unwilling 1"

cuse Liebknecht of spreading false rumors abroad an

accusation which he flatly denies. In other words, only

f the 90 members voting, on this point were willing

to go to the Utmost possible Irmrth against him.

the other hand, of the 12(1 who stood with Lieh-

ht on the whole, 11 were careful not to give any

;i[>proval to his breach of discipline. We an entitled

aw the conclusion that they agreed, in l;iri:e part.

with Liebkneclit but did not find that the situation justi-

liim in tfointf so far as to defy the party majority.

My. it must be pointed out that, wl mem-
of the party \\<re unwilling to condemn I.

ach of discipline they th- did not

part !' On the --outran-, they adopted the

entirely difTerent method of being absent from the ses-

We ace that a very decided majority of the group
was ready to go to almost any length against the minor-

ities which in greater or less PPOM the pal

support of the war. We see that this majority at a

critical moment was able to strong ad-
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dition of wavering numbers, until it contained at least

more than two-thirds of the total.

On the other hand, we find there is a minority not

far from one-third which was very decidedly opposed
to the war. Of this minority, however, only about one-

half were of a radical or militant character, willing to

make great sacrifices or great efforts in the support of

their views. In a word, somewhat more than one-half

of the group were thorough-going supporters of the

government and of the war; 15 out of 97 or a little less

than one-sixth of the group are equally strongly opposed
to the government and the war

; approximately 30 mem-
bers occupy an intermediate position.

THE SOCIALISTS AND THE THIRD WAR LOAN (MARCH 20,

1915)

The third war loan, of 10,000,000,000 marks in-

tended to cover the expenses of the war until autumn-
was voted as a part of the annual budget which included

all the ordinary government expenditures for times of

peace. The Congresses of the German Socialists have

decided repeatedly and by overwhelming majorities

after lengthy discussions that the Socialist Reichstag

members were to vote as a unit against all such peace

budgets. Therefore a situation was created differing

somewhat from that of August 4th and December 2d of

the previous year. The majority of the Reichstag

Group still decided to vote for the government, the

larger part undoubtedly on the ground that an ordinary

or peace budget could be supported in war times. A
considerable number, however, who had voted for the

previous loans as specific war loans now abstained

from the vote. It does not follow that their motive in

doing this was that the
' '

ordinary
' '

budget had nothing
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to do with i !< the ordinary

oppositional prim-iples of the Party must apply t-

On : it is probable, from the posit io;

Bernstein (see Part V). that some, if not all. of them

seized this o|>portunity to indicate their opposition to

the pro-government. pro-war poliey of the majority.

Bftdy to support the war, but not to the

at of abandoning what they regarded as Party

principles or of giving up all real or financial opp

during the war. It is also probahle that some, if

not all, of the new minority, felt that the character of

the war had been changing for the worse (see al>

\Vhrn the vote on the third war loan was taken, the

vote of the Socialist Party was cast by Scheideinann

in favor of the loan. However, thirty members of tin-

Party absented themselves from the session instead of

the fifteen as formerly, and not only Liebknecht hut

also Ruehle voted against it

Scheideinann made the following statement :

Tho reasons which determine*] our action in vote

loans on the fourth of Au-uM :m<l the second of

December, continue in nmliminished slmintli. I : the

man' - of our troops and of tin

| !h;it we shall Miccee.l in reacliin^

an honorable and lasting pence. To shvnirilien our .;

'.;ieli \\i\-. -oal in insepnrahle unity with

people, we shall give our consent to tl I Midget.

thirty party members including I

uiae, and other well-known leaders wh

var loan, and the two who i :inst

it .lid not agree that the same reasons

granting the loans as Anirust and the

econd of December. Thi inly true of tb

rs whose na :e added on this

occasion to the previous minorities of fifteen who had ab-
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stained from the vote on August fourth and December
second.

The representatives of considerably more than a mil-

lion Socialist voters were now more or less opposed to

the governmental war policy. This opposition had, ap-

parently, doubled in three months and a half.

The voting of the war budget was defended by David
in Vorwaerts as follows:

If the decision of the Party congresses already gave the

right to vote in favor of a budget to prevent the adoption of

a worse budget, how much more does it correspond to the

spirit of this decision to vote for a budget for the purpose of

preventing the political and economic collapse of our nation.

To this argument, Vorwaerts replied:

We take it as a matter of course that the comrades who

gave their support to the budget did not agree with David
that its purpose was to

"
prevent the political and economic

collapse of our nation." On the contrary, they held the view

expressed by David to be completely erroneous.

Here the issue is squarely joined. The budget was

opposed by these thirty Socialists, according to Vor-

waerts, on the ground that its support would be not a

defensive but an aggressive act.

On March 10th, at the time of the Reichstag discussion

of the budget, Haase made another speech for the Group.

His references to the Socialist desire for peace we quote

below in Part V. The rest of his speech was given up
to two questions: the demand for more extended and

efficient governmental control over the food supplies

during the war, and the demand for full and equal

civil and political rights both during the war and after-

wards. We reproduce here his principal statements

with regard to the latter question:
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T! ;p at

the o t the war was do everything
to protect our own country. T!

r thought of demand im: an\

of August 1th and December 2d. To it the representation of
"

' cannot ji;

jhth

month of a world-shattering war merely the l>n<l

people have made an n-

it hour hy hour, facing death on the fit-Id of With

almost superhuman strength they are performing their hard

duly, without distinetion and in the same way. So the

>! much 1' !' seeing to it

that equal civil ri'_ j'lal duties. It is intol-

eral)le that all eiti/ens do not yet have the same rights without

lion of class, party, reli-ion. <>r nationality.

The organizations of the workinir people have pi

fully twenty army corps from their members. At war and

at home, as the government has recognized, they have done

great things. And now should a KYiehstag session pass hy
without the repeal of the .-xeeptional clauses of the .

laws which are d ainst these workers? We
demand equal riirhts in everything, not as a

great sacritice we have made, hut as a fnllillment of a demand

Q imperative. It ha- 1"

in the li.-ld. who an mur wond-

and misery, shall not be depressed. I'.nt he who desires this

first of all see to it that when our hroth, nme

remain a single day in the empire.

u second-class citizens. Nothing ran wound the ma-s<

I6M that

. 88 a result of the war. have -nll'ered a loss in their

lieir lessened income, will he

r a suffrage based upon classes i

refill

tive in t!
'

will he

majority of the peoplo and will ron-iner all ohst;

deddedlj
i- will it reaeh the goal. <>no tiling could

be done at once without parliamentary discussion: if the
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imperial council would only consent to the chant's in the

imperial order with regard to associations which hav<> loiiir
'

demanded in resolutions passed by the majority of tL

tag. But we see with growing indignation how even such
freedom as has been acquired in the imperial law of associa-

tion (applying to labor unions, Socialist Party, etc.) is being
cut down and destroyed. If the government delays or refuses

to act, our brothers coming home from the field of war,

together with those that have remained at home, will sinmiily
demand their rights. We must have no illusions as to this:

that the struggle for popular rights and the democratization

of the institutions of our government will be carried on more

energetically than ever, when the blood and health of hundreds

of thousands will have been given for the protection of our

country.

It will be noted that Haase claims that the Socialists

support the war purely through the one motive of self-

defense. Yet in another passage (see Part V) in regard

to peace, he says that Germany has already proven that

its independence is not in danger of destruction in this

war. Haase says, in behalf of the Socialists, that they

did not support the war with the idea of winning

greater civil and political rights at home by this means.

But it will be noted that he claims that the government,

in order to get the best support of the people, must

grant these rights and also that he makes much of the

fact that the large sacrifices made by the people will

lead them to insist on having these rights and that they

will conquer them. The question that will come into

the reader's mind is whether the Socialist leaders were

not fully aware of these two considerations before they

voted for the government in August, December, and

March. If so, and if this enlargement of civil and

political rights is now the chief immediate object of

the Socialists of all factions, is it possible that this

consideration could fail to have been one of their moti

for supporting the government? The reader must judge
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for himself from Haasc's speech ami from the sur-

round in- stances.

THE POSITION OF THE PRO-WAR FACTION

On February 22d, a Socialist member of the Rciehs-

tag, Wolfgang Heine, made a sensational nationalistic

speech before the new Socialist organization formed at

Stuttirart in opposition to the radical majority now in

control of the Party in that city. This speech met the

approval of the Socialist organs in Hamburg, Karlsruhe,

other places in control of the extreme ri^rht winir.

but was attacked not only by the papers of the hit

-r, but also by the Socialist organ of Dresden and

those of the industrial district of Northwest Germany.
Its importance is shown by the immense amount of

discussion it created in the (Jerman Socialist ]>

The leading paragraphs may be divided into two parts
an argument in opposition to peace and in support
of the government in the present war, and an imperial-

arLrument irivinj; reasons for support in sj the i^oveni-

ment permanently in its foreign policy. These argu-

ments are as follows:

\\Y s..ri;i! I>einnerats are no Chauvinists, we are not what
ken! -rah patriots." It is not the (Jonnati way to

be Cham 'y defending our -oil.

(lernian culture, tlio ;

nisi not hold

!l..ld

out. ti"t t cru^li .-ill thr world, but to maintain a sure, la-

honorable pence. . . .

the time has not yet come to seek peace. Every un-

timely stop is wrong and attains the ..f that which

to reach. We saw that in t

.... Tl with u*. who have f;m-

ins. In the I':

the platonic peace declaration Democrats resulted
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in all the members of the House, with the exception of
ten Social Democrats, issuing a declaration

: cace.
If we desire peace, we must at present trust th<- Ccrraan
armies, the German generals, the German people, the persons
who are undergoing untold sufferings in the field. To-. la .

Army is the people and the people is the Army.
Let us trust in the love of peace and the desire for peace

of the Kaiser. Twice during recent years he maintained peace
by his personal intervention. Of importance also is the
declaration of the German Government which is now going
through all the newspapers, and warns us that it is too early
to discuss conditions of peace. We can accept this declara-
tion absolutely. On the German side it is not a war of con-

quest. If it is necessary, the Social Democracy will stand
at the side of the Kaiser and the Chancellor if it is a question
of obtaining an honorable peace which does not carry with

it the danger of the renewal of the war. . . .

What shall we do in order to transform the country accord-

ing to our wishes. Shall we encourage the thought of a

possible revolution after the war? This question must be

answered with an unconditional negative. Even if we shook

the foundations of the state by a revolution, the enemies whom
we hope to fight down by an army, would press into our

Fatherland and fall upon the disunited and torn people.
That would be the end of the German realm and the German

people. . . .

The German labor movement arose out of class conflicts.

Class conflicts will continue to exist as long as there

capitalistic mode of production. But there is also a common
interest which ties the workers to the employers. Our working

people live from industry. Especially from export tia.lc.

If this is destroyed, the worker will be more damaged than

the employer. The capitalist can take his money away and

put it into other undertakings, even abroad. The worker,

if he has no more work, is ruined. It has been said, "What

difference does it make whether the worker has any longer

a living in Germany? He emigrates and expends his labor

power elsewhere." That is no longer such a simple affair, and

our German working people are too good to serve as IVitili/.rr

for foreign civilization. In spite of all conflicts with the

present State, the worker is bound to it.

If it is said by a German worker that he wishes to see to
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it that the German export trade does not go to pieces, he
M that that is impi -i iali>m. labor imperialism. D<

allow yourself to be driven into the horn .if the dilemma by
this word. Yon know what it means to the worker to have

; ;..!.- uork. He doei i:"i MM t" have it taken away fnuii

him. If that is called imperialism, we advocate this im-

perialism.

Vorwaerts makes the following reply to this artido,

beginning with a brief summary of Heine's view, which

indicates clearly enough Vorwaerts' own attitude to-

wards it

re thankful to Comrade Heine that he develop^ 1

gramme of the future in (his way without circumlocution.

With confidence in the Kaiser ami Chancellor, he is opposed
to independent party action for the present. After the \\ar.

according to his view, the Social Democracy will become a labor

r democratic and social political reforms.

Talk abont revolution is senseless. Our attitude towar,

uiL'c. Militarism, which he believes has changed
'.linn-.: this war, since .lows and ^

become officers, must see its just claims recognized by the

Socialists. The rejection of the bin I

_'i*le about - the Kaiser and participation in .

'ions (that is, Republicanism) is a thin- of the past. We
in intluence untrouhled by so-called "principle.-."

We think that Comrade Heine, in these expressions, has

I to what is in fact the iroal of a -real pa i

. The at tent ion of the masses of MM. I

labor union members cannot be attracted soon enough to \

tn at trans: the Social Democracy into a natio:

Social Reform Party. For the masses must eventually d



CHAPTER XX

AUSTRIA

IF it were necessary to name the six most prominent
Socialists of the world, the list would surely include the

name of Victor Adler. In Austria, he stands alone as

the Socialist leader. There is no German-speaking
Socialist alive, except Kautsky, whose opinions have
the same weight and authority. And his opinions have
this advantage over Kautsky 's, that they are not the-

oretical but are the views of an eminently practical

statesman. At the same time, Adler 's honesty cannot be

questioned; he is no mere politician with hidden mo-

tives.

About the middle of February, the Austrian censor

allowed Adler to make a long plea for peace (in tin-

much censored Arbeiter Zeitung), which is probably the

most important document on the Austro-German side

since the beginning of the war with the sole exception

of the German Party statements of August 4th and De-

cember 2d (1914). This article will probably remain as

the leading brief exposition of the German Socialist

case, and it certainly would be indorsed by the over-

whelming majority of those who support or sympathize

with the German and Austrian Parties.

We give the article at length, with a few abbrevia-

tions, reserving only its concluding plea for peace for

a later chapter (Chapter XXIX) :

That which is in the minds of all nations, of all the hundreds

of millions who are suffering under the unspeakable horrors

of war, is the thought of peace. We all desire to nee it

through; but we do not want only to keep firm to the end of

299
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our fore- n<7 off the enrtnu nmJ U

sistancc of our country and our people, we also wish to be

firm in every endeavor which brings us nearer t< the end of

i world. 9

y sign denoting that this feeling is becoming more general

from day to day must be can-fully registered, examined, and
hed in nil and in all classes.

I Democracy in Germany and in Austria has never

.ice. and whilst the class-conscious pro-

letariat displayed all its resolution and efliciency to

try from a defeat, and employed all ii

and exp in order to limit the distress

caused by war, it has D -y opportunity to express as

passionately the desire for peace as it expressed the desire for

^oeinl Democrats of Servia must he thanked for

havi i on, from the beginning till now, under i

ticularly ditlicult circumstances, a self-sacriticinir agitation

in favor of peace. In England the most important So.

party, the I. L. P., under the leadership of valiant

tie,
has not ceased to wage a hitler war against the

.1

war mongers, such as would be quite impossible in other less

dem< :ntries. In Russia, if r Icnrc out of account

in thin connection the repres< >

>f some groups who live

abroad, the oflicial representatives of the Suc-ial Democratic

ain<t the war. have

part in the voting, and are -

attitude in the prisons of the government of the C/.ar. who

immunity under foot; they are await ins: the

is to be pronounced in the next few da

tu not speak of th< . <nxl 1, t u
'

//"

ie unspeakahle irricf that has vi>it.-d r.rldum. the

RtrupL'l.' for the whole future of a people which is condi:

hat struggle in which all the historic hopes dwell

next '

OHDtry tramjded ir

^, marks o mi and Poles

special
.

Quite different fi ; iti-

iken up hy the Kreneli ^

rrs nnd newsp i-ressed themsd
which did not bring the complete defeat of G <\<l

These last few months there has taken place a change,
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which has manifested itself during these last few days in a

series of signs which give one hopes that a en tain < ha -,
re in

the thoughts and moods of the Socialist groups of the Entente

Powers is beginning to develop. Above all, in France. The
French Socialists adopted from the very first minute of tin-

war as a matter of course as all of us Social Democrats did

in all countries the attitude that the country must be de-

fended. That was not only their right, but also their duty, as

it was the right and duty of the German Social Democrats

to declare in the German Reichstag on August 4th and De-

cember 2d, with the greatest force and solemnity, that now
that the war which they condemn was here, they would

their full forc~e and spill their last drop of blood in defense of

German territory and the German people, of which latter

the German working class is the most valuable element.

And the Social Democratic group in Berlin has also spoken
for us Austrians whom fate has indeed placed in a far less

simple situation, and who, besides, had been deprived of tin-

possibility of speaking. We have thus on both sides a p>"I

conscience as Social Democrats and as members of the Interna-

tional, which has always worked passionately against war

and for the peace of the nations, but which has never pre-

scribed for anybody the abandonment of his country as a

proletarian duty. Every one of us felt in those terrible \v-

of August the leaden weight of the tragic .conflict, but nobody

who does not regard the policy of the proletariat as a play

with ideas in vacuum, and, above all, in a space denuded of

human beings, could come to another decision or could ever

expect another one. // some comrades, in spite of all, criti-

cised the decision of the German Social Democrats, and, be it

noted, only their decision and not, for instance, also that of

the French, such a procedure must be regarded, with all re-

spect due to every honest conviction, as the utterances of a

naive doctrinarianism, or, which would be worse, as a dema-

gogic exploitation of the horror which, in face of all the

terrors war has brought us, dominates all of us and the suffer-

ing masses in a daily increasing degree.

That game would long ago have come to an end if many
false steps, which are even more inevitable in these than in

other times, did not furnish malevolent critics with the desired

material, and if a thorough defense against such demago.LM-m

were not impeded more by the press restrictions than that
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demagogy itself, which

meaning, is not impeded by any sense of responsibility, and
can finally take n-t'. :-.: in tin- foreign press, which is com-

Our ! unrades have taken up the defense <>!

:ry with accustomed passion; they have ]..<'

it as the affair of the whole people, and naturally.

is a democratic country, have also shared the responsibility

of s. o members into the Cabinet.

nil. \Vhil>t we Germans honestly strove to understand the

li. whilst we more particularly strorr to comprehend
the terrible position of the Bedgian comrades, whose in

tfl country had become the scene of the most horrible

events, the other side made no attempt whatever to judge
German Social Democrats with any degree of in,;

;stice.

attitude of the German and, of course, also of the

Austrian Social Democracy, was denounced by the Fr
v press as a betrayal of the International; and it si:

not the si; that we have ,

I i. -neb Socialists bad to do tl

But '
!i did not stop at that lack of impartial

judgment; even the best of them indul-cd in lan-ii.i

with that of the wildest jin-oes and politicians of the

than a

a book which is a real marvel of understanding lor t!

German, and, above all, of courageous criticism of his own
tl do not lie. express sullici.

his passionate rage against the Germans. He and Guesde
fcbftl they intended to induce t!

Democrats of Italy and Koumania to come out against the

neutrality of their and to v war. which is

an impossible |...li.
, ven if he be a mil

<1. worthy Vaillant, who
has imbibad German culture as few Frenchmen have, i

an article of such unb: 'dness in the Ifumnniti' that

the falling h.i. r into ;dl the .

I Hlnnquism
i by the illusion that tb-

' the

ialism and th.v

cause of t

action and poj .-ression, they finally come to com
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themselves of the belief in (he (V.ar's manifrslocs and tho

liberating mission of Russia. Every timid word B]

make peace possible was passionately rejected at that time,

up to about Christmas. Germany, "imperialism," a \\

which is not used in France in our sc-si-, hut which r

means "Kaiserism," "must be crushed." Militarism, which

they only saw in Germany, and not also in France w'

they fought against it so bravely up to July and not I

in Russia and England, "must be finished by the Triple

Entente; Germany must be humiliated, Austria must be anni-

hilated; no peace before that is accomplished."

From the first passage underlined we see that neither

the defeat nor the partial disintegration of Austria is

desired by Adler or those Austrian Socialists he repre-

sents, that is, the Germans, Hungarians, and Poles, and

a part of those of the other Austrian nationalities. We
see also that he does not want Germany to lose any

"German territory," which covers Alsace-Lorraine and

German Poland. Finally, we see that he indorses wholly

the stand of the majority of the German Party.

On the other hand, he also indorses the stand of those

English Socialists who, on the contrary, opposed the war

after it was declared. He approves the Servians and

Russians, but throws aside those famous Russian lead-

ers, Trotsky, Plechanoff, and Axelrod, who desire a

French victory (see Chapter XXIV) on the ground that

their prominence drove them into exile, or as Adler says,

because they "live abroad." Adler knows that the

leaders of the pro-German faction are also in exile.

Adler does not believe the progress of humanity and

Socialism will be advanced by the defeat of Germany

and Austria. His attack on the French Socialists, on

the critics of the Germans, and on the foreign press,

which, he says, "is not able to judge," is, therefore,

impassioned. It leads him to two extremely important

misstatements.
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.1 Yaillunt attached some importai

liberal promises of the Russian (Jovei-mm -nt. i

is not true, as Adler implies, of the French Min

Ouesde (see Chapter XXII' or of the French Social-

ists . !y, who, including Vaillant. attacked the

Czar for his oppressive domestic measures within a

days of the time when Adler wrote (see Chapter

XXIX).
Moreover, the French have not demanded "the hu-

miliation of Germany" or "the complete defeat

many and Austria.'* Adler is not able to quote such

Cessions against them. He himself quotes the real

'essions used by the French, that
" Kaiserism must

be crushed,
" and "German militarism" overthrown.

This does not justify him in sayinir. li 'hat

they now sec militarism "only" in (Jermany, or that

see no militarism in Russia or France. Their

view is only that Prussian militarism is a greater <
i vil

than French militarism, and that it is largely the <

of French militarism not wholly, however, since they

B part of the blame on French capitalists,

indeed, the French view will ;

iter XXII. It is of the utmost importance to note

that A. Ihi and many other German Socialists have

another interpretation of it. Hut this interpretation

i-ft allowed to pass without referring the reader

to t!
; :imcnts.

Der Knmpf is the lead in:/ peri.idical of the Austrian

Socialists, with the sol* 'he .\rhc.iter

The numher of .lanua;

important article on the Herman Social D< and

the \ l

i Adler. which at the time of puh-

tkm undouht. . S s. s the opinion of a large

part of the Austrian Socialists, not wholly in a

ment with Victor Adler. The remarkable feature of
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article is its conclusion, where the proposition is made
of an alternative course which the German Party mi -lit

have followed with safety with regard to the war loan
of the 4th of August a course which Friedrich Adler
believes would have been more in accord with Socialist

principles than the one which was actually taken. The
argument is as follows:

That the German proletariat would do their duty as sol-

diers was to be expected, but that the German working class

as a party would suddenly and in all formality make a truce

with the ruling class and join with them in common action

was a surprise for friend and foe.

What was felt to be a shattering of the ideology of Social

Democracy, a surrender of Socialism, was not the fact th:it

the proletariat opposed one another in the trenches, but that

in every country they united with the ruling classes. The

point of departure for all the present problems of the party
is not the war between the peoples, which in given conditions

had undoubtedly to be recognized as vis major, but the peace
between the classes.

The break-up of the International was joyously announced

by enemies and bewailed by many comrades. A closer

amination, however, was bound to lead to the conclusion

that it was not the International that had received a blow,

but chiefly the predominance in it of the German Social

Democracy.
When the war brought the party into an entirely new

situation there came about the deepest disillusionment among
these comrades for whom the German Social Democracy em-

bodied the highest ideal of the party movement, the model

Class Party.
But much more unexpected than this discouragement of

some [comrades] was the satisfaction and jubilation of others.

Whence did the latter get their new sentiments? How came

they overnight to a new knowledge, new feelings, a new goalf

If one searches more closly among the proceedings of German

Party Congresses one finds that these aberrations do not

appear to be accidental and independent of one another. !>nt

in their entirety represent a clear development of one sect inn

of the party. If one reads over to-day the extended debate
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in the Essen Congress - h of

Noske. in which li. \\.-ir In- would

Moulder, 0110 sees with :i

astonishment that those sentiments which surprised i;

ere already present at that time in this section of

the party.
As unlikely as it sou 1 iiliculties which the (ierman

Socialists have come upon, anise in no small part from the

that they -i.-ally prepared. They

;tle prepare.! as the Socialist 1'arties in other muir
Much was said about the dangers of imperialism, and. a*

nit z Congress of l!>rj.

lout report. Hut the n,-nt,- political interest and agitation

/-/ war never allowed the (piest'ion to rise: "\Yha1 posi-

tion shall Social Demon if war breaks out in spit

everything?'
1 so it happened that the pride of the ON "-ial

'ilist principles, win

1 in the most depressing way. I phrases
taken up, and often no effort was made at all to hriui: them

into relation with Sr.ciali-1 pi-ineiples. Mut ihe Social 1 )

can maintain ! (' iis < m-n I a-^ that

of the cm is as

a re> <r>i views !' the world. It' Social Dem--

their point of departure -uddenly and dii the

iple, ^Deotaehlandi h- d m-hrr Alh>."

does llie contempt of enemies to disclose their stnlti-

; explain it> conduct ami try

to brinu' it into <-onnection with its old and

poii,'. .xrnus uek'r AIL A lie- in d.r \'.

1 ierman So .craey, like that of all ..the!

. has established with p. arness the fact that

responsibility for the < the war does not lie upon
.lid not \vUh the war. and did everything in it-

tad all its

bilif. '.y no means take upon
i all, was to make

use of the old right of an op
bili' ty was to 1 into full

r that the ruling class, they |

executed these policies, should also bear fnl .Nility for
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all of their results. Therefore, as soon as the
i n of

war was beyond its power it could of course not check the

raising of soldiers or of taxes. The war policy mi-hl <:

unhindered everything that the proletariat hud to irivc. The
bodies of the workers as well as the pennies of their families.

The only thing which ought not to be surrendered was the

Socialist policy itself. The party ought not to take upon
itself any responsibility for the results of the policies of the

ruling class. . . .

On the 4th of August the German' Reichstag group had to

vote on the war credits. Parliamentary votes are not su

for differentiation along the lines of principles. As so often

happens, there were united in this vote a whole group of

meanings. A "yes" might be interpreted as an approval of

the politics of the ruling class. A "no" might be pointed out

as damaging the power of military resistance of Germany.
The Social Democrats could take upon themselves neither

the responsibility for the politics of the ruling class nor for

its failures. . . .

At least we think that the Reichstag group had the oppor-

tunity to clarify the nature of this war to a far higher d<

than they did. They could have demanded a public and elrar

answer from the government to the following question : "Is the

government prepared solemnly to declare that for it also this

war is solely a war of defense, that even in the case of victory

it will renounce all conquests of foreign-speaking territoryf
Everybody knows that the German Government would not

have been able to concede this declaration, that it would forth-

with have renounced the votes of the Social Democrats. For,

like the governments of other countries, it is the govern n

of a capitalistic state. The" International of labor can dis-

tinguish between defense and conquest. In capitalism the war

of defense is inseparably tied to the war of aggression. For

the conquering power there is no choice. Imperialism

mands its due. What was undertaken as a war of defense

inevitably in the hour of victory turns around into a war of

conquest.

A course is here suggested which would have led the

German Party to abstain from voting the war loans

which is a condemnation of the course actually taken.



CHAPTER XXI

GREAT BRITAIN

remark made in Part III as to the present posi-

of the British Socialists, applies here also. We are

confronted both with a variety of Socialist Parties, and

with what has been regarded as a changing attitude on
the part of some of them. For example, one of the lead-

ers of the Ind< -pendent Labor Party and the Labor
I 'any. .lames Ramsay MacDonald, has made a number
>f important declarations, some of which have been said

to conflict. As Mr. MacDonald denies that his anti-war

opinions have been moderated, we reproduce them at

sufficient length so that the reader may decide the ques-

tion for himself. In showing the attitude of the Labor

Party, we are hampered by the ; :<-ial

declaration, prevented l>y certain articles of the Consti-

tution which protect the minority. There can he no

dou! position, however, in view of the Mam:
of the Parliamentary Committee of the Trade Union

L'ress, and the declaration of Labor leaders signed by
a large majority of the most prominent nan

\V. do not reproduce any documents of the Fabian

Society, but we give a very important editorial of the

New Statesman, which is edited by Sidney Webb and

Bernard Shaw, as well as a brief summary of the \

of Shaw. Though Shaw docs not r

ganization, and has no <> in the Socialist

ii is important on account of the

vast amount ission it has pro-

ion also, some manifestoes of the \
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ous parties on the matter of recruiting, not because

wish to take up this subject in itself, but only because

these manifestoes throw light on the position of these

parties toward the war. Finally, we give a report of

the speech of James Larkin in America as organizer

and chief founder of the Irish Labor Party; his pub-

licly expressed desire for the victory of German arms
was an important event, the most extreme point,

reached by the anti-war Socialists of Great Britain.

THE INDEPENDENT LABOR PARTY

The Independent Labor Party view is expressed in

the Labor Leader. We quote from two editorials, the

first written at the beginning of August, the second at

the end of October. The first concerns itself not only

with the Russian peril, but also with the menace of

British navalism.

The Labor Leader says that the motive of the British

Government was merely to crush Britain's commercial

rival :

German militarism is, of course, arrogant, and no one

hates it more than we do. But to suggest that all the war

lords, naval or military, are resident in Prussia, and none in

England, is either prejudice or cant. We are fighting Ger-

many not because we think the mailed fist of her military caste

is a danger to Europe or to small peoples or to German

democracy. We are fighting Germany because we are jealous

and afraid of her increasing power; for that reason, and that

reason only. If we were in this war to uphold European

civilization, the liberties of minor nationalities, and the i

dom of the German masses, should we be allies of Russia?

The defeat of Germany means the victory of Russia, and a

Europe under the heel of Russia would be worse tenfold than

a Europe under the heel of Germany.
It is all very well to speak of Germany's military arro-

gance, but what of Britain's naval arrogance? At The

Hague Conference in 1907 the German representatives sup-
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ported a proposal by which merchant vessels would, had it

been accepted, have been made immune from attar!.

Because Great Britain had a supi

British delegates at ti |>|><>si ..sal;

knew that the Brii armed to the teeth ami

tooUmg the trade routes of tlu- world, could make short shrift

of the unprot* of other nations peacefully ran

food, and the material and products of trade, from one la: id

to another. The defeat of the proposal to remove merchant

vessels i i-i.m the stage of war made it inevitable that Germany
should build a strong navy to protect her trading vessels.

The second article, of October 29th, deals dm -fly with

thr violation of Belgian neutrality, and demands the

fullest possible indemnity a conclusion with which, as

we have shown, German Socialists do not agree. The

Labor Leader does not believe, however, that the war will

lesson militarism or that the British Government can In-

relied upon to protect the rights of small nations :

The action of Germany in violating the neutra

: we passionately condemn, ami our heart- hleed for the

Belgian people in the terrible disaster which has bcfnllen

them. When the war is over we shall urge that Germany
must make the fullest possible reparation for the crime she

has committed, and the independence of Belgium must be

wholly recovered. But, again, we cannot pretend that our

own country is enti' from blame. More than thi

Brit: : in respect to small nati -lean that

we can afford to adorn ourselves in any robe of ri-jhteonsneas.

ir power i>t. although w- pi.

that land when the natixr ri>inur

which threatened the security of the loa:

Briti-.h I: 1)660 -uppned. \\ rouraged
the i :i to ^ubmit to the tyranny of Ku-ia. al-

h in the np pledged ourselvr

maintain the ii ty of their nation. We
have on ,,f th<

. ib in our

minds, ran we accept unreservedly the protestations of our
own goveinmentf
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With these facts before us we cannot possibly justify this

war. We are not pro-German. We are not anti-British. We
are pro-peace. We are anti-war. Militarism, whether it be
German or British, we hate; the intrigues of diplomats,
whether they be German or British, we hate; the machinations
of armament firms, whether they be German or Brit is! .

hate. We wish to see German militarism overthrown, but

only the German people can accomplish that and they were
well on the way to doing it when this war broke out. Virtue
cannot be forced on an individual, nor can it be forced on a
nation. // the Allies are to defeat German militarism, they
can only do so by a more powerful militarism, and the grave
danger is that this war, so far from ending the menace of mili-

tarism, will extend the rigor and tyranny of Germany's mili-

tarism to all the nations of Europe. That is the disaster with

which we are faced. It will only be averted by the democracies
of Europe shattering forever the power of the militarists, the

diplomats, and the armament makers. (Our italics.)

The quarterly publication of the I. L. P., the So-

cialist Review, feels that the Socialist Parties that have

supported the war have abandoned both Socialism and

Internationalism. It declares:

The Socialist movement could not prevent the governments
from declaring war. No reproach can fairly rest with it on

that score. But how has the movement itself stood the shock

of the war? Has our great International proved true to its

principles, proved worthy of our hopes in it, now that the first

real testing hour in its history has come?

Alas! No. The International has given way lamentably
under the strain. Its ties have snapped, the chief national

sections have ranged themselves with their governments in the

fratricidal strife. For the present, the International is be-

come a spirit, a hope, a faith, a cause, deserted of all but a

remnant of the millions of all nations whose love and enthusi-

asm but a month or two ago made Socialism seem the most

powerful and glorious embodiment of human brotherhood the

world had ever known. Like Christianity, free thought,

science, art, literature, education like all the great expected

means of human deliverance, international Socialism has, at
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this stage of i ' any rate, failed to endow men

The Socialist i could not pi-

hard to a i:i no decree i.-poiisihlc 1'..:

re of international Socialism d<><

there. It lies simply in the fact that it has not bee

nt the Socialist leaders and rank and file in the b<

erent countries from participating in a war which they he-

'd to be wrong: and strove to prevent, ami from run

ing their fellow Sociali>ts on tlu> hattlefield at the behe^

rulers. International Sorialism which etB

vent Socialists murdering cadi other and inflict!

wounds, and misery on and h ;

in wreaking awful havoc upon cities and precious build

is not in
1 m nt all, is not Socialism at all.

The international Socialist movement has failed, therefore, be-

cause its internationalism and its Social^/

'Did culture gave v<i>/ t the first blast of the

capitalist trump of n-nr. (Our italics.)

J. RAMSAY MACDONAI.n

(Chairman of the \\ri\\-'
'

.irty)

We r t.i the opinions of Mr.

MacDonal'l and i umber >f citation

reaaons. 1 1- ^ lahor <

in Great Hrilain. tho Labor Party, \\hen the

war brol >r that ordain/at ion at the

Beasion of Parliament at which war was <! ll<

ia also one of the ..f British Socialism. Ami in

he has written and spoken more eopi-

OUaly on the war than any of the oth.-r r.ritis!

and his har-

that they deal with facts and take np many
differont phases of the situation. Finally, his position

has led to a very considerable eont rovers

Mers and I

icnta (which we shall quote) show, he favored ac-
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tive support of the war; his opponents among the So-

cialists claim that this meant a fundamental change of

opinion, which he denied. We have naturally I

forced to give his expressions, therefore, at some length,
and without comment.

We first quote MacDonald's pessimistic views as to

the probable results of the war from the Labor Leader
in August:

I want to go right down to the foundation of things. Ger-
man military autocracy was bad for Europe so is British

secret diplomacy. But to try and break either by a war is

stupid and criminal. Is it really true that in Anno Domini
1914 the only way to dethrone the German military caste is

for Britain, France, and Russia to fight it? It is not. The
end cannot be secured in that way, and, if it could, the price
is too dear. I would rather that militarism had flourished

for another ten years than that we should have sent thousands
of men along the path of privation, hate, and pain to death,
that we should have clouded thousands of happy firesides, that

we should have undone our social reform work for a genera-

tion, that we should have let loose in Europe all the lusts of

battle and all the brutalities of war.

And that is not the full price. For a generation or so

Europe will be paying for this war in an arrested civilization

and a weakened population, an increased poverty. We are

but replacing one European menace by a greater one. W<-

hope to remove the fiend with blood-splashed foot from Berlin

and take in exchange the dreaded rider on the white horse as

the monarch of Europe. . . .

Well,' when Germany is down who will be up? We can

gain little. A colony or two to add to our useless burdens

perhaps. France will also have a colony or two, maybe, and

Alsace-Lorraine. It may or may not claim money payments.
This will rankle in the German heart just as the loss <>i' Al-

sace-Lorraine rankled in the French heart. But with strong
democratic movements these things might be adjusted in a

scheme of lasting peace. With Russia the case is different.

It, too, will want something, but above all its autocracy will

be rehabilitated, its military system will be strengthened, it
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will become the dominating power in Europe. No i:.-.:i.l.-r

nueh it. as Napoleon found to his cost, and as Gern

to-day assumes in its scheme of militn -.ill press
in upon us in Asia. Our defense of India ti--.ll /-. a /

bigger problem than it is now; China will be threatened;
Persia will go. 1: ( upon us the Japanese Alliance,

one of the greatest political menaces to our imperial u

Above all, it will iwitali/c the pan-Slav movement, and ii

Europe is to be made subject to a new barbarism this n

ment is to do it. I know that if the pan-Slav movement
could be democratized it mi-lit he harmless. Hut the .u

r<>

ment of the Slav is just that which will yield last of all to

democratic influences. (Our iial

MacDonald here reaffirms his well-known opinion

in favor of maintaining British control over India, and

also adopts the anti-Japanese views of the British

colonials (see his volumes, Socialism and Governm>

Several statements of MacDonald to his constituents

in Leicester show his position on the crucial sn 1

itinp. The first, from a speech made about the

first of E ifl introductory and connects his

views about the causes of the war to his virus about

Mt Tin- second is from a letter to the

or of Leicester dated September llth. the third

an article published in the Lci meW on

,!M ! 24
His speech in Leicester is reported as follows:

Thr explanation of the war lay in the fact that mils

heaped bunlmx upon the hue U i.f the
| plrs <>f the

-MM until every nation, on :ire..unt .f its hunlens. ha.l

become more and more familiar with the i.lea that it \va-

1 be done with it than to _'

. piling up mo: hape of annic- and

We a iii(le|,en.lenec :in. ho

the Tripl-

.1 iiiunlier

l-iliry has
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been conducted by secret diplomacy on lines of crealin

liances in order to preserve the balance of power.
fighting because we have prejudices strains! a very strong
commercial rival. It is our duty to put an end to these th

as quickly as possible.

We are in it, and we must see it through. There is nobody
who admires Germany more than I do. We owe far too much
to it, and it is sad that we, being Britons and loving our own
country best, must hope that we .shall not be defeated,

worsened, or disgraced. Is it not horrible that the counterpart
of that desire is that this great nation of Germany should be

worsened, defeated, disgraced? How one almost hates a

statesmanship that has brought us into this. Don't let us

forfeit any respect for fellow German workingmen. L<

keep our hearts so tender to them that afterwards they and
we can meet together and think hand in hand they of their

sorrow and we of ours.

Whatever our views may be of the origin of the war, Mr.
MacDonald concluded, we must go through with it, and he

appealed to all labor organizations to take their part in the

social work throughout the country connected with the pn
needs in this time of crisis. It was significant that the prin-

ciples of Socialism had come to the country's aid. History
would record its judgment of their views. Now was the time

for deeds, and everything must be subordinate to pulling

things together.

His open letter to the Mayor of Leicester went a

step further and expressed the necessity of British

victory. On this occasion he wrote :

My opinions regarding the causes of the war are pretty

well known, except in so far as they have been misrepre-

sented, but we are in it. It will work itself out now. Mi-jht

and spirit will win, and incalculable political and social con-

sequences will follow upon victory.

Victory, therefore, must be ours. England is not played

out. Her mission is not accomplished. She can, if she would,

take the place of esteemed honor among the democracies of

the world, and if peace is to come with healing <>n her wings,

the democracies of Europe must be her guardians. There

should be no doubt about that.
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On Scpt i Pioneer, Mr. Mac-
Donald wrote:

On oue point 1 \\i>li to be juiti- dear. I stated it \\1

spoke in the House of Commons on .V

sies and inter. "bscim-d it. \ I not

afford, either from the point of view of honor or oi

to sec Germany occupy BcL'i.im. The war that comes nearest

having a divine justification is the war in which a

mighty state engages to protect a small nation. I that

position I have never receded. In the controversies that ;

been raised I have doubted whether, when our diplomacy is

judged with the whole of the facts before the jud-es. it will

come well out of its trial on that point; hut that. \\ lie-

popular sentiment of the country is judged, it will come out

i and fine so far as Belgium is d, I am quite
need.

6 quotations show with sufiieicnt definition Mae-

I>< maid's attitude towards tin- prosecution of the \\;ir.

But, as we have said, he has touched upon phases of

-t not discussed by other Soeialis; ;md

iiis ..pinions are those of a large Socialist group

expressions,
MIS show, in very condensed form.

Donald's position toward the Socialist Parti,

( 'ontinent. The first, containing bis explanation of

their conduct, is more or less apologetic, the second g

his ci

the war !

-.body nv" the failure

in. That was only in \vith

the general L in which I i-nmd the

Nobody who 1 any do'i

foil"

If Kn
:ld flL'ht v

.ili.sl in the world.

Bebel and of , ,llv that

IM slionld be
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that they should agree to attack France is only a proof of
how little the European situation has been sttuli.,1 ],y tin-

British people. An attack on France, since the Fran*
sian Alliance, was the first move in a war against Russia,
and everybody knew it. A Cabinet Minister years ago said

to me: "Germany must attack Russia through Paris."

(2) The French Socialists in such a war would help to

repel the German invasion, first of all because it is an inva-

sion, and secondly because they fear.Prussianism.

(3) The Russian Socialists would be crushed at the very
outset of the war, and their influence would be of no account.

(4) The British Labor Party would be divided.

(5) The Belgian Labor Party would merge in the govern-
ment because their country being invaded, they would be cov-

ered by the Kautsky declaration at Amsterdam that in the

event of a foreign army landing in a country the Socialists

of that country would be justified in joining a coalition gov-
ernment of defense.*

But MacDonald by no means excuses the Continental

Socialists; he blames equally the French and the Ger-

mans. We place his most extreme accusations in italics :

The activities of the European Socialists and labor groups,
before the war, were directed to building up an international

Socialist understanding so close and intimate that it would in

the end have prevented diplomatists and military cash

bringing war upon Europe. We knew quite well that such

an organization would be useless unless it reached a point of

efficiency which was still far off when this war broke out.

It is so easy for diplomatists to commit countries in such a

way that their very existence is jeopardized and then turn to

the citizens and say: "Unless you fight, the enemy will batter

down your gates and reduce you to a state of subjection.''

In such circumstances peace organizations are shattered and

the desire for peace becomes little more than academic. That

is actually what has happened. Twenty-four hours before

soldiers began to march, the peoples of Europe were at p a.-.-

and harbored no hostile feelings against each other. Twonty-

four hours after the soldiers marched the peoples were

*The Socialist Review (October-December).
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enemies. Looking back :<>n that some <

have taken up regarding $<>< !:<><!. both national and

is fully vindicated. The German Social I><

mselves far too much aloof from man

movements making in their direction and were thus never able

to use their enormous hacking in the country to de-

Prussian cons. and its military organi/.ation. 3

were too mueli <1 in far-off events to pay that ft!

to the immediate political situation which was necessary.
Had they done the latter they could have overthrown Pnu-
sianism in Prussia and with that would have gone Prussianism

in the rest of Germany.
Our French comrades, on the other band, acquiesced too

>i the Russian alliance, which was being exploited by
the ordinary political parties for ends that iron mili-

and chauvinist. They talked in a vague way of ending
war by international strikes and omitted t<> attack the po-

ll circumstances which made any thought of such a |j

nn utter impossibility. When the war broke out, they were

supplied with the excuse for entering upon it that their coun-

try was invaded and they were compelled to join hands with

everybody else in repelling the invader.

We, in Creat Mritain. have. I helieve. the best

record of all. Whilst we were working fur peace in .

way, we <1 support in ;m y particular the j.

proposals of those making war. Our feebleness consisted in

that (treat I'.ritain wa-

u has had the effect of cutting us

<>ur people are indr

and are content to allow t

-d' and settled in secret by
are not called upon to explain what t loing

and what they have in mind. The result has been that we
Me to get up pop,:!;,,- biter
e war bn.ke nut the minds ..t our p.

were fjuite uin U) c.ui-i.l.-r why we were involved, or
what the issues of the \\ to he.* (Our italics.)

* The IntercolUgiaU Socialist (December-January).
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KEIR HARDIE

Keir Hardie is regarded as the founder of the Inde-

pendent Labor Party. Though, like MacDonald, a sup-

porter also of the Labor Party, he is often found in

conflict with the majority of the latter organ i/ation.

He represents the I. L. P. as such, and his position is,

therefore, more radical than that of the Labor Party
or of MacDonald, who has on more than one occasion

voted with the Labor Party against the I. L. P. (of

which organization, however, he is also one of the lead-

ing members).
An early statement of Hardie 's in the Labor Leader

is remarkable, in that it goes so far in its attack on

the pro-war party of England as to seem to indorse the

central position of the pro-war party of Germany.

Let anybody take a map of Europe and look at the position

of Germany: on the one side Russia with her millions of

trained soldiers and unlimited population to draw upon [its

traditional policy for over a hundred years has been to reduce

Prussia to impotence, so that the Slav may reign supreme], on

the other side France, smarting under her defeat and the loss

of her two provinces, Alsace and Lorraine, in 1870. For a

number of years past these two militarisms have had a
'

and cordial alliance. What was it that brought the Czardom

of Russia into alliance with the free republic of France T One

object, and one alone, to crush Germany between them. Ger-

man armaments, and the German army, were primarily in-

tended to protect herself and her interests against these two

open enemies.

A second article sent to the American Socialist (of-

ficial organ of the American Party) in Deri-mlnT.

bristles with important statements for Keir Hardie

has been the most eminent of labor members of the

British Parliament for the last twenty years.

Apparently, some of these statements are idrntical

with those of the German Government itself; nor will
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any Socialist deny that others of these utti -ram -s n

sent the prevailing Socialist standpoint. This is espe-

cially true of llardie's opening expressions with regard

to Russia,

Let us look for a moment at the reasons which led the party

to come to its decision anent the policy which led to

We fight as the allies of France an<l Russia. At the close

of the Russo-Japanese War in 1906 the Russian Empire was

bankrupt in every sense of the word. Her reason for making

peace with Japan was more financial than military. Russia

for over half a century had been the great outcast state among
I>can nations.

the days of the Crimean War in the middle of last

'lown to 1906 not a cent of money could !

loan in Kurope to aid the finances of Russia. She was loathed

. not only for her aggressiveness, but also I'm-

of her subject i. Finland and

Poland, and her red-handed, ruthless suppression of

i rn movement.

Who is there that has not shuddered over the ta'

Siberia, over the tortures and unspeakable atroeities <>!

prisons and dungeonsT I'ri: Kn>p"tkin in a damp ri

sea. where his very gU I,
and his

fell from his mouth! That was ftlMdal

the close of the war with Japan. said, she was

bankrupt financially, and an outcast from t! s of

pe; sncce >lution was being waged within

borders, her army
and i

-in with the revolutionary movement in

d all he

i lied her i

gve her moral j" ! a -tandinu' I

ft Great P.rilain. Why was it dune? T.

hnt old v- Of what ^ known as the "ha!

of p
its plans with Russia, tho n vifh

France, to check the prowth iy.

r yearg ago Mr. Lloyd Georn j in a speech iliat

defense, and that England in her place would do exactly the
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same. The "German menace" had no existence until after we
had formed our alliance with Russia. That \\..s the
the present war, and the whole policy of Great lin:.

and its secret diplomacy, have been on the side of creating
the circumstances and the situation which made the war in-

evitable.

One of the most popular justifications for the war in Eng-
land has been the cry that we are out to protect Belgium,
that were the object it has failed. The neutrality of Belgium,
which was guaranteed by treaty in 1839, was not made with
the consent of, but rather in the teeth of the most bitter op-
position from, the Belgian nation. That treaty was not made
to protect Belgium, but to suit the plans of the great na
of that day. When the Belgians were struggling so heroicnlbi
in the defense of their country at the beginning of the pr>

war, neither French nor British troops were there to help
them to protect their neutrality and independence.
Luxemburg was also crossed by German troops. Not a

stone was displaced, nor the hair of a single head injured,
nor was the fact more than merely mentioned in the British

press, although Luxemburg is a protected state exactly the

same as Belgium. And when one remembers Britain's attitude

towards small states in South Africa, in Persia, in Egypt, in

India, and elsewhere, it requires a very imaginative person
to swallow the absurd statement that we are at war to protect
the rights and liberties of Belgium. As a matter of fact,
France has simply used Belgium to suit her own militant

necessities, and our Foreign Office has aided and abetted the

crime.

I now turn for a moment to the position taken by the In-

dependent Labor Party, which, as it is now universally known,
is a Socialist organization affiliated to the Labor I 'any, on
the same basis as are the great trade unions of England.

It cordially approved the policy set forth in the resolutions

of the Labor Party [of August 5th and Gth see above].

When, however, it was invited to take part in a recruiting

campaign with the two capitalist parties, appearing on the

same platform with them, and making itself responsible for

all the blatant nonsense that is being talked as a reason for

being at war, it at once declined.

It felt that, under the circumstances, to have done anything
else would have been inconsistent with its position as a section
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of ti i"!ial Bo ? the

-t of those wli. i tin- war in Kurope was certainly

not love f" DO r the \\orkini:
'

We knew that already the growth of the Soci;>.

icularly in France and Germany, was speedily hrir

about the downfall of militarism in both cmr it in

France the p< could not be carried on wit lion'

sanction at least of the Socialist Party in the Chambe-
ihe recent action of the government in BZt

ing the period of service in the ;irniy from i\\o to three years
r all practical purposes been abandoned.

In (Jcnnany also tliere was a corresponding growth. When
the German army was increased the only way in which t he-

proposal could be financed was to place a direct levy

id of the usual terms. Five years, ten years
now, and the Socialists of those two countries would

have been in a position to compel their respective
-

to settle such outstanding qne-ti..ns as those of Alsace

Lorraine and come to an amicable understandini: one with

the t that outlook has gone past forever, and capi-

blg itself a fre-h lease . not

nany. but also id.

< the reactionary loyalist and Catholic,

are laying their plans for power at the end of the war. In

declared that the war makes in-

ption. Russi;: it territory. ri h in

.iiid other foi-ms of wealth, but poor and without

al. Germany, lik* i. has had great pr.-periiy
nnd nn ever expaiulint: trade. The British manufactu:
to "smash" trade and get it for />/>/.

The British and Frrm-h milli- <>\i /;?/>s/./

so that they may h invent m- > in-

creasing wealth. A and

navies to achieve their ends. a:id a'l

Smlinir tl' in support in-_' their polr
'.o SO.

We Socialists j

I

'

-\ \\ ill op]
the whole system, whether in

I eo- not in this war
'

d<>\vu militai

>eeret and uul. 'lie nation, so involved D

agreements with Russia and France in order to preserve the
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ill-omened balance of power, that, as the official documents
clearly prove, we were practically forced t<> join in war the
moment it suited the purpose of Russia that there should be
war.

Russia is the one country that will emerge from the conflict
with increased prestige. It is the one power that ran

Germany, and no one will say it is fighting for democracy.
(Our italics.)

H. M. HYNDMAN

The position of the British Socialist Party, as our
documents of Part III demonstrated, is radically dif-

ferent from that of the I. L. P., and its best-known leader,
H. M. Hyndman, has been a life-long antagonist of Kcir

Hardie. With the well-known Socialist writer and

editor, Robert Blatchford (author of Merrie England
and editor of the Clarion), he has for years preached
the necessity of being prepared against Germany and
the need of conscription not only against Germany,
but also in order to make of every citizen a trained

soldier who could be used in the future for the purposes

of a Socialist revolution. As Hyndman has been a

special student of foreign relations we quote briefly

from three of his statements. The first shows that,

although he agrees with Hardie, in large part, as to

Russia, he disagrees radically as to Belgium. He
writes :

"We of the B. S. P., however completely some of us may
have been convinced for years past of the detestable tniru-

lence of German militarism, were at one with the extremest

of pacificists in our determination to avert war, if it was at

all possible to do so. That is the reason why, as a party, we

took our full share in the great peace demonstration in

Trafalgar Square. That is why we joined with our comrades

in every European country in their declarations against war,

as injurious to the workers of the world."

But after the invasion of Belgium the party's position, like
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that of the French and Belgian Parties, was reversed. 1 1

as been my own personal opinion for many
had we acted in the best interests of humanity, Great Britain

up an overwhelming n;i

aj*o a oil y on democratic lines. The objec

which (lermany was aiming were quite clear. Had \\r pur-

sued this policy and refrained t'i<>m an\

such as those t<> which the C/ar referred in \\\> letter. I am

firmly convinced that peace would have been maintained, that

we should not be callini:. in semi-panic, for 500.1 MM) untrained

men, that we should not now be and

ration with Kus-ia. and that we should

y much better position than we are t<>

to upho!,: . to defend the small powers, and to

'e from bcin- cruslu-d.

is, we cannot di>ur ui>e from ourselves that, though

everybody must eagerly desire the final defeat of Germany, in

'Miiiuitted in Bel'/mm. i.

cess of Russia, which must inevitably follow, will be a mis-

' ivili/ed world.''

Hyntlman attributes tin- war to the (Irnnaii military

caste. In an open letter to American Socialists, pub-

lished in the New York Times, he says:

I observe that many Am.-rican So.-; . .ik and v.

as if the war now being waged against militarist (in:

her ally, .' what they call

v.a:." I', ihaps you will allow me, as a revoluti>

at of tliii ar>' standinir, as I

is of

;-|n>neiit alik' of British im-

I

he side of the Powers of the Kntente. it is nothing of

ian asserts that in Great P.ritain at least not

Socialists, but tin K presentatives of rajii

Doctrinaire assertions by well-mean in<_r diampions <f in-

ternational working-class solidarity ca t plain f
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Germany's great war is avowedly a war of aggrandizement on
the part of her militarist caste. This is not <li>-ui>. .1 I.,

leaders of that caste. They hate the German industrialists

and financiers, favored by the Kaiser, almost as much as they
hate the German Social Democrats, denounced by the Kn
Germany as a whole (and not impossibly the Kaiser him.-

was dragged into war by the Junker territorialists, not, as-

suredly, by the parvenu capitalists.

Do any American Socialists really imagine that veterans

like Vaillant, Guesde, Vandervelde, Anseele, and others do
not know when they are engaged in a capitalist wart Old
and intimate friends of Marx, Engels, and Lassalle, of

Blanqui, Lafargue, Delescluze, de Paepe, and Verrycken, men
who fought in the Commune of Paris, who went through the

dangerous struggles against Boulanger and the anti-Drey-

fusards, and who upheld the great general strike in Belgium,

are, I venture to think, quite capable of judging as to whether

their present action is for or against the real interests of the

international working classes of the world. I, at least, have

no hesitation in declaring that, in my opinion, our French and

Belgian and British anti-Prussian Socialists are absolutely in

the right ;
and if I were not 72 years old I would go out and

fight myself.
With Germany relieved from militarist megalomania and

formed into a powerful federated republic, we may cheerfully

anticipate the establishment of the United States of Europe;

giving full outlet to democracy and Socialism and erecting at

the same time a permanent bulwark against Russia should

that vast empire, as some fear, threaten in turn the liberties

of the nations.

In the New Review for February (1915), Hyndman
hails the present struggle as a people's war:

This war of ours is, nevertheless, a people's war. The

manifestoes of practically all the working-class organizations

in Great Britain, the appearance of the labor leaders on public

platforms as recruiting agents, and the march to the colors of

a formidable array of trade unionists, who were earning good

wages, prove this beyond dispute. The unions alone have sent

between 150,000 and 200,000 men to take part in the fray.

These men have assuredly not been forced into the ranks by
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severe poverty. They have gone forward, as they 1>.

light of liberty against despo peace and fair

treacherous brutality. As a Social I).

mar\ nen so plucky and so determined as they are

showing themselves to be have not long since decided to fk'ht a

far greater fight against tin- of capital lu-rc at home.

But disappointing as this may be, we have to look at thiii.Lrs as

they are, and, to my mind, the miners and other trade i;

ists, taking the present momentous issue by itself, have chosen

the better part. They have decided, that is to say, that hu-

manity and the world at large would fare wors .any

and
'

hould win in this terril> '< than i:

Allies should be victorious. They would probably come to

the same conclusion and would go forth to ti-ht on the

side if they were all of them to-d -ns -i>n> E

For the success of lYu^siani/cd militarist (lennany would set

I democracy as well as Social Democracy in Europe
fully fifty years.

!( midwife of progress," said Marx, "d.-liv.

the old society pregnant with the new." P.

too sadly I also the abortionist of reaction, stranizlini:

the new society in the \vumh of the old. mili-

tarist Germany is the social ahonionist of to-day. IK -troy it

before it can accomplish it> hideous task!

BERNARD SHAW

\ needless to icinind the reader that Shaw's

articles about the war raised a vast amount of dis

Hion; but it may be pointed out that they \\

more important to Socialists than to tin- ^enei-al public.

leiiialdy ihc longest ami i

rate pr* ialist Case, and
v ipiitc oclipsr all oil which !

cr;il juildic. Many Socialists n-

almost entirely. Pei'haps an e.inal HIP

t of it: nevertheless Shaw writes

as n it ions are ac-

ceptable to Socialists without exception.
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Shaw has issued very many statements about the war.
The earlier ones, however, were unconnected, if not un-
related. He attracted universal attention only with the

publication of his Common Sense About the }\'<ir, in

the New Statesman, and in the New York Times in No-
vember. This pamphlet, however, was so lengthy and
involved and contained such a mass of material and
arguments, that it was widely misunderstood. ^\

from the attacks made upon it by non-Socialists, or by
nationalistic Socialists of Great Britain, many friendly
criticisms showed that Shaw had not succeeded in fix-

ing the public attention on his main points. This is

practically acknowledged by Shaw himself, in the later

publication of a number of explanatory articles, some
of them better received than his first statement.

It is on these later restatements that we chiefly rely
in our quotations, both because they are his briefest and
latest formulations, and because his copyright on his

Common Sense About the War forbids any but the most

cursory use of that document.

Shaw 's statements were so numerous that we have ar-

ranged the material by topics rather than by sources.

It suffices to say that they were all issued in November
or December, and are taken for the most part from tho

New Statesman.

Shaw announces himself as favoring war under cer-

tain conditions; he attacks the British Government and

capitalists not because they favor war, but because they
claim they do not and pretend "that they were harm-

less Radical lovers of peace, and that the propaganda
of Militarism and of inevitable war between England
and Germany is a Prussian infamy for which the Kaiser

must be severely punished." He continues:

I myself steadily advocated the formation of a formidable

armament, and ridiculed the notion that we, who are wasting



18 i>riiMNr, Tin: v,

hundreds of millions annually on id'-

easily afford doub!- quadruple our military

led III.' rompulMoli

to B': "imtry. both in war

wasters, | dimly tliat I meant tin- r,si to come out

of their pockets, and meant to u>e the admission that i

should not exempt a man from military service as an illus-

>n of how absurd it is to allow them to exempt him from

civil service. did not embrace my advocacy with -n.

itisb public had all alonp been behind Mr. \Vi

Chun-hill. It had wanted Sir Kdward (Sroy to do just what

Sazonoff wanted him to do, and what I, in the columns of the

/ News, proposed he should do nine months ago (I must

really be allowed to claim that 1 am not merely v

the event), which was to arm to the teeth regardless oi

iso which to us would have been a mere llea bite, and toll

Germany that if she laid a finger on France we would unite

with France to defeat her, otlVrinir her at the time as con-

solation for that threat the assurance that we would do as

much to France if she wantonly broke the peace in the like

fashion by att iv.

no dan-jer before us that nothing can avert but a

of human character throiurh the deliberate oul-

ind endowment of democratic virtue ifithntit COnM*
n of property and class, is the d:- 'ed by invent-

ing weapons capable of drstroyiui: civili/ation faster than we
luce men who can be trusted to \i<v them wisely.

Late in Oocnnbor, the New Statesman point.

that Shaw had from the first offered a pro-British and

anti-German argument. It said:

the exception, perhaps, of the British H
'>t if there is any document or article that

been published in
'

then

sentiment on the side of the Allies than Mr. Shaw's
article.

If,
in ;i lelt-r to tli. Diiihi (

1

Hi:ni. orpnn
of the Labor .,f its publioMtion of

criticisms of his pamphlet Cuminmi Sense About the
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War, said that, properly handled, this war can be led

to a victory, not only over Germany, but for democracy
over its worst enemies both at home and abroad.

I have shown that there is a tremendous case for pushing
this war to a victory over Prussia from the labor point of
view and that it is being spoiled by the official case, which
is a bad one. I have stood for a brave and straight demo-
cratic fighting case and for an energetic pushing of interests

of labor and democracy now that a formidable emerp
has at last given to serious men an opportunity of making
themselves heard above the din of party twaddle.

All of his later statements contained passages of a

similar import. We reproduce only his leading gen-

eralizations.

After the attack on France and Belgium, Shaw did

not put even a part of the blame on capitalist govern-

ments. He says: "Had the Foreign Office been the

International Socialist Bureau, had Sir Edward Grey
been Jaures, had Mr. Ramsay MacDonald been Prime

Minister, had Russia been Germany's ally instead of

ours, the result would still have been the same."

And, finally, his enthusiasm for the war is not less

than that of the French Socialists and Syndicalists and

anti-militarists :

' *We are supporting the war as a war

on war, on military coercion, on domineering, on bully-

ing, on brute force, on military law, on caste insolence,

on what Mrs. Fawcett called insensate devilry."

The British soldiers will never revolt because "in

fighting Prussia, they are fighting a more deliberate,

conscious, tyrannical, personally insolent, and danger-

ous Militarism than their own":

Our problem is how to make commercialism itself bankrupt.

We must beat Germany, not because the militarist hallucina-

tion and our irresolution forced Germany to make this war,

so desperate for her, at a moment so unfavorable to herself,

but because she has made herself the exponent and champion
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in the modern world of the doctrine that military f..;

basis and foundation of national greatness, and military

conquest the ineth.-d by which the nation of the highest cul-

-an impose that culture on its neighbors. . . .

: an.l French democracy would be the

litarism over civili/.ation : it would literally shut

the gates of mercy on mankind. . . .

e war should be pushed vigorously, not with a view to

a final crushing of the German army between the A:

M and the KusMan millions, but t"

establishment of a decisive military superiority by the Anglo-
rnbination alone. . . .

We must, if we can, drive her from Belgium wthon'

promise. France may drive her from Alsace and Lori .

Russia may drive her from Poland. She knew when she

opened fire that these were the stakes in the game; and we are

bound to support France an.l Ettttna until they are won or

lost, unless a stalemate reduces the whole method of warfare

.-urdity. Austria, too, knew that the Slav part of

empire was at si

Germany flew at France's throat, and by incidentally in-

vading Belgium gave US the excuse our militarists wanted
: er with the full sympathy of the nation. . . .

There was nobody else in Europe ri ha in

. . . For England to have refrar

burling herself into the fray. ln.r>c. f.i..i. :md arti!

ossible from every point <>!' view. From the dei-ion-atir

t of view it would have meant an acceptance of tin-

"ii of which Potsdam, by atl m French republic.

bad made itself the champion; ti

Junker class to dispose of the world on militarist lines at

the expense ot : limbs of the manes. From the

mlist Socialist point of view, it would have been

the acceptance of the extreme nationalist view that the people

of other countries are foreigners, and Unit it does not con-

cern us if they choose to cut one another's throats. (Our
italics.)

ever. Shaw seems to take a pro-German
:

i st;iiil.

He says, for example, that the British fail to nali/e
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"the terrible military danger of Germany's geographical

position between France and England on her west flank

and Russia on her east
;
all three leagued for her destruc-

tion." But only a few lines below he very properly
ridicules this same idea that the Allies are fighting for

the "destruction" of Germany or that Germany
is fighting for its life. He says that "the Imperial

Chancellor, not being quite an angel, asked whether

had counted the cost of crossing the path of an Empi in-

fighting for its life (for these Militarist statesmen do

really believe that nations can be killed by cannon

shot).'
1

(Our italics.)

Some of Shaw's statements seem to put England and

Germany on a level, as for example, the following:

Neither England nor Germany must claim any moral su-

periority in the negotiations. Both were engaged for years
in a race for armaments. Both indulged and still indulge in

literary and oratorical provocation. Both claimed to be "an

imperial race" ruling other races by divine right. Both

showed high social and political consideration to parties and

individuals who openly said that the war had to come. Both

formed alliances to reinforce them for that war. The case

against Germany for violating the neutrality of Belgium is

of no moral value to England. . . .

Shaw points out that "the Prussian assumption that

the dominion of the civilized earth belongs to Cl<

culture, is of the same character as the English assump-

tion that the dominion of the sea belongs to British

commerce" though German imperialism may be more

dangerous at the present moment. He shares the hope

of revolutionary Socialists that the war may ultimately

lead to results the opposite of what British "patriots"

desire and hints that it may help to bring about the

"freedom of Egypt and India."
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Let us not sneer at the German
; A to culture: lot

08 face the fact that the Cermans are just as cultured as we
are (to say the least) and that war has nevertheless <

them to do these things as irresistibly as it will <1

do similar things to-morrow it we find ourselves ai

town in which the highest point from which our

can be spotted by an observer with a field glass in one

and a telephone in the other is the towering roof of the

cathedral

It had better be admitted on our side that as to the conduct

of the war there is no trustworthy evidence that the

mans have committed any worse or other atrocities than

those which are admitted to he inevitable in war or acre;

as part of military usage by the Allies. By "making ex-

amples" of towns, and sei/im: irresponsible cit host-

ages and shooting them for the acts of armed civilians over

whom they could exercise no possible control, the Germans
have certainly pushed these usages to a point of terrorism

which is hardly distinguishable from the delihera!>

of non-combatants; but as the Allies have not rcnoi:

such usages, nor ceased to employ them ruthlessly in their

dealings with the hill tribes nnd t'ellaheeti and Arabs, with

whom they themselves have to deal (to say not him: of the

rious don; a ism of the Russian Governn

they cannot claim superior humanity.

< Mi Dt ] 'Mb. Sb;i\v even published, in :

1

! in.-iii invasion of Belgium
from which we quote the following passage:

To be neutralized means to bo "neithor-izod" to

thing nor another; to IK i did not r\M wl

it follows at t | and 1 i

are at war, Switzerland from he-im: neutral; in

- she may be in law.

t.. the militai , :' the two Powers, and i

lability may y all the difference b-

and e battle.

8w at present; but she is none the

less preventing Russia from sending troops to the west across

the Scan*: -il a. Holland is legally neutral; but
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she has prevented us from sending our warships up the

Scheldt to relieve Antwerp.
Servia is a landlocked state. If the victim of the Serajevo

murder had been the Prince of Wales instead of the

duke, and the Serbs had refused us the redress they offered
the Austrians, we should presumably declare war on them;

but, though the countries through which our troops would
have to pass on the march to Belgrade might declare legal

neutrality, they could not be really neutral. We should have
to treat the declaration of neutrality as a declaration of war
on us and fight our way through "durchhauen," in fact.

Anyone who has carefully followed the current discussions

of Belgian neutrality will see that this has never occurred to

the disputants. They are arguing on the assumption that

neutrality in international law is the same as neutrality in

physics. They think of Belgium not only as a legally neu-
tral country, but as a vacuum. It is not a vacuum. Before
its conquest by Germany it was a bulwark to France and an
obstacle to Germany; now it is a bulwark to Germany and
an obstacle to France and Great Britain, but it is not and
never has been and never can be nothing. Respect I'm- its

legal neutrality may demand a heroic sacrific from one bellig-

erent while it confers a valuable advantage on the other.

Now, there are some sacrifices which no nation will make.

Up to a certain point of sacrifice a nation will respect legal

neutrality, but if the sacrifice threatens to be suidical it will

affirm that its exaction constitutes an act of war on the part
of the neutral nation, and will declare war on it. In t li-

lt evades its obligation, because a nation which guarantees

the neutrality of another nation obviously does not thereby
surrender its own right to make war on it. If it did, that

nation could injure it with impunity.
If Belgium outraged us and refused redress we should

make war on Belgium, and this would not even cancel our

guarantee.

This is perhaps the position of the majority of the

German Socialists as to this question (the invasion of

Belgium), though a large section is rather less favor-

able to the German Government in this matter than

is Shaw. In their official declaration on December
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2d, they seen Of an indemnity to Bcliriuin. while

Shaw opposes all indemnities for personal damage, and

excepts only needless destruction of property a s-

what surprising position for a Socialist (see Cha;

\ .

Shaw's most careful, condensed, and orderly anti-

British argument appeared in the New St<it<sian on

December TJth.

For ccnturie* now the Lion has held to his one idea that

none shall be greater than England on land, and none as

great on sea. To him it has been nothing whe 1

.1 to

land was better or worse than Kit-land. When Waterloo

was won, Byron said, "I'm damned sorry," and humanita-

and libertarians looked aghast at the re-establishmc

Inquisition and the restoration of an effete and rnischi.

dynasty by English arms on the ruins of liberty, equality.

and fraternity. Little recked the Linn f that. Kit-land's

rival was in the dust; England was mistress of the seas;

England's general what matter that he was an Irishman

was mast' with its kinu-s whi-' his pres-

ence like frightened schoolhnys. Kn-Jand right or \\

'ete with her own native corruptions mid

press less than her own native greatness and

had ri<en all Kn-li-h froni the (-onfliet and held t!,

of power in her hand.

n after t' -lishnian knew what
is to turn pale nt t I'ily i.f invasion. I

than two ],,. i.i,, n lay and 1> :!

nnl E(M that l! iw could int di^].se of.

Then a rival arose a -a in. P.atlh- - il.lr than

were foupht nt-ainst the same foe. hut it wa^

thnt .,se and he . <dd

d in him. II. btud the ~<-h-

land, D r Alles," and something in him said,

hnilt a warship and yet n

d. Fr.'tn

with that one idea at heart, with that necessity dcrp in
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his very bowels, must be crafty; he must win at all ha/

no matter how long he crouches before the right moment
comes. You see it coming in the Yellow Book. Germany
with Austria and Russia with France face each other, finger
on trigger, France avoiding the fight, Russia gradually arm-

ing herself and training herself for it, Austria speculating on
it all, even Austria afraid of the Lion's rival, Germany.

France, always maneuvering for peace, being outnumbered
at last, finds that Germany, defiant 'of her and of \\

contemptuously sure that she can crush the one with her

right hand and the other with her left, yet fears the Lion and
well knows that if he comes to the aid of France and Russia,
the odds will be too terrible even for the victors of Sedan.

France sounds the Lion on the subject. The Lion, irrim

and cautious, does not object to his naval and military com-
manders talking to commanders of France and discussing
what might happen and how, in that case, things mi^l;

arranged. France suddenly bullies Germany; tells her to

clear out of Morocco and clear out sharp. Germany looks

at the Lion and sees him with quivering tail about to spi

The odds are too great. With mortification tearing her heart,

Germany clears out, successfully bullied for the first time

since the rise of her star.

The Lion is balked. Another few years of waiting and the

British taxpayer may tire of keeping ahead of that growl n-j

fleet. The old instinct whispers, "Now, now, before the rival

is too strong." Voices begin to cry that in the London

streets, but there are new forces that the Lion must take

account of. If the rival will not fight, it is not easy to attack

him, and Germany will not fight unless the Lion can be de-

tached from France and Russia. Yet she is sick with 1 1 it-

humiliation of that bullying and knows that nothing hut the

riding down of the bullies can restore her prestige and heal

her wounded pride. But she must swallow her spleen, for at

every threat France points to the Lion and saves the peace
France alone really desires.

Every time Germany is humiliated the Lion is balked.

Austria's Balkan speculation is postponed and Russia does

not quite know whether she is balked or respited. . . .

The devil's own luck struck down the Archduke by the

hand of the assassin, and Austria saw Servia in her grasp.

At last she flew at Servia, Russia flew at Austria, Germany
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flew at France, and the Lion, with a mighty roar. -

last, and in a flash had his teeth and <1

land and will now not let her go for all the pacifists or

Socialists in the world until he is cither killed or back on his

Waterloo pedestal again. . . .

I am a Socialist and know well that the Lion's day is gone

by and that the bravest lion gets shot in the l.>:;-j run. I

foresee that 1 will not, like the old victories, lead

to a century of security. I know that it will create a situa-

tion more dangerous than the situation of six months ago,
and that only by each western nation :ivinir up every dream
of supn : that situation be master-

A lim within frontiers is after all a lion in a rajro. and

the future has no use for cnired lions tiirhtin-j to defend their

own chains. In the future \ve must li-j-lit. nut alone I'm- 1

land, hut for the welfare of the world. Hut for all that the

; is a noble old beast and his past is a splendid pas-

tured more valiant than ever too valiant, nowadays,
!) merely Kni:li>hmen. Contra mundum, I take off

my hat to him as he makes his last charge and shall not cease

to wave it because of the squealing of th< chickens.

TIU: "NEW STATESMAN ": WHY DID WE GO TO WAR?

u be no question that a large part, if not a

majority of the Fabian Society, agrees on the whole

with Shaw. The New ////< \?m/n. limvi-v. hieh

y Webb and Shaw are editors, takes a position that

uore definitely anti-German and pro-British. It

flatly disagrees with Shaw as to Belgium.
The New Statesman distinLruishrs between motives

that i ;m<l motives that existed but

not effective in <-ausinur the war. In all eountt

WM a complex mixture of motives, but the effective

both the British Parliament

-li penplr into the war was tl M of Bel-

Kur Kdward Grey's motives and diplomacy were

of secondary importance. So we read:
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That Sir Edward Grey was fully conscious of the limita-

tion of his powers is perfectly evident in thr \Vliit,- ."aper.
When he told the French Ambassador that he eoul.l not

promise assistance until he had consulted Parliament he was
perfectly sincere. Four days before war was declared a
junior member of the government asserted in the most

i

tive terms that if the Cabinet decided for war the House of
Commons would refuse to vote the necessary supplies, and in

the then state of opinion both inside and outside the House
of Commons the assertion was unquestionably justified. In

spite of the propaganda of the Times and one or two other

newspapers, it was almost impossible at that time to find

anyone who was in favor of intervention. The Cabinet itself

was notoriously divided, with a balance in favor of peace.
Then Sir Edward Grey, in a speech that produced a greater
effect than any speech ever delivered in the House of Com-
mons, or perhaps anywhere else, raised the question of pro-

tecting Belgian neutrality. Instantly it became clear that in

acting on that ground the government would have the coun-

try enthusiastically behind them; and an ultimatum was

dispatched to Germany.
If this account of what actually occurred is correct and

we do not think it can be controverted it follows that the

defense of Belgium was the effective motive which deter-

mined our entry into the struggle. Whatever Sir Kdward

Grey's private wishes may have been, he could not have

carried the Cabinet, still less the country, with him if the

German army had not invaded Belgium. It is possible that

later on public opinion might have been converted to a

policy of intervention by the spectacle of France prostrate

under the mailed fist, but that is quite hypothetical. Our
own conviction is that if Belgium had not been invaded the

French army would have been able without difficulty to hold

the fortified frontier, and Great Britain would never have

entered the fray. That, at all events, it will be admitted, is

what might quite possibly have happened. We sup.

therefore, that attempts to investigate the motives which

inspired the Foreign Office are, under the circumstances, idle

and unnecessary. Cabinet, Parliament, and people consented

to war for the sake of Belgium, and no matter what private

desires doubtless numerous and diverse happen to 1

been gratified by the national decision, it is none the less true
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that it was on Belgium's account that that decision wot
nocked. (Our italics.)

II. G. WELLS

The one world-famed British Socialist from whom
shall not quote at any length is H. G. "Wells. This is not

on the ground that Wells is no longer a Socialist. Though
a member of no Socialist organization ho still dec 1

himself to be a Socialist, holds to many of tho funda-

al principles of Socialism, and is clearly more c

it and radical than many well-known {tarty mem-

bcrs.

apH Wells has written more copiously on tl

than any other well-known Socialist. Nor have al!

writings been merely journalistic. Some have contained

important material and have proved hivrhly influential.

. like those of Robert Blatchford, nearly all have

been ultra-nationalistic and, I

1

- are typical only

of a small minority of Socialiststhough a mod. ratdy
-ational egoism, as wo have shown.

nt among thorn. Wo content ourselves

with a brief quotation from the .V. >n<in showing

the point to which Wells finally went :

the past week [the first week of February] v

0. Wells, irrepressibly breaking
has been urging us to look ahead t<> the time after peace has

been declared, and t<> :! ,!,,],t tin- plan >f "i

many's comm- him "(1*

a decivilized country." whom to dHVat in war is nt suflu-irnt.

and whoso inlinhitnnts mn-l he lr-lil -,

impoverished clurinp pence. Mr. Wells nr<

i all the allied powers to arrant . with thi i-.-irt

of the terms of settlrmont. for n uiiivct-'.ril t:infT !

nist goods ray. "It should."

plainly I

'

!

tbemselves to "bm Rota rflirionry in tlu-ir

markets.' Ic of German manufacture, after the
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armies have been disbanded, and when commerce is resumed,
is to be punished by the custom houses of the world with a

definitely hostile surtax, merely because it is of German
manufacture, in order, as he says, that we may induce in these

hundred and twenty millions of people (for naturally I

tria-Hungary must be included) a better state of miml !

JAMES LARKIN 's ANTI-BRITISH CAMPAIGN IN AMERICA

The leader and chief founder of the Irish Labor Party
went to great lengths against the war. The following
is a press account of a typical meeting in Philadelphia

(November 24th) :

There was no mincing of words, no dodging, no dipl*

in what Larkin said. He deliberately preached revolution

and appealed to the Irishmen of America, through the Irish-

American League, under whose auspices the monster meeting
was held, to send arms and ammunition to Ireland "for the

glorious day of reckoning with England."
"Men and women," shouted Larkin, and 4000 hearts beat

faster as he spoke the words, "give us money to buy guns
and by the living God, who gave us life, we will not fail you
and we'll not fail the mother of our race. I plead with you.

For 700 long and weary years we have waited for this hour.

The flowing tide is with us and we deserve to be relegated

to oblivion if we are not ready to 'take occasion by the hand

and make the bounds of freedom wider yet.' Give us the

arms and we'll be ready with the rising of the moon."

Larkin denounced John Redmond as "a purchased traitor"

and ridiculed the home rule bill as "a manifest lie and termi-

nological inexactitude."

"Why should Ireland fight for Britain in this wart What
has Britain ever done for our people?" asked Larkin.

"Whatever we got from her we wrested with struggle and

sacrifice. No, men and women of the Irish race, we shall not

fight for England. We shall fight for the destruction of the

British Empire and the construction of an Irish republic.

We shall not fight for the preservation of the enemy, which

has laid waste with death and desolation the fields and hills

of Ireland for 700 years. We will fight to free Ireland from

the grasp of that vile carcass called England."
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Here the audience broke into wild applause and as the

curtain was flung back, facing each other with arms in hand,

a company of Irish Volunteers and another of German Ul

were revealed on the stage. The commanders of tin- i\\<>

forces, Major P. J. Jamison and Philip Kapp. crossed

swords and shook hands as the German and Irish flags were

unfurled above them. The audience sang "Die Wacht Am
Khrin" and "God Save Ireland."

in concluded his remarks by saying that the end of

I'.ntish sway in Ireland and all over the world was at hand.

He expressed the hope that Germany would be succe.v

THE I. L. P. CONFERENCE IN APRIL (1915)

The Independent Labor Party Conference held at

Norwich at tin- l>e'/mnin of April (l!)ir>) defined the

attitude of this Socialistic wing of the Labor Party
towards the war and the recruiting campaign. The

National Executive Committee had declared in its re-

port that "such matters as enlistment and the in

of recruiting are matters for the individual eonseieii

When this position was attacked as being a compro-

mise, Bruce Glasier, one of the four numbers of the

Committee (all of them re-elected at Norwich), replied.

< llasier said as a Socialist organization wo n.uld not recruit.

and no man could recruit as a Socialist. The N.A.C. had

dissociated the |uri\ from the COM .pnL-n. but he appealed to

the delegates to allow freedom of conscience. We didn't want
rive those who differed from us on this question out of

irty. (Applause.)

National Executive Committee's report was thru

adopted by a vote of 118 to 3.

But the majority was equally great against any native

participation of Party ofli< i.iN in the n-cniiting cam-

paignon the ground, not that the \\jir must not be sup-

ported, but that it must not be justified, nor the gown-
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ment defended. The following resolution was passed

by a vote of 243 to 9 :

This Conference expresses its strong disapproval of the

action of the Labor Party in taking part in a recruiting

campaign, and of I. L. P. members of Parliament speal
from platforms on which attempts were made to justify tin-

war, and the foreign policy of the Liberal Government which

led to the war.

Finally, by the very close vote of 120 to 121, the fol-

lowing resolution of opposition to the present war and
all other wars was defeated:

This Conference is of opinion that the Socialists of all na-

tions should agree that henceforth the Socialist Parlies slumM
refuse support to every war entered into by Capitalistic Gov-

ernments, whatever the ostensible object of the war, and even

if such war is nominally of a defensive character.

In April, then, one-half of the I. L. P. opposed the

war; the other half supported the war without justify-

ing it.



CHAPTER XXII

FRANCE

THE French Socialists have not only remained prac-

ly unanimous there has been no single challenge

of the party's position by any gem- rally known Social -

leader but, apparently, they are becoming more

and more confident of the justice of their position.

ultra-revolutionist and former anti-militarist, Gustave

ve, has, indeed, gone to a point in his < nthusiasm

for the war where few non-French Socialists will follow

him. Again, Quesde pleads, from the Ministry, that

Italy should enter the war a point upon which some

at least of the Socialist friends of the Allies will not

agree. The party as a whole, however, does not <

ng itself at the beginning of l!Mf> with a

nit ion of its position of the previous A u trust.

^de's argument in favor of French Socialist

support of the war is especially weighty whatever

may be thought of his plea for into-vmtion of Italy

because of his hiph international position. But the of-

ficial 'atement of January 1 (1915) is the most

: all our quotations, as it contains an ex-

ceed -rd lut complete summary of the whole

Fren .-aae.

Gustave Henre* wrote the editorial from which the

following passage in /.</ dtnrre Socialf <m the

occii- ho formation of several nts of foreign

voln: u Paris in August. All the national

hided amonir the volunteers. He
ends his editorial with this salutation:

HI
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Italians, Trente and Trieste are going to come back to
their noble Italian fatherland!

Roumanians, your brothers of Transylvania will be given
back to you!

Servians, your brothers of Bosnia and Herzegovina and
of Croatia are going to be brought to you!

Hungarians, the great dream of Kossuth is going to be
realized; Hungary is going to recover its independence with
the establishment of a republic!

Czechs of Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, to-morrow your
Czechs' republic will be established, free from the German
yoke you have submitted to for five centuries!

Poles, Poland has half left its tomb already, and is going
to be resuscitated among its dead !

Jews, I do not know whether Zion will be revived some

day; but you have heard the good news. Your brothers are

going to receive civil and political equality even in Russia!

May you prosper, army of the nations!

Forward, United States of Europe!

The suppositions or many of them upon which

Herve evidently bases his enthusiasm may be gravely

questioned. But the international feeling that inspires

the passage is undeniable.

De Ambris, a revolutionary Socialist member of the

Italian Chamber of Deputies, published (in November)
an interview with Guesde, the chief subject of which

was the position of the Italian Socialists.

Guesde is reported by De Ambris to have said that he had

no intention of prescribing modes of action to the Italian

Party. But he complained of the fact that the Italian Social-

ists believed that they would be untrue to Socialist teachings

and principles if they recognized facts which were evident

to everybody. They lived in the illusion that they were ful-

filling their duty if they denied the reality. Guesde then

gave the following reasons why it was the duty of the Italian

Socialist Party, in his view, to enter into the war. In the

first place, the war would be shortened through the interven-

tion of Italy, which would mean an immense saving of

human life. If the Italian Socialists called themselves op-
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ponents of war, they must do their host.

var, to bring the butchery to a close. It tiny tin not do
not following any principle whatever, hut

solely re-

second place, Guesde regards the intervention

Italy as necessary so that in case of a victory of the Allied

Powers, which he considers to be certain. Italy could

strengthen (he influence of the democratic countries, Eng-
land, France, and Belgium, and serve as a counter-weight to

the influence of Russia. At the same time, Guesde con-

tends that Russia cannot be regarded as n reac-

tionary element. Russian politics, because of the war, will

automatically be made ac-c-sil>le to modern influences. Be-

sides, a victory of the Allied Powers would fn -, from

the economic servitude in which Germany has placed it ; by
this war the road to bounrcois development would be opened
and the bourgeoisie would enforce liberal forms of go\

ment, as they have done everywhere. A count

against Russia would be necessary, most of all, in tin

tionnlity question, since it must be demanded of the Russians

/c the rights of Poland and Romnani.-i.

foil interrupted that according to the view

the Italian Socialists the nationality question is of n..

. at least, does not concern the Socialists, Guesde
d that this was a great pier.- of foolishness. I'.rf.tn- the

solution of national problems, we cannot possibly lay the

I for the Intel-national.

ifljj
!>> .\nhri- ipofa N of the ania/etnent of

lists that Guesde had taken part in the

1 revolutionary nmvic-
'<> this Guesde declared that one should no'

radicalism as bein^ the same thing ns pctrification. To-day.
when it is a quest i had

offered his co-operation with the government in the deepest
conviction. Certainly the class s . uitinues even dur-

ing the war, but to-day the government is more one of

national defense than a means for tl

em If a proletarian lives on the fifth floor and the landlord

on the first, the proletarian would not rtfoM 1 iti>n

to save the house from bun. in/, lie would do it out of a

spontaneous f- Ndarity. and a
;

the

few pieces of furniture of his attic room. He would do this
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all the more gladly, if he is convinced that the house in which
he lives, in spite of all faults, is better, or suits him b<

than other houses. (Our italics.)

In January, a well-known Russian Socialist, writing
in the Novi Mir of New York under the pseudonym of

Woinoff, described another interview with Guesdc, in

which he gave the following very full analysis of the

war and its probable results as viewed from his orthodox
Marxian standpoint. Guesde is reported to have said:

"I am irrevocably convinced that this war will bring tre-

mendous benefit to democracy and consequently also to So-
cialism. If I did not think so, I would not have taken this

war post, and it is a war post. It was not my patriotic

feeling, not my duty as a Frenchman, who certainly must

put all other ideals aside in view of the threatened destruc-

tion of his country, that prescribed this step to me, but my
confidence in the Socialist cause.

"We Marxists cannot lay aside for one moment our habitual

analysis of humanity. Events confirm us. Naturally this is

an economic war. Germany went to war because it was

stifling within its boundaries. The growth of its population,
the mighty development of its capitalism, forced it to expand
in order to find a sufficient field for its energy. Likewise,

England would not have gone into the war if it had not

known that the war would assure it the dominion of the sea

for a long time. It is a conflict of imperialism on the part

of both. This does not concern us Socialists. We can re-

main indifferent to it. From this point of view, the war is a

catastrophe of fate.

"From this basic tone, various overtones of an ideological

character arise. I do not speak of the ethical grounds on

which the various nations seek to justify the war. But there

is a certain indirect result of this conflict which very nearly
concerns us. A victory of Germany would mean not only
an extension of its economic power, which would not matter

to us, but also the predominance of that peculiar amalgama-
tion of a still surviving feudalism and of capitalistic civil

tion, which flourishes in its classical form in Berlin. This is

a strong and dangerous social phenomenon. If it were to
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spread all "pe for a long
back into the night. Among the English and ! >.>nr-

geoisie there are also, of course, plenty of persons who

expect no good from the further development of democracy,
but would gladly turn the wheels of progress backward. In

seeking their impo . too, necessarily, si

to find some way to the people, t<> tind some solution which

may move the masses t<> ir<> with them. For on that

of civilization which the French and Emrlish have nn

people do not go to war simply because ordered, and so

France and England, forced by their whole past, must go
to war as the knights of democra

"And now as to Russia. In its imperialistic efforts for an

extension of territory, Germany is moved to conquer tin-

Slavs, and in doing so comes into conflict with the imperial
./,, i-m of the 1'etrograd Government. The L'overnment

ar, which necessarily must protect the freedom of

the little Slavic states, thereupon writes upon its banner the

motto, "The Freedom of Nationalities" a paradox enouLrh.

I know very well that it wants to betray this motto. Hut it

cannot do it. It will not only be outvoted at the

congresses by the democratic countries, but after the

.thing will rise up against it, in the isolated condition

in which it will bo both inside tlu untry and wii

fOM tin' iu progress will immediately turn

against it, as soon as the greater dan-jer. the danger of a
. of the powers of central K

Asked if the war might not lead to a combination of Ger-

many and Russia against the European democracy, Guesde
ed:

.h->lutely impossible. We are on the eve of the
.eutioii of Koiim.-iuia and Italy in the war. The (Tzar-

ith such . is pone so far
it. ... No. that is impossible. I',i;t if anylhiiiL' of the

i would be morally still

more The Czar would then cease to be the unforlu-

y. and the duty of the

Russian i i>ts would be clear. As things are to-day,

any continuation of the revolutionary struggle against the

ij? the war, as far as it . of

lilitary power, would really work to the injury of r

kind.
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"Do not forget that if I expect the solution of national

questions in this war and I regard this result as its greatest
probable accomplishment I do not do this as a nationalist.
The truth is that the question of the existence of one or an-
other of the subject nations is of no importance what,
to me, compared to the question of the emancipation of the

proletariat. But the national question everywhere disturbs
the normal development of the class struggle. Marx was a

republican, not because he really expected the solution of
the social question by the bourgeois republic, or even a ma-
terial improvement in the condition of the worker; but he
was a most energetic republican because a republic, disposing
of all other questions, brings into the fullest clearness

essential thing, the conflict of classes, the struggle between

capital and labor. It is just the separation of this struggle
from all alien elements that I expect from the victory of the

principle of nationality. I repeat that I know the Czar
is not easily to be won over to such concessions. Then will

be the time to struggle against him with all possible ene;

At the present we need him. If I had spent half my
life at hard labor, if I had suffered from the knout and tor-

ture, I would nevertheless say, 'I shall do nothing which

might weaken the military strength of Russia in its struggle

against militarism.'

"German militarism, you must understand. Not the German
nation. It is very sad that the German nation has dorian-. 1

itself united to its imperialism. But I do not give up the?

hope that these two different Germanys will fall apart
as militarism receives a decisive blow. In my view, there can

be no possibility of the conquest of German territory or of

the violation of German unity. We would permit this under

no circumstances. Not one French soldier will set foot on

German soil. Naturally I do not refer to Alsace-Lorraine.

That is a piece of France. Moreover, when we free it, we
will give it liberty to determine its own future. But I re-

peat, the French Socialists will not allow this war to turn

from a war of defense to a war of aggression. As soon as

the French and Belgian territory is freed, we shall turn, if

possible, in the name of France, if not in the name of the

French proletariat, to the German people with a man it

1

.

In this manifesto we shall offer it an honorable pear.-. \Y.-

shall propose to it to overthrow its robber ruler, who has
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blinded it, and soaked its soil in bio- when the

is ended the proletariat, which will

duty to its country and to democracy, will have an o

to carry out at least a part of the i

nature demands. And it will bring about this indemnr
tion with all its energy. We shall not allow the resen

and the territorial soldiers to lay down their arms nnti

working class has received its wage for what it has <1>

(Our italics.)

Guesde's position is undoubtedly that of the French

Socialists as a whole. But we do not have to rely on

liis expressions exclusively. For, on January 1st. tin-

French Party issued another declaration which < <\

the ground much more clearly and definitely than any
of its previous statements. The declaration is addressed

to the French public, and since it contains a number of

new points we repeat it at length, placing the important
sentences in italics ami reserving our comments until

the end.

To everybody we cry: Confidence!

months of war, five months of formidable trials have

not shaken our faith.

To-day, as on Au-u-t !th. after the publication of the (lip-

lorn:! which further illuminate the farts, we
the certainty that we are defending our country, which was

brutally attacked.

To-day, as on August 4th, we are firmly convince*] in <mr

heart that we are li :icconl:incr w ju, ,i frfr

ditions o! | and liherty.

To-day, as on August 4th, we are convinced of being en-

gaged in a war of liberation against thr most bruta

alum, against the most savage militarism.

To-day, as on Lth,
/r an- <>rinin of innning over

to our cause the Socialists of all countries, th> Inter-

national, which can only have as an ideal the fed

Even on t .; amont: those who in

th past fought with us against the forces ili-m ami

war, there are already some who begin to doubt and to see
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let us hope they are the Socialist precursors of a German
republic. They have been able to see how their rulers u;

stood the rights of neutral peoples and the respect due to
treaties. In spite of wanton falsehoods, they can point to
the atrocities organized by their military chiefs in unhappy
Belgium or in our invaded provinces. And certain persons
are already asking themselves anxiously if, even in face of
foreign countries, the unity of Germany and her place in

the world must be confounded with the domination of the
Junkers and the ambition of the Hohenzollerns. Heroically
Liebknecht has protested. But we know that there is already
more than one troubled heart. And even at the hour when
we are boldly defending our independence as a nation and
our Socialist cause, those others may be asking themselves
if the chief object of the war is not to bring about, by an
immense circuitous route, their own emancipation !

With untroubled mind we pursue our course. Ah, cer-

tainly, we are well aware of the formidable difficulties we
have to overcome. Now under the cover of the sacred union
of the whole people, now by recalling, artfully and tena-

ciously, old issues, anti-popular forces would like to rob the

republic of the benefits of its victory. Prejudices, bad habits,

reappear and may paralyze the enthusiasm with which the

people throws itself against the enemy. The necessary re-

strictions concerning military information are apt to limit

sometimes the right of useful criticism. The families of the

mobilized and unemployed men at times fall victims of the

unconscious struggle of the classes. And into the adminis-

tration of the war a corrupting capitalism and an insolent

bureaucracy attempt to reintroduce their vices.

We shall overcome those difficulties. Our comrades who,
in the hour of danger, are sent into the government of na-

tional defense have already shown in its councils the spirit

of resolution and boldness which animates our party. They
have done everything to call up, to organize the forces of

the country for an altogether popular and methodical great
war whence it will again come out victoriously.

Parliament, the expression of the national sovfiviirnfy. the

depository of the rights of the people; parliament, which

audits and controls, must henceforth help the government in

that immense task. It must give its aid in completing and

perfecting the formidable instruments which an armed nation
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needs. It will stimulate the energy of all. It will animate

the courage of the people. As heir to the great revolutionary
assemblies it will -ive to the present struggle all its inlx

:ir power, all its emancipatory vi

Doubtlessly, the struggle is toilsome. Let us tell the truth

it may be long. It is the most terrible war of history.
'1 not tire us out.

Socialists, we know for what future we are fighting.

We are fighting in order that French independence and

unity may never again be placed in doubt. We are fiplr

in order that the provinces annexed fortu-f<>ur urtir* ago
nst their will may freely come back to the fatherland of
choice. We are fighting in order that at last the rigl

peoples to dispose of themselves may this time be recognized

by all. We are fighting in order that they ma// form them-

selves into groups and federations. 11 '< are //./////'// so that

Prussian imperialism so that all imperialism shall no

longer hinder their free development.

Socialists, we are also fighting so that this war, this atro-

cious war, be the last war. We are fighting, as all <:

together have fought for years indefatigably, in order that

peace, not the lying peace of armaments, but the sweet p<

MC peoples, may reign in Europe and in the whole world.

We are fighting in order that at least the proletarians, who
are really bearing the immense burden of armaments, may
breathe freely and pursue the work of their eman< -ipation.

We are fighting in order that, with peace established, j .

may at last prevail and our grandchildren may no longer
the aggressive return of barbarism.

is why the Socialists are fight ini:. That is \\1

o be found, as T said, at the point of the battle.

And that is why they are unanimously, more than anyonef

resolved on victory. (Om

nt is sharply differential' that

made by thr (!rnn;in Party on Deeemlier 1_M. in MM
IPS. The French statr their war to be on

defense; the Germans, in reaffirming their position of

Auirost 4th, state it to be a war of defense against

Russia, saying nothing oi < and England. an<l

make it
\

December 2d that they regard
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it as a war of aggression against Belgium while :

have not stated that they approve the invasion of that

country, even as a "military necessity" (see above-
Chapter XIX).
The French are resolved on "victory"; the Germane

wish only to defend Germany from invasion, for, ac-

cording to their statement of August 4th, the only vic-

tory they seek is one over the armies of the Czar ism.
The Germans are fighting against Russian despotism,

the French are fighting not only against imperialism,

(i.e. absolute monarchy, the French meaning of the

word), but also against "militarism" a claim not made
by the Germans.

The Germans claim that they are loyal to Interna-

tional Socialism in the position they have taken, but say

nothing to deny the right of the French, from the inter-

national proletarian standpoint, to fight against the

Germans
;
the French Socialists claim the exclusive sup-

port of the International for the Allies against Germany
and Austria.

But the most momentous and important feature of

the French declaration is their differentiation between

the German Socialists of Liebknecht's opinion and the

rest of the party. For this portends, in the case of a

split in Germany, the formation of two Socialist "In-

ternationals." It may also affect the peace negotia-

tions; for the French Socialists may be willing to fight

the Kaiser indefinitely, whereas apparently they are

ready for peace the moment signs of the democratiza-

tion of Germany make their appearance.
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BELGIUM

A DEBATE BETWEEN GERMAN AND BELGIAN
SOCIALISTS

Tire Belgian Socialists report [in Justice (London)

January 7, 1915] a debate held with visiting (ierman

Socialists in the Socialist headquarters in Antwerp. \\

have only the Belgian report, which is probably n -lia-

ble as to the Belgian side. The German case, h\\.

is here presented in the same arguments used by the

right wing of the party (see Chapter XIX) and internal

evidence also indicates that it is reported with sub-

stantial, though doubtless not complete, accuracy.

A few days nfVr Lk-bkneeht's visit, the P.d-inn So-iali<N

were honored with the presence of Comrades Noske, R<

lag deputy for Chemnitz, and Dr. Koster, of the staff of

ll'itnburger Echo.

Noske is a very militant revisionist, who distinguished
himself in the Reichstag dunn- tin- D on the war

'. his interpellations of a militarist tendency.

K'ct he was taken severely to task at tin < '.ingress

of 1911 by the delegates of Mar \ \em-

lit. and others. Dr. K"-I<T |>elongl to the

Inmburger So,-i:ilist journal \vhieh was
called to order by the 1';. itive, be-

cause of it^ nltrn-ohnnvinist attitndr. of which rebuke, how-
r took no account.

n turned rapidly to the hurnii

of the attitude of the German Social Demo- -rats in the

U- W -M :.

To th- Belgian Socialists who COT .,f the vi

of Belgian territory, Dr. Kostn with disconcerting
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assurance, first by repeating the pretended Franco-Belgian
agreement already mentioned by H. WcudHl
Reichstag member and volunteer in the German army, whose
visit among the Belgian Socialists had previously been re-

ported in Justice], and then he added: ''After all, what has

happened is your fault. You had only to let us pass. You
would have been amply compensated by our govern:
and we would have brought to you into the bargain universal

suffrage, protective laws for women -and children, general
insurances, and many other laws which, notwithstanding your
strength, you have not been able to gain for yourselves."
And these Prussian Socialists, themselves crushed down by
the three-class electoral system, went on : "Besides, everybody
has known for years past that in the event of a Franco-
Prussian war our troops must pass through Belgium."

"In that case," the Belgians replied, "when your deputies

questioned your government in the Reichstag as to its inten-

tions towards Belgium in the event of a Franco-German war,

they were playing an odious comedy; as also when at Inter-

national Congresses you met us to discuss and vote resolu-

tions on the necessity for small states to defend their inde-

pendence and the integrity of their territory. The honor of a

nation, respect for its independence and its liberties, interna-

tional treaties, have, then, no value in the eyes of German
Socialists ?"

"The honor of a nation," replied Koster, "is a piece of

bourgeois ideology with which Socialists have nothing to do.

As for the International, they cannot hold to it in time of

war. Does not all historical materialism teach us that work-

ing-class development is intimately bound up with the eco-

nomic development and prosperity of the nation t Therefore

German Socialists must support the government, which is at

this moment defending the very existence of the country

against the attacks of England and France and Russian des-

potism."
"And is it for the defense of the German proletariat that

you violate our neutrality and massacre the Belgian workers!"

"Do you mean to say that you place respect for your

trality higher than the lives of a hundred thousand ment

We knew that to cross the Vosges to enter France meant the

sacrifice of a hundred thousand more lives than the passage

through Belgium. The choice for us could not be in doubt."
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not the

reasoning, we mrji stood aside to let you pass;
will. :M.L' that Kn-jlaml ami !

manded, and rightly, a severe reckoni :. 1-iura we are

unanimous in placing honor above iimneil i il inter-

est*, and between our honor and the defense of our lihi

and the lives of a hundred thousand men, we should not hesi-

tate an instant. ..."
The two German comrades having repeatedly declared

that Germany was only defending hersclt a-jainst the aitack

of England, France, and Ixussia, it was pointed out to them

that such was not the contention of German Socialist journals

until the eve of the war. Up to the last day they held the

view that the danger was not at St. Petersburg, Par!-.

London, but at Berlin, for the government by letting An
i against Servia, was defeating the evidently p.

ful efforts of London and Paris, and making it impossible
in to follow up the pacific suggestions made t<

"That is quite true." said the two German Socialists, "but

talked in that way, we knew it was not true; we did

so for political tactics, the better to hrini: pressure on the

government. At the most, if Russia did not want wnr. it

was solely because she was not ready and the ti<>n

of her army was not completed. If we had waited a

I years Germany would have been crushed, and that we
c.uild mil have at any price. P.nt you. who criticise cur at-

titude so bitterly, you say nothing about the I-Vendi Sodal-

Vbo are li-ht ing with Russian barbarism a 'man

ci\ili/ation."

T'.-.di S, \-Q always fought with enercry ^
the I -etjuently you cannot hold

them responsible. Hut yon cannot ignore that the initial

Cause of the 1 'nan milit.i

and imperialism, which you have opposed in times of peace,
vhich you now uphold with all your miirht

forced to ask ourselves what would have happened if our

-h comrades had been able to prevent this alliance, when.
nt the critical moment, you deny all the principles of the

International, and that in your country the prinr-ij

>eace, Socialism, take* t

!

imperial:

>d faith as Intel-nation:-

attitude of the German Socialists does not allow us
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to consider them as such. You may be excellent national

democrats, but you have not acted like Social Democrats.
When we say 'you/ we speak, of course, of those who wer
favor of voting the credits. We know that a minority de-

clared against it, and that on the side of those fourteen mem-
bers of the Reichstag there are others in the party, and par-

ticularly those who have devoted twenty years of their lives

to fighting against Czarism, and who have seen clearly and
have not allowed themselves to be carried away by the Chau-
vinist tide."

"How do you know that? Who has told yout Not one of

those who declared against voting the credits, not even Lieb-

knecht would dare, in any case, to declare so publicly, for he

certainly would not be re-elected!"

Speaking of the fate reserved for Belgium, the two visitors,

who did not for an instant doubt the triumph of the German

armies, said that Belgium would not be annexed, but that she

would not be allowed to maintain an army, that the forts of

Liege, Antwerp, and Namur would be razed, and that Ger-

many would make Antwerp the base of such a powerful fleet

as would force England to abandon all idea of future

war.

The Social Democrats were not supporting the war with

enthusiasm, but concern for the maintenance of their organi-

zation did not permit them to take up any other attitude.

The last-mentioned argument, whether correctly re-

ported in this instance or not, occurs frequently in the

statements of the German Socialist majority, as several

of our documents have shown. The preservation of the

German Party organization, moreover, is regarded as

important by the whole International Movement pro-

vided it is not done at the cost of the lives of llrluiun.

French, and British workingmen, or in a way to cripple

the relatively advanced democratic or semi-democratic

governments of these countries. In a word the preserva-

tion of the German organization from attacks of tin-

German Government and the militaristic part of tho

German people might (or might not) justify certain
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concessions to militarism pr< not paid

for by the Socialist organizations <>f other count;

In a speech made in London (on Jaim. tin-

Belgian Socialist Minister iismssed

at length the German Socialist attitude to r.elgium.

He protested against any peace that might in*

store the status quo. He is reported to have said:

What shocks us is the way in which the German S

Democrats have taken part in the deliberate and cruel crush-

ing of the Belgian people. German Social Demoer

seen what has been done in Belgium. They have not m<

about it as you ha have seen the art treasures

destroyed at Louvnin; they have SI-CM the destruction at

Malines, and the massacres that have taken place, n

lion and ruin of the villages, the violation of women and

BUB! in the convents; and they have made no real <

protest. One or two Germans have done so, and to i

we render homage.
Tlir Hd-ian Socialists protected that they were hound as

a matter of solemn right and duty to defend the

Oh, said our German friends, this is "l)our-je..is ideol..

But as Socialists and Belgian citi/ens we uphold a different

code of honor. A signature of a Socialist is as sacred as the

signature of a bourgeois, and the signature of the Bel

00 was affixed to the treaty of neutrality, and we must

maintain it. not merely for our own sake, but also for the

sake of Germany and France. Belgium fills the role of a

buff- -tahlisheil on purpose to prevent (lermauy be-

<led by France, tnd l-'ranre being invaded hy
'

y, and it was our duty to tight against any power that

.. \v,
fig] i. ,,ot merely beeamt we

love freedom and hut Ix-c ih.it

without freedom Socialism will he impossible; and also be-

cause we would not quietly allow the Kaiser to stab the re-

public of I hack.

We Belgian Socialists are fighting, and will

fight What will happen i;

partisans of Germany have their way? What is it they ask

fort The maintenance of the status quo ante that things
are to remain as they were bcf. a tin- future as in
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the past the strong are to dominate the weak, and that ni

is to constitute right; that Schleswig is to remain part of

Prussia; that Poland is to be held down by Prussian

gendarmes; that Bohemia is to remain tyrannized over by
Austria; that Trentino and Trieste are to remain in the grip
of Austria; that Alsace and Lorraine, torn from Franc*

brute force in 1871, are to remain German provinces. Then

Belgium will lose her independence, and Holland become a

mere vassal state to Germany. On the side of the Allies

stood the liberation of small countries: Ireland liberated by
England, Poland by Prussia and Russia, Alsace-Lorraine re-

turned to their mother country, reparation and justice to the

Balkan nationalities these are the considerations which

justify the attitude of Belgium and France.

There are some English people who do not feel this en-

thusiasm and display indifference. The Independent Labor

Party had received [congratulatory] messages from Kair

and Bernstein, who supported the voting of the war credits,

applauding the I. L. P. for opposing such a course here.

This will injure the Socialist cause in this country [Great

Britain].



CHAPTER XXIV

RUSSIA

WHEN we come to Russia, we no longer find the same

unanimity as we did at the outbreak of the war. Kus-

iini: .Marxist. Plechanoft', who enjoys amonLr

world Socialists a reputation as high as that of (iu<

and second only to that of Kautsky, has indorsed the

I'Yench Socialist view of the war, and Axel rod. tin-

best known publicist of the same faction (the so-call* d

Minority), takes a somewhat similar view. On the other

hand, Martoff, and the other leaders of this faction

and of other groups, still oppose tin war, and are

doing all in their power to utilize the present oppor-

tunity exclusively for the purpose of brin'/mg about

a revolution in Russia, as the arrest of a number
of S members of the Duma indicates. (As the

f Martoff refers to peace, rather than to war,
we postpone our K-le.-:i..ns to chapter XXI !

That is, both the "Majority" and the "Minority" fac-

I of the Social Democratic organization, the Social

liilionists. and the various national Socialist pa

tli- . Poles, Lithuanians, .lews, etc.-

the most part to seize the first opportunity for insur-

"ii. The Lithuanian Nationalists, for

have sought to strengthen their own position by aiding

(iovenmient to compicr a part of 1

Prussia, < :ound that this territory once belonged
thuania and that a certain number of Lithuanians

are still living there. To this the Lithuanian Socialists

m
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of Russia reply that since the utmost possible per.-

tion of Lithuanians has taken place under the Czarism,

they do not wish to extend its boundaries, and thai

Lithuanians in East Prussia form only a small part of

the population (Vorwaerts, December 21st). The Jew-
ish Socialists are even more revolutionary, since racial

persecution has greatly increased since the war.

The position of the ''Majority," or radical Social

Democrats, is shown in their open letter to Emile Van-

dervelde, who had appealed to them to support the Rus-

sian Government in the present crisis. To this invita-

tion they replied:

We are aware that this war concerns most deeply the inter-

ests of the world's democracy, on the one hand, by delivering
the French republic and the Belgian and English democracies

over to German militarism, and contributing, on the other

hand, to strengthen in Russia the political power of the

Romanoff dynasty and their despotic monarchy.
We Russian Social Democrats, while bearing in mind the

anti-democratic character of the Prussian hegemony, must not

forget the other enemy of the working class and of the

whole democracy Russian absolutism. The letter's home

policy remains unchanged. In Russia we have the same old

merciless oppression and the same old unlimited exploitation.

Even now, in war time, when one might have expected
absolutism to have acted more carefully and also more gener-

ously, it has retained its old character, for it persecutes as

before, and exercises the same pressure on democracy, on tho

various nationalities of Russia, and, above all, on the work-

ing class. All Socialist newspapers have been suppressed,

all labor organizations dissolved; arrests and banishments are

still taking place without trial and verdict. And should the

war end with a complete victory of the reactionary Russian

Government and no democratization of political power take

place at the same time, that government will, even after the

conclusion of war, continue its anti-popular policy in Ri:

as well as outside of it. In that case it may become the center

and source of a reactionary world policy.

It is for that reason that the Russian proletariat cannot
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in any case and under any moos conclude a t

with tho Russian Government even for a short time, hut

refuse it any kind of support. \\ er it to i><

to continue our implacable fijiht

ment, proceeding from the standpoint of our old demands
which were raised with such unanimity by tho Ru--ian pro-

doriog the revolutionary movement of Uwr> and

which it renewed during the mass movement of the last two

yi -ars.

Our watchword is as before : the convocation of a sovereign
national assembly, of a constitutional convention. \V<> are

working towards that goal, precisely in order to defen.i

ests of democracy, of which you speak in your telegram.
The Russian Social Democracy occupies an important posi-

tion in the democratic world movement. We therefore believe

ourselves to bo net in:: in the interests of the world's democracy
are so dear to us. The absolutism m^nim: in Russia is a

pillar of reactionary militarism in Kumpe: it is that I

hit ism which has made Germany's hegemony possible, and is

the worst, most menacing enemy of democracy. \\
'

n :

also look to the future of our Socialist movement.
THK I-AKfTTIVK ('OMMITTKK OF THK RUSSIAN SOCIA

LABOR PARTY (the Majority Group).

Social Democrats, however, in a declaration is

sned later, differentiate sharply between the posit

i l.y the Socialists of the various countries. T
are against the Czarism under all circumstances, they

resent the imputation that they mi-jlit be persuaded to

support it for any object whatever, but they class the

governments of Germany and Austria, together with

i, as "the backward monarch!.

further and declare that the

man Government supports the C/.arism. and that the

action of the German Socialists in aiding their n\.

ment can serve only to re-enforce this sinister MM

The manifesto
|

denounces the ml in? classes of

Germany in urging the people to defend their country against
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the despotism of Russia. "As a matter of fact," the mani-
festo declares, "the capitalists of Germany by their s

towards the Prussian Junkers and their head, William II,
have always been the most faithful allies of Czardom and
the enemies of the revolutionary movement of the workers
and peasants in Russia. As a matter of fact, these very capi-

talists, in alliance with the Junkers, will, whatever the result

of the war may ber do all they can to support the Czar's

monarchy in its struggle against the Russian revolutionary
movement."
"As a matter of fact German capitalists have entered upon

a looting expedition against Servia with the object of con-

quering her and thus stifling the national revolution of the

southern Slavs, while, at the same time, directing the bulk of

their military forces against the freer countries, Belgium and

France, in order to pillage a richer rival. While circulating

fairy tales about a defensive war, the German capitalists

chose, as a matter of fact, the most convenient moment for

the war from their point of view, taking advantage of their

latest improvements in military technique to forestall the new
armaments planned and already determined upon by Russia

and France."

British and French capitalists are also severely condemned.

"At the head of the other belligerent group staml the

British and French capitalists, who are trying to delude the

working class by contending that they have entered upon the

war for the sake of their respective fatherlands, for the sake of

liberty and civilization as against Germany's militarism ami

despotism. But, as a matter of fact, these capitalists had

hired long ago, at the price of their milliards, the troops of the

Russian Czardom, the most reactionary and barbarous mon-

archy in Europe, preparing them for an attack upon Germany.
As a matter of fact, the object of the war on the part of the

British and French capitalists is to grab the German colonies

and to ruin a rival nation, distinguished by a more rapid

economic development. It is for this noble end that the

'progressive,' 'democratic' nations are helping tin

Czardom still more ruthlessly to oppress Poland, Ukraine,

and other small peoples, still more effectively to stifle the

revolution in Russia itself.

"But the greater the zeal of the governments and the ruling
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classes of all countries in ti workers and
to incite them apni the more savage their sys-
tem of military laws and military censorship, the more

nbent upon the organized working -la>s to defend its

class unity, its internationalism, its Soda m as

opposed to the jingoistic orgy of the 'patriotic' capitalist

cliques of all countries. To give up that task would n.

the renunciation of all democraticf not to speak of Socialist,

aspirations of freedom."

he attitude of those German Socialist 1 ciders

who have tried to justify the war "by pretending to fight

Russian Czardom," the manifesto says:

"We Russian Socialists declare this argument to be a i

sophism. ilutionary movemei t (V.ardom in

Russia had again assumed <jiu
rautic dimensions reeetitly. . . .

On the eve of the war, the I 'resident of the French rep

had the opportunity of seeing dnrinir his visit to Niehola- II

barricades erected by the Russian workers in the streets of

the Russian capital, 'i ian work in * ela*s did not

ik from any sacrifice in its endeavor to free linn

from the disgrace of the Czar's monarchy. We are bound
to say that it :i!cn!ated to retard the down-

fall of Czardom and to help C/ardoni in H

the whole of t .in democracy, it is tlie war,
h has placed at the disposal of the Czar for the ae.

ph-hment of -i'-nary objects the gold bags of the

. and i; Brian rapitali>ts. If anyt:

impede the revolution^ ;lc of the Russian

class against Czardom, it is precisely the attifn.;

leaders of the Gen: . \\hii-li is con-

stant d to us by the Russian jingo press as an

example."

Of special w< ! significance is the indors*

'issinn Socialists of that kind of mtern;iti<.n;iliMii

which takes a definite stand against nationalism, and
does not profess to \nclu<l< it.

At an early period of the war, Plcchanofi

leading Marxist, wrote a letter in which In- took the

position that the defeat of Russia by Germany would
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not only mean further reaction in Russia, but that it

would block Russia's economic evolution, the basis of

all other development in the Marxian view. The 1<

is very brief
j
we reproduce it in full :

Dear Comrades: For some time past there has been a

good deal said in your journal about the Franco-Russian
Alliance.

If I am not mistaken, there are those of our comrades in

England who take quite seriously the statements of the Ger-
man General Staff that, in beginning this war, they desired

to fight against Russian barbarism.

This argument cannot be upheld: Russian barbarism is

the despotism of the Czar. But how is it possible to believe

that the Emperor of the Junkers has any intention of destroy-

ing the power of the Emperor of the "Black Hundreds"!
Since our revolution of 1905-6, William II has been the

strongest support of his brother, Nicholas II. In Ri;

everybody knows it, and so true is it that even at the present
time even during the war itself the extreme reactionary

party leans towards William. The organ of this party, the

Russian Flag (which is known in Russia as the Prussian

Flag), is doing its best to exonerate the Germans from the

atrocities which have called forth the just indignation of the

entire civilized world.

It is not for freedom that Germany has declared war. No,
comrades. She made war for the conquest of economic su-

premacy. This is the imperialist programme which she

strives to realize.

And, so far as my country is concerned, once vanquished

by Germany it would become her economic vassal.

Germany would impose upon Russia such onerous condi-

tions as would render her further economic evolution terribly

difficult. But as economic evolution is the basis of social

and political evolution, Russia would thus lose all, or nearly

all, the chances of bringing Czarism to an end.

That is why there is among us only the extreme reactionary

party which can reasonably hope for the triumph of Ger-

many.
The Socialist world must not be led astray by the phrase-

ology of the great German General Staff. The victory of
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Germany means the setback of progress in \v rope
and the definite, or almost indefinite, triumph <>t

tepotkm. Yours very truly.

GEORGES PLECHANOFP.

Paul Axelrod, one of the founders of the Russian s.

cial Democratic Party, and one of the best known pub-

licists, after Plechanoff and Lenin, wrote in a similar

I do not belong to those who jud 'idnet of all the

various Socialist Parties in this war in the same way.

cording to my opinion, one cannot place on the same level

the entrance of Guesde, Sembat, and VamU-rvelde into gov-
ernments and the granting of the war credits by the German
Social Democracy.
Those comrades who judge the behavior of the resp<

representatives of the German Social Democracy and of the

labor parties of France and Belgium in the same way base

action on the proposition that it would be both foolish

and absurd to distinguish between aggressor nn<]

between a government which is guilty of war, and those which

to a certain degree were driven into it. War is tin- I'm

regime, of the imperialistic politics of the rul-

ing classes of most of the Kuropean nations, each one of

which is driven to force a monopoly of economic and political

world power for itself. Of course, all that is absolutely true.

and yet I hold it to be altogether improper, in j <

Conduct of the labor parlies in the present war. that one

should be led solely by the -..-:.!. i.ition that this war was a

historic necessity. I do not see how, in thus discussing this

question, one can leave it altogether out <: ,ti<.n who

provoked. !>ears the -juilt of the trrncral world

he; who <; -ul intentionally conspired to hrr

about, and thereby placed nil the countries against whon
warlike attack was directed under the necessity of i

and death matter of the defense of ti>

It is necessary to analyze the real conditions which >

in every country 1- lerl.n at ion of

shown, military circles in Germany were well informed :i
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the fact that Russia and France at thai particular m
were not prepared for war. They hasten.-,! i

tage of this fact. The French militarists ami it

were, of course, conspiring to stir up a war within two or
three years. But would not the proletariat have perhaps been
further strengthened within that time, and the prospect of

peace bettered? And that in turn would have made easier

the struggle of the German democracy against chauvinism
in its own country. It is true, imperialism makes it t< the

interest of all the Great Powers to attack and in this ob-

jective sense they are all at the bottom guilty. But we
not on this account avoid the question as to which of the

participants in the war is relatively more guilty. So I

understand Bebel very well when he once said that the party
of the proletariat would be in a very sad condition it it

showed itself unable in case of war to decide on which side

the guilt lay, which side was attacked. One can only
that Bebel overestimated the sharpness of vision of his

party.
I do not accuse the German proletariat and its party of

treason, I only say they did not display sufficient acuteness

of vision
;
that they ought to have been able to understand, as

Bebel declared in his speech (see Chapter XIX).
Germany declared war and threw itself with its whole

power against Belgium. Could the Belgian worker console

himself with the fact that the war was called out by the im-

perialistic politics of the Great Powers? Was not he right,

when the German army pressed into Belgium, to seize his

weapons in order to defend his very existence? To accuse

the Belgian Socialists, as some do, because they defended

their own country, to support this accusation by the prop
tion that perhaps in the long run the annihilation of Belgium
is historic necessity that is not Marxism, but cynicism.

The war disclosed the incompatibility of patriotism with

the international interests, tasks, and principles of the pro-

letariat, and if national governments continue t<> exist forever

and unchanged, one could almost doubt the realization of

Socialism.

We see what took place in this connection in the German

party. On the very eve of the war Vorwaerts wrote revolu-

tionary, purely Marxist, articles, and disclosed the lie of the

watchword, "War Against Czarism." Then came the 4th of
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\Vh:it li:i<l happened?
r tin- fatherland li. the masses of

(ierman people and working class. The threatening: Cos-

back danger had created a peculi. i mind. This

of mind was no mere ghost of the brain. All

ould speak in this eonn<

the deception that the ruling classes hatl practical or:

masses of the people: of a malicious manipulation of the

I of the (ierman Social Democra< backbone
of the European reaction Kii^ian despotism, lint the .

tion remained. Why did people let themselves be <

Whnt blinded them so and not the masses alone? \\

Mocralic Party into such a ])ositiou.

that they allowed ther he taken in tow by their

nimentt There is no doubt that the ground for this

in the li\ Bg, and consciousness .

ponnortion with the spot of earth, "the Fatherland." in which

the German proletariat lives and works. All //iw, of c

men 1 nn the bcharior of the leaders of th>

Social D> u-ithout justifi/itin it. It has recently be-

omary to confuse the exjdanation of a phenomenon
with its .jnstilication.

t not to have allowed themselves to be d<

by the talk of the >t i
. ,,,,ld

have at least declare,! that .;,,,.,. the rulinir classes were
il'lc for the war, since they had hurled tin

the adventure, they oiiht to pay the cost, that the

I \\ill in it, di

iin from volr that wa*
MUD wo could demand from the Social Det 'racy.

tnkinir part in the national di-f'en<e. Let us m
in army was already on the i-.. ; ,d to !'

political

ii of poli
1

un-

,'68t possible way the .i

00, the dit: Q the hall
'

cir own

why all

Anm
The '

the nnt>
!,,p.

it, their cultural existence, was at stake. Although the
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supposition of Plechanoir flint a victory of Germany would
enslave Russia as far as I-Yam-e is concerned, then- v.

be a very real danger of this.

In the present war the question of victory or defeat can
arouse no such difference of opinion as in previous ware.
Previous wars were on the road of social prepress, which was
represented by one or the other of the two sides in tii<> war.

To-day all the Great Powers are in such a situation that a
complete defeat for any one of them would be a misfortune to

all mankind. The annihilation of any one of them would be
a great danger for the whole world, a source of new arma-

ments, and obstacles to the economic evolution of the inter-

national labor movement. One must distinguish hei

defeats and defeats. The defeats which Russia sulTm-d in

the Crimean War and the war with Japan proved to be only
a mighty influence for the further development of the coun-

try. I do not believe it is possible for Russia to come out
of the present war as a beaten, subjected country. There is

no reason for wishing for a decisive victory for Russia. Such
a victory would be a new source of strength for the Russian
Czarism. A defeat which is not so great as to disturb the

organic evolution of the country might put an end to the

old regime. (Our italics.)

Thus Axelrod does not agree with Plechanoff in de-

siring Russian victory, but neither does he wish or ex-

pect to see a very serious Russian defeat. He ag>

with Plechanoff in justifying the action of the French

Socialists and condemning that of the Germans. He be-

lieves the Socialists of the world must desire a moderate

victory of Germany over Russia, but that they

cannot desire the smallest victory of Germany over

France.

The best known representatives of the
"
Majority"

are similarly divided. Lenin, its chief publicist and po-

litical leader, takes a position against the Russian Gov-

ernment as outlined in the above Party statement. The

world-famed Maxim Gorki, who belongs to the same

faction, calls the Socialists of Russia to war against the
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"barbarian** Germans in tl of international

Social

But hostility to Germany is by no means eonfmed

to leaders of party organizations in Russia, 're-

working people go farther and give enthusiastic support
to the war.

It is generally known that the industrial working

people of the Russian cities have been thoroughly

meated with Socialism for many years. But they have-

not to any considerable degree shared the views of those

leaders of the Socialist organizations who oppose the

present war. This is definitely and conclusively shown

by an article on Russian opinion in Vorwaerts on De-

eembcr 30th, which attempts to make the most of what

anti-war sentiment actually exists among the Russian

working people. It is in part as follows:

All Social Democratic activity is made extraordinarily diffi-

cult because of the feeling among the masses. T
masses of the working people are inclined i.w:mls "patriot-

ism" and declare that the "Fatherland" must be "defended."

In tin- province* there are here and there even traces of a
MIOIILT the workers, who regard the

"
of their "Slavic brothers" as a necessi

advanced workers, however and their nuinhcr is by no
means small are hostile both to "pahi"ti>m'' and to p:m-
Slavi . jiioi ion is, "Are you for the wart" . ,

.

In various inl. -inpts are heini: n

ume the oeratie I 'arty. I'.ui

of these attempts a only be-

cause of . lint also thi'

whirh \\, ,ii'_'ht into the ranl of the

party comrades, ev- -ia. It is to '

ever, that the rulini: hodie^ of t! : the
'

Coniniir

tion ('mi tral Coitmiitt. - ,:in I'ro-

. I.ithua-

ilrd Ir.'ll!- t the \V.,

to spread their views among the masses.
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At the Socialist Peace Conference at Copenhagen, on

January 16th and 17th, a report was made by a part of

the Russian Socialists, including the Jewish and Cauca-
sian organizations, perhaps a majority of all the Social

ists of Russia. This report covers the same ground as

previous statements, except that it makes a very car-

differentiation between the positions of the two leading
factions of Russian Socialists toward the war:

Great differences of opinion exist as to the causes of tin-

war and the importance of its possible results. One group
emphasizes general causes the capitalistic competition of

the various countries and attaches no particular impor:
to the relative responsibility of those countries which hav<

clared war. Another group does not deny the general causes,

but believes that the specific aspects of German milit;i

should be emphasized, and regards these as the chief causes of

the war.

In opposition to this the supporters of the first group, to

which the majority of the present committee belongs, regard
it as possible that the victory of either coalition in this u.u

may bring advantages to the democratic and Socialistic move-

ments, but they are of the opinion that Russian victory over

Germany might bring with it a strengthening of reaction in

Russia and so might imperil the democratic movement of all

Europe. One must also point out that there is a small

minority of Social Democrats, who, viewing matters from this

standpoint, desire a victory of Germany over Russia in the

interest of progress.

This last statement is important as implying that

neither faction of the Russian Socialists, with the

ception of a small minority, desires the victory of Ger-

many over Russia. The larger part of the Organization

Committee evidently desires the war to be a draw, while

the other faction, it is clear, desires a victory of Russia.

Though it is' probable, as we saw from previous quota-

tions, that they would not like to see too great a victory

gained by the present government, and it is certain that
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they do not want the Czar to win without beinr f.

to concede the demands of the great masses of the nation.

In the Duma meeting of February 1Mb. the Socialists

l against the Budget, while the Labor Party ab-

stained from tlie voting. The Socialists, through
Tschc <!e the following important declaration:

At the outbreak of Ihe war Iho Social Democratic Party
said it had no confidence in the L'ovcrnment. ami the

months that have passed show that its judgment was cor

The frightful the war are intensitied in Russia by
the politics of the irovcrnineut. The irovernmenl he-a

once to strengthen : OB hy means of reaction-

ary measures. As usual, it attacked foreign national

! promises were made to the Poles, the oppression in

Finland ! "Hirer, the Jews we i

in the occupied parts of Galieia the Little Kn-sians \vei-

<!. In other cmntrie> everything was <l,me lo li-.

the sufferings of war. In Russia the Social \^

this purpose were broken up and the Social

ipre0ed The climax of thi-

went: with the arrest of the live Duma
We protest before all Kurnpc a-:inst thi>

rnmeiit only turns to the Duma 1.

nvinced that it \v:

loans have l>een hrouu'ht about by the increase of pap'

fcaitt, by r n,,t hr.iiivhl !

r the

internal freedom <> lares

I with the principles of tli

n to work for the end of tl

oon as possible ami for a p< : ce with the desires

of all the peoples thrown into the war.

One of the few Socialists left in the Duma after

the arrests, I t this

declaration. Manikov ed ib.-it he could not

I Democratie dee 1

<>d to the desirability of an early peace.
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He declared that he regarded the war as a war of con-

quest on the part of Germany, and held that in

interest of the final destruction of militarism the word
"
peace" ought not to be used until the German junkers

are conquered. Because of this declaration, Manikow
was expelled from the Russian Party.
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POLAND

THE American Alliance, representing Polish So<

Parties of Germany, Austria, and Russia, is thoroughly

representative and by its location free to voice Polish

Socialist opinion. A large part of the Poles of the world

are in America and no inconsiderable fraction of these

are Socialists. Their declaration attacks the German
niincnt before the war almost as much as the

Russian. As it was written before the German occupa-

tioii of a large part of Russian Poland, it necessarily

concentrates its attack on governments after tin- war

against the Russians in Galicia.

present war presents the highest tragedy for the Polish

people. On tin- I'olMi soil German. Austrian, and Kussian

1 it ing. Belgium suffered the same lot. But

Belgian brothers li<l not live through such an unheard-of

>r as the Poles who were forced to join the colors of

Russian, German, and Austrian armies, and, at the

of invade iother and compelled to

murder each other for the glory and power of their oppres-
sors. Such is the horrible con.liii'.n ,,t our people.

The sufferings. unexampled in the history of mankind, of

twenty-three millions of eu! pie must be eliminated.

nly solution for this of the inde-

pen! iblir. N< r smaller autonomy will

!< and unhampered develop'

proclaim.-.! by the Co-

oked skillfully, one by
Poland was divided again by takim: <>ut from it the proi
of Chelm. All efforts to spread (-duration among the Polish

people were prohibited and punished.
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In the present war the commander-in-cbief of the Russian

army brazenly offers autonomy in Polish people on one condi-

tion, namely, that the Poles in all three parts of Poland
should be loyal to the Russian Government. At the same time
he orders that the meetings of the new Citizens' Coramr
now formed in Warsaw for the relief among the poor, shall

be held in the Russian language.

Immediately after the Russian proclamation of the mani-
festo promising local self-government to Poland, the general
office of the press department of the Russian Government is-

sued a circular to all Russian papers explaining that the so-

called manifesto does not mean autonomy to Poland at all,

but simply that all the Polish provinces now held by Aus-
trians and Prussians will be annexed to Russia. The fate

which will meet them is seen best in the behavior of Russia
in the recently invaded parts of Galicia announcing that

from now on there shall be Russian customs and the Russian
form of government in Galicia.

In the recently conquered Galicia, the Russians destroyed
the Polish schools, closed down the university, abolished the

provincial legislature, establishing Russian administration and
even importing police from Russia.

Pleading in our cause, we at the same time bring to your
attention the struggle for independence of our neighbor coun-

tries, Ukraina, Bohemia, Finland, and Lithuania, which at

present suffer under the rule of foreign and oppressive gov-
ernments.



CHAPTER XXVI

ITALY

THE Italian Socialist Party held firmly to neutrality.

A certain number of leading Socialists, h<

in favor of war against Germany and Austria. Among
these were the whole of the Socialist Reform Party.

Battisti, a Socialist leader from the Italian par;

Austria, and Raimondi, a Socialist leader only reeently

lied from the Party and solely because of his 1

Masonry. Finally, we have Mussolini, editor of

Avanti, who admitted his position in favor of war and

was forced to resign (see Chapter XVII'. It will

also be noted that even those leaders who favor i

trality, like Delia Seta, and the moderate. Tin

press the wish to see the Allies victorious in the war.

The Syndicalist-Socialist Members of Parliament. Lalu-i-

ola and De Ambris, are also in favor of war.

Suedekum and another German Socialist drputy. and

also several well known Austrian Socialists, vfcdted

Italy early in September, to try to tin- position

of the German and Italian Parties. This led the Italian

Party at Rome to issue the following statement:

We Socialists regard the dispatch of tin- < Mission

itv ;iinl iiul'-priiilri

Italian Socialism; tin- in..,-,. so as the (HI

tiriir Hie (lenji.-u) inn] Austrian p..lii-y

of
afjpr-

the right to the title of Int.

if now this hope is vnin. we express that

this infamous war may be concluded by the defeat of those
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who have provoked it the Austrian and German Empires.
For the Empires of Austria and < lei-many i'.irm the rampart
of European reaction, even more than l\nssia, which is sh

by democratic and Socialist forces that have shown that

they know how to attempt a heroic effort f liberation

the German and Austrian Empires emerirc victorious from
the war, it will mean the triumph of military absolutism in

its most brutal expression, of a barbarian horde massaci

devastating, destroying, and conquering in violation of i-\

treaty and right and law.

Nor do the German Socialists give us any confidence that

they know how to prevent this; in the past they have only
been able to realize advantageous contracts of labor and to

attain gigantic election results without exercising any influ-

ence in the policy of their own country.
The defeat of the German Empire may, by breaking down

the feudal political regime of the empire, taking away from
Russian absolutism the assistance it has hitherto enjoyed,
and contributing to alter decisively the aims of all European
policy, offer German Socialism an opportunity to emerge from
its voluntary impotence and to redeem itself.

Since, finally, the victory of the French Republic, now im-

bued with genuine Socialism, and that of England, where the

truest democracy flourishes, means the victory of a Euro-

pean political regime open to all social conquests and dc.-ir-

ing peace, and signifies the agreement between states at last

free and nationally re-inforced by the substitution of a

tern of national militia for defense in the place of hordes

professionally organized for aggression, this would also bring

about the liberation of the German people also.

Therefore, under existing conditions, while nearly the whole

of Europe is at war, we may well raise our cry of horror

and of protest ;
but our protest strikes only those who desired

the war, not those who submit to it in order to defend them-

selves against oppression.
In this war is outlined on one side the defense of European

reaction, on the other the defense of all revolutions, past

and future, brought about by an historical necessity

than the intentions of governments. And because of this we

must affirm that there remains for us only one way of being

internationalists, namely, to declare ourselves loyally in favor

of whoever fights the empires of reaction, just as the Italian
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Socialists residing in !

t to arm and fight against

res of mil

This is our answer as Italian Socialists to the German
Socialists,

The mission of the Orman Socialists in Italy was

emarkable for a Socialist meeting in Milan at

which a discussion between Italians and Gem
occurred. The speech of Delia Seta was especially not. -

worthy. Delia Seta found it exceedingly strange that

German Social Democrats shmll turn to their

Italian comrades in such a moment. He said:

he defense of the conduct of the (lennan ^ does

nut convince us. You speak of that France which is allied

with Russia, and of the Enpli^h

speak of our France, of revolutionary France. <>t' i!

of Jaures, and of no other. The French 8

to conduct an nnti-military propaganda in a country clamor-

->. The French S.cia'

ration lor war. which the (lermans did not d->

in t
;

OK "iily did ii|> In the point when the

perialistic feelings of t bourgeoisie n

be offended.

"German domination U a worse dar than th;.

Czarism, because Czni rom

marching on I'ai h l>annei

everything that is most in sjite of all failures

and The German cry to-da\ ischland

Allen," and German Sm-ialists MR -ikintr a-jainst this.

rht to ha-v 'iinir t>

rept'
;

pies, I'.nt

in \'nnrarrls that th>
'

.id WOll

against war.* You Speak of Gorman eivili/.ation bei'

danger, but we can see no eivili/ation in the power tha-

taeks neutrnl Hrlgium and accompli icfion of

Ix>nvain. On the \vh. ^ts use the sn

menU as the German bourgeois government.

This in mlnintcrpretation of the position of Voncaerl*. See
mbore. pp. 188, 189.
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"To us the Kaiser is no better than the Cxar. . . .And
if there is a secret wish in your present words and s 1

there is also a secret wish in our neutrality, but this wish

shall be no secret for you, just as your thoughts are no

secret for us. We say openly that we weep over destroyed

Belgium, and follow the fate of France with trembling. .

as to the relation of party to party we will, when peace draws

near, call together an international conference as soon as

possible."

In his reply, Suedekum stated that he had been sent by
the German Party.

The neutrality proclamation of the Italian Party has

already been reproduced in Chapter XVII. Their atti-

tude toward peace, and incidentally toward some of the

questions of the war, follows in Chapter XXIX. It may
be noted here, however, that there are signs that they

have abandoned their plan of a general strike in case of

a declaration of war.



CHAPTER XXVH

THE UNITED STATES

THE Socialist Party of the United States has fav<

iin mediate peace at all stages of tin- war. and all

thinking about the great conflict has IK-CM more or less

influenced by this desire. However, there is a \er\ \\i,lc

variety of opinion, and as there has been no of

Party Congress since the war, we sum up thin opinion

by quotations from those two party leaders who !

served longest as representatives to the International

Socialist Bureau, Morris Hillquit and V

from the presidential candidate, Eugene V. P.

from his most popular rival at the last convention.

ard Russell. We also reproduce <|iiot;i;

from the New York Call, the party 'H daily organ in

English, and from its oflicial weekly. Th< Amu-
Socialist.

MORRIS IIILLQUIT

The most copious and complete American discussion

of the relations Let ween the Socialist Parties and the

war haH undoubtedly been that of .Mm-ris Hilhpiit.

'. besides a number of briefer statements on the

. wrote a series of articles in the .!Mro/>,,/

In the February number. Hilhpiit took a position

which a number of Socialists have attacked as bcini: na-

Hillijuit denies li of the criti-

passage is as foil.
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What lies at the bottom of the Socialist attachment for the

fatherland is not so much the abstract ethical sentiment as

the solid material motive. The same, of course, holds

of all other classes of the population. The country is the eco-

nomic unit of modern society. It sup]>l
; s tin- food and sus-

tains the lives of its inhabitants. The ancient and true

formula of internationalism Ubi pants ibi patria may with

equal justice be reversed into Ubi patria ibi panis: Where
the fatherland is there is the bread.

The statement of fact underlined is the reason as-

signed by Bauer (see Chapter II) for the nationalism

of the working classes based on a conflict of immediate

economic interests. Bauer believes that Socialism if

it is to exist must combat the effect of this conflict of

immediate interests by an appeal to larger interests.

Hillquit regards the conflict of interest between nations

as insuperable in present society, and its acceptance as

in no way inconsistent with Socialism.

In the Metropolitan Magazine of March (1915) Hill-

quit makes a somewhat lengthy defense of the German

Socialist Party's support of their government. II-

asks the following question:

It is true that neither the German nor the English E

ists are entirely unanimous in their support of the military

operations of their respective governments, lint the opposition

has so far not developed much strength in cither com

The great bulk of the European Socialists are in this war,

if not with love and enthusiasm, then at least with tin-

viction of their duty to fight. The undeniable fact is that

this most monstrous and seemingly most causeless of all wars

in history is a popular war in each of the belligerent coun-

tries. How can this paradox be explained?

Hillquit proceeds to state that 15 of about 85 mem-

bers of the Reichstag present at the party caucus on

August 3d were opposed to voting the war loan. As

these members represent some of the largest Reiehstau'

districts in Germany, this fact in itself shows that the
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part y far from being so nearly unanimous as

Ilillquit only mentions the action of Kail

knecht on December 2d, although !."> members

posed to the vote on this occasion as before. \\ !

given other facts in Chapter XIX which show that the

opposition among German Socialists is very considerable.

ilillquit continues his defense as follows:

The great bulk of the five and a halt' million Social!

Socialist voters of Germany and Austria spontaneously and

simultaneously rallied to the support of tlu-ir count ries as

soon as war had been declared. They had no opportunity
mutual consultation. They acted on impulse, which broke

through with elemental force. It was not a <1 ><>t a

policy it was history, and history cannot be scolded or

praised; it must be understood.

It is not our function to comment on the above argu-

:t. But one statement will In- questioned 1>\ many
Socialists. In view of the action of the German So-

sts in voting for the second war loan on D mix -r

he majority of Socialists outside of (In many will

probably deny that the Socialist majority in that coun-

try acted "spontaneously" in supporting tin- wai

this second occasion. Certainly they had "opportunity
for mutual consultation" at this time and did not

impulse."

the article in the March number is

that thi- ! to the Socialists of all

i n this arlidr Ilillquit goes to the li

International Socialist move:

Buffered nothing wli. spiritually and morally"
i thr Socialists' conduct during tho war a position

ware, by any other prm-
thi l<

-

; -
< Qtriec His

main points are as follows:
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The danger of a country threatened by foreign invasion

is not less real because it has been brought about by the

arrogance or recklessness of its own government. . . .

It is this primordial instinct of national self-preser
which in the last analysis aecoimts I'm IT enthusiasm"

of the people in all countries threatened by foreign

regardless of the causes or objects of the war. And the

Socialists form no exception to this rule.

The Socialists of Belgium, France, Germany, Austria, and
Servia are almost unanimous in support of the military op-
erations of their countries. Their countries are under partial

hostile occupation, their territories are the theaters of a

warfare, their national existence is physically threatened in

each instance. The Socialists of England and Russia are

divided in their war sentiments. In both countries there is

considerable Socialist discussion for and against the war

policies of their governments. Neither England nor Russia

is seriously threatened by hostile invasion or occupation of

its territory. . . .

Thus the differing war attitudes of the Socialists of the

various countries is to be accounted for not on ideolo

grounds, not on the theory that one part of the S<>-ia!i>t

International has remained true to its principles, while an-

other large portion has betrayed them overnight, but by the

much simpler explanation that the Socialists <.f each country

have yielded to the inexorable necessities of the situation, and

to the extent exacted by these necessities.

The Socialists of all belligerent countries have temporarily

surrendered to the compelling forces of the great wu-li

tastrophe, but in no country have they abandoned their faith

in the eventual coming of the brotherhood of all men. In no

country have they modified their determination to continue

their struggles for lasting peace firmly rooted in social ju

Physically the Socialist International lies bleeding at the

feet of the Moloch of capitalist militarism, but morally and

spiritually it remains unscathed.

An article in the American Socialist (January 9,

1915) insists upon Socialist neutrality, and states that

a drawn war is desirable from the Socialist standpoint

and that
" whatever the cause of human progress and



M
civilization m >ugh a punishment of Prussian

militarism, it will lose a humlrnlfoM throuirh the victory

issian despotism."

This article is in part as follows:

American Socialists should not take sides with the Allies

as against the (Jermans. The assertion that the forces of

i armies are waging a war of democracy against mili-

n is a hollow catch-phrase devoid of true sense and

stance. The governments of France and England are

:. liberation of the German people fnu,

yoke of their reactionary and militaristic government.

will he victorious, they will not foree the abdication of

i/ollern dynasty and the establishment of a demo-

cratic republic in Germany. The militaristic imperialism of

Germany can be superseded by a regime of peaceful democ-

racy only through the action of the German hem-

selves, and principally throu-h the st ni'_r '.:les of tin

Socialists and or-ani/ed workers. .lust as the worl,

as a who! M-complish its own economic emam-ip

just so must the people of each country conquer
(lorn. No nation in hi-tory has

- the fore

Besides it will not do i -MiMy al>

land and and complacrntly forget about

Russ: :
: !ablc but by

the lea>t : '.<-r of the Allied famih iinal

settlement i to

;

we d.
pie, \\ho ;

hat most hideous a "ons of ji! 'rces,

..id hrnta'

mrnt Whaler IKM of humnti

mi/ifari.im. if will lose a hundredfold through >/ of
R*s*t -i*m.

'

hat of tl.. that the

ulture" is

at false <-al as tlio contention that the

Allies at-
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many possesses was painfully developed by her peopl*

times of peace and is now being ruthlessly destroyed by

government through its brutal exploits on land, in tl.e air,

and at sea. A victory of German arms will not enlianr.

"culture" of Germany nor contribute to the spread of culture

in the vanquished countries. If anything was required to

demonstrate the hollowness of the patriotic German pre-

tenses, it was supplied by her recent alliance in this war
with Turkey. Russia as the apostle of European <1.

and Turkey as the guardian of European culture, such are

the absurdities of the conflicting ideological claims of the

contending sides.

The ghastly carnage in Europe has no redeeming features.

It is not a war for democracy, culture, or progress. It is not

a fight for sentiments or ideals. It is a cold-blooded butchery

for advantages and power, and let us not forget it advan-

tages and power for the ruling classes of the warring nations.

For while the people of the warring countries are fighting

this war, and perhaps have to fight it to save their skins. '

have been drawn into it through the ambitions, intrigues,

and quarrels of their masters, who will take all of the benefits

of the victory, whichever side prevails. A decisive victory

of either side is likely to foster a spirit of military arrogance

and pseudo-patriotic exultation on the part of the vic-

torious countries, lasting resentment and increased mili

activity on the part of the defeated nations, and a general

condition of pan-European irritation with a tendency to an-

other, perhaps even more, pernicious war.

From the true Socialist viewpoint the most satisfactory

solution of the great sanguinary conflict of the nations lies

in a draw, a cessation of hostilities from sheer exhaustion

without determining anything. (Our italics.)

If the war is a draw that will mean, evidently, the

restoration of the status quo; the nations will have

same territory and the same relative military power as

before. Many Socialists feel that this would mean mre

militarism than ever; Hillquit, in the last paragraph,

expresses the belief that it would mean

We have quoted at length from Hillquit 's exp.
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of the Socialist position on war in general in rhapte

His views on peace follow in Chapters XXIX ami X XX.

VICTOR BER<

In the Milwaukee Leader of August 23d, Victor

Berger gives us an excellent summary of his views

especially interesting because of his familiarity with the

German situation, and especially important bee;:

until 1915, he was the only Socialist who had served in

the Congress of the United States.

Socialism is not yet the rulin-j: force of Europe. Tn spite
of the 10,000,000 votes for the van

i the European countries in spite <>l the i

more millions that are banded toother in trades union.

in syndicates the best, the strongest, the he.-ili hirst men of

every nation in Europe are killing and maiinin-,' each other

more effectively and in more ingenious ways than the \v<>rl.l

has ever known before. All of them are men who hold no

personal grudge against one another many of them, es-

pecially in the (ienimn and French armies, are Social Demo-
crats who in all pioh.ihility would soon become the best of

ds if they could have met under ordinary conditions.

Why this barbaric wart
There ka$ been much nonsense written about it by non-

Socialists and Socialists alike. Some of our Socialists are

apt to make their task easy by simply blaming capitalism for

everything bad /' thin war.

ver, in an old and complex civili/ati.. n like that of

are a multiplicity of factors that nnmt be
1 in judging t ^ration which the \v..i!

'm is only one cause, and a minor one at that.

the deciding part in determining the par-

f the most
d kind found expression in the frr

l*" fl tfl most dangerous in
' For thi il,,. kinslii;

blood and the ties of a common <
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tered upon a purely piratical expedition
And Japan the "England of the Kast" wants to mak<
best of the opportunity to grab the German possessions in

China, In the end both are helping Russian Czari-m
are undermining their own existence as Qreat Powers. The
action of England is the most contemptible of any nation in

this bloody struggle.

Another and far more important cause of this war is no-
tionalism and race hatred something that is very little un-
derstood in America.

National and religious prejudices, however, are still fore-

most in the political life of eastern Europe. Race and re-

ligious issues dominated the Balkan peninsula for hundreds
of years in the form of Christianity versus Mohammedan:
The murder of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the Austrian heir-

apparent who played the Catholic Slavic string against the

Russian orthodox by a young Servian fanatic, clearly shows
the violence of the religious and nationalist feeling in those

countries. Less than half of the Servians live in Si-rvia. A
greater Servia means the breaking up of Austria-IT unwary.
And nationalism is also uppermost in the political life of

Austria. Ever since 1780 when Joseph II. by trying to

Germanize, waked the sleeping nationalities it has become a

question of life and death for the empire. The "sick man"
of Europe to-day is Austria it is made sick by undigt

nations. Even the Social Democratic Party of Austria

thoroughly international as it is did not entirely succeed in

eliminating the friction between the various nationalities

within its own ranks.

And nationalism in its most dangerous aspect, that of pan-
Slavism the Russian Czar aspiring to become the ruler of

Europe and Asia is the pivotal point of the foreign policy

of Russia since the days of Peter the Great. For tl

the Russian Czar has always acted as the protector of the

Slavs in the Turkish domains. And now he even presumes
to act as their guardian in Austria, although the Austrian

Slavs are in every respect better off than the Russians them-

selves, both economically and politically.

The success of Russia, however, would be a curse to them.

The third factor playing an important part in causing this

war is militarism. Germany alone is usually blamed for
'

and rightfully. It is a fact that of all modem nations, Ger-
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many alow still has a fixed and hereditary class whi

war and serri ost business and <

potion in life. The mi many, the one

is really deciding the destiny of the empire, is not the wea

and ambitious German capitalist class contrary to the com-

mon conception of the average Socialist.

The ruling element in Germany is still tho old feudal

landed nobility tin* Junker rla- : hereditary caste

the castes of old India and Japan with this dm. i

tli;it occasionally a man with much money may buy hit:

it. or at Ira-! I his dau-hter t<> some Junk-

favored in every possible way by legislation,

:i;nl fiei-Iit rates.

This nobility furnishes the overwhelming maj.uity of the

army ollieers. It has a monopoly on all the higher posts of
;illom in (Jermany. And the mere cx> '/ caste of

that type is a standing menace to thr
j>,

a, . ,,f Europe, be-

cause Junkerdom is the personification of German militarism.

German militariifm, while everywhere hated, was er

where imitated. But nowhere with the same sum -. In

, itries it lacked (he foundation tin- co-relation

M the Junker and the peasant.

stroyed in France and Enjilnml // stiwmfiil rrrolntions.

if lieinu' <!< many by
industrial exclntion anil hy the Social I'

German mil^ - :eant the heap
'

tax burdens upon (he i

I'pnrl immense standin

bo to provide armament for the millions of additional

to be called in case of war. In Cermany. Ih.

levy was no longer one on
f the capital.

nor '
'

1 -t;i!id that much
Was so much p.\vd< p that it e\|>I

<>f the rvl-

Countries also played ft"

trorld wa>

K'ni^cr .f (M>rman\ immense loss

Social D
The S.M

during the period of his reign. It must have been
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galling to him io know that nearly 40 per cent, of bis -

jects are avowed anti-monarchist s ami want a republic.

Over half of Germany's voters to-day arc anti-militai

At the last budget for the army and navy of Germn:

Social Democrats forced upon the wealthy some of the bur-

den which in the past had been borne almost entirely by the

common people.
The Kaiser's prestige was waning. He evidently was will-

ing to risk the war to refresh it.

The Russian Czar was in even a worse plight. Two days
before the war was declared, a general strike was on ii.

Petersburg. Labor troubles are now chronic in St. Peters-

burg, Viborg, and Odessa. Just before the war broke out

the English papers stated that the crisis in tin- Balkans pre-

sented the Russian Government a time-honored way of

escape.
A foreign war has been habitually the palliative for do-

mestic discontent with unscrupulous rovri nnu-nts. "And war

was resorted to by the Czar simply as a diversion," sai.l

London Daily News, an organ of the English party in power
which declared war.

Because England's ruling classes also welcome anything

that takes the attention from the terrible "hard timm" in

England, both Liberals and Tories would rather have a

dozen wars than let Lloyd George's programme go much

farther.
As for France, that country is on the brink of a social

revolution as everybody knows. The "revanche" on Germany
offered a safety valve for a little while at least. (Our

italics.)

EUGENE V. DEBS

In his Labor Day (September 1st) artielo in the

American Socialist, Debs' main point was that in

capitalism all governments are alike. In his article of

January 9, 1915, he says that wars cannot be stopped

as long as capitalism continues, but indorses the prop-

osition of Allan L. Benson that there shall be a

erendum before war is declared and that those who

vote for war shall go to war.
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In the American Socialist of s 1st. lie said:

Despotism in autocratic Russia, monarchic Germany, and

republican America is substantial!;/ the same fleet

upon the working class. At the behest of the ruling nristoe-

. nubility, and plu in-y murder one another in

time of war that they may all be robbed in time of peace.

The article in the American Socialist of January 9

(1915) declared:

The war in Tvirope is a crime against civili/.ation. but it

had to come. It did not come by (ha no-. Every war has its

cause. Modern wars are between ri\al nations for commercial

tiacy.

I' little DM t" cry "lit against war while we t-

a social system that breeds v,

Capitalism makes war inevitable. Capitalist nations not

cxplc.it their workers, . plunder.

.re one another. The pn>lit system is resp
all. Abolish hlish industrial <: produce
for use. and the incentive t<> war vanishes. Until then

may talk about "Peace on earth." but it will he a myth-

Hut : o cause for despair. The world is awaken-
and we are approaching the sum ;

WW. We can and wifi

when the time conies and do all in o

peace. To end the war prematurely, were that possible, would

simply mean another and perhaps even a bloodi' phe.
Ix?t us show the people the true cause of war. 1

arouse a sentiment war. Let us

to abhor war. (Our italics.)

Debs. then, diti not agree with Ilillquit in <1<
^

the immediate ending of the war.

CHARLES EDWARD RUSSELL

Charles Edward Kusn-11 has written ;ii length

the causes and probable results of the war. II'
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lieves that it was caused by a combination of woi-M-

wide commercialism and German militariHm; he hopes

peace will not be made until the latter is done away
with, but he believes that commercial capitalism will re-

quire a more drastic remedy. His discussion of this

question we summarize in Chapter XXX.
In the New York Call of September 14th, Russell

points to the greed for easy profits from colonies as one

of the chief motives for war on the part of the German

capitalists and their Kaiser:

"In the event of another war like that of 1870, France
would be shorn of these valuable possessions, which would

then become German. More colonies meant more commerce,
more commerce meant more profits, more profits meant more

power. That way the pressure inevitably tended, and even

if no one had ever designed war nor intended it, under the

existing system war was certain.

"The apparent destiny of German commercialism, exalted

by its many victories, was to annex the French colonies, to

enlarge with Germany's enlarged borders, and to raise Ger-

many above all competitors to the supreme commercial com-

mand of the world. It saw nothing but easy victories, added

provinces, and added business. Controlling a great part of

the press, and moving hand in hand with a government sym-

pathetic and lusting for war, it dragged the sane part of

Germany into the struggle, and down came the red deln

Capitalistic greed alone is not an adequate explanation.

The political structure is an equally important factor. Ger-

man imperialism is a fusion of capitalistic ambitions and

militaristic delusions. It can flourish only in a country sub-

ject to an oligarchy headed by the Kaiser:

"It was so here. For many years men that knew better have

acquiesced in the surviving feudalism that is expressed in

monarchical institutions. We have tried to convince our-

selves that if a nation had some kind of delegate assembly.

a parliament, or a reichstag, meeting to pass some laws and

fiddle about the skirts of government, why, all was well

enough, though it still retained kaiser or king.

"What difference does it make? we said. It is but a name.
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Each nnti i. ll,.\v smart i aiser

and ! n an

empire, we said, and ns truly mi-Jit we have said that we
could im or from darkness draw I

.it difference does it make? \\Y

In an August editorial the New York Call thus ex-

cuses the action of the German Socialist Party:

unwilling man is caught in the war machine, ami his

1st makes no more difference than it' in times

of "peace" In- were caught in the cap line.

as is the ai nial fact. But because a Socialist i- forced to

become a soldier it no more militates against his in'

destroy capitalism than when he is forced to become a wage
slave and in that eapa< -ity.

Our European comrades have done their lust.

rarily they have failed, hnt their turn will come soon, u

militarism and capitalism commence to devour themselves.

German Socialist* ha\e taken t lie stand that it was neces-

sary to repel the Russian in\aion; that Russia, as a i

iry power, threatened the Socialist cause more than any
this does not mean that they have been

'1 to German imperialism and militarism. It i

their minds, a case of choosing the least of t\\o evil

Socialist is hypocritical enough to make a virtue out of

necessity.

I.irl.km-rht ha.! i to vote for the second

war loan, however, the ('./// chan^l its attitude, in-

dorniML' his position as against that of the party ma-

jorit

An editorial of September ll'th. moreover, contended

that the war was brought on by modern international

capitalism in its struggle against the p re-capitalistic

government of Gcrm.i

'

position that peace is not yet desir: ffSN it pos-
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sible. They all, of course, protect ilu-y love peace and are

eager for it, but they don't \v:mt peae<> that i>n't put on what

they call "a lasting basis." It is betler to have the war go
on. And it is not difficult to see that their advocacy oi

continuance of war is based on the he! id that the I

now getting the worst of it, and that hi* ultimate detY;

assured. If it were not so, they would advocate instant peace
at almost any price. . . . They are all saying exactly what
the organs of the English, the French, the Russians,

Belgians, and other Allies, and even "neutrals'* like Spain,

Portugal, and Italy, are saying. Whether it is hue or not

may be left open to opinion. But the real question is, How
conies this strange unanimity?

Capitalism from the very beginning has decreed the doom
of the Kaiser and his imperialism, and its spokesmen are now

beginning to show their hands and talk freely of the neces-

sity of his downfall. The general rejection of peace at this

particular time can mean nothing else, and it is but one of

the innumerable proofs of the existence of this pro.i

Capitalism is telling us that the Kaiser must go, and that

there will be no peace until he does.

The motives of the world 's financiers, according to

a Sunday Call article, were, first, to subject the German

military oligarchy to international capitalism, and sec-

ond, to remove the danger that it might lead to a So-

cialist revolution.

THE " AMERICAN SOCIALIST" INDORSES LIEBK N ! ( ! i T

In its issue of January 9, 1915, the official or^r

the American Party also indorsed the stand taken by

Liebknecht, in contrast to that of the German Party,

in the following important editorial:

Karl Liebknecht's voice has again spanned the seas. Out

of the wreckage of civilization that is now 'ewn

over Europe, while millions of men continue retrograding

to savagery, we hear him pleading for peace.

While the toilers of every nation at war have rail
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cry of nationalism: win! their

.. '! ::.r. ce to lli. MI ,,\\:i r.'.-.'-ix ;m<l enlisted in the e;n-v ,.f

oppressors, I.iehknecht still stands \\hcrc he stood before

this carnage was inaugurated he stands forth before all the

world as the uncon : foe of war.

He has been called "the bravest man in 1. It did

take courage to war on militarism while the nations still

slumbered at peace upon their heavy armaments. It takes

greater courage now to assail the master class when <

word so uttered may be labeled treason.

The Socialist movement of the world right now needs both

courage and consistency. If some of the Socialists of En;

have for the moment been won to participation in the blood

feast, their acts are inconsistent with tin- teachings of Social-

ism. Time and the courageous action and example of -

men as Liebknecht will win the Socialist army back to con-

Socialist principles and teachings are not at fault. It is

as Liebknecht says in his peace message to the world:

"Many Socialists blame our principles for our present
failure. It is not our principles which have tailed, but the

representatives of those prim
'>m week to week, as this cruel war drairs on. there is an

iUe retuin to consistency ainoni: the 1

pean workers \vlio became very inconsistent in tin

they joined the armies of Kai>< r. Kin.-:, and Czar back

In opposing war and militarism. I.iehkne.:

All Socialists in the least aiding the Kumpran war are it

listen t When all Socialists heroine as consistent as 1

prmi will be 1.. tin-

world, the reign of the oppressors will come to an end, and

/atiou will undergo a new birth.



CHAPTER XXVI i I

THE SMALLER NEUTRAL COUNTRIES

WE give documents illustrating the position of the

Socialists of all the more important neutral countries.

The Dutch, it will be seen, who were at first hostile

to the German Party, later seemed to favor its position.

In Switzerland a similar change occurred, and the Swiss

Party Congress shows that the majority there, opposed

by the French Swiss and a few Germans, also favors

leniency toward the German Socialist majority. In

Sweden, on the other hand, the anti-Russian attitude of

the ruling class has thrown the leader, Branting, on

the anti-German side, while in Roumania it is doubtless

the strong tendency of the government toward the Al-

lies that has brought the Socialists to lean so strongly

in the opposite direction though the proximity of the

Czarism is an equally important cause. The Spanish

Socialist leader, and the sole representative in the

Cortes, while naturally declaring for Spanish neutrality,

is very strongly in favor of the Allies.

HOLLAND

We quote the following from an editorial of Het

Volk, the central daily organ of the Social Democratic

Party of Holland, August 8, 1914:

We must assume that our German comrades did not pro-

test, with all their might, against the violation >f Luxem-

burg's neutrality and Belgium's independence In 1S70 Bebel

and Liebknecht refrained from giving their support. But they

393
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did not wish to vote the war loan because they thought that

1 because

unaware of the -man-k had hr i the

The other Social Democrats in the Reichstag voted in

Tlu- case of 1870 repen: The German nati

forgotten Bismarck's imposition in 1870. Yd the imposition

I by the government at present is much gn
much more gross. In the Reichstag the Chancellor dccla

II applying the torch to our door." Thi- i- t
;

under the influence of \\hidi the Cennan people entered nj.on

e. It is a sudden war which is the natural

result of what the ruling classes of Germany have upon ;

conscience in the way of nationalistic and capital:

pass; a war in which the word of honor -ivm Luxemburg
as to neutrality is broken without scruple, in which Belgium's

i- trampled under foot; a war of ainst

res, as his last act, constrained the j >\ rn-

ment to maintain peace. Our German comrades seem indeed

to be of the opinion also that the war is hein- waged ap.

Russian Czarism. This is the single explanation we have for

conduct.

A special importance was given to the Swiss Party

-rress on November 1st by UK ..f Tn>,

of Amsterdam, who brought the greetings of the Dutch

comrades.

Hi-; talk was a brotherly nflVr of the hand in all directions,

a mild
i

. I. ut a li

the political mid economic powers
which have caused the tioti

was his hearty warnin-j- in the>e dillicnlt Miake

nit to

r thinkif i-ui.

tint nntionnli po~cd to inter-

''tf interii.i the

nations, especially in pi

know this we shall find mr
the mrades of the

re no longer obliged t. 1 Because
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they must do I his (..(lay, and murder (.no nnolhor wi 1

being enemies, is the reason why
the nations. Therefore we do not call the comrades of n

countries to account for their conduct. \\Y do not blame
them, but consider how in the future \v. can more
break the chains of capitalism in common with them all.

Van Vliegen, Chairman of the Party, and Van
one of the two Socialist members of the Dutch Senate,
took a far different view. Van Vliegen went so far as

to advocate the cause of the Allies, and was rebu

by the Party. From a close contact with German and

Belgian Socialists, Van Kol reached the following con-

clusions (in an interview in the New York Volkszeitung,

April 15, 1915) :

Three days after the declaration of war
[ id], as

you know, Hermann Miiller of the German Party Executive

was present at Paris, where a conference was called to reach

an understanding. Huysmans [Secretary of the International

Socialist Bureau] pleaded that the Germans should nli-

from voting the war loan [on August 4th] : "We understand

the difficulty of your situation, the French on one side [to-

wards whom no German Socialist hostility had been e\

and the Russians on the other; don't vote at all, abstain."

Miiller answered that they had decided to vote against all

war credits. Soon there came the unanimous affirmative \

The French, on the other hand, declared at once [on An

3d] that they must vote in favor of the war credits if they

were to be attacked.

It is not the [German] vote in favor of the war loan that

makes the international Socialist situation so critical, it is

rather their silent consent to the violation of Belgium. It'.

after they had learned the whole truth, they had juihli

a public protest, all would have been forgotten. But nothing

happened, no protest came, "military necessity" had also <

quered the Social Democracy of Germany.
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SWITZERLAND

We are able to give a good account of Swiss Socialist

opinion because of the Party Congress held on No-

1st. This is particularly illuminating because

of the close contact of the Swiss with the French and

German Socialists. It will be noted that, as in the case

of the Dutch, the opinion of November is much D

friendly toward the position of the German Socialist

majority than that of August (see Chapter XV11I).

According to the Bern Tagwacht of August 31st, tin

-ts of the neutral countries are of the opinion that the

German Government, well knowing that a war against the

resistance of the Social Democracy is an impossibility, had

loosened somewhat the fetters it had bound upon the li

movement. This was the probable cause for the desertion

lie German comrades from the old standards of our

movement.

Comrades in Switzerland, the Hern Tarty paper goes o:

say, cannot understand the attitude of our Ccrman comrades

and feel that "the situation was too big for the loaders of

the German movement, that the diplomacy of the Gcr

Government had caught our comrades nappinir. We mi-jht

understand, had our Herman comrades hoi

against the hudiM. hut we fail to see the reas< B de-

.'li^tic fervor which emanates from the Gei

movement make the situation clr.-m-r that Horn-

stein, in nn attempt to justify himself and '

-rues,

quotes extracts which Marx and Kn-jels wr

entirely :

The ! i. the 7u rich Volksrecht,
whi. I 'arty for some weeks, finally

firmans of not having done what they should

have done in the rours-

tion from that of the military Junker caste. It conti:

T was it the will of the German So, >ial Democrats that

Belgium should be that the man

militnry powor should he di'
'

inter-

national Socialists, did they also wish to declare themselves
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in favor of this plan so long ago openly prepared for and
adopted by the German General Staff in spite oi

that they claim to be fighting against Russia and Czar
"We have already seen from the way in which Comrade

Fischer, in the Volksrecht, has tried to explain and <

violation of the neutrality of Belgium, tlmt the <>< x of tin- lead-

ing comrades of Germany are remarkably Mimic!." [Richard
Fischer, Reichstag Member for Berlin, had just visited Swi
land for political purposes.]

On October 26th, the Socialist Party meeting of

Zurich took place to discuss the Congress of the follow-

ing week. John Sigg, of the Party Executive, spoke in

defense of the German Socialists:

To make attacks was not at all the purpose of the Swiss

comrades, since they would have done the same thing as the

German Reichstag group had done, and with an equally com-

plete conviction. The German group had been brought to their

position by events, by the attack of the Czarism, and fur-

ther, the German Socialist Reichstag members were only de-

fending their fatherland, just as the Swiss comrades in the

national parliament had done when they voted for mobiliza-

tion and the war loan. But the Party Executive would

bring forward a resolution which declared against tin- viola-

tion of Belgian neutrality by German militarism; in this

matter there were no differences of opinion in S wit /Hand, so

that this resolution would undoubtedly be accepted unani-

mously.

After the report of Sigg, which was opposed ii

tain points by Trotsky (a prominent Russian exile,

formerly chairman of the St. Petersburg council of La-

bor Deputies), and a member of the Party Executive, a

resolution was passed which demanded a confer<

with the comrades of other countries, including the coun-

tries at war. (Our italics.) [See Chapter XXIX. ]

The Swiss Congress, when it met, followed the policy

proposed by Sigg.

The Congress refused to investigate the problem of
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how the Socialists of \ ring nations ought to 1

acted, and P ri^ht or not. The <

grew refused to attack the violation of tin- ncutralr

iiun in a separate resolution. It contented it i It by

using tlic laying waste of Belgium, and tin- in

any anny in a neutral country, as an illustration, in tin-

general resolution on war and the International. <

undesiraliility and horror of war.

principal subject of discussion was: Our Party,

tlic War. and the Intel-national. The official spea;

Otto Lang of Zurich, said :

senseless to raise the question who is tlic a-'-'n

this war we hold now, as before, by the declarations of the

8 war is a violent quarrel of capitalist im

ili-m; therefore, we do not understand the eondin-t ..:

German labor press, which appears to us in many things both

i^an and slmrt-sL-hted. rndonbtedly the argument ahout
' 'znrism is the strongest of all, hut (iennans should not

I that Russia will remain the ninny of all of us .

<ame as h - n it' it is COIKJIKM.

Russia will lose more by the victory of the Allies than hy
of Germany.

I'oint n que-tiini of nvili/ati-

(lom. hut only of the protit of capital :.d of tin

will be a strengthening of militarism. ...
we a sin;.

1

ev] in Swit/.crland. not -

For we arc a number of classes among whom the conlli.

sts onnnot be bri.l r we do not understand

the frcfjucntly ( 'h:m\ inistic attitude of the (Jerman 1

preas, we do not understand why it pictures the dum dnm
,

|

\Vnhrti Jakob and of the Simpliciasimus. \\ the

i'iMi in which they find the;:

v excuses > we will not be

Oerman brothers. l>ut will nppeal out of a full

-. \Vc \\ill hope that

DO the wnr will m
demands upon life, we confidently trust in man
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workers, though we do not understand their JM

ing allowances for the censorship. And what \\e here say of
the comrades in Germany, we feel also of the comrades in

France and England, and especially i \\V >,

keep their confidence in us, even if we do not understand i

This speech certainly contains little of that CM

attitude towards the German Party seen in the editorials

of the Zurich and Bern papers above quoted.

SWEDEN

No Socialist has spoken more strongly for Belgium
than Karl Branting, editor of the Swedish Social Demo-

kraten, and founder of the Socialist Party in Sweden.

We quote the following from that organ:

Short-sighted wiseacres may calculate that Belgium ought
to have yielded after a first resistance sufficient to mark her

neutrality. No, in the midst of destruction and despair, it

must be said : Only now, when the young Belgian nation has

shown how thoroughly she has taken over from her ancestors

the heritage of courage and power of sacrifice, only now is

her liberty, her place in the chain of brother nations irrevo-

cably secured for all time. The fact that the whole Belgian

nation, her Socialistic working class not least, has staked so

much more than feeble protests of words has made her cause

sacred to all those men and women in the whole world who
still value justice and liberty.

Therefore: Hail to Belgium! And my sincerest wish as

a Swede must be this : if in spite of the hope we cherish and
the peace between the nations we are trying to prepare, the

day should arrive when our own neutral country is threat-

ened by violation, may we then unanimously follow the

magnificent example of Belgium, securing victory in the

midst of apparent ruin. "Rather die than become a slave,"

says a Frisian proverb. It is the same spirit as in the song
from the fifteenth century by our Swedish Bishop Thomas:

"Liberty is the best of all things
That can be sought in the whole world,

Because with liberty comes honor."
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ROUMANIA

In January the well-known Roumanian $<>

Racovsky, the Roumanian member of tlio International

Bureau, has an i: nation in the

Golos, the Socialist daily published in Paris by Russian

Socialists, in which he writes:

No power on earth will imlr.ce u- to give up our Socialist

position. We are fiirht it the heli.

But the saddest tiling is that our ;i | are

taking the weapons they use against us from the S..< -ialist

arsenal of France and Germany. For instance, German
Social Democratic 'atives appear a- ami

.'. as well as L'H uintniit<
, is crit iri>in_r us. In order |..

drive us into war. articles by Vaillant arc translated i'.-i

benefit, in which he calls upon the Socialists nt
1

the neutral

states (excepting those whose neutrality has been guaranteed

liy treaty, as that of Swit/erland) to enter the war. and in

which he characteri/.es us as pro-dern should n

tO follow his nil-Socialistic advice. We seek to e\pl;i

ourselves the blunder of a man like Vaillant. who
1 to Socialism, by the immense sorrow by which

'h proletariat has been vi.-ited in consequence of the

assassination of Jaures and the invasion ,,t the Ger-

can imagine the dillicnlt situation in which tl

-t Parties of the neutral countries aie placed it' our .

rades in the v. <untries communicate \\-itli our ruling

classes over our heads, incite our proletariat to W|
hands with our jingoes and rea<

tenance the apostat
rnrades seek to convince us that the Allies.

Russia among the rest, are i mciple :

hbors of t l.mpirc. would like to utter some
ts on that point. We reco-jni/e the desire of conquest

characterizing Austria's Balkan p.-h-y all the i ly as

WO have criticised it more than ouce nt International i

grpsw*. But who
Roumania m Countries which occupy the

road to the Dardanelles, from Russia t
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Why, therefore, are the proletarians of all co-.

pressed into an anti-Socialist ami anti-national co-opera'
with Russian absolutism and tln-ir own bourgeoisie umli>r the

pretext that they are thus serving the interests of Socialism

in the warring states?

We appeal to our comrades in the countries at war, and
ask them not to give way to the particular moods produced
by war. While bearing in mind tin- distances and viewpoints
that separate us, we might recommend to them our own at-

titude. After the terrible Balkan War the Socialists of the

belligerent countries met again at their Congress. The Bul-

garians visited the Servians, and these visited the Bulgarians;
we, too, visited the Bulgarians, and they paid a visit to us,

forgetting all the evil that our government (and in what

manner!) had done them by taking the best province i

Bulgaria. I am mentioning this in order to protest in ad-

vance against the attempts of some Socialist Parties in the

belligerent countries that intend continuing in the future

their opportunist policy, the policy of the present unhappy
division.

We have already pointed out that the Roumanian So-

cialists are able to speak for only a small part of the

people of the country, and for a minority only of its

town population. They were able, however, to continue

their demonstrations in Bucharest as late as February.

SPAIN

Pablo Iglesias, who is the single Socialist in the

Spanish Parliament, gives his views on Spanish neu-

trality in a Spanish newspaper, as follows :

As a member of the Socialist Party, the general union of

workers, and the Socialist-Republican Alliance, I am, like

them, a partisan of neutrality, and, like them also, consider

that Spain ought not to abandon the pacifist posit

as the integrity of her territory is respected. If this in-

tegrity should be violated, I think that it would be the duty

of every Spaniard to defend it with arms in his hand.
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Being a partisan of neutrality does not as it

does from desi

the triumph of the ideas of liberty and democracy which

France and England repn
overthrow of Austro-German imperialism. Hut

country from its neutrality would be a tremendous

amounting to a crime.



PART V

THE SOCIALISTS AND PEACE



We review in this, our concluding section, two closely

related questions :

(1) In the light of the present war, how are future

wars to be prevented and peace made permanent!

(2) On what basis is the present war to be stopped

and peace secured?

In discussing the present war and its causes many
Socialists, probably a majority, were disposed to make
the claim that it had proved the Socialist position

to be sound and in need of no radical amendment, In

the discussion of possible ways to make peace permanent

after the present war, on the other hand, there is no*

able a far more wide-spread tendency toward innovation.

toward a re-examination and further development of

the Socialist peace policy as it existed before the war.

ral discussion of the means of preventing all

wars and the discussion of the basis on which to did

the present war, have been taking place simultaneously.

But the movement for immediate peace, which at fust

began in the shape of a demand for mediation peace at

any price was soon subordinated to the discussion of

the larger question.



CHAPTER XXIX

SOCIALIST EFFORTS TO END THE PRESENT
WAR

THE first Socialist peace proposals came from the

American Party, and from the Swiss Party, demanding
mediation by the United States and by the Swiss Gov-
ernments respectively; there was no discussion at the

time as to just which peace terms the Socialists con-

sidered practicable or desirable.

About a month after the beginning of the war, the

American Socialist Party issued a call for mediation by
the Government of the United States, and it took the

form of the following telegram, which was sent to

one or more leading Socialists in Great Britain,

France, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Italy, Holland,

Switzerland, Denmark, and Sweden: "In present crisis

before any nation is completely crushed, Socialist

representatives should exert every influence on their

respective governments to have warring countries accept

mediation by the United States. This can still be done

without loss of prestige. Conference would be held at

The Hague or Washington. Have cabled Socialist par-

ties of ten nations urging this action. Wire reply."

We next give an account of the preliminary demand

for an International Socialist Peace Conference on the

part of the American, Italian, and Swiss Parties. The

mere call for this conference indicates a feeling among
Socialists that before they can demand peace effectively

they must agree on what terms of peace they would

consent to.

405
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It will be BC this language of the An

Party that it still iK-inumlnl inin without

B to the terms of peace at .! the m

of all the Socialist Parties that supportnl the p

THE CALL OF THE AMERICAN PARTY FOR A SOCIALIST PEACE

CONFERENCE

We do not presume i pass judgment upon the

onr brother parties in Knmpe. \\Y rrali/e that th-

victims of tin- vicious industrial, political, and inili-

systems, ami that ///// did the best they could under

circumstav

Our country, however, has remained neutral in the pn
ict. \Ve therefore consider it our duty ! address an

appeal in favor of peace to our unforluna Id in the

nation. : ,t uar. as well ns to our comrades in the nations not

We are not now < to which p w;ls tin'

aggressor in this tei-iihle conflict. nu- is that the question
of pi' j'orlance. Ilistoi'v will sit in judgment on this

also. WP npp- : in the name of Socialism, and actiiii:

in agreement with your own proclamations. W i> ask yon to

help u-s to stop tin irder. VIM. \

ive ilci lared that this war was not of your cl.<

r noble and ehx|uent d.'claiations Mill li,,!

know that no natu

'.} come from it wii

In ruling . i:id all the sa and

sorrows it will entail will fall to the lot of the

every day that the fc of our com-
rades nml hn.ll

At I ho Intrrnntinnnl Congress nt Stnf 'rs.tlution

was ndoptcd hy which the internati"

avert the out-

wit ll

all onr mi Miination.

worked faithfully :e:il]y in the spirit of the first

of this resolution. Hut their voices \\< .1 hy the
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cannon of the hostile armies. Capitalist mi!:

stronger than the younu spirit of >od.

The Socialists of the world must now pr<>rM-i

the realization of the second clause of the resohr

work for the speedy termination of the

The International Socialist Bureau does not function at

the present time. Therefore the Socialist Party of

deems it its duty to invite all countries repi-ex-nird .-it the

International Bureau to send their regular number of !

gates to an extraordinary peace session of the International

Socialist and Trades Union Congress, to be held either in

Europe or in America, at a date to be fixed as soon a

ances are received from the various Socialist organizat;

represented in the Bureau.

ORIGIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST PEACE CONFER-

ENCE OF COPENHAGEN (JANUARY 16 AND 17,

1915)*

The American call had very little practical result, for

the reason that its success depended upon the participa-

tion of the Socialists of the warring nations. This plan

was modified by the Swiss Socialists, as related in the fol-

lowing account:

On October llth a conference of Socialist delegates of the

three Scandinavian countries took place. It was decided

that an international conference should be immediately held

to decide on the question of the moving of the International

Socialist Bureau from Brussels. In the report of 1

it appears that it was decided that a general cont mid

be held, in which the Socialists of all countries should

part, including those of the belligerent nations. To this the

Vorwaerts expressly remarks: "Naturally the parties of the

belligerent nations are also to take part." Bin -ame

time when the Scandinavian Conference was meeting, there

took place in Italy a meeting of delegates of the French and

Swiss Socialists, at which the quest ion of the calling of an

international conference was also di---Mssed. T!

declared that under the present conditions they could not

* Editorial in the New York Volkszeitung.
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think of taking pnrt in any -

ades,

who are in the closest touch with the Italian Socia

take the pc-ition that an international 001

ruling conditions ran have prospects of success only if it is a
COnl- vely of the delegates of the neutral coun-

tries, in which the Socialists of the countries at war should

not take part.

The Socialists of Scandinavia and Holland seem to have

agreed to this view. In the speech from Copenhagen, in

which the assembly of a Conference on September 6th is

mentioned, it is expressly emphasized that only the neutral

countries are invited to send delegates.
In the present situation it seems to us also that I

1

-ts of those countries which are not taking a direct part

in the bloody struggle which is now laying Kurope waste may
a-ily come to an agreement, not only upon steps for an

early peace, but also upon the rebuilding of the International.

The participation of representatives of the count ries at war

would naturally bring questions into the discussion upon
which, in view of the ruling national animosities, it would be

impossible to secure an agreement.

A conference of representative! of the neutral countries

alone promises success. And the discussion to admit d

gates of the unit r: alone to the proposed conference

has our undivided support.

PROGRAMME FOR THE SOCIALIST PEACE COM AT

COPENHAGEN

The Swiss Socialists, however. <li<l not finally

ticipate in t
1

renoe. Tin- Dutch and Scandina-

vians undertook further to limit its sc<> M-ludimj

not only the Socialists of the warrini: nations but also

all discussion of their
"

<nl the war

and the causes of the war, and by restricting it 1<> i

propositions specified in the invitation t> the Con-

ference :

It goes without saying that the Conference will neither

Occupy itself with tho condition* which have caused tho war.

nor with the standpoint of the Socialist Parties in the various
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countries towards it. Its only task will be to look for a basis

on which Socialists can take action in >K -ure peace.
The object of the Conference will therefore be as follows:

To influence the opinion of the peoples in neutral countries

in such a way that it shall be exerted in favor of a settlement

which will guarantee a lasting peace, and, further, to

for a united effort to secure: (1) That no changes of fron-

tiers shall take place at the end of the war by which tl

of self-government by the nations shall be lessened; (2) the

restriction of military armaments, and (3) the establishment

of a responsible International Arbitration Court.

The parliamentary groups of the Socialist Parties whirh

take part in the Conference will be asked to lay addresses

before the governments of their respective countries urging
that they should take steps to bring about the finish of the

war, perhaps through the joint action of all the governments
of neutral states.

TROELSTRA'S PEACE PLAN

Troelstra, who attended the Conference as one of the

Dutch delegates, had favored, in a meeting held in

Holland on January 2d, two additional points:

(1) Abolition of the Right of Capture at Sea, and

(2) The Opening of All Colonies to all the Powers.

These points, similar to those later proposed by Dern-

burg, were not included, doubtless because they are

directed against Great Britain. But nearly all Social-

ists, including many of those of Great Britain, would

favor the first point, and all, with the exception of the

British, would favor the second provided they are ac-

companied by equally important demands such as the

independence of Alsace-Lorraine and German Poland,

and the democratization of government, directed mainly

against the present rulers of Germany.

Both of Troelstra 's points are of vast importance.

The first, taken in connection with the proposal of the

American Party to internationalize strategic wntmvays.

would mean the neutralization of the seas (see Chapter

\
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11 of
I'ut into efiVct together :

\\onld mean t! imperialism.

TICISM BY STA

unc adopted for the Copenh.

grcss immediately aroused the opposition of the Social-

ists of the Allied and neutral Powers, iiu-ludinir tin-

Spanish Party.

Our quotation from the Spanish Socialists shows that

they believe it is the duty of all the Socials '

neutral countries to pive their moral support wholly to

6 democratic and less militaristic nations, and

that Socialism, even in Germany, would lose by a <

man victory or a drawn war. and will gain only by
at.

the Spanish go farther. They are not willing

to forget the position of the (.Ynnan Socialist ma-

jority, and they regard the effort of the Dutch

Scandinavians to prevent the Socialists at t!

MP.C from - the war" as

'ak to cover their toleration of the (tcnnan Social-

ists' support of the war. Therefore, they opposed the

holding of the Con

In r - ivr.l from th(

!;Mil. :iii'i

Nalional ('(iniinittpo oi .'!ii<h So-

t'r PH. i change
'.en llio parties of "iin-

'.iiir that, notwitli!-'. !io war, H
of oli<l:iri' ..f all n:i'

nininc into tho rauws >f tl

whi.-li it has created, and tli-

which will f.,1!

They find two influences, so to spenl to this

sanguinary conflict. The one which has pn.Yoked the war
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is the most thorough expression of imperialism:

though guided by capitalist int. ,(!.

ence of imperialism, and is then-lore imbued with a more
democratic spirit.

If Austro-German imperialism is victor!. >n<. Socialism will

receive a setback; if the Allies triumph, the Social
will make great progress even in Austria arid Germany.
The National Council is not in favor of an International

Conference at the present time.

CRITICISM OP CONFERENCE BY LONGUET

A profound difference of opinion between Socialist

Parties appeared. Jean Longuet, writing on October

19th in L'Humanite, for the French Party, denounced
the plan of a peace conference at a time when the Ger-

mans were triumphant and were occupying Belgium and
a considerable part of France, and his statement was
later indorsed by the Party Executive. (See Chapter

XXII.)
His argument was :

The Socialists of the United States are following up. in

fact, are developing, the idea which predominated at the

Italian-Swiss Conference at Lugano. Like our comrade-

those neighboring countries, while animated with the ;

sincere and most noble internationalist spirit, they do not

understand that their initiative is inopportune, and does

not take into account the exact position of the problem at the

present hour.

Imperialist and militarist Germany whoever rl-e may be

responsible more than all the other states dcsirnl tins war.

and has solely and with premeditated will precipitated this

frightful horror upon the world this struggle of blood and

iron, not of words.

The most formidable military machinery h 'irown

by her into innocent Belgium, and into France, which was

peaceable from one end to the other, both doomed to de-

struction and pillage. It is the I',. > of

Liege and Charleroi, that admirable industrial center and

nursery of Socialism; it is our departments of the Nord.

Ardennes, the Pas-de-Calais, the Aisne, the Somme these
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densely-populated regions where dwells a vast factory and
mine proletariat on whom our political :i

had had the greatest effort which have been dt

full, bruised and cruelly ravaged.

In face of so much ruin and mourning it is Germany which

]\;\< n ::.!!: -.1 iMact. wh>-e territory at least has not yet

known the horrors of invasion. It is the abominable

the squire-caste (the Junkers), the great pan-(iennan i

trials and the Bismarekian professors.

tninly by the "untameable n of our admirable little

soldiers, to which the Times alluded, which is still unbeaten.

What peace ne mild be entered upon under these

! it ions, after so much blood has been spilt, so many tears

shed, and no definite result obtained?

On the other side of the Atlantic they do not perhaps sufTi-

v reali/.e this situation. Even amon.LT i lends of

France like A, M. Simons, who writes to me "that the scan-

dalous propaganda of the German agents in the United

States has revolted American sentiment, which is now a!

wholly on the side of France," and understands that it is

-sary to finish > with Prussian militarism, while

at the same time not desiring to see the "German people

humiliated, nor the German nation dismembered'*:

the utility of the Conirress.

..MTV out even tin- DM outlined by
. my .if Kuropr's liberty a*

alas! the German people up to now have not not

been able to do it we >ntinue the simple until a

suit has been ol>tai<.< .1. \\v mat <"ntinue it with-

-tupid chauvinism, without
' of hai' but with force and d:

safeguard our republican 1-Yance. and to create a nrv.

hat will we be able to speak of common action

by the S of all countries to establish internal i

peace on definite foundations. Then international Socialism

will make its voice h<

HOW HM.F TIIE FRENCH LABOR UNIONS FAVORW THE CON-

On tbr question < i':. neli labor

unionist*, whose members, in overwhelming majority,
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are Socialists, were by no means unanimous. Our next

document shows that on the 6th of December, in a meet-

ing of the National Committee of the General Con-
federation of Labor, there were 22 votes against par-

ticipating in the proposed Socialist Peace Confer,

at Copenhagen, against twenty in favor of participa-
tion and two abstentions. Evidently, the minority felt

very strongly on the subject, for. one of its leaders,

Pierre Monatte, editor of La Vie Ouvriere, until it sus-

pended because of the war, and representative from the

Department of Gard in the Committee, has since re-

signed, with the following statement of his reasons:

On the 22d of November, the Secretary of the Confedera-

tion announced to the committee an invitation to the Confer-

ence of neutral countries to take place at Copenhagen on the

6th of December. I made the following motion: "That the

General Confederation of Labor should reply by showing
the Scandinavian Socialists that while it would be impos-
for us to send a delegate, we should follow their efforts for

peace with the greatest sympathy, and 'that we hope for the

success of the Copenhagen Conference! At the session of

the 29th of November the Federation of the Metal Workers

brought up a resolution with a preamble in the same spirit,

which I hastened to support. On the 6th of December the

National Committee of the Confederation had three proposi-

tions before it: the first, by the Building Federation, requir-

ing that no reply should be made; a second, by Luquet, com-

prising important restrictions and the agreement of the

General Confederation of Labor and the party on a common

reply. [This probably refers to the demand that the causes

of the war be discussed, including the grounds upon which

the German Party supports the war] ;
the third proposii

that of the Metal Workers' Federation. The committee con-

sidered first on the proposition of the Building Federation,

adopting it by 22 votes to 20, and two extensions.

There is no question that the proposition of the

Workers' Federation would have been beaten on the 6th of

December by a strong majority.

Thus once more the appeals of Socialists in favor of peace
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will have found m 'ions

of France nor in the labor press of that country, tin- 1.

-.; so far as to refuse to print it.

and proportions are in accord with the resolutions of

'iial Socialist Congresses of Stutt-art, Co:

and Basel, which d( e war breaks forth

less [in spite of Socialist efforts], it is the duty of i!

classes to intervene to Inn- it |>roiii|itly to ;in end nnd t>

utilize with all their power the political and economic crises

.1 l.y the war. in order to stir up the lower classes and to

hasten the fall of the ruling

This duty Keir Hardic and th- .lent Labor Party
in Kn.L'land have fuUilled from the first day; the two So-

;irties of Russia did the same; and also the Swiss

and the Italian Parties in their Conferences at I.uirano. and

the American Socialist Tarty in its proposal for a sp-

national Socialist Congress. It is this duty that Karl

.necht has just fulfilled, and with him a minority <:

German Socialist Party, by his protest in the l\Yich>!a

the 2d of December, when he said:

"An early peace which humiliates nobody, a peace without

:ests. that is what we must demand. All efforts in this

it to be welcomed. The only thini: thai

stop this bloody massacre liefon- the complete < \hau-!ion of

all peoples engaged in it. is the continuous and simnltar

affirmation of that desire in all the countries at war. Only a

peace based on the international solidarity of the working

class and the liberty of all peoples can be a lastinir peace. It

this direction that the So.-iali^N on-lit to make efforts

for i>oace even in the midst of this war."

more or less comprehensible that the masses of tho

people should be d <d l.y the preM l>y all

press should ; the

government as arti' iith. But. that the militant

reseotatives of unionism should have shown no n.

v should have been no more critical in < \amin-

inff tho assertions of t! . that they should have

national

vanity, that they should have lost the mci-

h have guided ;,,-, up t- 'uno.

this is the most I

i, feared by us, this war wished for, j y onr
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nationalistic politicians, the majority of the ('

Committee now regards as hcin- a war I'm- the liber. r

Europe, a war capable of hrin-inir liberty am! a

Germany and of ruining universal militarism. What an il-

lusion! This war for which the assassination of Sarajevo
was only a pretext, has its real origin in the economic duel
between England and Germany and the Tuctonic and

rivalry.

The Russian Alliance, already the shame of the 1

republic, has precipitated our country in the gu!
sian Alliance and the Morocco ambition of our colonialists.

The Kaiser merely moved forward the hour of

pean conflagration. Therefore his responsibility is heavier

than that of any government; but the responsibilities of the

French, Russian, and Knglish (Jovernments are not small.

Nor is it yet established that the French Government did

everything it could to preserve peace in the last week in

July. Nobody doubts that secret diplomacy the misdeeds
of which have been so often announced played a <

erable role in the declaration of war.

The conscious workers of all warring nations cannot ac-

cept the least responsibility for this war; it rests entirely on

the shoulders of the ruling classes of their coun'

far from discovering in the war any reason for drawing
nearer to these ruling classes, it can serve only to redouble

their hatred of capitalism and of governments.

To-day we need more than ever to preserve jealously our

independence; to hold absolutely to our own conceptions,

which are our reason for existence. If they are IV

be stated. Only then shall we have the right to participate in

nationalism in all its forms, political nationalism, economic

nationalism.

But I fear very much that our central organizations in

France, as in Germany, General Confederation of Labor, as

well as Socialist Party, the International Union of Labor

Federations, as well as Socialist International, have gone

into bankruptcy.

They have just shown themselves as being too weak to

stop war after so many years of organizing propaganda.

But one could still say that the responsibility for this rested

perhaps upon the masses who hail not been reached and had

not understood the duties of internationalism. This* last ray
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of hope is flickering out in (lie words of t members
he unions and Socialist Parties in tin- ries.

The fire, that is to say, the faith, has failed at (In-

center. If humanity is some day to know pence and 111

in a United States of the World, only a more real and a

more ardent Socialism, arising from the disillusions of

present, dipped in to-day's rivers of blood, can lead us t

In any case, neither the armies of the Allies nor our old

dishonored organizations can aeromplish (his. That i-

reason why, dear comrades of the Card and the Rhone, the

General Confederation of Labor has dishonored itself by
vote of the 6th of December, and why I resign, not without

regret, the representative function with which you had in-

trusted me.

(Signed) PIERRE MONATTE, Representative of the Union of

the Qard, and alternate of the Union of tl .

(Specially printed in the otliee of L'l-'manrijmtricc, De-

cember 14th, probably refused by or censored iu the

Socialist and labor union papers.)

THE PLAN APPROVED BY MARTOFF

A part, at least, of the Russian Socialists approved
the Conference, though as belonging to a bclli-erent

nation they sent no delegate.

Martoff (in the Novi Mir of New York) indorsed the

conference held by tin Italian and Swiss comrades
in Lugano, where they had decided to work to prevent
the extension of tin- war among the now neutral conn-

He made a strong appeal to the American So-

onccntrate then- efforts and fiVht for the

mg of the war. Especially, he said, liny must ap-

peal to the workers of the wan-ini: nations and tell

i that they cannot expect any lil>'

from the war, and that only through a "war on w

can the proletariat of all nations regain its position.

Martoff suggested that tl ri duty before the

Socialists of the world was the work for iminedi.v

He criticised the French Socialists who say that they
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will fight until Prussian militarism is crushed, and the

German Socialists, who also say that they will f]<:ht till

Russian absolutism is crushed. He claimed that the So-

cialists will be the losers if the war goes on, no
matter who wins, for the Socialists never expected t>

gain anything through war, and the International

never suggested that the Polish question, or the Balkan

questions, or that of Alsace and Lorraine should be set-

tled by war. He rejoiced at the stand taken by the Rus-
sian Socialists and claimed that that must be the stand

of all the Socialists in the warring nations.

HILLQUIT, AS AMERICAN DELEGATE, RENOUNCES PARTICI-

PATION IN THE COPENHAGEN CONFERENCE

The American Party determined to send a delegate
and appointed Morris Hillquit. Hillquit, however, de-

cided at the last moment not to go and gave his reasons

in the following important letter, which reviews the

whole story of the conference:

New York, December 28, 1914.

To the National Executive Committee of the Socialist Party.
Comrades : The information which I have recently ob-

tained in connection with the proposed International Social-

ist Conference, scheduled to be held in Copenhagen on Janu-

ary 17th, is of such a nature that I strongly question the

expediency of American participation in it.

The Conference as originally planned, or at least as un-

derstood on this side of the Atlantic Ocean, was to include

representatives of all Socialist Parties in the neutral coun-

tries affiliated with the International Socialist Bur-

Bulgaria, Denmark, Holland, Italy, Norway, Roumania.

Sweden, Spain, Switzerland, and the United States.

It appears, however, that the Socialists of Bulgaria and

Roumania have either not been invited, or have declined to

accept the invitation. The Socialist Party of Spain was re-

quested to participate in the Conference, but has deemed it

inadvisable to accept the invitation.

The Socialists of Italy and Switzerland had held a joint
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conferem < of the war,
common programme of nrii<m. It was hoped that they \\ould

their comrades in the northern count' -i in

secure a more representative and authorit.

ral Socinl; Within the In- how-
. several statements have appeared in the Socialist press

of Germany and Switzerland which -ecmcd t.. in.
1

.

neither tiie Italian nor the Swiss Socialists intc:..:. >1 to take

in the Copenl
hi an etTort to ascertain the exact situation I cabled to

;!iinir. of Copenhagen, who has <

Conference arrangements, iu|uirini: wliich countries had

agreed to the Con: The cahle was snit on Decetnher

iMh. and ou the next day I received a reply t> the flVet that

the only countries to he represented of the I'i

States were Switzerland, Holland, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark.

Immediately thereafter the New York Volkszeitung cabled

to Comrade Hermann (ireulich. the veteran leader ol tin

-t movement in Switzerland, for information about

intentions of the Swiss Socialists, and received the .

reply that Swit/erland would not take part in the ('

the much -hoped-for International < . ha<

iled down to a meeting of the of the tl

ian countries with the participation of the in

Holland.

That changes the entire aspect of the situation. Th,

of n . ..mien of the S ol tin- neutral

miirht he i-arry c.nsi.leralde wei-ht with i

ides on ! of the conflict ; t< inline

mutual ft- 'horn in the fonnu-

pro^ramnip in connection with the future

negotiations of ih-ir respective A pun
e, such as the Copenhagen assembly will unfortu-

nately be t can hardly he n to have such .

intries which will ! at

I.-eal and -ectional intei-

h are not shared by tl

am inrlii that the r-ntcd States would l.c out

tries of Europe is not as absolute as that < ted
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States. Owing to their geographical positions, comme i

interests, and racial ties, most Lumpean countries are B<>:

what biased in favor of one or the other of the h.

forces, and before the war is over some of them may be

drawn into the active conflict. The very fact that evi-n the

Socialists of all neutral countries refuse to meet in common
conference at this time indicates that the fWlini: among the

neutral nations is somewhat strained. America alone has no
interest in this war except in its speedy termination, and
American Socialists above all others must studiously a\

even the slightest appearance of bias or discrimination among
their unfortunate comrades in Europe. This war will

sometime, and when it ends somebody will have to initiate

the work of reconstructing the shattered International of the

workers. This great task will logically fall to the Socialists

of America, the Socialists of the most important and least

concerned nation. I fear that this mission, the largest that

will ever come to our movement, may be jeopardized by the

participation in a somewhat one-sided conference, and there-

fore have concluded not to go to Copenhagen.

It may be pointed out that the Socialists of the A 11 in 1

Countries take a position which denies the neutrality of

this letter, and that they are supported in this stand n>t

only by the Socialists of Spain, by part of the Socialists

of Russia and Italy, and by American Socialist leaders

such as Eugene V. Debs and Charles Edward Russell.

For none of these Socialists agree with Hillquit that

the Socialists of the world or of America have "no

interest in the war except its speedy termination." On

the contrary, they do not want to see it end as long as

Germany holds her present conquests at least >n

west front. (See Chapters XXIV, XXVI, XX VII.

XXVIII.)

RESOLUTIONS OF THE SOCIALIST PEACE CONFERENCE AT

COPENHAGEN

When the Copenhagen Conference finally m

delegates whatever were present besides tho
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tjates of the count rii-s which hud issued the invita-

tion. The following are the principal paragraphs of

the resolutions passed :

The Conference declares that capitalism in its imperialistic

form, accompanied by the uninterrupted u

preparations and the unrestrained policy of expansion.

gether with the secret and uncontrolled diplomacy of the <

Powers, has brought the world to ti. ;>he which the

Social Democracy predicted and against which it has continu-

ally warned.

The Congress at Copenhagen, held in 1910, summed up
these principles in such a manner that they compelled the

Socialist members of the representative bodies:

(a) To work for the establishment of compulsory inter-

national courts of arbitration.

(b) To demand a limiting of armaments with an absolute

: nament as the ultimate outcome.

(c) To demand the abolition of the secret diplomacy and
the publication of all existing treaties and understandings be-

tween the governments; and

(d) To net in behalf of the right of all people to

own destiny and to defend this right against mili-

tary conspiracies and brutal oppression.
The Conference, therefore, considers it the duty of all So-

I'arties to work in the d <>f an earlit /

and in this connection to use all their powers to formulate

peace proposals, which will not carry with them the LMTIM of

new wars, but which will constitute a ha-i* f-r international

disarmament and for a donio. -rati/ation of foreign j>o!

The Conference protests the law of
nil. ami expresses r

i that the Social Denmeracy of .ill

will protest against each infringement of the inalienable

rights of autonomy through a forced annexation.

Upon the laborer* of all

countries to r.. their mi itl to the bringing
nearer of an early and lasting world p.

The Conference at the same time charges the Social I

in the neutral | of the parliament
other useful ways to submit to their respective governments
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the request to consider in how .it her alone or in

conjunction with the governments of other neutral countries,
can apply with a chance of success their power of int<

tion [mediation] to make an end of the war and establish an

early and lasting peace.

It will be noticed that the resolutions call three times

for an "early" peace without much regard as to the

kind of peace it is to be. The violation of Belgium (not

merely of the paper treaty) is condemned ; but this con-

demnation is linked with a protest against annexation

only, leaving it to be inferred that this and not an in-

demnity is the main question.

At the time of this Conference, immediate peace would,

beyond doubt, have been favored by the Germans and

Austro-Hungarians, as well as those who voted for it

at the Conference : Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Hol-

land. Our documents show it would also have been

favored by the United States and Switzerland. Outside

of the Allies, then, only Spain would have opposed

it, while in Great Britain one of the three parties

admitted to the International Socialist Congresses had

made it clear that it would probably favor peace at any
time.

If the next Socialist Peace Conference is held in the

near future, however, a more equal division may oc-

cur on this question. For, since the invasion of Belgium

is held to have been a wrong by nearly all these parties,

a large part, at least, would support the demand for a

sufficient indemnity. If, then, the German Government

refuses to grant this, which now seems its prohnblr

course, each Socialist party will have to choose between

immediate peace and the relinquishment of the Belu

indemnity and acquiescence in
' '

the violation of Belgian

rights."

The discussion of the Conference programme by Lon-
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gUCt proves .irly that the minim;.

mamls of the Socialists of Prance require an indei;

to be paid by Germany for the damage actually dour t<

property in Belgium. Indemnities i:

have been condemned l>y the Socialists of all count

Both Kautsky and Bernstein, for example, in the docu-

ments we quote ill the next chapter, reject the pro;

tion of the (Irrinan militarists that a war indemnity
should he levied by Germany, and Kautsk this

proposition general. The case of Belgium. In

considered by most Socialists as a special 01

gium is not a he!; in the sun

Now it seems improbable that the (lerman C

inent will consider the payment of any indemnity. <

for the damage actually done to Belgium, until it either

faces annihilation from abroad, or is menaced l>

home. Thus one of the most widely a-ccptd
of Socialist peace principles seems to demand eith-

decided defeat of Germany or a revolution within

that country ; \\ liile the other, the demand for \\

;irly identical with the probable i

Herman < :irn to ti

quo, the maintenance of conditions as they we

Prar, the abandonment of all demands for indemnity.

THE POSITION OP OUESDE AND SEM!

February llth. the French Socialist Party held

a special m< instruct their <

of tile Soci. ihe Allied ( 'olin-

'it days. The two Soci

declaration:

talk < until <> imperialism was crushed.

Ears must be stopped to all mutterings of exhaustion.
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At the London Confm-nri' it must !

this had not been frequently enough stated that the

fight was not against the German people, but agn
German imperialism. A new Europp must be created

where there was room for the struggle of classes 01

but not for the struggle of races. Such a victory of

the French would be a victory of Socialism.

Sembat spoke as follows:

The war has been forced upon us. One must uml<

that the French and German Socialists cannot bo placed upon
the same level as to the justice of their cause. The (icr:;

did not protest against the violation of Belirian neutrality,

which was a wrong. One cannot negotiate with people

deny that. We call upon the neutral Powers to take part in

the war, because we are defending a violated right. Such an

intervention would make the struggle greater as to e\

but would shorten it as to time. In London we shall ^
of peace, but shall not surrender ourselves to a peat .

ganda which would only be a manoeuvre of the (Jenuau <

ernment. Many say that a beuinninir of exhaust io

ceptible. This has its moral cause. The nationalist i- e

gerations which threaten to disintegrate Germany 1

brought it about that the Germany now before us mm-li

sembles the Germany of 1813. Unscrupulous* pe..pli> in

France are asking whether we should aim at not him: n

than the defense of justice. We must repeat in London

we will have no conquests, no annexations, but only the in-

dependence of peoples. We cannot be thankful CM

England. Russia is suffering from a strong p

present time, but it is resisting wonderfully. Without Kussia

we would have been overwhelmed. Think

the inner conditions of that great country strike you. Do
not forget that the Allies are fi-rhtin.ir in union for the ,-.

of justice. The Czar took the initiative when he prop.

like Jaures, to lay the Austrian-Servian conflict before

Hague Arbitration Court.
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: OF THE SOCIALISTS O \I.LIES
M

The Conference of the Socialists of the Allied < 'oun-

I
took place in London on the l.">th of Frlir,;

The Socialists of Belgium and Great Britain were fully

represented, also the Labor Party of (J in in and

the Confederation of Labor Unions of France. Vanl< i
-

velde and Lafontain* ntl the Socialist Party

and labor unions of Belgium. From Russia onl;

Social-Revolutionary party took part in the vntiii'j.

< r Socialist organization, the Social Democrats

I to participate in the voting because the Soci

of Germany and Austria wen n<>t invited. Among the

French representatives were all the best-known leaders

except Guesde, who was detained in France because of

his health and duties as minister. Among the Knglish
s were former opponents of the war such as

MacDonald and Anderson and Bruce Glasicr. I

Ilardie even presided over the euil iVrrlire.

'ant of France ileda

'o was forced into tin- struggle and will not draw
until Prussian militarism has receive. 1 its death blnw.

imvr the loll..\\ iiitr message for the German pi-npl.-: that

we nn- li.irhtini: t'm- ymr emancipation as well as for our

iom.

'Ide made an appeal to the Socialists of the

-rid to use their power for the overthrow of

lan militarism, which had laid waste little IMgium.
II- -aid that he felt no animosity whatever against the

German or Austrian people, but as long as they were not

"\.r the militarism of their rule was

this mill' I iy war.

!ssrl the following resolutions: I

1 at the war was a result of t

colonial conquests and aggress rialism of al!
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nations engaged, and that all the nations shared the re-

sponsibility for this policy. The invasion .if Belgium
and France by the German armies threat cnc<l th< i:

pendence of all nations and shattered all in

international treaties. Under these conditions a vie I

of German imperialism would mean the defeat <

annihilation of democracy and freedom in Europe. I

Socialists of the Allied Countries are not fighting for

the political or economic subjection of Germany. They
are not fighting against the people of Germany or

Austria, but only against the governments of these

countries, which oppress their peoples, while they de-

mand that Belgium should be freed and ind< mnified.

They desire that the Polish question should be settlnl

in accord with the wishes of the people of Poland, either

by economy or by complete independence within anotln r

nation. They desire that in all Europe from Alsace-

Lorraine to the Balkans, all nations which have been

forcefully annexed should be given back the righ'.

disposing of their own freedom.

While the Socialists are firmly decided (<> sfmgglt*

until victory is won in order to accomplish this enuui<-t-

pation, they are not less firmly decided to take a stand

against every effort to turn this war of defense int

war of conquest, which would only prepare new C

flicts, create new grievances, and deliver the peoples to

a doubled burden of armaments and wars.

The victory of the Allied Powers must be a victory

of the people's rights, of the unity, independent . :m.l

autonomy of the nations in a peaceful federation of the

United States of Europe and the world.

This was the chief resolution. Another declared

against secret diplomacy, the private manufacture of

arms, and demanded a compulsory international arbitra-

tion court. A third resolution protested against the ar-
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rest of S< of the I
> the pers

tion of Finns. ,le .<! of tin- Herman
I'. .Ics in (Jermaii >e resolutions were all passed

unanimously.
The t\v< factions of the Russian Social l>

to be present at the Conference, in

the fact that they disapprove. 1 of any

to which the Socialists of all countries were not in\

In a declaration made after the Con'

they explained their position as follows:

I of the LM.venimcnt Socialists of the Allied

rptinir a conference to uive material

political support to the policy of the Allies, to inaintai:) the

illusion of a duty on the part of the Socialists to

lational defense," and the other illusion that this

war of en m which, in the words of '

. and

Bason*-!]'. must he foii-ht to the etui, is attempting'

a criminal misuse of the ideas and authorily of intoni:itiinal

ilism, hy - a cloak to the interests oi

.-li. and French Imperialism, \vliii-h are real!

indamental task of the trit. ..f tin?

Allied Countries towards the London '

he tendencies of ihis war and of making it clear to

1 Democracy of "hostile countries" that th-

do not represent the opinion of the So. ialisN

Allied Count!

It will he Keen from the above that the* I.
1

-mice Ihr participants in the

1 U having totally b< international

thai the ,,tll. who

disagree with them, do not nt the

'* of Russia, nn<l they mention the i

nd others. A\eh-od
; to the 1 tier with Trotsky

and Manikoff. Altogether, the list im-hides about as
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many of the leaders as the party group which
the above manifesto. The leaders of both sides ;:

course, in exile.

Shortly after the London Conference another coi

tendency appeared wh<

Socialist Party also declared for immedi;it<

Five peace resolutions and two amendments wr
at the Annual Conference of 1915, most of them wit

majorities, and one amendment of pronoui
encies was handsomely defeated.

The peace resolution, which was adopted by 78 branches

against 57, reads:

"This Conference of the British Socialist Party condemns
the cry raised by the capitalist parties in every belligerent

country for a fight to a finish.

"It declares that the working classes can have no interest

in prolonging this awful w;ir until one or other of the

at war is completely exhausted and their opponents arc thus

able to fully realize their imperialistic aspirations. The

longer the war lasts the greater will he the destruction of

human lives, and the greater the economic ruin. T!

longation of the war will not solve any of the outstanding

historical political and economic problems, whilst ten

annexations will only lead to complications and i

possibilities of further war.

"This Conference therefore fully indorses the

Socialists in neutral countries to terminate the war. and de-

clares unhesitatingly that it is the supreme duty

cialist Parties throughout the world to work for

diate peace on such terms as will prevent the repetition of a

similar war.

"In the opinion of this Conference only the cstablMii:

a democratic federation of the States of Knrope will i

end to the present ruinous forms of militarism and imperi-

alism.

"This Conference further calls upon the Executive Committee

of the party to give effect to the policy set forth :

A resolution which declared for the prelim: 'notion

of the "Central European autocracies," n h the
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workers should begin to work for peace, was defeated, 46

branches voting for and 81 against it.

In its annual congress, hold at Norwich on April f>th.

'lent Labor Party also n<- a report

from the National Administrative Council of the I

1

,

setting forth that the Party declared that it was

duty of the labor movement to secure peace at the ear-

liest possible moment. The resolutions follow:

Resolved, That the conflict between the nations of Era

with which this country is invoked i- ;i result >f the p :

by Foreign Offices of diplomatic policies with the i.lea of

maintaining: the balance of power: that <>nr national poh.

understanding with France nn<l Kuia only was hound to

ase the power of Russia hoth in Kurope and in A

>ur good relations with Germany; tha 1

tary Grey is proved by the fans he ra\e in the House
of Commons Committee to have -jiven definite a^surane.

support to France in the event of any war in which slip was

Seriously involved before the House of Commons had any
the matter; that the lahor mm .

iterates the fact that it had opposed the policies which :

dueed this war. and that its duty now is to secure

the earliest possible moment on such conditions as provi<!>

best opportunities for the reestablishment of amicable

tions between the workers of Europe.

But we have just seen that J. H. MaeDonald nnl at

least three out of the four members of the National

Administrative Council of this Party \\rn- delegates a

few weeks before at the Conf< i lists of

Allied Countries at London, at which it v

'
;

- war in ti

tory was won. IIa-1 Ilanlir. <;i;<si,r. Anderson, and

their "j.inion? Or eotiM tln-ir
|

tion at the April D in favor of in

peui-
'

i

. d
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question was brought up at Norwich. \\Y tak.

following account from the Labor Leader of April 8th:

Mr. Burgess (Bradford) directed attention to a phrase in

the declaration issued by the Conference of Socialists from
the Allied countries which said that "the invasion ol

and France by the German armies threatens tin

of independent nationalities," and that "a victory for German
Imperialism would be the defeat and. t M of

democracy and liberty in Europe." lie a^knl wheiher Mr.
MacDonald was as alleged the author of these

also quoted from the declaration the phrase "whilst inflexibly
resolved to fight until victory is achieved," etc., and asked \

represented the view of the I. L. P.

Mr. Bruce Glasier said the National Administrati

had issued its own manifesto, and by that it must be judged.
The Conference of Socialists from Allied countries was a pri-

vate Conference, and no account of what occurred was to be

published. The declaration adopted was a compromi-c. It

did not represent his (the speaker's) view, but each side had
to yield something. The declaration was a great advance on

previous statements issued by the Belgian and French Suci;

at the beginning of the war, and except for the efforts of the

I. L. P. it would have been very different and, in his view,

harmful to the international Socialist cause. They had exer-

cised a very moderating influence. (Applause.)
Mr. Burgess : Does the N. A. C. consider this declaration to

be authoritative?

Mr. Bruce Glasier: It was not indorsed generally by the

K A. C.

Mr. MacDonald offered the following explanation :

The phrase "fighting the war to a finish" must be interpreted

in a Socialist sense and not in the popular sense. ]

had got to finish, and at the present moment it was no use

to talk about "stop the war." He challc-ujjeil anyone to point

to clearer declarations than his that the war mi-jlit not to be

carried further than the political point when the forces of

democracy in Germany were liberated and prepared them-

selves to crush their own militarism, and thus place European

peace on a firm foimdation. The. end of the war must data
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from the time wl

ready to take ; r ..\\M hands.

Congress apparently a<-

tions. as the National Administ ml ive Council

elected by overwhelming majorities and its rcpor;

accepted by a vote of 188 to 3.

MacDonald thus adds a thinl clause to the conditions

under which he and his followers will favor p-

Practically all British Socialists and I. had de-

manded a Belgian indemnity and a plebiscite in Al

Lorraine. Me now demands, further, that the war i

not end until the democratic forces of ("Jermany

"liberated and prepared to crush their own militarism."

Clearly this is not exactly the view of the majority of

I L. r. But its resolution (above quoted) ,
like that

be P.ritish Socialist Party, is somewhat amhi.i: ;

To pet the real sentiment ..f the I. L. P

to another resolution, about which the discussion chicily

raged (see above, chapter XXI>. Th.

divided almost evenly on the problem as to whether the

nt war was to be opposed, deciding by one

1 to 120) to pass over this question. The

he Congress, then, was not for immediate
|

'lerable faction, as the app!..

ed MacDonald's views, while the i

aa a whole i to rebuke it

voting for the resolutions of the London Cmifereueo.

OCTAL] IMMH.IVIT. i-i

NEGOTIATIONS

I the Socialists <.f the AH,<

iiiar
'

intil
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victory was gained on one of 1 ! '.oubtlew

refers to Russia.

A dispatch to the Exchange Telegraph Company from

Amsterdam, dated February ir>th. says that at a pi-

meeting of German Socialists it was decided, in view of

the sacrifices already made by the laboring classes, not

to support any peace movement until the (iermans were

victorious on one front or the other. The leaders of

the party were instructed to support this position in the

Reichstag.

While this report will be impossible to verify for a

long time, it is worthy of reproduction. It is highly

probable, for it would merely mean that the Center

group in the party, represented by Kautsky ami Ii-ni-

stein (see Chapter XIV), had gained control. There

are excellent grounds for believing that neither of these,

the two chief intellects of the German Party, desires

to see the semi-absolute government of Germany vic-

torious over the capitalist democracies, England and

France. Some of these grounds of a private char-

acter cannot be given until the end of the war. The

above report is in accord with this fact for which the

editor of the present volume can personally vouch.

The overwhelming majority of German Socialists,

then, want the war to end with a definite defeat for

Russia. A certain part of them do not desire a defeat

for England and France. This brings us to the follow-

ing questions:

Does any large part of the German Socialists desire

the war to end at the present moment A pn

they do, this means that they are willing to see France

and England defeated.

Does any large faction prefer that the war should

end at a time when Russia is more or less ben

when the war between Germany and France and Eng-
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land is a draw? If it docs, this means that it is willing

that the war, as a whole, shall prove a great V1 ,

the Kaiser and the German military party.

Are any German Socialists ready to accept a d

at the hands of France and England corresponding in

magnitude to the expected victory of (lermany

Russia? This would still mean a draw and not a d.

for the German Government, such as even I'.. !>< I d.

desirable in so far as the matter is viewed from

the standpoint of German domestic politics (see be-

low).

From the quotations from Vorwaerts and Haase
which follow, and from the opinions of Bernstein iriven

in the following chapter, it is clear that no large group
of the Party desires or expects any considerable advance.

of France and England. The pro-peace group is will in-:

merely that peace should be made without any tu:

victories in either direction.

Vorwaerts ealled attention to the fact that the n

tion of the London Conference criticising the Kn^

Government, together with the demand that the people
of Alsace-Lorraine should have the i-iirht to decide as

to their own future, was received with a storm of pro-

test and abuse from the French press. At the same
it attacked editorially the main of the

i hat the victory of the Allies was

necessary in order to free the German peoph
waerts said :

A defeat of Gem irism in war e:i

by a defeat of the German armies, the masses <>r whir a

ut of German workin
ran no more desire a defeat than tin- ! At

the mom*" : inan.l the nnshrni;

of the war as necessary. Hi- IBM |witim m all

the other branches of th< n.nal win, \var.aml
if such a policy is truly the fu ,cial
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Democracy, does it not mean a recognition of war, especially
under present conditions, as a method of Socialist politics f

This criticism of Vorwaerts gives a special importance
to the discussion of peace which took place in its columns

about the same period. Vorwaerts made clear its posi-

tion by quoting at length in three numbers (February

18th-20th) an article written by Fritz Adler in the offi-

cial monthly of the Austrian Party, Der Kampf, in th>

February number of 1915. Vorwaerts explained that

Adler 's position was in large part its own.

The writer quotes the saying of Jaur&s that experi-

ence teaches us that it does more harm than good to

freedom if one seeks to carry it abroad with weapons in

the hand. The writer then continues:

Even if it were true that Prussian militarism is truly the

backbone of reaction in Europe and that France is wn-

an aggressive war for democracy, would it really be in the

interest of Socialism that the French Social Democracy should

carry on this war as their war? Is it possible from

standpoint of the International that the French Socia!

should wage war against Prussian militarism without the

consent of the International? In order that a war policy

may be Socialistic, it must be recognized by the International.

The answer of the French Socialists to the latter argu-

ment has been that the German Socialists, who by voting

the German Budget in 1913 had proved that they are

no longer internationalists, yet controlled the Interna-

tional by means of their influence over the Socialist

Parties of Switzerland, Holland, Scandinavia, and other

small countries.

As to the speech of Jaures, Adler himself give*

answer in a footnote, in the shape of a speech of 1

in which the latter declared that def<>:it in war 1> :

the country defeated if it had an aristocratic form of
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govr The quotat i label's U
published leas than five years ago. Y"l. 1. p. 160, as

folio

My view is that defeat in war is nr

disadvantageous to condition.

ies make a _

arrogant and

peop win tin

case

by the \Va. o B of France by Hi

1870, and by ; !ui>.-ia in the war with .T:ipan in

ihat when I lu> 1'n. with

great sacrifice of lit'.- ami pri
on and resrned the ruling dyna>!y. tl:

lieantifnl promises which in ils hor.r

pie. Only after a !

did
'

arrive, when :

withheld from th-

AL- .1 had I n defeated i

ministry and the rnle of th< . y, \vhi. !i

' M rniany to tliis day, would have 1>.

away.

Bebel ncvor withdrew 1' ftely important s'

mcnt, which was ina.lo alxuil 1!M(I. within tin

'iocs Allcr or Vonr*n . ,ilh.

but Adi' that I.i-l.i-1 oiil\

not of the posiiii.n

tho party takes in war." In ..tin r WOrdfl, it i

EB 80 many Go-man Socialists ha-. 1 that

torj' in :1 for the people

alone will lead to democra

of thrir knowledge of

descendants, the people to be defeated canv

sacrifice it invob naaj be the only 1

for '

i an well

ai tl Socialist
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seives to desire it, will not lift a finger to ha

fail to do everything in their power to prevent it.

On March 10th, Haase spoke for his Party on the So-

cialist position toward the third war credits, .

an early peace partly on the ground that Cennany'N

military successes had been undeniable which means,

of course, that in the peace negotiations the German
Government would demand either advantages or a return

to the status quo. Haase said :

The imperial chancellor wants the German people to become
a free people. The conditions I have pictured, however (see

above, Chapter XIX), are unworthy of a free people and

imperatively demand to be abolished. A free people must

have free speech. This is especially necessary when a war

approaches its conclusion. The German people cannoi

itself to be eliminated when its future fate is being decided.

It must take part in the discussion and participate in prepara-

tions for it.

In all countries the horrors of the war have strengthened the

wish to prepare to end the frightful slaughter of the peoples.

To say this openly is not a sign of weakness, and can least

of all be so considered with us, since our military successes

are undeniable and our economic life, as stimulated by the

war, has developed in a surprising way, while our finances

are on a solid foundation. It is precisely the strong who can

first demand peace. (Applause from the Social Democrats.)

My party, as a representative of international Socialism, lias

always been the peace party and knows that the Socialists

of other countries think in the same way. is for

a lasting peace which does not contain within it

of new complications and of new conflicts. It should be

reached in such a way that no people shall be coerced by

another, so that, on the contrary, all peop!.

their peaceful task the exchange of the products of < ivili

tion. The illusion that the German people might be nnn

hilated has been destroyed. (Applause l.y
1 Dem-

ocrats.) Neither our people nor any other i

its independence with all its stmi.uth can lie destroyed.

newed applause from the Social Democrats.) (Our italics.
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It will be recalled that there was no demand for

from high Socialist quarters in Germany while tin- vic-

torious progress of German armies was still to be noted ;

in March this progress had 1 iy much si

if it had not ceased entirely. Moreover, it will In-

that this Socialist demand for i>. based on the

assumption that German military superiority had 1

conclusively demonstrated. These same motives with

the Socialists of the Allied Powers would leal. undeni-

ably, to the opposite conclusion, namely, that the war

should be continued until the military superiority of the

Allies was established or until no further vict.

seemed probable. Ai ondon Co

(see above) will show that this is precisely the position

that was taken by the Socialists of England and Prance.

About the first of A pi- il a new difficulty appeared. Not

only was there a fundamental difference between the

middle group of the German Party and the British and

French Socialists as to the desirability of immediate

peace negotiations while Germany si ill held most of

Belgium and a part of Fiance, but a new di

developed separating even the most extreme pro-peace

group in Great Britain and France from the mos:

irroup in (lermany. For it appeared
that the Licbknccht group advocated neither a

i

\lsace-Lorraine (or clse\\herc > nor an indemnity for

urn.

'it Lrroiip's peace man
the Labor Leader of April 1st. with the follov

planatory paragraph of that organ :

Through our Correspc r.l.-un we have IK. i\l
the f* issued by tho Anti-War Cr.mp in MM-

Social D . with which Dr. Knrl

Lirhkiircht. Dr. Ledeboi r M.lniti-. Tiara

Zetkin, and Rosa Luxemburg are asson-n.-,!. I
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was conveyed to our Correspondent from Germany by
senger and fortunately escaped tin- censor. I n a coverin.

to our Correspondent, dated Berlin, March 111, the members
of the Anti-War Group say:

"Please try your best to get this manifesto into all countries,

above all into the belligerent countries, in order to make our
comrades in these countries acquainted with the spirit and
attitude of the German Socialists. Up to now foreign countries

have only got to know our supposed opinion and attitude on
the war by the expressions of a dozen leaders who ha

mad. You can believe us, dear comrade, that the (ierroan

proletariat has nothing in common with the titterings of

Scheidemann or Heine, with the Hamburger Echo, or with the

Chemnitzer Volkszeitung. You can see from the speeech of

Haase in the House of Parliament (10/11/15), that the Opposi-
tion to the war in Germany is growing ever stronger and is

gaming influence, though under the heel of martial law we are

prevented from expressing our opinion publicly, because the

slightest attempt would be suppressed by force, yot t!

future may bring surprises, and the situation for action would

become ripe immediately if we had the certainty that our

comrades in France, Britain, Belgium, etc., would make com-

mon cause with us against the war. Therefore, dear comrade,

do help us to make an end to this murderous war (before still

other countries join) and to make our comrades in France, as

well as in Britain and Belgium, take the road of intern

Socialism. This manifesto is being, and will continue to be,

distributed in Germany." (Our italics.)

The manifesto itself then follows:

Though at the outbreak of the war the watchword of

"defense of country" may have been uttered in perfect sin-

cerity, the Imperialists of both sides made it clear at or:

what they were fighting. And to-day the true purpose of the

war is revealed: the antagonistic Governments proclaim the

prostration of the enemy nations.

They dread an armed peace which would only mean a pause

before a new call to arms. Therefore, the foe must be -i

in such a manner that it will never rise ;

wishes to strike at the roots of its enemies' existence. Such is
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the cry sounded from Russia aga ia. such is tl ..

sounded from both sides of the Vosges and of the English
Channel.

What will be the inrvitahle end if thi- unfettered fury is

allowed to go on without resistance?

rule of ti ! -and this will be the more probable

result the mutual shedding of blood until cadi side is ex-

haust*. 1. In cither eventuality, the economic ami demo.

and Socialist development of Europe will be hampered for

ties.

The ruling classes in such ci>

watchword of despair di->ur uised as the watchword of <!

i. .11: "We must see the war through!" I'.ut the WIM
'

class would be: iture as well ;. if. sum
. if it follownl further the call of

trumpet like the befooled children of the rat-catcher of

lin.

This can and must not be!

6 Socialist movement lias been intrusted with the task

of CM the masses for action on In-half of peMB. It

has repeatedly committed ii>-li' to this duty. So tin

, decided ; I -8 at

Basle confirmed its decision with d solemn:

i.wn I'arliame:; :> proclaimed this duty on August
I when it del-hired :

"We demand that, as soon as national

d and the IMP 'lined to make pea i he

made to the war by a peace which secures li with

our ii.

said that propaganda for p<
'

thwarlnl by liaid

fart
! att im tin rn>

grom i.-a-on tli

.ill will not die away
without response. We \\.le. une the

: i We 'jrect Comi ndes M..:i:iM' a-id

".in- opp'

pendent Labor Party of Dritain and thr rades
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who are awaiting with yearning the awakening of the German
Social Democrats.

Even in France no Socialist thinks of a policy of conquest
The Cabinet Minister, Comrade Sembat, has declared quite
recently a kind of peace programme.
On this decisive point the Socialist International is m
And if Sembat and Guesde desire also to crush German

Imperialism and Militarism, this appeal falls to ,d so
soon as we decide to raise the flag of peace not of a militarist

peace with the goal of annexation by force, not of a peace
with the aim of Imperialistic conquest, but of a peace based
on the principles laid down unanimously at the Inti-rnnti'iiKi!

Socialist Congresses at Copenhagen and Basle and accepted
by the German delegates. The chief of these principle^

No Annexations.

Political and Economic Independence of Every Nation.

Disarmament.

Compulsory Arbitration.

Therefore, away with fatalistic despondency and mutual a

sations and distrust ! Already some comrades amongst us have

spoken. Behind the Social Democratic Group of the !

Diet the masses must now range themselves, and with their

call for peace they must drown the war-trumpets. i

Chapter XIX.) The state of feeling among the rank and

in Berlin has already resulted in the adoption of a number of

resolutions in favor of peace.

We demand the publication of the terms on which the Gov-

ernments are ready to make peace (Comrade Milhaud ami

British working-class leader, Jowett, have already raised the

same demand).
We demand free discussion in the Press and at meetings as

to the time for, and the terms of, peace.

We ask for co-operation with those of our comrades abroad

who stand by the same principles, so that joint action may be

secured. (Our italics.)

In view of the passages in italics many nationalists

and militarists of Germany and Austria now also fa

peace on condition of a return to tin rnti'hh'nis before

the war, leaving the German Government and war party
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in t he same position ;i ! ativdy t<> oti

For example, Count Andrassy, one of the ! 1 lun-

garian patriots, is reported t have said in the middle

of April that the only possible result of

"no result."

Moreover in regard to peace terms the L i< I

view, as <! in //<?\ nmnifistn, differs in no <

from that of the pro-war majority of tin /'<//

shall see.

For about the middle of April. V

Con: i' (Icnnan and Austrian Socialists was held

at Vienna which adopted the following programme of

guarantees to be secured after the war:

national arbitration courts must he lcvrl.ip.-.'

obligatory tribunals for scttlin- nil differences between n:ii:

All treaties and airrecments of Slates must he subjected (

the democratic parliamentary control of a

ational treaties for limitation of armaments n

agreed upon, \villi a view to disarmament.

y nation t (letcrniine its own d

must be recognized.

of these points arc i<lentieal \\ith the fmir

's of the Lichknecht pi-..^raniine. The other.

rol of foreign relations, i

course a part of the Li.M

At the present moment (April 'J(ith) there is. then,

no essential disagreement amon^r (Jernian Socialists as to

peace terms. The most -

fnr

immediate peace on the basis of n return to tl

quo. Neither faction believes peaa
the German Government on any other / view

of its superior military achier

neither expects or wishes thi* in he lost
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in its public declarations. Both fa.-:

would be a great concession on the part of the German
Government even to consent to return to the status quo,
since a very large part of German opinion demands

conquests or other advantages. And a return to the

status quo provides neither for a Belgian indemnity nor
for a plebiscite in Alsace-Lorraine as demanded even

by the pacifist groups among British and neutral

Socialists.

But is there any chance of a change in German So-

cialist opinion? It seems that there is such a chance,

though how great it is cannot be said. In a statement

issued about April 1st of a secret meeting of the interna-

tional Socialist women's organization at Bern under

the leadership of Clara Zetkin an indemnity for Bel-

gium was explicity advocated. Here is the press account

of this meeting :

The conference was called by the international secretary of

the women's Socialist organization, Clara Zetkin, one of the

leaders of the German Social Democratic party, to consider

the policy to be adopted by the organization in regard to the

present war. The delegates present represented (Jermany,

England, France, Russia, Poland, Holland, Switzerland, Italy,

and Austria.

A general resolution was adopted after lengthy discussion,

calling for "a speedy ending of the war by a peace which shall

expiate the wrong done to Belgium, impose no humiliating

conditions on any nation, and recognize the right of all nation-

alities, large and small, to independence and self-government."

The resolutions referred in general terms to the capit

and imperialistic origin of the conflict, the menace of the

armament interests and their huge international organization,

and the extortions of contractors and food specula

Relations between the British and German delegates were

entirely amicable, it is stated, and the cordial relations between

the German delegates and those from France were equally

marked.
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iee, then. th.v

a Belgian indemnity among certain ({crman S

and we have no reason to doubt that there has

loped some scntinu-nt for a plehisri;.

Lorraine. Perhaps this is a beginning-- and the dcv.

: of thr sentiment may ho materially hastened hy

military events. Both sentiments may be felt pri\.

by a number of the extreme anti-war group. Hut in

case this group is at present a small minority, ami ( 'lara

in is its only member who has been put on record as

favoring any peace terms which Socialist pacifists out-

i ( lermany would consider as a real concessi

According to a report of the last part of April a part
of the German Party at that time was already in i

of a serious concession also as to A UK-. -Lorraine. Dr.

ihen visiting Holland, is given as the <

authority for the following statcim he New York

Times, April 22d) :

The general vi-\v nf ilir . i! is s:ii.l. is tha;

and I -lunilil hdon.ir (<> ncitlin- ETranefl nor '

hut should he aMtiinoiiiniis. The argument is that i

!<!-

! hy a I . popiilalioii. which it is ;is>

B to be gov.Tiir<l hy tin- Frnich, and that i

fore t on \v(ul<l he as bad as ever.

T.. this the advocates of a plebiscite would pi-..lably

reply that it was open to the people of All .line

under their plan to vote for complete auto

so desired. In any case, the spirit of the t

:ins: How many < icrman

leaders advocate the i IP to

ing to press none have done so publicly

except Bn



CHAPTER XXX

SOCIALIST PEACE POLICY

KARL KAUTSKY

IN an article in Die Neue Zeit written about a
month after the beginning of the war, Kautsky advo-
cated three principles which Socialists should favor in

the peace negotiations and which they might hope to

see adopted:

(1) The freedom of subject races of nationalities,

(2) Steps towards disarmament, and

(3) Steps towards world-wide free trade by means of

what we in America call reciprocity treaties.

Of course, in speaking of oppressed nationalities tin-

censor would not allow Kautsky to repeat the German
Socialists' well-known demand for local autonomy
Alsace-Lorraine. And it is very probable that he lias tin-

same idea in mind for German Poland and, possibly, for

Schleswig-Holstein, or for parts of these territories.

His position as to disarmament is equally radical. 1 !

does not demand international disarmament of all na-

tions alike. For that is the demand of many non-

Socialists and even of many nationalistic and militaristic

statesmen in all countries. He is willing that a st<irt

should be made with either group of nations even if it

is made by force in the hope that Socialists and <1-

ocrats of the other group can then use this beginning

as a ground for extending the disarmament to tli

countries,

443
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In the commercial antagonism f by tarifTs

Kautsky sees one of tin- two chi< i<- causes of

war the other being the backwanl condition

itories of Asia and Africa, which tempts the capital-

ist governments to exploitation and to host!

division of the spoils (see above, Chapters II and X I \

As to tariffs, he proposes, not tree trad. ,

ered on a national basis which, as in Knirland. in.

merely lowered prices accompanied by a corresponding
r of wages but the lowering of in \ rna-

iprocity treaties.

An international lowering of tariffs, according to this

view, means an increase both of exports and imports for

all countries, the development of industrial specializa-

tion in every country (one industry developing more
than enough to compensate for another industry thai

in another country), and finally a world-

wide economic iuttrd' JH )t<l< net of nations that would

soon bring it about that wars would he IK it! mie-

ally desirable nor economically feasible.

For the peace treaty that immediately follows this war
he favors:

(1) Any step that may be ta! D if one

toward disarmament.

(2) The widest possible inde; for nationali-

ties and races, even if it involves taking away 1

amounts of territory from one group of nai

alone.

As policies that will mal impossible iilfimnlilif.

that is, policies which m.-i -tially applied to the

trefl* ". ar but may
to be fully carrie<: favors:

(1) Democratic in the place of militari

mci,

(2) 1 ''!
-

ority treaties working as
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rapidly as possible towards intcrnnliunnl frrr trade, and

(3) Independent governments for, and encourage-
ment of, the backward countries.

Here is the central part of Kautsky 's argument :

Democracy can only find its best expression in a state

which consists of one nation, speaking one language. Mod-
ern production brings the people ever into closer touch with

each other. The more the inner divisions fall away, tin-

more all the members of the state speak the same language,
the more intensively can economic, intellectual, and political

life proceed. And within this method of production is aris-

ing the co-operation of the lower classes in intellectual and

political life, which means additional strength to every nation.

In a national state both these tendencies combine and

strengthen one another. In a state of various nationalities

they come into hostile collision with each other, and have a

paralyzing effect on the economic and political process, all

the stronger as development progresses.

It would therefore be a sad backward step if any of the

great national states which are at war were to use a victory

in order to annex foreign territory, and thus become a na-

tionalities state instead of a national state. That would be

a great misfortune, not only for the defeated, but for the

victors. Such action would also be an injury to tin

pendence of nations, and each of the nations involved have

sworn that they only wanted to protect their own independ-

ence and integrity.

That is not to say that any changes in the map of Europe
would contradict this principle. Where nations are now

under foreign rule, the overthrow of such rule would be

beneficial in the above manner. If, for instance. K

defeated, the inhabitants of Poland, the Baltic provinn

Finland were to claim the right to manage their own n flairs

without external coercion, that would be quite in accord with

the laws of democracy. The same would apply to Egypt and

Persia.

It is also of paramount importance to all nations that

when the war comes to an end the causes which produced it

should end likewise. A local conflict between Austria and

Servia would not have been able to set the whole world on
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fire in a moment if tho arma

this IT. Prob-

ably ill he compelled !

will indirectly affect also the armaments of their

tagon

compulsory disarmament of the dcf<a'< I it must
be our business as Social Demo- ;>rotest aga

liumilintin.L
r >r degrading forms that it may assu-

the thini: itself is most earnestly to be desired. Social Demo-
in all countries will support disarmament,

diminution in the menace from their neighbors' arman
\\\\\ L-ivc them a firm l>:isis in so doing.

A third point to be considered is that of commercial treat-

ies. The Teaties will be destroyed through the

and new ones will be concluded. Under the pressun
b that was hitherto unattainable may become atf:ii.)al>le.

possible that the victor may find it to his interest to force

free trade, or something approachin>i it, on the defeated na-

tions. Or several nations may constitute the- ito a
union. This would mean progress if it is not u-ed as a

Mitries into a
| area,

which latter must be fought against.

Kautsky's programme is evidently broader ami d

than that of the ( 'openha-ni or

and may s. rv us as a standard in 1:

lions now an : IInv.

tmme support! d ly other

eialists.' And. Do they hrinir additional elmients t>

nswrr tli- 'inning \\illi

\ieus of the (illn Socialist publicist of '

. Kduard Bern1'

EDWARI'

From an rxainination of the . ".dwanl

i. it seems that I ..'ually in ah:

itsky as to t' <'C
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and he represents a very large part of thr i

Party. Kautsky, it will be recalled, was

out all his writings not to express a wish

tory of Germany, and we are free to cond
would be glad to see England and France in-.

successful on the west front and Germany mo. In,

successful on the east. He does not believe a 'Mi,:

war, as he believes this, would mean a return to

status quo, but on the contrary hopes for vast and bene-

ficial international changes (see above, Chapt<
In contrast to this, the only qualification B

makes in his pro-German victory is to oppose an in

tions or indemnities for Germany :

On October 24th, Bernstein delivered a lecture to the

metal workers, of which Vorwaerts prints the fullov,

account :

I hope that international trade relations will be r<

after peace is declared, and that peace will be dec-Ism-'!

a very great time. In many circles of tin- jeo|,|.-

among the working people, the annexation of Mrlirhmi i- de-

manded. As much as I desire the victory ol' <

regard such a policy as completely mistaken. Kel^i 1
'

sists of three million Walloons, who speak rYeneh exclusively.

and three and a half million Flemish, who. in sj

Low German, are enemies of Germany. I li

that the German Government will not n-jrec to this ;

for annexation. I regard it as especially B< Miat a

peace is concluded that makes possible the renewal <;

national relations among the civilized jteop'

disposition to demand thirty to forty milliard of indemnity

from the enemy. In the first place, it is <|i:ite iinhch

that such a monstrous sum can he collected. 1

must not forget that if the other civili/rd nation-

cially ruined, our whole foreign trade will he crippled

in this case a great amount of unemployment will he nn in-

evitable result. We Social Democrat* Inn;- the most

wish that victory should rest with (, uld be
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a misfortune for all >'" >/'> />

rtheless we maintain 001 'Ys, ami 1

earnest wish that (lie (lerman En '! not ap.

making of the peace, so as to stir up the hatred

and envy of other <-i\ ili/.ed nations. That this should not

happen is doubtless tho wish not only of the (icrman workers,

majority !' the bour-eois classes,

want, not only to preserve German trade and

former condition, but to advance it even beyond tin- i

reached before the war. I have the hope that the (lei-man

Government will act along these lines in the negotiating of

petee,

In answer to the Scheidemann article above <pi<

(see Chapter XIX . Bel nstrin wrote tin- folhm invr reply

in PonoOtrti Of January H!Mh. in which he pictures tin-

war as a probable <lr;iw. and therefore inijdies that he

favors a peace which would restore the ftol

To advocate the earliest possible niiirlu^iim nf

at the same time a determination to "hold out" :nv i

means contrailictory ideas, that is. if a peace which a.--

the integrity and the <-onditions neoessary for the litY

development of one's own count r\ to he attained.

The two chief nations op|><>-; other in the p

war, the Knirlish and the (lerman peoples, are near 6Q<

related to one another to have one peculiarity in

toughness. Under many conditions this is a great \

hoth sides are toii-h then it may degenerate into

: then quotes a |>hrase from Graham Y.

to ! YuL'land and (Jennary pn.vr erpially

Htronp the war might last thirt; And In

with a quotation from David Starr .Ionian.

that if the war lasted for years it couM .inly h;-ve one

rwult. I. and Germany i-xhanstod as 1

a the \\innrr over them both.

id iit that Bernst* Sti a tcndeney
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toward this sort of a draw and believes that it is an

argument for the restoration of all the comlitioMH aa

they were before the war, without any elian-jr eitln-r in

the territorial possessions or the relative military

strength of any of the Great Powers.

Bernstein has made a courageous and aggressive cam-

paign for peace. He was among those thirty Socialist

members of the Reichstag who, on March 18th, refused

to vote for the third war budget,
' '

because it was neces-

sary that a voice be heard crying for a common-sense

peace," as he explained in the Leipzig Volkszeitung.
But when we inquire what kind of a peace he wants we
find he rejects the demands of even the ultra-pacifist

wing of the British Socialists, the demands of the

Copenhagen Congress and of the American Party (see

below) both so thoroughly friendly to the German
Socialist majority. Not only does he reject all indem-

nity for Belgium, but he opposes a plebiscite in Als;i

Lorraine as a condition of peace wishing this question

to be left entirely to the magnanimity and liberality of

the German Government and the pro-government ma-

jority of the German people. The argument is as

follows :

Our French comrades do not at all take the point <>

that the fate of Alsace-Lorraine should be decided by the

fortune of arms. In a number of declarations they have

limited themselves to the demand that the population of these

provinces should be given the opportunity to decide as to

their own fate.

We Social Democrats would be giving a very poor testi-

mony of our feeling for democratic justice if we made any

criticism of this French demand for the right of self-govern-

ment for Alsace-Lorraine. The objection we have to make

to the French is quite another one. We should and must try

to make clear to them that this demand, under pr<

ditions, means an indefinite prolongation of 11 rous

and wasteful war, since neither the rulers of Germany nor
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(lennan people can be wo>

. ;.) uhich .

ghoul ! now (luring tin* WJ

any solution which is forced in war leaves with tin 1

conqi:

iesire to win back by force what has

a peace which would only bo a truce is as lit I It- in the

!i should abandon this <!

Hut we ran
'

cause of our mutual interest, not

Mi ion sine qua won.

do this beean>e it is a fundamental principle of

I-.];, -y I.. >l!i here and tin-re t-> lind solii'

interests o|' the nations which do not need
i heir accomplishment, but can be reached by m

of voluntary agreement.

As this article nppe.-m-d in Die Ncue Zcit i<t'

VJtbK it has a special importance, as probably pit

ing a com inon view in the German Party. (See Noi

p. 478.)

JEAN JA1

Janres, the reformist, ,-i^rees with K;iii1sUy. the radical,

on international j>oliey. He del the iinlr-

all nationalities. ('2) freedom for the haek-

I
tional eoinmercial trv.

lirii .:!ii e(|iial o|)jMirtuniti.

dhuimuiN pnb-

.1 in L'B -ni October 1 .-m.! L. i:u ! :

'icilndc !'

inini^h, i:

1 it is n-'t. r

ami inefl"

iliat what
that

'

movement; for it is impossible for a great party i< n mand
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from a nation that it should transform its sori:il \

if it does not invite it at the same time It.

pendence against all exterior intervention, against all \ .

or every threat from without.

In proportion, then, as the Socialist I:,rty prows, it is led
to define its views on the Army as an instil in

pose the form of army which seems to conform the best
with a modern democracy in quest of six :.

Europe still exposed to all risks. The law of tin.

had this curious effect; it has quickened' in the So.

in the working class, the study of military pro!,

party has learned that it is not enough for it to critic;

that it must, in addition, give to the nation guarantees of

security superior to those which exist at present. ]

comes the necessity to analyze the terms of tho pro)-'

define what is to-day the role of the forces actually in l>ar-

racks, what the role of the reserves, and what ou-ht to la-

the role of both to-morrow. The proletariat found in this

research the pleasure there is in criticism. It couM
both with its natural good sense, and with the direct 1

edge which every citizen-soldier now has of military lii

cialists were not astonished to find as the outcoi

awakened interest that their national institution

vaded by a spirit of routine and a tendency to decay; this

being the inevitable result of the failure to adapt t!

tions to the living forces of new thought, of the

At the same time Socialists have taken a very lively inte!

pleasure in devising a scheme for National I>< rtlint:

to the conditions of modern life itself. The day when the

transformed "etats-majors" take this new spirit into a

and devote themselves in all sincerity to the or^aiii/ation of

the Armed Nation, they will receive support from all kinds

of unexpected quarters.
Just as the Socialist Party has a precise plan of r

organization, so it has a precise plan for diplomatic conduct,

and, if I may say so, for the organization of the \v.rl<l at

peace. To affirm the will for peace would be of no use U

it were not known on what foundations this
j

rest. To speak of international arbitration for all -

would be vain if it were not known what rii;!.!-

principles should inspire the awards. Such

indeed be both arbitrary and hazardous; that Ls, tbey
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another form; and from tlii.s judiri.i!

i;o>t brutal forms .

born again.
In the judgment which they uivc on those .

conduct which they advise, Socialist ! \\ith a

tri|>le thought.
< that the peoples win.

rgone the violences of conquest should be -.\iih

guarantees of liberty, ami with institutions of autonomy which

would permit them to develop, to think, to a<--

their own genius, without the necessity of rearra

breaking by force the framework created by Bo

not admit that the rights of nationalities

- .1; but they think that fflfl ol' clainii:

these rights can vary, JIM as do tlie conditions of

civili/ation themselves, as well as the political cond

the world.

Democracy is a great new force which furnishes.

national problems, new solutions. Certainly the Irish, op-

pressed, expropriated, starved by aristocratic Knuland.

more than once ha. In the pa<t

committed more and more "outrages"; but now, with

growth of Kn-_'lish democracy, Ireland has no need to

recourse to a national rising or to constitute it-elf i:

separate political St.ite. To obtain Home Hulc nothing inoic

has been needed than to exercise a continuous the

sh Parliament. Let the democracy be entire!;

liussia and Finland's liberties will be re-establi

Finland, having regained its full autonomy in

common liberty, would ask for nothin.ir l>

remain associated with the immense life of t In-

Russian people, [f] Let the democracy be entirely rea

in Russia. i:i
' 'olein

i. tiie problem of Schlrswi.ir. of Alsace-Lorraii..

Bosnia-Herzegovina an.: -!\ed without :

havinj: In ther, witl

effon ,,ut the world

with that in this effort e dillicult

MS which wrijrh on in it.

The most

:his truti hey do not wish in

any case to take the i || they do not
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meditate any "revenge," and that it was only from considera-
tions of defense that they demanded tin- time years' law.

Well, now, if it only depends on them, if Germany does not
take the initiative in aggression, years will pass, generations
and centuries will pass without the problem of Alsace-

Lorraine arising. Thus would come about its eternal abandon-
ment if the problem had no other solution than force. The

progress of democracy and Socialism opens the one single

way to a solution.

Our second principle, our second rule, is that Europe can
and ought to pursue its economic expansion over the world

without threatening the independence of States and without

committing violence against the peoples. Wisdom and equity
alike demand it. To divide up Turkey would be not only to

commit an outrage; it would also be to awaken through t lie-

whole extent of Asia Minor the bitter rivalries of European
governments. To dismember or try to dismember China would

be not only to commit a crime, to arrest the formation of a

great organism which is trying to adapt itself to the condi-

tions of life of the modern world; it would also be to start

a formidable conflict between the diverse European ambitions.

It is true that the apparently most convenient procedure for

greedy appetites is to cut up, to conquer, to enslave. It is,

or at least it appears, more troublesome to bind oneself to a

long and slow economic penetration, and to develop business

relations with all the peoples without being brutal to them,

without being offensive. But if this task is more difficult, it

is also higher and more fruitful.

It is best, and this is the third rule proposed by the So-

cialists, to negotiate an entente of European peoples for a

free association of industrial, commercial, and financial under-

takings which tends towards a better management of this

planet. No protective barriers, no monopoly; but a co-opera-

tion in which each national group will have an inllm-nre

proportional to its real effort in the matter of the work which

it has decided to put into the enterprise. Ti be on

such or such particular point difficulty in apply in

but it is precisely there that there will be the i

of arbitration directed by a distinct principle. And, on t!

whole, it will be easy to reconcile all claims and to give free

play to all the real and sincere forces of production.

Like the democracy, capitalism has subtle resources in facili
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ties for combination uhi -h under possible and even easv

solution of ma ins.

BERNARD SHAW

Shaw's views, on the whole, scorn HUH to

resemble Bernstein's than Kautsky's. On the sul.j. <-t

of Belgian indemnity he is almost pro-(!ern

ihe danger that peace may he postponed if a

indemnity is asked for Belgium, and proposi

compromise, lie demands an indemnity for pi-op

destroyed in Belgium, hut claims that li\

cannot he paid for. This overlooks widows and orp!

and disahled people, for wliom financial assistance is a

tit consideration indeed as we see in the

British Socialists' demands for soldiers in the t'ollo.

And a double indemnity coverm-i both life and

property would undoubtedly he a colossal 01

Shaw's central argument in asking President Wil-

um by QCPH

(and the All I ifl no sue!:

.vhelmin^ necessity a.s would have made the denial

of a right of way to the (ierman army equivalent to a

^ive German independence fr.mi desinic-

tion. and th o an act of war against her. justify -

Dan e.n|Uest of Belgium."

. tin- humanitarian, is chielly , -i with the

aiption . ,m froih

believes that a settlement may be accepted by the

I on that b;i

iK'lii-imi that a blank ro-

1 \vnnld 1

sit hound up wilh the i-iiTi :

1

! Brussels. -.]}<< niii

Ix>n<lc.n. ftged. Von
;
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Wilson] can judge better Ihan I what ehance German.
has, or can persuade herself she lias, <>f ( -\!

whelming her western enemies without m
the attempt.

In the following passages, in attacking vindicti

demnities, Shaw makes no exception for Belgium's

widows, orphans, and invalids.

The blackmail levied recently by the Prussian generals
on the Belgian and French towns they have oivupi ! r

suppose, be let pass as ransom, not as ordinary orimiiril

looting. But if the penalty of looting be thus spand. tin-

Germans can hardly complain if they arc themselves held to

ransom when the fortunes of war go against them. Liege
and Lille and Antwerp and the rest must be paid their

money back with interest; and there will be a bit: builder's

bill at Rheims. But we should ourselves refrain

from blackmail. We should sell neither our blood nor our

mercy. If we sell either we are as much brigands as

Blucher. . . .

And we must not let ourselves be tempted to soil our

hands under pretext of vindictive damages. The man who

thinks that all the money in Germany could pay for the life

of a single British drummer boy ought to be shot merely as

an expression of the feeling that he is unfit t<> live. We
stake our blood as the Germans stake theirs.

There could be no greater contrast than that 1><

the views of Kautsky and Shaw as to Russia. K ant sky

believes the war, if long continued, will establish

democracy there either from above or from belov

that Germany's democracy will come lar-j

ocratic Russia (see Chapter XIX). Shaw bclicv.

neither liberalism nor democracy is to be expected in

Russia.

Shaw here expresses a widespread Socialist view. A

large majority of Continental Socialists, hov.

agree with his view as to the hopelessness of a Russian
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Htm?, they <M.nfiU'ntl;

Shaw writes as follows :

When all is said that can be said for BOMB*, tl:

mains that a forcibly Rus>iani/.ed (lorman province \\-

be just such another open sore in Kurope as Alsace i

Poland, Mncedonia, or Ireland. It is nsele-s !> .

guarantees: if Russia undertook to govern democratically she

would not be able to redeem her promise: she would do !<

with primitive Communism. Her city populations may be

as capable of democracy as our own (it is. alas! not sa

much); but the overwhelming mass of peasants to whom the

Czar is a personal god will for a long time to come mak<

resistible. As against Russian civili/at ion '

man and Austrian eivili/ation is our civili/ation : tl -

' r that. A constitutional kingship of Poland and a

sort of caliphate of the Slavs in rema

Europe, with that access to warm sea water which is Russia's

common human right, valid against all balances of p<

and keys to India and the like, must be i 1 fr her

share in the war, even if we have to nation:)': niti-

nople to secure it to her. . . . Until I,'

tiou of several separate democratic

either promoted to the honorable position of hereditary I

dent or else totally abolished, the eastern boundary t

League of Peace must be the eastern boundai iish,

an, and Italian civili/ation. . . . Meanwhile.

i nh of democracy to tl and

d-'-I'ni iani/e 1 Vt r- >_! ;id.

The conclusion is that tbo Russian lani:rr is such as to

demand the earliest possible '..Delusion .f the \\

An to the possible effect of thr war in furthering tho

progress of the lrn:. B El sa'nl, in his first

the war. that be had groat hopes but muM
not speak because of the censorship. Shaw takes advan-

tage of the absence of any sueb pnlit rship in

.'land to argiie that a ilomocrati/ation .f L'overn-

.ts should be (Icinamled at the p.

This is a distinct addition to the Kautsky policy.
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it regards democratization as an item of th- ;iatc

peace programme :

The simplest solution would be to take the sooner or later

inevitable step into the democratic republican form of govern-
ment to which Europe is visibly tending. Or, continues

Shaw, a democratic monarchy, such as that of England or of

Holland, is a fairly acceptable working substitute for a formal

Tepublic in old civilizations with inveterate monarchical tradi-

tions, absurd as it is in new and essentially democratic states.

At any rate, it is conceivable that the western Allies might
demand the introduction of some such political const it u

in Germany and Austria as a guarantee; for though the de-

mand would not please Russia, some of Russia's demands
will not please us; and there must be some give and take in

the business:

"Let us consider this possibility for a moment. First, it

must be firmly postulated that civilized nations cannot have

their political constitutions imposed on them from without if

the object of the arrangement is peace and stability. . . .

Nevertheless, we need not go to the opposite extreme and

conclude that a political constitution must fit a country so

accurately that it must be home-made to measure. ... It

is therefore quite possible that a reach-me-down constitution

proposed, not by the conquerors, but by an international

congress with no interest to serve but the interests of peace,

might prove acceptable enough to a nation thoroughly dis-

gusted with its tyrants." (See Note 2, p. 478.)

THE PEACE PROGRAMME OF THE INDEPENDENT LABOR PARTY

The British Independent Labor Party, in formulating

its peace policy, says nothing about indemniti.

for Belgium or for France, though its demand I'.M-

autonomy for subject races, as a part of the terms, would

mean the partial or complete liberation of Alsace-

Lorraine, and perhaps of Prussian Poland and I

of Schleswig-Holstein, measures which would meet with

even more vigorous resistance from the German Qov

ment and a part of the German Socialists than would
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the most colossal Belgian imlcmnity. Sere IB the I, I

programme (as given !y tin- Labor Lead'<

n should represent nationalitie

med not liy niilihi 'nit liy the n:i:

1 rilslolll.

peoples should l)c granted s '.

Id ln allowed t> decide liy |
>lebi-M-it c win

be under tin- su/erainty of any I'..

;cy of the ha 1

. OWWT ly which the na-

dividi il iiilo anla i

[( .1 liy a I.. which all

tions should he members and unilinir whom there should be

an iiiti-i national body to jud-.-e all .|iiarrels and d:

i The constitution of i.n h nation should 1><

The people should 1. I ;dl eollt ml of the I-

d women's claim to cil i/en-hip should he \>

I diplomacy should he entirely alioli-li< d and for

policy placed under the jurisdiction of parlian:

The armament ind

n out of private hands and placed u

may no longer be tempird t

ploit national
,j<

Tin- ideal louaids which we should move is a Un
- of I-airope in which national armies and navies are re-

placed by an international police s

differ! fn.in Kaiitsky's l>y its (leinanl

iK-jits as a feat u i

tho . noace th(iu_rli tlx-iv is no reason to suppose
I wint:

i ,'ionali/a:

industries w.ull prol>aldy IM- f;i\-(n<l 1-y .ill Socialist*

u'h inai :.n-y in

.'.ably l>e objected to

I his irroiip. hut only lx

them t"

or

IB and always has been based on
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and as long as nations arc in eoonomi m times
of peace there will be danger of war. TV ! say
that to talk of a United States of Europe withou
at the removal of these economic conflicts

serve the military and nationalist parties by <!

attention away from the true causes of war. An inl

national tribunal, international police, and a ;

federation of nations, they hold arc to IT neared only
when stronger economic bonds than at present hol.l t lu-

nations together and fewer economic conflicts cxisi

drive them apart.

THE "NEW STATESMAN" vs. THE i. L. P. PROGRAMME

While not directed specifically against the I. L. P. pro-

gramme, an important editorial in the New Statesman

attacks some of its main points :

There are some excellently-intentioned people, for example,

who, having laid it down that the terms of peace should pro-
vide for (1) disarmament, (2) the abolition of secret diplo-

macy, and (3) the reconstruction of the map of Europe by
plebiscites in all doubtful areas, appear to consider that (hey
have solved the whole problem. But, so far from amounting
to a solution, it is not clear that these B > are likely

to help us at all. As for disarmament, it is. as \\<

pointed out before, inconceivable that it should come about

as an immediate result of this war. A Her the lesson that

we have had during the past five months there will certainly

be no little navy school in British politics for a very long
time to come; and if we are not prepared to aband<

policy of maintaining an overwhehnini: navy, how can we

propose that other nations should abandon their
;

of maintaining as large armies as they can afford f We may
hope, of course, as a result of the war, to be able to effect

an absolute reduction though not a reduction rdati

other Powers in our expenditure upon drendno

similarly, the Continental Powers may be able to

scale of their military armaments. If, indeed, the settlement
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does not make such reductions eventually possible it will have

been proved a failure. Hut the reductions will come al

not as part of the w but as one of its ultimate

bem: Us. As for the abolition of "secret diplmr..

there is little, we fear, to be hoped from it if the reform is

to be applied in this country alone and we certainly cannot

insist on its application el-ewherc. Moreover, the pRMMll
has revealed no great divcrirencies between p>\ and

peoples. More parliamentary control of the Foreign (>

would be a good thing in itself, but it would not have

ed the war, or even our joining in it. As Mr. Bernard

pointed out in his manifesto :

"Had the Foreign O: the International Soci

Bureau, had Sir Edward Grey been Jaures, had Mr. Ramsay
Donald been Prime Minister, had Russia been Germany's

ally instead of ours, the result would still have been the same:

we must have drawn the sword to save France and smash
Potsdam as we smashed, and always must smash, Philip,

Louis Napoleon, et hoc genus omne."

The plebiscite seems to us a still less hopeful and p-

nent suggestion. How anyone, indeed, who followed

Ulster controversy six months a in a serious

advocate of the plebiscite as a method .,i settling

we cannot understand. For, inevitably, as we saw in I

a dilemma is presented. If the vote be taken over a 1

area polled as a single unit its result can be quite <

manipulated, in fact, settled in al\ ;,'ice. by those who ft

the boundaries of the area to be polled. If. on the other

hand, the area is divided into a number of small and fairly

homogeneous disti of \\luVh is polled separa
the results will certainly give a true idea of the wishes .!

populations concerned, but they will also in all probability

point to a quite impossibly htr series

of frontiers. In a recently published pamphlet Mr. Lowes
tO the fact that Au<tria-IIui

fas n larire proportion of Slavs whose wishes must be
considered in the ultin es:

"The true solution would be a referendum l

peoples included in the Austrian Empire on the point whether

they wish to remain n or to join Servia
* n separate unit ., n ."

The Slavs of the Austrian Empire include large numbers
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of Poles, Ruthenes, Czechs, Slovaks, Slovenes, Croats, and
Serbs. Are they all to be polled together or separately f

And what is to happen in districts where these races are

mixed with others'? Probably Mr. Dickinson had only the

southern Slavs in mind but even so, the problem with its

mixture of religions, Catholic, Orthodox, and Mosl-

infinitely more complex than the problem of Ulster. It may
be suggested that it would be possible to divide up the country
for the purpose of the plebiscite into districts which would
be substantially of one mind. That no doubt is so, but the

authority who arranged the division would also arrange the

destination of each area and the holding of the plel>

would be an unnecessary formality.

But there is another objection that seems to us even more
fatal to the procedure which Mr. Dickinson suggests,

pose the results of the plebiscites were a series of demands

for complete independence, which is quite possible Europe
would then be faced with the choice of either ignoring the

mandates it had invoked or else creating conditions infinitely

less stable than those which existed before the war. With an

independent Poland, an independent Bohemia, an indep-

Hungary, and perhaps even an independent Ruthenia and an

independent Croatia, owing no allegiance to any Great Power,

yet free to coquette with all, we should have the problem of

southeastern Europe magnified tenfold and there would be

no sense of international security, no slackening of the i

rations for war, until the map had once more been i

That is not the sort of solution Great Britain is fighting

for.

Many Socialists both of the nationalistic and th<- in-

ternationalistic tendency agree largely with these criti-

cisms. Bauer, of Austria, in his //// ri'ilismus und

die Nationalitaetenfrage, has dealt fully with the com-

plexities of the nationality question in Austria ami has

also admitted that the conflict of immediate ecommiir

interests throws the peoples themselves into antagonisms

(see above, Chapter II), so that the abolition of secret

diplomacy, desirable as it may be, would reach none of
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ssues. Both I a nl Ba the

icst possible s raid disarmament ii

expects an important move in tliis direction as tin- r<

i is not due to any of the illu-

of the "hour I L I'

that an inttmat ioiial B|
'

is possible. II'

,v to have a partial disarmament forced on

;her - us n I" in the riu'ht dii-eetion.

leaniiiLT in '

is so marked that it expects no limitation either of the

tal armies or of the British Navy "as a p.i

the at" It seems to feel that a sort of mili-

balance of power must result and it relies only on

voluntary and international agreement as do the

ifists against whom the article is dim-ted.
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pro-peace group, feeling the military position of its gov-
ernment to be impregnable, and desiring in

peace, did not dare to ask for more, and so was r<

to sacrifice the small nationalities. The P.ritish imme-

diate-peace faction followed.

MORRIS HILLQUIT

The two American Socialists who "have dealt with the

peace problem at greatest length and whose voices have

the greatest weight (among those who have spoken) are

Morris Hillquit and Charles Edward Russell. Hill-

quit's first utterances on peace were in New York in

November. As previous quotations have already indi-

cated, his position differs radically from tin- inter-

nationalism of Kautsky. He wants no annexation on a

large scale and no colossal indemnities, which is llern-

stein's position. Unlike Bernstein, however, who wishes

a German victory (though not necessarily on both

fronts), or Kautsky, who hopes to see great changes

brought about by the war, Hillquit believes that a good

time to end it would be either immediately (see Chap-

ter XXVII) or when it is a "draw."

CHARLES EDWARD RUSSELL

Russell's views are to be found in the New Review for

January, and in Pearson's Magazine for February and

March (1915). The first article, a very short

reproduce in its entirety. He does not want peace until

Germany is sufficiently beaten to ensure

treaties and the rights of small nations in tin- future or

until her aggressive military party and absolute form of

government have received a blow that will bring about

their overthrow:

If the present commercial and s.x-inl to rem

unimpaired, the end of the war will probably see the terms
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of adjustment bedeviled by the powers of darkness for T

own benefit, but that fact need not blind us to the only pos-
sible arrangement that would be of use to mankind.

Neither that nor the efforts of the worthy but deluded souls

that for indiscernible reasons (if any) are trying to bring
about a peace at tin time.

Peace is a lovely thing and usually above other blessings

desirable, but a peace made now would be a greater calamity
than the existing state of war. Peace now would be nothing
but a truce in which everybody, including ourselves, would

sedulously prepare for the next war, about five years
oft

We might as well forget, therefore, any idea of a peace
conference or congress to be held now. Being in this mesa,

is no way out of it but to fight through to the end and

have done with it.

For observe that the principles established at the present

stage of this war are these:

1 1 ) Treaties have no validity and can be broken at con-

venience.

(_') Small nations have no rights that great nations are

bound to respect.

(3) A nation can reject arbitration and insist upon war,
and still suffer nothing in the estimation of mankind.

(4) Absolutism is riu'ht. proper. :md endurr

If you make peace while these principles have the :

isement of success in arms you nail them upon the world

:tely.

It mk'ht be possible under such conditions to maintain

organized society and proceed with the work < urn.

but I don't know how.
If you utterly destroy every

- "f national 0ti

and ideal of national <M>od faith, how can you expect to

have any stai iividml .

preserve "the faith that holds the moral elements of the

world together"? How will you have any standards except
brute strength?

All the world's chances of endurin
1 reversion lie Minply in thU that the war shall

be prosecuted to the catach pray that this

may be tremendous enough to smash the competitive sy
and abolish it from the earth forever. The chances, I admit,
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would be greater for this delectable result if most of the en-

lightened men of the earth were not out on the firing line

trying to kill one another; but anyway, that is the first and
greatest hope.
And the second is like unto it, that the people of Europe

shall perceive at the close of this war, or before, the mon-
strous idiocy and monstrous peril of maintaining in this day
a monarchical form of government. The threat of war will

never be removed so long as we go on fooling with this absurd
and poisonous thing. A race of in-bred lunatics sits upon the

thrones of Europe and directs the destinies of the nations. If
this war is prosecuted to its logical conclusion, and the

invertebrates that clamor for peace before there can be any
peace do not muddle everything, there is a fair chan<

Europe will come out of its trance and begin to live politically
in the twentieth century instead of the seventeenth.

There is, I say, a chance. The great danger point will be

when the job is about half done and weak souls, afraid of

changes and appalled by the horrors about them, will be

moving for peace at any price even though it shall mean

infinitely greater horrors within a few years, even though it

would mean the defeat of everything we believe in, and the

long triumph of monarchical medievalism. To smash up the

armaments, sink the battleships, melt down the J2-rPMtimetrr

howitzers, rid the earth of the blight and pestilence of mili-

tarism and imperial ambitions will take much more sacrifice

than we have yet gone through. We should remember that

monstrous crimes usually exact monstrous penalties. The

world has tolerated these things and wallowed in them. We
shall not throw them off like an old garment ;

the price is yet

to be paid, now, or in the next world convulsion, take your
choice. Men not afraid of their own thoughts will hoi

it will be now and that the work in hand will not br

rupted until it is done so thoroughly that it will not have

to be done over again.

In an article in Pearson's Magazine (February) he

defines his attitude to peace policy in general in the fol-

lowing six propositions:
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LESSONS OP THE WAB

UN- 'ii. which can-
are no

i

Treaties are n>t worth ltu> paper they an- wrir

Hid mi nation. ions,

Under i ii* system the work of tin- peace societies

MI, which makes all

wars, talk about disarmament is all bosh.

1'nder tin- exist inir commercial system, which

wars, pi . ami declarations in i'avor <>f

B mean nothing, all talk of arhitratioii is only an

i).

There is nothing in the idea <>!' untrained vnlnn 1

to tl. of their country in the hour of its need.

Under the existing system to opposi

folly.

Ilicn presents this alternative: cither '

tinned development of militarism and wars or the aboli-

tion of 'Mlic commercial system"- in whic 1

includes, of course, imperialism and tariff wars.

\TI\I: i
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< . t

1
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lack of democratic control by UK-
pi.,,,, |,.; va>t systems of

military equipment; fear and suspicion |,n .,l .

vicious jingo press in all nations; powerful
ests that reap rich harvest out of havoc and death a 1

have played their sinister part.

The Fundamental Causes

Back of all of those, however, lie the deeper, more 1

mental causes which give rise to I hem. The fund.:

causes are economic.

Every capitalistic nation on earth exploits its people. The
wages received by the workers are alway- m the

market value of the goods which they prodot
quently when the workers enter the market they cannot buv
back an amount of wealth equal to that which their labor

created and put into the market. A surplus amm
The capitalist class cannot consume it all or profitably
it in a nation suffering from capitalistic exploitation. Thus
sooner or later each capitalistic nation is suffocated with the

surplus products resulting from its own exploitation. Hav-

ing exhausted its home market, unwilling and unable to read-

just its processes so as to eliminate exploitation, every capi-
talist nation is compelled to enter the struggle for foreign
markets.

All the rest of the tragedies of capitalism follow upon this

fundamental feature. Each capitalistic nation enters (lie

list to fight for foreign markets. Hence arise the commercial

rivalries of nations, the policies of imperialism, the contlicts

for commercial supremacy, ever growing more intense and

fierce as the nations expand and the world's field of eo

narrows. Hence arise the policies of annaim-nts every year
more immense and monstrous. Hence arise the -

intrigue of secret diplomacy, till the world is involved in a

deadly struggle for the capture and control of the \voild

market.

Thus capitalism, functioning through the modern national-

istic state with its vast armaments, secret diplomacies, and

undemocratic governments, inevitably leads to war.

Socialists Warned the World

For more than half a century the Socialist un-

warned the world of this impending tragedy. With every
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r command the Socialist have
worked to prevent it. Hut tin- warnini: has uone unh-

and the Socialist propaganda against war has heen \_-.

and suppressed by tin- ruling powers and the majority of
the people of all the nations.

IT prediction has been only too swiftly and too

tragically fulfilled War. with all its horrors, is upon us.

And it has oome as the logical and inevitable outcome of
forces of the capitalist system. It has conic in spr
.variants and protest of the Socialist and labor n

incnt and indeed in spite of the personal desires of many of

the capitalists themselves. The rapitaliM system is a modern
Frankenstein which is destroying its own creators.

The Supreme Duty Now

We refuse to believe our comrades wholly false to th.

ciples for which they have suffered so much and which

have labored so long to plant in the hearts of men. The
tidal wave of nationalism may for the moment overwhelm,
but it cannot destroy the ideals of international brotherhood

which you ha\ 1. To you, also, we extend the sum-
mons of the constructive task that now awaits us.

Our Programme

I. Terms of peace at close of present war must bo such as

to protect the nations from future wars and conserve the

identity of the smaller nations.

(1) No indemnities.

(2) No transfer of territon. .-nt and by
vote of the people within the territory.

II. lM, ,:.,,!,, .

I of the World.

(1) Court or courts for the t ,>f all disputes be-

tween noti

national congress, with le-Matr hnims-

:ve powers over international affairs, and with perma-
nent committees in place of present secret diplomacy.

i national police force.

Ill National disarmament.

(1) National disarmament shall be effected immediately
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upon the adoption of the peace programme by a sufficient

number of nations, or by nations of sullim-nt power BO that

the international police force developed by the terms of the

programme shall be adequate to insure the protection of the

disarmed.

(2) No increase in existing armaments under any circum-

stances.

(3) Pending complete disarmament the abolition of the

manufacture of armaments and munitions of war for private

profit.

(4) International ownership and control of strategic

waterways, such as the Dardanelles, Straits of Gibraltar, and
the Suez, Panama, and Kiel Canals.

(5) Neutralization of the seas.

IV. Extension of democracy.

(1) Political democracy.

(a) The declaration of offensive war to be made only by
direct vote of the people.

(b) Abolition of secret diplomacy and the democratic con-

trol of foreign policies.

(c) Universal suffrage, including woman suffrage.

(2) Industrial democracy.
Radical social changes in all countries to eliminate the eeo-

nomic causes of war, such as:

(a) Federation of the working classes of the world in a

league of peace.

(b) Socialization of the national resources, public utili-

ties, and fundamental equipment of industry of the nations.

(c) Elimination of all unearned income.

(d) Immediate and progressive amelioration of the condi-

tions of labor.

V. Immediate action.

(1) Efforts to be made in every nation to secure the offi-

cial adoption of the above programme by the governing bod-

ies at the earliest possible date. The adoption of tli<

gramme (contingent upon its acceptance by a sufficient num-

ber of the nations to insure its success) to be immediately an-

nounced to the world as a standing offer of federation.

(2) The federation of all the possible peace forces that

can be united in behalf of the above programme for

propaganda among all nations.

(3) Efforts through the International and the national
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organizations of the Socialist Party of ;ill nations to secure

universal co-operation of all Socialist and labor organizations
in the above programme.

This is a practical programme directed toward the

futu lusions, ho\\< to most of tin-

practical matters with which it is concerned, are baaed

on the general idea contained in the preamble. This

is that the so-called
"
Imperialism

"
is the fundamental,

>t the sole cause of war. The economic hostility

M the nations is attributed exclusively to

capitalists, and capitalism is held to be solely respon-

sible for war. On the other hand, it is very elt

imp! follous necessarily as part of this

validation that there is no conflict even o:

dintc economic interests between the \\..

nations, as asserted by the Socialist authority

otto Bauer (see Chapter II).

not the purpose of the editor of this volume him-

to discuss any of these questions. But we may point

out that a large number of Socialists now take a con-

view, as a number of our quotations have shown.

!y important to recall tin >hall

to point out how many Socialists disagree with

some of the points of this programme in detail, but

at very many disagree with it OS

a win ilt
, in view of the fact that it is based on the above

ausn ", Inch they hold to be largely, though not of

irely, fallacious.

This programme of the National Kxccutive

66 of the American Socialist Party contains

bofl
; olicy and a policy for tin

c at close of

man vi 1 by

^ky, that !<ould be no in-
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demnities, making no exception in favor of 1

and limits the application of pit-: ,riea

conquered in the present war, but does not apj
to all territories in dispute, or to territories wholly or

partly inhabited by alien nationalities. This position
as to plebiscites is also that of the Germans, aa against
that of the British.

As these two points constitute the whole of the "terms
of peace at close of present war," it is clear that the

whole of the immediate peace policy of the N. E. C.

programme takes the view of the German Socialists as

opposed to that of the British Socialists of the anti-war

faction.

The general part of the programme might be taken at

first glance as a summary of all the means proposed by
the Socialists of the various countries for making peace

permanent. And it does contain a number of these

means, including one of the most important: neutral

tion of the seas (another object of the German, BK

posed to the British Government though

one from the Socialist standpoint). It takes up the sub-

ject of disarmament, but proposes only the very diffi-

cult plan of international action, reject iim Kautv

suggestion that the coerced disarmament of certain na-

tions be used as a lever for general disarmament. Nor

does it take up Troelstra's extremely important pro-

posal for the neutralization of colonies.

The preamble to the programme also fails eitl

mention high protective tariffs as one of the very

greatest causes of the conflict of national economic ii

ests, or to suggest the remedy international

lowering these tariffs. Yet this evil has always 1

phasized by the Socialists of all countries, and was pro-

posed as one of the most important S< ace

policies by Kautsky and given all possible weight
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in one of the most important and widely read Soe:

s made since the war (see ab<>

The need is emphasi/ed of a democratic control OVH
diplomacy, and universal suffrage is advocated. But it

1 that a democratic control over diplomacy
. in some countries, something more than univer-

sal suffrage, namely democratic government and the

abolition of absolutism as the British Socialists point

out (see the I. L. P. Program:
This programme, moreover, does not mention cither of

the remedies against war which engaged tho almosi

elusive attention of Socialists for a quarter century and

up to the very month when tho present struggle

gan the international general strike and the refusal

to vote military supplies in parliaments. In this re-

spect, as in its opposition to indemnities, its limitation

of plebiscites, its failure to demand the abolition of A

lutism, and its desire, for peace at the present moment
(when Germany has the best of it), the programme
follows the same lines as the policy of the majority of

the f.Ynnan Party, for in 1913 the German Party had

already voted money for military suppl'

And. finally, this programme says nothing about the

menace of a general revolution, involving all the guilty

which was unanimously indorsed by the

world's Socialists in Basel, as late as 191 'J. Th'

in ac.-nrd with the German Socialist position. For all

their publications make it dear that although the ma-

jority of German Socialists probably still favor an<:

peel a democratic revolution r

desire or ich a revolution in (iennany.
But perhaps the most significant omission is the fail-

ure to take up Kautsky's suggestion that a dee

defeat ot probable in this

and desirable from the Socialist standpoint as alone
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promising those radical changes Socialists desire. Dis-

armament, for example, could thus be forced upon the

defeated, as he points out, and this would serve a* an
opening wedge as well as a practical ground for intro i

ing this policy gradually also in the victorious countries
with the Socialists

'

aid.

CRITICISM OF THE PROPOSED PEACE PLAN BY A. If. SIMONS

We next give the views of one of the largest groups of

the opponents of this peace programme, best represented

by A. M. Simons. As editor of the American Socialist,
in which the peace plan appeared, he was given half a

page (an equal space) in that publication. Simons was

formerly a member of the National Executive Commit-
tee of the Party, and is perhaps the leading Party edi-

tor, since before his connection with the American So-

cialist, he was editor of the International Socialist

Review, of the Chicago Daily Socialist, and of

Coming Nation. The extreme importance attached to

the above peace programme by Simons and those Social-

ists who agree with him is best known by his article in

the New York Sunday Call (January 10th).

The following are the chief passages of the Sunday
Call article, which was entitled "Compromising with

Hell":

On this question of war and peace the Socialists of tin*

older nations have made a blunder so horrible that they have

involved you and me and every one of us, and our children

for years to come, unless we cut loose from their teachings

and profit by their terrible mistakes.

It was not last August that they made their mist

they only took the final step on the road they began when

they first tried to prove they were not "i'atlirrlamllew rascals"

and "sans-patrie." When Behel talked of "-
u' a rifle

in defense of his fatherland," when even Jaures wavered in

his opposition to militarism and offered an "alternative plan"
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[see Jaures i

army") for in*. . the lirst - taken. V.

at Stuttgart [1907 sec above, Part I] a do/en C.erman

gates, whose names I would not now wish to mention, ri-

me that we must not vote a complete repudiation of war lest

i the

hstag members -.art polities with the w.

[1H13 see above. Tart I] and < were ">hr

ation on to capital." they were takii;

first steps on the road which finally not only left thorn i

less to stem t

r,
but so impregnated their

It with the poison of race hatred that they swallowed the

iiiann-Ilill\vcjr story of a Russian invasion and d.

v to the desolation of Bcl'/n:

Now we are mot with the sophistical hypoeri-y that wo must

not make "moral
"

on the war. T!

: we must do if we leave all else undone. N,

adv.* - of the war now that wo have paid
il price for tuition is i of <tupidit\

Yet that is exactly what tho oommittee failed to .!

up tho
|

:tly-ri<iiiu
p Hood of militarist thouirht.

i increase.-

p ed i lii
'

'

.

;

ption, \\hieli is being proposed in

I happen to know,
>-rv of this commit' i of ".let,

! possibility of inva

e, because tin- road< run

do not know that this compromise is being

I I
|

I

'

.

h militari-m in t! : the lion

;,ilnr blunder in I-'.i mt it dm
i ow tar thi<

|

.

: into

hat I believe to l,r the only thiiiir worth living

and I want to know whether it is worth I

longer when it makes compromise with the hell of militarism.
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Simons continues his attack on the proposed pi.
the article in the American S<><

At least we should be honest and stand for <M (
.

t>

the other. That programme, in its most eneni
exactly abreast of the Czar of Russia and ROOM*
have spoken almost the same sort of 1.

on disarmament and peace. If the Soci.

them I want to know it.

Simons' alternative proposal is that Socialists shouM
continue, as hitherto, to wage war against milit.v

and nationalism and to do this that they should:

(1) Favor international action in the direction of dis-

armament, and

(2) Refuse to grant men or money for military pur-

poses.

He does not offer disarmament as a panacea against

war, but as a weapon against militarism, the spread of

which would make the growth of the Social Ut movement

impossible. Wars are to be overcome only by rcmo\

the economic causes of national conflicts.

Disarmament alone will not insure universal peace. Only
Socialism and the absence of the motives to national and race

hatreds will do this.

But there can be no hope of a peaceful overthrow of

talism until there shall be disarmament. M<><lrn> annar

cannot be democratic. This war is being fought with nrtillery,

dreadnoughts, airships, and mighty mechanical contrivances

which democracy can never expect to possess in such n way
as to use them against the class that is intrenched behind

present economic and political power.
The great struggle of the future will come across cln-

national lines. Every increase in military power is an

crease in the power that will be used to wish lab>

is not used directly to smash the of those who seek

to free themselves it will be used indirectly to inv.l.

ingmen in the fratricidal work of killing

they have been drugged with nationalistic patriotism.
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The second plank in any programme that shall be truly
Socialist must be opp any and all :

for military purposes, while class rule continues. "Not a

dollar, not a man" for purposes of murder, was
motto of the Socialists of nearly all the countries inv.

in war.

Because that principle was h the S-.

of the warring countries were drawn over the brh.L

bloody ditches whore they are now wallowing in one another's

gore. Y<>u can trace every step that led to this war and
the terrible breakdown of Socialist morale to :

Socialists 6rst began to find excuses for the granting of some
consideration to the beast of militarism.

A REPLY TO SIMO

Dr. John C. Kennedy, Secretary of the Illinois So-

eialists, one of those who drafted the tentative
j

plan of the Executive Committee, replied to Simons in

the American Socialist of the same date (January 9th .

His reply was in part as folio

In preparing the first draft of our

use of nil ! available which had been furnished not

only by American but by So.-ialMs. labor -i

and other i linm-hoiil the world. !

grammes and mam .1 .-.. Id

peace have recently be >t and '

orgni co groups in Australia. Ho":

Great Britain. . South (lermany, and other

of the world. There is a r< t in the t

Mini in all of the-e proirramnu'vi and

quite similar to the one which lr

National

.vith the

dealing with national disarman >

does not call for in .t by the 1'nitrd

States regardless of the action that may be taken by other

countries. All the members

armament, but we do not believe that it is either 1

desirable for the United States to disarm -..
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nations or some of them keep their armies and navies. The

only member of the committee of six who advocated the

policy of non-resistance was Mrs. A. >. It i* our

belief that disarmament can be accomplished only by int

national agreement. Otherwise a relatively democratic coun-

try such as the United States might by disarmament place
itself absolutely at the mercy of an autocracy such as Russia.

When Comrade Simons states that no distinction can be

made between offensive and defensive wars, he makes a criti-

cism which will certainly require us to define the term "of-

fensive" better than it has been defined in the past. Several

comrades, including, I believe, Comrade Benson, have sug-

gested that we use the term "wars of invasion" instead of

terms "offensive." If this is done I think that we can then

draw a rather sharp line between the two types of war, and

that much can be said for the proposal that a < of

the people must be taken before the United States shall in-

vade any other nation.

In his reference to "invasion" in the last paragraph,

Kennedy adopts the same criterion used by the <-

man Socialists in defense of their support of the German

Government in the present war (see the German P

statement of December 2d, quoted in Chapter XIX).

At the time the compilation of this volume w-
ished (April 15, 1915) the American Socialist Part>

had reached no conclusions on the issues brought up

by the "Peace Plan." It was offered tentatively for

the consideration of the National Committee (a far

larger body, not to be confused with the National 1

ecutive Committee of five members). No final

sions are likely before the annual meeting of this body,

or perhaps before the next Party Congress in 1

It will be evident to the reader of the documen'

previously quoted in this volume that Kennedy is correct

in saying that the tentative programme (as f

goes) is in accord with the position of

movement as a whole that is, as it stood before the
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prc.s But its omissions ;t

u we have pointed out '' I1(lt (<1(

;\- all of our quotations, that tin

having a tremendous effect on the Social

And is it not probable that this effect will be still gn

before the war is ended?

NOTE 1 (see page 450). In an arti< ! in the Leipzig Volks-

<r (which was confiscated in several cities) 1

explained that his ret'u>al to vote the war crcdils on March

'JiHli was due to his opposition to the _ t peace po
II' said: "It was a colossal sum that tin- Keichstag grot

But in regard to its final purpose we are in the dark. Influ-

ences that we cannot control may :ivc this purpose a form
that is opposed to our [Socialist] principles and. according to

our deepest convictions, to the ini. 'ple.

I'nder these conditions a vote of 'Y<

surrender to the decisions of the .Lroveniment as to \\ar

peace. . . . Shall the Labor Parties on both sides continue

ly to transform the heantifnl watchword. 'Workers of
all countries, unite/ into 'Workers of all countries, shoo:

another*? Sometime this must he hrou-Jit to an end. and I

am convinced that thr [favorable] war situation of (i< muiti;/

allows us to take up this position." (Our it.

NOTE 2 (see page 457). The most <

faed t>y any Urilish Socialist is that of II. <!.

He demands:

(1) A

Chaj :medy, and Montjoie. and the neutral:

the Rhine |'i..-.

it me of t-a i np to be decided by 1

r'land under the (V.ar, to inrlude all

Poles but i '-li-h disti

i A Great

(6) ia.

(6) i

Serbia and Italy to jointh , from the

Adria- The Neu 1. IW5.)
Few Socialists would agree to t' itkmed



CHAPTER XXXI

IS THE WAR DRIVING GOVERNMENTS TO
SOCIALISTIC MEASURES!

WAR is generally supposed to be wholly destru

But the world has recently awakened to th<

was is also constructive aside from the desirable re-

sults which every warring nation believes it will gain by
victory. War requires an immense increase of effort,

which means a vast amount of new organization by the

government, the one organ which represents tin-

or rather claims to represent the nation wholly and

does, as a matter of fact, represent it to a greater or leas

degree. Governments have been forced to underta'

numerable gigantic enterprises in direct connection with

their armies. They have been obliged to take over, or to

operate, or to reorganize and control, industry aft<

dustry. In order to supply these armies they have been

compelled to organize a considerable part of th-

production of the countries at war. In order to fr

people at home they have been forced, in ;.

smaller measure, to organize the distribution and Bale

of food. If the process is carried as far in the next

eight months as it was in the first eight months <

war, it will hardly be an exaggeration to say that all

these nations will be well on the road for the time

being to governmentally operated industry, or col-

lectivism.

Socialism is often denned briefly as collective democ-

racy or democratic collectivism. As yet there has been
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no advance in democracy through the war. nor

such advance be i \\hile the war lasts. On the

contrary, military organization always has meant

still means the reverse of democracy. But the war has

shown that this militarist reaction is much less ;

nounced in proportion as countries have already ad-

toward democracy and had established a linn

democratic or semi-democratic foundation when tin- war

broke upon them. So the anti-democratic results of war.

while in evidence everywhere, are comparatively mild in

England and extreme only in Russia. They an- D

marked in Austria than in Germany, and more ma:

in (in-many than in France. And, moreover, revolu-

tionary democratic movements have followed all n

wars which became unpopular, as we saw in France in

1871 and in Russia in 1905. It is not probable, then.

that any very strong anti-democratic reaction will

main after the war, and it is highly improbable that

any such democratic retrogression will take place as to

compensate for the present startling progress in .il

ism.

We are moving, then, in the direction of State So-

cialism. Nor is this all. For even before the war

Germany resorted to an extraordinary increase both of

graduated inheritance and income nd of taxes

on the rise in rental-value of land. The stupendous
'iie war cannot conceivably be paid in any

xcept by the most extraordinary increase

of such taxes, which will mean progress toward a radi-

cal redistribution of incomes by law. This is no lo-

State Socialism but S.

It is true that the Socialists have not been and will

not be chiefly responsible or even largely iv.spon-

for any of these p Kut their Socialistic I

is shown by the fact that the Social
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where the first to demand them. They have followed
the lines laid down by the Socialists, and if we wiah to

see where they may lead in the immediate future we
cannot do better than to look at the rnticiHins and the

further demands the Socialists are now making.
Let us turn, for example, to the German Socialist*'

programme elaborated a few weeks after the outbreak
of the war, let us compare it with what the government
has carried out, and note what is still demanded. The
German programme was put forth as a demand for the

governmental organization of consumption especially

of the food supply. This leads at once to the organ i

tion of agricultural production, and, as it will be noted,

to other radical steps related to this.

GERMAN SOCIALIST DEMANDS

(1) Measures for the regulation of production.

(a) To organize the harvest and its utilization*

(b) To make it the duty of farmers to raise specified

crops. Immediate planting of waste land with rapidly-

growing edible greenstuffs and vegetables. Organization of

cattle and dairy production.

(2) Measures for the provision of the means of produc-

tion.

(a) To supply fertilizers and seeds through public insti-

tutions and to regulate their use.

(b) To provide machinery by means of community or-

ganizations to encourage intensive agriculture.

(c) To open up woods and moorlands to the public for

the production of litter.

(3) Measures for securing labor power.

(a) Public regulation of employment.

(b) Fixing of a minimum wage.

(c) Abolition of servant laws and exceptional laws against

farm hands.

(4) Measures for the use of foo.lstuiTs.

The prohibition of the use of potatoes and ffrain f

production of spirituous liquors, regulation of the production

of beer, sugar, and starch.
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I r.ake it tli-

lal, national. and commi;

(6) To !i-.

for producers and middlemen.

(7) To encourage -n of foodstuffs and th<

lation of tlu-ir distribution by commu:
'able application . the

fishery, forestry, coal-niii; < hcmical indti-

The above programme was passed on the 1 :)th of

August and was supported by the Federation of Labor

Unions as well as the party.

In tbo middle of November, both orfrani/.ations .

more put their pn><_rraiinne liH'mv the -jovernment in the

shape of the following demands:

(1) The obligation of producers and traders in tho ni.

<>f life, to sell their products to public bodies (imperial.

and 1"

(2) Lowering of the maximum prices contained in the

of the Imperial Council of October iNth.

in-_r the minimum prices upon all kinds of -rain,

'foes, sugar, (lour, bread, al'-ohol. and petroleum for

diirors and middle-neii.

the supplies for the production of >p;

XCS.

> Tho ndditio it., meal to (lour on the basis

ts by weiirht to !() parK of rye (lour.

) Measures against speculation in industrial raw mate-

of these I'dieies that Yin- dniits

waa carried out on rndieal lines was that aiming to

^peculation in raw DUtteriali,

imports and exports .

;iny, as Wfll as the

labor supply, were much more seriously interfered with

those . >id. therefore the L'overiunent in

IIILT ind' war pu 1 to

more radical men
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supply of necessary raw materials. We lake the fol-

lowing account of these measures from Vorwaerts:

Immediately after the outbreak of the war, the military
authorities established a central office to assure the supply of

raw materials. But since all these raw materials, metals,

chemicals, textile materials are also used in many branches

of private industry, the Central Raw Material Office was
forced to concern itself with the compromise between the

interests of the army and those of private industry. The
interference in the whole raw material IIUMIM .

arose wholly from purely military reasons, and only to that

degree in which it appeared necessary to the war ad

tration in its own interests. And since a sufficient -

of raw materials is partly dependent on the results

campaigns, in certain circumstances private use had to be

abrogated in favor of use for war purposes.

The task fell to the Central Office to turn over the raw

materials to the various army contract"]-. Th. ,

among the various contractors was left to the industries con-

cerned, themselves. Each was organized into special associa-

tions under the control of the state. The form of organisa-

tion chosen was a stock company controlled by a State Com-

missioner with a veto power.

Up to the present (March 1st) the following' raw material

associations and statistical offices were set up :

The Combed Wool Association.

The Wool for War Purposes Association.

The War Chemicals Association.

The War Metals Association.

The Rawhide Association.

The War Leather Association.

The Linen Statistical Office.

The Flax Statistical Office.

The Jute Statistical Office.

The Rubber Statistical Office.

The Cotton Statistical Office.

The Horsehair Statistical Office.

The further task of the War I 'ial Deparl

consists in the evaluation of confiscated goods. To i

price speculation, such as were seen at the beginning
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war, maximum prices were established for copper, bran,
bronze, aluminum, nickel, antimony, tin, and the i>r<:

of copper, brass, and aluminum. Also for ammonium sul-

phate, wool, and wool products.

Vorwaerts, on February LMth, complains that the

other measures, for the benefit of consumers and not of

manufacturers, had only been very partially carried

out. The maximum prices, as far as they had been

established, had been circumvented. Speculation

tinned. In the middle of January, a new conference had

:i place with the government. On the *J.")th of Jan-

uary the government had issued an order for the con-

fiscation of grain and flour, but all the other demands

still remained unfulfilled. Vorwaerts contin

The raising of the price for potatoes and >ns of

potatoes, tho undisturbed speculation in

the increase in the prices of industrial raw matt-rials tin-

combinations, the holding back of potato supp
of the price of bread by Hour deal. > ..krrs all

showed something else than the accomplishment of the S

Democratic demands, necessary as these are in the interests

of the population which has remained at home, and that

I in the field.

The government has done as good as nothing to assure the

ase of the product inn of the cominir cul-

tivation of a few waste lands nnd the free irift of railway

and forest lands for the cultivation of potatoes and fi

tables does not help much. \Vh.;' -d in this rr-:nd i-

the systematic utilization of already cultivated lain'

services of the community, to the exclusion of the int.

oducers.

> the present day everythin.tr is compl.
'

in agricultural pi of the fact that it has

been shown that th . of pri-

of guarn- -lie necessiti-- of life to a populati-

eventy millions.

Vorwaerts waa especially dissatisfied
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maximum prices fixed for grains and adds: "If the

people can no longer do anything to modify these almor-

mal maximum prices, nevertheless, it will be their paa-
sionate wish that now at least all special profits slumM
be taxed away by a war tax on the inm-im-nt of prop-

erty, the proceeds of which should be used for social

purposes.
' '

Vorwaerts pointed out that those who reconn

rigid economies to the people can have no objection to

a tax of this kind. If such an agitation as this con-

tinues to go on during the war and after, it may easily

become ominous for the ruling classes in Germany.

Gradually a considerable part of the Socialist }><>

were practically adopted. There were inevitable and

important exceptions. The government, not being demo-

cratic, could naturally not satisfy the Social Democrats

as to the organization of the labor force, nor would it

extend the new policies to other than agricultural in< Ins-

tries except as it was driven to do so. However, the

states and municipalities have taken very radical steps

to provide work for the unemployed, if at an in

factory wage. And they are rapidly operating

industries.

In an undemocratic country and during war, none

of these policies are being carried out to the satisfaction

of Socialists. Nor are they Socialistic as at present ad-

ministered. But they would become Socialist'!.- with the

greatest rapidity if the Socialists secured an influential

voice in the government which they may soon d

that their patriotism is unquestioned esp

those countries where governments fail to achieve what

the people expect from the war.

By 1913, as we have said, the German Goven

already made a good beginning in graduated

against the rich. Two years before a tax had beei
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led against the rise of urban land valu.

some cases 30 PCM- rent. In !!>]:; tin- largest

io pay through income and properly i

an amount that was estimated at one-third of tin

come. By cxtendinir these rates to foil lines of mid, lie

size the financial results would probably be all that

in r/\ at present hopes for provided t!:<

e used for "social purpt.

Up to the present, however, Ponpoerii does

e any really Socialistic steps have bun taken. It

says :

Let us recall the contents of the or.lcr of tin- Imp-
Council. After a peri,l of six months during which a still

emulation liiul hcen carried > M in

- of peace. . rumen! <lcci<le<l upon i: .itiou

->1 the supplies of urain jiiul Hour. The contiscat ion lull

which had been driven up
months, or at least with the un avi-

prire. 'I!;.- prmluccrs and ti'adcrs tVuni \vho?n llu- sup-

tWty, therefore, obtained about the

price which they would have seemed !

1 in no eiirtaihncnt either of the

OF of the trading prolit. Tin- v

neither the natiunali/ation of the products ot

the nati..nali/atiun of the -rain 1:.

Vot eedfl to prove this point by citinjr the

ils of the government measure*, It then con-

tinues:

The assertion that tin- d foun-

"lly on thr mad t,,

with S-

ample, ti

whidi

iu nothii

complishment in no degree progress
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towards Socialism. Moreover, lli. i>rogramme (the
present programme of the German IV ,in no de-
mand for the creation of state monopolies The party has al-

ways occupied a critical attitude towards such demands. At
the Erfurt Congress in 1891 a motion that the Socialist I,

tag group should demand the nationa!

trade was rejected. ... In any case- tin-

state monopoly does not mean the triumph .,:

capitalism, for if this had been the 'case > would

already have celebrated tremendous triumphs in Russia and
Austria.

The Erfurt Programme says very clearly what Socialism is:

"The transformation of capitalistic private property in the

means of production land, mines, raw material, tools, ma-

chines, means of transportation into social property, a

transformation of production for privatr pr..:it into produc-
tion carried on for and by society."

Vorwaerts concludes that to welcome tin- war meas-

ures as being in any degree Socialistic is a very dan-

gerous illusion for the working class.

It repeated these criticisms again on February 22d,

pointing out that the government, in fixini: tin- prices

of grain but not of flour, and in regulating i

potatoes without confiscating and retailing them, had

failed to render satisfactory aid to the consun.-

It is not only the radical wing of the Socialists as

represented by Vorwaerts which denies that tin* present

State Socialist measures of the govenimrn-

Socialistic, but also Edward Bernstein, inter

leader of the moderate wing. He points out that

tinction must be made between what lo Social-

ism and what is really Socialism. Bern

article in Vorwaerts of March 7th with a <pi.

from the well-known British Econo

Chiozza Money, M.P. (from the /

that similar measures taken by tlu> British i;

are to be considered as Socialistic, in spite of the denial
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made in Parliament by Runciman, a member of the

Cabi:

Chio/za Money had said :

he present time the nation is. in far the laru'cr part

of its activities, a Socialistic undertakimr, created f.>:

purpose of the war as such. . . .

nationali/ed the railways; helped (he banks;

monopolized sugar; empowered the Board of Tra.i

fiscnte imports; rescued shipping by state insnrap.*

>ocialisin for the establishment of a dyeim: ill-

s'. \\hich capitalism has so absurdly neglected, and

a number of other thinirs that the public knows nothing

about, but which will be learned alter the war.

Th' n [concluded Money] have given to the Labor

Party the material for a crushing reply [to the government
statement that the war measures were not Socialistic].

Bernstein thru takes up the argument again-

Money as follows:

If he meant to say by this that a government has unlimited

rights over the economic life of the community durini:

naturally
'

! r. Money is right. But otherwise, his mas-

ifl this: that without furl her ado. it makes
State i the same tiling as Socialism. That may be
effective I'm- rhetorical effect, but it accomplishes nothini'

With his loi:ic. one could p]

that the Tlhip is Sociali- 1

1 institution n. ,1 by war.

-tainly war, and the n to which

have many charart- to re-en

Iu the very nature of armies there is hidden a < ' 'om-

muni .ts a

Socialistic thouu'ht at ! the int.

with private i which ia'

during a war are little dit: their inn:

from purposes of an 01

' they an d as

fWentinlly the same tliii to do. not with the

normal life of society, but with an ex<.
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Conditioned by these circumstances, such measure* are, in
their fundamental principles, independent of the stage of
social evolution reached, which iliwn aa we
understand it. They are, if the expression may be permitted
to me, intersecular, belonging to all ages, and not the peculiar-

ity of any particular country.

Bernstein denies absolutely the Socialism of all of

these measures, but he by no means denies th.v

may have a favorable effect upon the developm
Socialism. He concludes as follows:

Now, of course, the war may give rise to the establishment,
or to the demand for the establishment, of institutions which
will be permanent, and this is the result which those com-
rades have in mind who speak of the success of Socialism in

war or by means of war. As far as they concern themselves

with the recognition of the value of labor orpani/
which has taken place in several countries, I hope that they
are not mistaken. But one should be ruled, by
these matters. Our deceased Wilhelm Liebknecht used to

quote an English verse:

"When the devil was sick

The devil a monk would be,

When the devil was well

The devil a monk was he."

Necessity teaches one to beg, and the monstrous tasks of a

war such as the present one may open many eyes to social

truth which would otherwise be closed. The only quest:

How long will these results last and how many will tin -y

affect ?

The recognition of labor organizations of which Bern-

stein speaks, has taken a number of forms : t

tion to Vandervelde, Guesde, and Snnl.at t.. join the

ministries of France and Belgium, the appointment l.y

the British Government of a commission to satisfy labor

union demands and to fix the wages and labor c

tions in the establishments used by the State, and th<

close relation of the government with the unions in
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Germany. The full effect of these policies has not

appeare: whether ular

D the countries at war an- itPOB !i to

heard now that tin

secured an oflicial or semi-oflicial status.

In the official weekly of the German Socialist 1

Die Neue Zeit (of March 7th), Karl Kautsky, it*

tor and the intellectual leader of the radical S

takes a position toward the n< -\\- or j.ropo

y similar to that taken by Bei

of the moderates. Kautsky is concerned especially with

the State enterprises that are likely to follow the war

!i the governments will probably establish additional

inoi! in order to pay the interest on the colossal

public debt created by the great conflict, s; will

; rally prefer this method to heavy income taxes

against the wealthy. Like Bernstein. Kautsky admit*

that nationali/ation, and still more iminicipali/ation.

usually means progress; "in general it can be said that

government monopoli* t considerable advantages
over pri opolies."

: this by no means implies lluit every ii i of
-late in i: Socialism. We I

:uc!aim maitial l;i\v as the open door to S

sents the bi of tho pus-, i^sea as a

p.rary inicrcsts of separate gn>
. because

some of these groups rule it more tlmn oi li-

lt follows from this that industrial acti. the

present State, even v, ,1 thoroughly ap-

'-. are not Social:

h"W little may I rom the

D private HUH

If the coal mines, for . re bought out wit!
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any confiscation, the State \\ould hav. to pay a colowal

price. This would force it to eoi reaent

monopoly prices for coal. An<l it nup-
raise them, for it would have to ]

value for the mines, which is based upon the e\

tion of a still higher price in the future.

Now if nationalization were carried through for the

express purpose of furnishing additional

income, the prices would have to be raised !

* ' Such an increase of prices would have the same

as an ordinary tax on consumption when plaeed

necessity or on an indispensable means of produe;

The situation at the close of the war will be of tin

kind to increase all the dangerous sides of go--

monopoly and to prevent all its good sid-s t'n.n:

effect. We must certainly expert alien:-

ernmental monopolies. "VVe shall have l> us- :ill

if they cannot be prevented, to see to it that Hi-

which are opposed to the interests of labor and of the con-

sumer are restricted.

As against government ownership thus used aa a

means of indirect taxation to pay the *

Kautsky proposes a graduated tax on ineomes and

erty. That is, heavily graduated taxation a

rich with the exemption of the lower ;

more Socialistic than any form of govern in <

ship under a non-Socialist government.

It seems there is very little hope, then, for demo

State Socialism in Germany //<. the ]><<> :

some control both over the L
which is now wholly in the Kaiser's hand-

enjoys an enormous income independ

tag, and over the Prussian legislature (\ islates

for two-thirds of Germany on matters of the first

tance), since this latter body is now wholly in the hands
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of the landed nobility, i military,

and the wealthiest classes. It is for this reason th.v

Socialists of Prussia. subonlh

all social reform agitation to the one demand for the

immediate grant of equal suffrage.

The internal war programme of the British Social-

ists, worked out under tlu> din ct inn <>f tin- \V< M^. and
the Fabians, is no less scientific and radical than th.

the Germans. Nor has the British Government ln--n

less enterprising than the German. Ji i in<4

tin- vast advance the German Government had air.

made in monarchic collectivism long before the war. the

progress of England has 1< n even more astounding.

Here is the programme adopted by represents

of all the leading Socialist, labor, and co-operative organ-

izations in November :

Tin- nation is only at the bepnninu' "f n crisis which de-

mands thorough and drastic action by the state and the

municipalities. Any hold. far- reach hit: change, which will

prohably be resisted by official bun-an- <>nl\ he ;

possible hy the strong pramm <>f well .

1 popular agitation. Hcm .

broad outline the programme it thinks essential in virv.

that have either already arisen or are certain to

arise in the near future.

We call upon the entire labor and Socialist niovei'

:-h :>11 its national and local orgai these

demands upon the government hy an immediate national .

pnifini expressing itself in public meetings, the distrihutiou

IntioDi h\ affiliated bra-

of labor .ili-t bodies, and in such other ways at

m.lV lie data* d effective.

Tin i include the follnwini: detnai,

"titation (hoth mm and women in proportion
- in the area h on all national and

(^ of a public character established in con

tion with the war.
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The inauguration of a comprehensive policy of mu:

housing.
The establishment of co-operative canteens in connection

with the army, to insure that food is supplied at reasonable

prices to the soldiers in camp or barracks

(a) Provision of productive work, at standard rates of

wages for the unemployed.

(b) Where the provision of work is impracticable, main-
tenance to be granted on a standard sufficiently

sure the preservation of the home and the supply of what is

necessary for a healthy life, and the immediate abandonment
of all the inquisitorial methods now too often used in order

to restrict the amount of relief.

(c) Trade unions to be subsidized out of national fund*

to such an extent as will permit them (where provision of

work is impossible) to pay members unemployed benefit

without bankrupting other resources.

The encouragement and development of home-grown food

supplies by the national organization of ap accom-

panied by drastic reductions of freight charges for all prod-

uce, in the interests of the whole people.

Protection of the people against exorbitant prices, es-

pecially in regard to food, by the enactment of maxima and

the commandeering of supplies by the nation wherever ad-

visable.

National care of motherhood by the establishment of ma-

ternity and infant centers, the provision of nourishment for

expectant and nursing mothers, of doctor or midwitV .

finement, and of help in the house while the mother is laid

aside.

The compulsory provision of meals and clothing for school

children, three meals a day, seven days a M

The continuance of national control over railways, docks,

and similar enterprises at the close of // '' a vi*w to

the better organization of production and distribution.

Like the Germans, the British Socialists deman-1 the

inauguration of a legal minimum wa^r. I: thil is es-

tablished no matter how incompletely nor how low tho

wage it is needless to state it will in itself mean a

revolution in the organization of labor and of industry.
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'ic proper TS and child >t a

feature of t! BO programme. Nor has it I

adopted in Greftl I

1

, itain as yet. hut so many inn

s have already l>een introduced that there are good
chances that ii

But it is the progress of eomplci.

industri
I,

that marks tin-

progress -icialism in an individual

though democratic country like (Jreat I'.ritain.

The A mtOfl dcscri! Mows the control

of the railways as worked out at the end of 1!M I -.

On the outbreak of war an Order in Council was i

under Section l(i of the Keirulat ion of th. \ t. 1^71,

declarinu: that it was expedient thai "uld

ri.nlr.-! of the railroads. This control \\ .

: hy a Committee uf (Jeiieral M:

(lent of the Board of Trade as ollicial chaii man. The ri

thifl \va< that the railways were proini.

unit: the fight for traffic what little (Hit tl,

1. The Kailway Clearini: I !

hundred- if tl-.e elerk> fnmi t
: utili/cl (mainly

throu-jli the ctTorts of the ollieials of the Kaihva ,

Anociation) in various ways hy the various eoinp.>

I he new rc^inic 1h-

witl hiiiLr woi
'

oothly as

pOWihle. Tin .iwin^ to the fact that, unl

to most people, the Committee of Control had heen in

time he

witl. well thoii'Jit-out plans. Tim*. whiK'

: the impossihility of natio:

-fully WO\

ni. Now for :

'

sh.'ill lie ;

Ion or i:

with

and- ; iid them
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shall be the sura by which the a-

railways for the period during \vhidj n. are io

possession of them lull short of tli- aggn -oeipta
for the corresponding period lor l!l:;." '|

mentioned condition" is that, as trad.- ! id di-!u:cd

during the first half of the \

made to cover that. Practically tli: he railway*
are guaranteed dividends on last year's has , near
last year's basis. Not only that, hut guaranteed
against any "injury" they may sustain'. We leave it to those
best informed as to what is the pi-art i.-c of the companies to

say how this will be interpreted. It is, shall we say, poamble
that a good deal of latitude will he taken ai

put in hand which, in the ordinary course of things,
not be touched.

Up to the time of writing this describes the degree to

which nationalization had gone. The Xcw Statt

organ of England's most scholarly and practical Social-

ists, does not expect it to go fart In

the more moderate demands of railway employees. Nor
does it feel confident that even this cons policy

of semi-nationalization will last after the \\ar. It says:

The business of the country had to be

the primary business of transporting soldiers and mi;:

of war, and if the government had not taken control this

business would have fallen to the companies in the ordinary
course at some recognized rate. It is true that most of them

would probably in this case not have made nearly an much

out of the state as they will make under the . range-

ments; but while we permit them to hold the
j

privilege and influence which they enjoy i <-irrle*

to-day we cannot be surprised if they secure good terms for

themselves.

How has all this affected the pro.-;

ization? In some quarters it seems to b ranted

that permanent state control must follow a* result

of the government's recent art ion. I'.ut !ear, to say

the least, that this is what will happen. !._

it ought to happen; but then, logically, railway nationalistkm
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ought to have come about years ago. On tlu- u !.<>!< it \

appear that tin- railway companies arc likely to be

ened rather than \\
J

the war. Al.nr amoni: business

prises in this country they arc iruarantecd against loss;

and it may be assumed that they will not mi.-s this in.

opportunity of permanently rrorgani/.iui: their services

considera ding their joint working arrai

which, whilst removing many public grievances, will

appreciable economies. Still more important, it' the war
!d last for a considerable time, fhcy will have standard-

ized their dividends at a comfortably high rate; and so in-

creased the price at which the puhlic would have to buy
them out. Meanwhile the public debt will have greatly in-

creased and the state of the money market will not be

as to make any Chancellor of t quer very an

to attempt the flotation of the enormous amount of public
stock which railway purchase would require. The faoi

mains that private ownership will still be as great an anomaly
and as much in the way, for example, of any effe<

reform after the war as it was b . like the

fate of a great many other things, will depend upon the

general condition of domotic polities and of the public at-

titude in regard to them.

The New Statesman, however, and the Britisb So-

cialists generally, arc so anxious for railway nat ionali/a-

lion that such half-way measures would naturally I

to them like no progress at all. And it may \\ell IT that

the war will bring about nationali/ation either at its

close or within a few ..t only of railways, but of

docks and perhaps even of other branches ,,f production

such as coal mines- -so fundamentally vital t..

industry. The necessity /

nation in competition with other tint inns, nnd t)t<

recoui< fin tosses of n-<ir. m/>/ prove as strnuij un

pelting force as the necessities of tin wnr //>

But the need to supply the vast armies in the field and

need to feed the p.-opb- at home are only a part of

the forces compelling State Social: > The b
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ruption of foreign trade compels the #v. to
come to the rescue of threatened in.lu.strics, as we taw
in the case of Germany. Thus aniline dyes, no longer
to be secured from Germany, en product-
British industry valued at $1,000,000,000 annually.
The government took up this problem at once
the steps taken were petty and slow. The government
first proposed a loan to a private th

corporation. It finally decided for technical reasons
to supply certain Swiss establishments with chemicals

they lacked and to get the chief supply in this way.
It contributed $500,000 for experimentation over a

period of ten years, but it was found that one of

large German establishments was expending this much
on experiments every year. Nevertheless a beginning
has been made and the government will be forced to see

the new undertaking to a successful conclusion.

Direct war needs, however, compelled a far more

rapid evolution, as witnessed by the law

government power to take over any indtistr'

ment for war purposes. Such establishments will not

remain in the government's hands after the war. 1

many new methods will be introduced, especially in

handling of labor, and a large part of these will doubtless

be permanent. Moreover, wherever the government will

have proved equally efficient with, or more efti<

than, the private owners, an unanswerable argument will

have been given for later nationalization or municipal-

ization. As Lloyd George pointed out, the success of

this policy will be the strongest possible argument for

collectivism,
"

since the British people are essentially

a people who act on example and experiment rat 1

than on argument."
And above all, the nation may come to feel that

tain other objects such as an efficient population are
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quite as important aa success in war. Whin it does

\\ill lu prepared for the par-

tial or total nationali/ation (or nn ation) of all

the more important branches of main;

But there is an-
I

:.ch of CO) .ally im-

portant with governmental operation of industry and

governmental orirani/ation of labor, the new an-!

increases in taxation. TlteM, as I have said, arc al-

most bound to rise slill further <// the

interest on the hui:*' delits now being COi

have to he paid. After the war. too, the democi

forces will be freer to act am! xes will be

graduated still more heavily against th

war the income tax has already been doused in

Great Britain, and one-fourth is now taken from

"unearned" income of the wealthuM givup,

income derived from bonds, dividends, etc. If

ess of doubling i

forms of taxation, the inherit will tal.

and -ID
|

\\ ill 1-v

: from the rise in ur ; values.

After the war. when pditieal d<

adva tor, IJoyd <;ein:e. his p

moilsly inciv \ Chi m-ellor. \\ill
;

i and in:

ance tax lone

ust th(> merely \\ 'hry

bein It,, p;,y LT) or .'Id
]

Wealthiest m ; .rther in- -ntil.

say

Or the two methods may be comhined. wliich is the i

ly course 1 time the /<// nn flic rise in

land values couli raited i '<<> ]><r cent. <n\<l

extended from fi

possession of tmaU linli.r*. \
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not sufficient they may be su

the railways and using them as i

does for the purpose of augmenting H

which is similar in some ways if

indirect taxation. Steamship lines, coal min.-s. H.-

also be nationalized largely with the same ul.j.

though this method, as our quotation from Kautaky
showed, is the very reverse of Social

Mere nationalization, as the examples of Huswia, Aus-

tria, and Germany show, does not necessarily mean
progress in the direction of social demur; : . The re-

duction of inequalities of income by means of tax

does mean social democracy in two ways. Lars/*

tunes are immediately reduced and their
i

society diminished. Jn tin- u

smaller income are almost certain to get, sooner or

later, a direct and positive individual benefit. Not, of

course, at first, since the money is to go for war pur-

poses or to pay interest on war loans. But it is highly

improbable that when such war expenditures grow less

these most popular taxes will be reduced. They will be

used for public education, the public health,

social reform purposes. They will replace unpopular

forms of indirect taxation that increase the cost

ing of the masses.

At the same time nationalization and munieipaliza-

tion may prove equally Socialistic at a I

at first as a means of indirect t afford an

excellent business investment for the nt. These

policies also fit in admirably with -j

increment taxation from the Socialist

a part of the proceeds of these taxes is used to pay the

debt of the governmental rail\\.

become in fact as well as in name

erty. This is collectivism. It only remains to make the
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govt iii the fullest WDM,
\v government i

;hrr

.-tly to reduee the cost of living or to pay for some

other popular benefit, and \vr have an installment a

larjre installment of Socialism.
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